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To the gifted and experienced musician, music is a language-to be understood in sentences, paragraphs and chapters. The student who is still
struggling with letters and words, so to speak, needs the guidance that
will reveal to him the larger meanings of the musical language. Theory,
as it i~ called, has always been upheld as the promised gateway to this
broad understanding, but there are thousands upon thousands of eager
young musicians as well as disappointed older ones who will testify
to the seemingly unbridgeable gap between their theoretical studies and
the living experience of music itself.
To tell the truth, musical theory as it is generally taught, consists of
a more or less elaborate system by which small musical units may be
identified (or written) according to their position and function with
respect to the temporary tonal context. The larger units are merely
labeled according to the recognizable thematic characteristics. The student who masters such a system has indeed learned something about
music; but what he has learned is a nomenclature by which he can conduct a well-described " tour" through a composition, pointing out each
landmark and its more obvious characteristics.
If music were only such a "conducted tour" it would never have
the profound and moving effect upon us which has made it perhaps the
greatest of all the arts. Obviously something far more fundamental and
compelling is at work in this great language, something which conventional theory touches but has largely failed to reveal in its full extent.
This "something" quite evidently consists of more than one element;
but there is hardly a doubt that the greatest of these organic elements
is that of tonality with the inevitable relationship of tonal direction to
the element of rhythm-for this is the space-time continuum in which
music lives. It appears that Heinrich Schenker was the first musical
theorist who took the decisive step in defining these organic forces of
the musical language; in particular, the tonal functions and relationships which form both the generative and cohesive forces in great music.
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Schenker, however, never fully organized his writings from a pedagogical standpoint; nor are they by any means complete. Some of his explanations, moreover, are challenging and call for reexamination.
In this extraordinary book Felix Salzer has, I believe, attempted and
succeeded in a task of tremendous difficulty. Schenker's pioneer work
has been modified, expanded and completed, in a sense, for the first time,
so that its application to tonal music of all sryles and periods can be
understood. In order to achieve such a result, it has been necessary to
write a book of considerable length and, in places, of some complexity.
This is inevitably due to the fact that Dr. Salzer has faced fully the
problems of his task and has tried to be as complete and exhaustive as
possible.
In my many years as Associate Director and Director of The Mannes
Music School (following a good many years devoted to the teaching
of theory and composition), I have been in a position to observe the
results of this approach to music upon the students themselves. Much
of the material in this book has been used for several years in the regular
theory classes of the School; it will undoubtedly become the official
textbook for the course. I can say without hesitation that I have never
seen such musical awareness on the part of theory students, nor such
genuine enthusiasm for a theory course. What seems at first to be an
almost unnecessarily diversified terminology, becomes later on an obviously necessary and logical approach, and furnishes a student with a
means of analysis which can guide him through a work of any length
and complexity. And what is still more important, it can guide him to
that sort of listening which embraces the "paragraphs" and "chapters"
of music-that instinctive understanding which marks the true musician.
I feel that the appearance of this book is a major event in the history
of musical theory and understanding, and merits attention from musicians of all kinds.
LEOPOLD MANNES
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Introduction

This book is based on Heinrich Schenker's revolutionary conceptions
of tonality and musical coherence. It has been motivated and guided
by my great admiration for Schynker himself, as well as by my gratitude for those ideas and teachings which have given my musical life its
purpose and direction.
It is not the aim of this book to apply Schenker's ideas to specific
problems; this has already been done in books in both English and German. My purpose is to mold his concepts into a workable, systematic
approach for use by teachers, students and performers, as well as by
anyone seriously interested in the problems of musical continuity, coherence and structure.
Whoever undertakes the task of presenting Schenker's ideas outside the German-speaking world is confronted with the formidable
question: "Why not translate Schenker's writings and let them speak
for themselves?" There were many reasons for my decision to drop
the idea of translation, with or without commentary. One important
reason seemed to me to be the very gradual, yet at the same time very
complex, manner in which Schenker's final conceptions took shape.
Between the harmony book, 1 published in r9o6, and the final work, Der
freie Satz, 2 published after his death in r935, his books and articles
reveal the extraordinary growth of his ideas. However, to the musician
still unfamiliar with his work, these publications do not present a systematic development from rudimentary ideas to their final form and
definition. For instance, there seems to be a veritable break between the
period in which he wrote his study of Beethoven's Njnth Symphony
fl (r9r2) 3 and that in which the first issue of D er T onwille (r92r) 4 was
1

Neue Musikaliscbe Theorien und Phantasien (Vol. I, Harmonielehre ). U niversal-Edition, Vienna.
2 Neue Musikalische Theorien und Phantasien (Vol. III ). Universal-Edition,
Vienna.
s Beethovens N eunte Sinfonie. Universal-Edition, Vienna.
4 Universal-Edition, Vienna, 192 1-1 924.
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published. New ideas suddenly appear, seemingly for the first time, and
the gap between these two periods has never been explained. From then
on, the development of the new ideas is more consistent; but although
the bridge from old to new is understandable to one familiar with
Schenker's approach, it presents a definite obstacle for the beginner.
Even in the years between 1920 and 1935 various major changes both
in the conception and in the working-out of ideas are evident in the
various issues of Der Tonwille as well as in the three volumes of Das
Meisterwe1·k in der Musik; 5 the reasons for these were never fully revealed. Although Schenker's students and others sufficiently interested
in his work were able to follow his provocative and compelling way of
thinking and reasoning (and were able in turn to give their students the
necessary explanations), the fact remains that Schenker's last work, Der
freie Satz, is a highly advanced and rather complex book for which
adequate preparation simply does not exist.
These factors made translation, without at least a thorough and
lengthy commentary, highly inadvisable. But there were two other
decisive reasons that finally caused me to give up any idea of translation
and to write a new book presenting his conceptions systematically.
During the years following Schenker's death (January, r 935), partly
as a result of discussions with other musicians and teachers but mainly
through my own teaching experience, one thought became increasingly clear. To teach music theory, analysis and composition according
to his ideas, it was necessary to formulate a new pedagogic approach
to these ideas. · Many points required clarification, and many terms
needed more concise definitions; it became apparent, furthermore, that
explanations ought to begin on a more elementary level. Understanding of tonal organisms is a problem of hearing; the ear has to be systematically trained to hear not only the succession of tones, melodic
lines and chord progressions but also their structural significance and
coherence. Thus a systematic approach evolved, starting from simple
and short examples and leading, in gradual stages, to large and complex
organisms. This approach I call "Structural Hearing."
The second reason for not translating is that Schenker, with very
few exceptions, used as illustrations music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries only, the music which lay so close to his heart and
mind. Within the last fifteen years I have become completely convinced, however, that his ideas apply to widely diverse sty les of music
and that the broad conception underlying his approach is not confined
to any limited period of music history. This fact has not been recog5

Drei Masken Verlag, Munich, 1925- 1930.
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nized sufficiently and has led to the belief that Schenker's writings are
valuable only for eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music. Nothing
could be more erroneous; it is hoped that the following pages will prove
the fallacy of this contention.
Hence Schenker's basic premises are left untouched in this book, but
within the new pedagogic approach, several definitions have been revised and the range of literature has been considerably widened. I am
aware of the fact that these changes will be criticized by those w ho still
cling with the spirit of orthodoxy to every word Schenker has pronounced and who oppose any deviation from or any development of
his writings. I consider this attitude narrow-minded and short-sighted.
It has proven to be detrimental to the dissemination of the approach as
a whole, because, by its very dogmatism, it has tended to make hard
and fast some misunderstandings to which Schenker's w ritings have
been subjected. I am convinced that a free and unbiased investigation
of his work, while making certain definite modifications necessary,
shows its value as even greater and farther reaching than heretofore
held possible. It seems to me that Schenker's concepts provide not only
for an intimate understanding of musical architecture of the past centuries, but, once thoroughly understood, may contribute towards establishing a truly modern style of composition.
In planning the contents of this book it seemed necessary first to explain in outline the essence of his ideas and their vital significance
for our times. I have therefore divided the book into three parts w hich
differ somewhat in approach. The first pan presents Schenker's conceptions, their purpose and the possibilities which they suggest. It is
in no sense intended as a comprehensive survey but simply as an introduction to the fundamental ideas upon which the approach is
based. The questions raised by the first part and many w hich it leaves
t untouched, will be answered in the second part- T be pedagogic and
systematic approach to structural hetrring. Each of these parts, however, will be treated as a unit, each understandable and complete in itself, without reference to the other. This procedure necessarily entails
a certain amount of repetition, especially between Chapter II of Part
I and the early chapters of Part II. Such repetition is unavoidable if t he
second pan is to be presented as a complete and detailed exposition of
the approach. In addition, it can serve only to enhance the reader's
understanding to find each idea, w hich served in the general outline,
repeated and developed in its exact perspective within the detailed
whole. The third part, finally, deals w ith the implications and conse-
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Part I Chapter One

New ideas, whether they support or oppose the customary trend of thinking, represent the spiritual and mental characteristics of the period into which they are born; they will always be
symptomatic of that particular period in human history. Thus, before
discussing ideas of a revolutionary nature on the structure and coherence of music, it seems of utmost importance to understand the characteristics of the musical period in which they have evolved. In more
specific terms, we must understand the conditions under which music
is at present developing, the role it plays in our stage of civilization and
its relation to the cultural and spiritual trends of our time.
Whether ideas meet receptive or deaf ears, whether they are born to
live and bear fruit or to die and be forgotten does not depend on their
intrinsic value alone; it also depends on the condition of the soil, so to
speak, on which they fall. History knows some instances in which new
ideas have been readily absorbed and applied, but many more in which
ideas have been allowed to lie fallow and to disseminate very slowly.
The reasons for the fate of an idea are as manifold as are the reasons
for its birth.
In attempting to characterize our times in relation to the development
of music, we find that very diversified trends at first give a confusing,
rather kaleidoscopic impression. In spite of this apparent confusion and
our necessary lack of historical perspective, a picture may be drawn
presenting two aspects which at first appear extremely contradictory,
but which prove to be interdependent by balancing each other to a
remarkable degree.
One of the more obvious characteristics of our cultural period is the
intensirj and extension of its musical activity. This intensity pervades
all fields of music, be it composition, perfonnance or teaching. The last
decades have been mark.:!d by a tremendous increase in music-making
in general. In tenns of quantity alone, we can say that probably more
people than ever before have been brought into contact with good

4
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!Uusic. The vast number of concerts given, in addition to radio programs and recordings, have done much to bring music to the people
(in the literal sense of the word). Consequently more and more people
are studying music seriously or taking music courses as part of their
general education. This new interest, in turn, has encouraged and made
possible the establishment of more music departments in colleges, universities and other institutions of higher education, which provide serious students and music lovers with heretofore unheard-of opportunities
for music education.
Great progress has been made in the field of pedagogy. The technical
standard of instrumental playing has been raised to a very remarkable
degree; performances by children and young students give convincing
proof of the high average of technical quality. This positive trend can
also be observed in the unusually high standard of orchestral performance.
The bright side of this picture is also intensified by a growing interest
in the theory of music and composition and the strong development of
musicological research in universities. This has produced an increasing
sense of responsibility concerning performance. The number of good
or at least technically clean performances has grown appreciably in the
last decades; the technique of rehearsal has become more precise. Problems of style are no longer the concern of a few musicians only; we
have become style-conscious. Although stylistically incorrect performances certainly occur, they provoke healthy criticism and opposition
due to the improved and deepened historical outlook of many musicians.
We also must acknowledge that now, in contrast to the situation
prevailing at the beginning of this century, more is being done to help
the young composer. Certainly there is still much room for improvement, but, on the whole, the lor of the contemporary composer has
brightened somewhat. Performing artists are gradually including more
contemporary works on their programs, and there is a happy trend on
the part of some publishers to accept new works more readily. I believe that this is due to a more enlightened attitude on the part of the
public.
All this, however, describes only one side of the picture; the other
side offers a remarkable and rather ominous contrast. Under the pleasant veil of musical prosperity lie deep unrest and uncertainty; in spire
of all this hustling musical life, we are living through a rime of crisis.
No wishful thinking can deny irs existence; irs symr:oms are too obvious and too abundant to be denied. Every thinking and conscientious
musician, whether he fights for a new musical idiom or a new rheoreti-
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cal approach or clings to tradition, must strive to understand the nature
of this great unrest.
This is a crisis in fu~damental musical concepts which naturally
affects ~he composer. It m no way reflects upon the quantity of his
productiOn or upon the undoubted quality of many contemporary
works. But to whatever degree the individual composer may be affected,
we are undoubtedly passing through a period of strained and selfconsci?us composition. We are constantly groping and experimenting,
searchmg for a new language, a new idiom, a new direction of musical
thought. In this search for the new, however, we somehow do nor act
as free age~ts; for instead of letting all creative forces come into play,
our gener~tlon has e~tered upon a frantic struggle for originality. From
the necessity of findmg new means of expression arises a misconception
of the new as an end in itself. The elements of composition can be
taught, but originality can never be taught or demanded from a student
because it is entirely dependent upon inspiration. Since he will or will
not attain originality according to his own talent, this demand is a tremendous handicap to him for it tends to force him to be new for rhe
sake of the new. This artificial incentive too often kills the last vestiges
of spontaneous impulse and creative naivete and has led to creative
self-consciousness. It is also significant that more than ever before the
composer
is raking an active part in discussion·' leadincr
composers hold
•
1:>
Important. teaching positions; they write books and articles on a far
greater scale than did composers of former rimes. All this points up
more strongly how conscious the problems of composition have become.
Today'~ musical ~risis centers on the problem of tonality. Tonality,
?ew to~ah~y, atonahty, polytonality, twelve-tone music, neo-classicism,
~p:ess10msm-all these terms may symbolize various and often conflictmg currents, but they all vitally concern the substance of musical
language.
Ther~ is ~ re~dency to explain away the importance of rhe crisis by
companng It With former conflicts, for instance those of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries. We are told to beware of exacrcreration that
•
1:>1:>
'
every penod rends to overstate its own significance and that a crisis
which seems ~ar-reaching in our rimes may in the light of history prove
to be far less Important and significant than we judge it to be. In short,
':'e are told that while we may consider the crisis in our time as involvI~g t~e most fundamental conceptions, this crisis actually represents,
histoncally speaking, just another change of style.
Although it is true that history shifts the emphasis of events, I believe
that those who see in recent developments only another fight for a new
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style are overlooking a decisive point: the musical revolutions of the .
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were revolutions within a generally accepted basic idiom of musical expression; they represented
changes of style during the course of the development of a musical
language, or changes within a language already developed. But none
of them-neither the struggle over the opera at the end of the sixteenth
and the beginning of the seventeenth century, nor the conflict between
vocal and instrumental expression in the sixteenth century-affected
the basic conception of tonality. These struggles ultimately reduce
themselves to changes in styles and settings; this is true not only of the
conflicts already mentioned, but of the development of the classical
sonata form and of the strife over Gluck and the New German school.
While these conflicts essentially represent changes of style, they nonetheless gave great impetus to the development of tonality's expressive
possibilities.
We must distinguish between changes of style on the basis of a developing or existing language and a crisis of the musical language itself.
These earlier conflicts may have created much discussion at the time of
their occurrence, but, what is of foremost importance, they left the
language (i.e. the fundamental conception of musical utterance and
continuity) basically untouched. They affected, so to speak, the appearance and dress, but not the body. They served to enrich, elaborate and
even to change the dress in spectacular fashion, but they presented no
attack on the body, i.e. the conceptions of musical continuity, coherence and structure.
Our period, however, is completely at odds about basic conceptions
of musical utterance and coherence. This is therefore a conflict of hmguage and not of style. Not one idiom has as yet divulged its possibilities convincingly to a majority of composers as a musical language, and
what is even more important, none of them has reached that unconscious stage of musical expression so vital to the development of an
artistic language or conception.
Whatever the future of art music may be, whether it lies in the
twelve-tone system or any other of our present much-discussed idioms,
there is hardly any doubt or disagreement about the fact that, for the
present at least, the language of tonality has lost its universal power of
musical expression. Some believe that it is disintegrating, having exhausted its possibilities. Others, however, believe that this language,
after having gone through a period of crisis, is now emerging with
major changes and new structural possibilities constituting an enrichment of its architectonic potentialities. This is also the view of this
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author w~o firmly believes in the development of a "new" tonality
made possible through the powerful influences of Hindemith, Bartok
and Stravinsky. Time will provide the answer to this question. We
shall probably go on groping and experimenting for some time to come;
we must go on because only the constant efforts, conscious or unconscious, of this and the following generation will provide the muchneeded answer and will give direction to future generations.
crisis of a mu~ical language or of a basic musical conception (tonality may be classified as both) can neither be condemned nor praised.
It cannot be fought, but neither can its existence be denied; it is beyond
all methodological interference. The course of cultural developments
of such strength as the crisis of tonality can be influenced to a limited
degree at best.
.
It is the way in which we deal with this crisis, our attitude towards it,
which is of vital importance and which may have some direct bearing
on future developments. It is certainly not beyond our power to influence this attitude.
We are searching; we are trying to understand; we are endeavoring
to make conscious the unconscious. This is a general characteristic of
our rimes, and it is true of our relation not only to music, but to the
ot~er arts and to science as well. It is our destiny and we must live up
to tt. We cannot afford to indulge in ostrich policies or to be complacent about our accomplishments. More self-criticism, a more honest
apprais~l of our situation, is imperative if we are at last to gain creative
expressiOn, free from the specter of originality atout prix.
It is equally imperative that we be at all times receptive and responsive to the new~ and I think we are now on the whole more open-minded
than other penods have been. However, the tendency which we often
observe to discuss modern compositions in vague generalities is not
only unjust to contemporary composers, but is very detrimental to our
attempts to meet the crisis. In the appraisal of new works, just as in
the analysis of older compositions, there is an unfortunate tendency to
be satisfied with vague categorizations according to such superficial
stylistic criteria as "neo-classic," "neo-romantic," "linear," etc., or to
describe their outer, visible appearance, so to speak, in terms of external aesthetic values. These terms, while having a definite place in the
field of music criticism, hardly ever touch upon the actual musical utterance. Often terms such as "original," "bold" or "interesting" are profusely used but do not succeed in covering up what is lacking either in
the music itself or in the listener's understanding.
Furthermore, it seems as though some musicians are so deadly afraid of
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·"missing" a talent that they think it safer to ~raise most new. coi?p.osi- .
tions, thus demonstrating an appalling lack of JUdgi?ent and dis.cnmi~a
tion. This curious attitude has indeed become a ventable obsess10n With
all too many musicians, critics and teachers. Whether we are prejudiced and condemn or neglect works simply because they are new
and sound unusual or for other narrow-minded reasons, or whether
we go to the other extreme and lose our sense of judgment me~ely because the work is new and we are afraid to be blamed for not havmg recognized a talent-both attitudes seem to me equally detrimental to the
development of music. Either will delay more than promote the process
of finding a definite language of musical expression.
The roots of the tendency to be vague and to generalize lie in a widespread and marked uncertainty in regard to basic ~usical con~eptions.
This uncertainty leads naturally to vagueness m ?u~ musical ~er
minology and only too often to outright superficiahty of musical
analysis and criticism. A great gap exists between the deman,ds made upon
the critic and teacher for understanding and guidance, on the one hand,
and our ability to cope with these demands, on the other.
An ever-increasing number of musicians feel that they have been subjected to methods of musical theory and analysis which they.now consider to be inadequate. As a result, some of them tend to reJect ev~ry
possible type of analysis and, as a consequence, resort to purely des.cnptive methods in which musical generalities play an unduly promment
part. They have given up h~pe of expecting ~ny ~ig~t fr?m intr~nsically
musical explanations of musical contents. It IS this situanon which produces our ambiguous terminology. There are far too many who are spellbound by terms and who juggle slogans which do not gain significance
from constant repetition, but only add to the confusion. In spite of all attempts to categorize, and in spite of the great increase in style-cri?cism,
we can hardly think of a time when there were so many terms m use,
while at the same time there was so much real confusion over basic musical conceptions.
One basic musical concept already mentioned, tonality, is to many a
vague and only partly understood phenomenon whose potentialities are
as yet unknown. Tonality, along with other fundamentals such as harmony, counterpoint and modulation, are defined in a. great nun:b~r of
varied and often contradictory ways. Even the functlOn and ongm of
form in music seems today to be a bewildering subject.
.
We can hardly decide now whether the crisi~ ia musical language IS
the consequence of the confusion in basic musical concep~io~s or whether these ideas are bound to become confused when the mstmct for the
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use of the language declines. Developments in the history of art move
gradually, and it is certain that there is neither one cause nor one solution to all the conflicts which confront us. It is in our hands, however, to
change the mental attitudes and the methods which tend to a vague,
purely descriptive terminology of analysis and criticism, and to revise
the whole field of theory and appreciation. I am convinced that nothing
short of such a fundamental revision can give our musical thinking a
new direction.
It is my belief that it was Heinrich Schenker who gave the powerful
initiative to this much-needed revision. He has provided us with new
ideas which clarify and revise conventional conceptions and which give
new impulse and stimulus to our musical thinking. Above all he has
brought the wide field of musical theory again into contact with the
living motion of musical composition from which it had separated itself
so very thoroughly. No one can predict in what way his ideas will inf!uence the development of a new musical language, or to what extent
they will affect problems of analysis, interpretation and composition. It
seems cenain, however, that understanding and assimilating them represents a necessary condition to sound musical development, out of which
a solution of the crisis may later evolve.
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Chapter Two

A.

Chord grammar-Chord significance

Schenker's conceptions are based on a fundamental observation the recocrnition of which formed the starting point of his entire work-the distinction between what will be called chor~ gr_~ar
and chord significance. While this distinction may have been.msti?cnvely felt by other musicians, they do not seem to ~ave recogn~zed Its vast
implications nor to have dra~~ from it any tangibl~ concl~siO?s.for.the
theory of music and compositiOn. Schenker exammed this diS~mctlon,
and, following up its implications, arrived at new and far-reaching con·
.
.
clusions.
Chord grammar denotes the usual ~e of analysis m which sepa~ate
designations and labels are assig?ed ~o tnads, sev~nth chords, etc. It IS a
purely descriptive means of registermg and labeh?g each chord and relating it to different key cen~ers. ~ho~d g~amn:ar IS the backb~ne pf our
present-day harmonic analysiS, which IS pnma~ily con~erned With recognition of the grammatical status of each chord I~~ musical work. It breal~s
up a phrase into a group of isolated chord ennnes. The study of chord
significance, on the other hand, revea!s the meaning o~ a chord an~ t?e
specific role it plays in a phrase.or se~no.n of a work, or m. the work m Its
entirety. Chord significance, smce I~ d~scloses th~ f~ncnon of a cho~d,
goes far beyond grammatical desc?p~on by pomtmg out the specia!,
architectonic purpose of a chord withm a phrase. As a first r~sult of ~his
distinction Schenker found that the roles which chords play m a musical
phrase or ~ection are very diverse; even two grammati~ally identical
chords appearing in the same Rhrase can fulfill ~otally di~erent fun~
tions. Thus it follows that labehng chords accordmg to the~r grammatical status never explains their functions or how t~ey combme to create
a unified whole.
As an illustration of the difference between chord gramm~r and cho~d
significance, let us consider the opening measures of .Bach s Pr~l~de m
Bb Major from Book I of the Well-Tempered Clavter.. In addmon to
illustrating this distinction, this brief example also provides the oppor-
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tunity to demonstrate some of its broader consequences. .,.. [Ex. I]...,..
The Roman numerals appearing directly below the music represent
the usual type of harmonic analysis, indicating the status of the chord in
the key and its position (root position or inversion) . The customary
melodic analysis would point to a sequence embracing four tones (D-CD-F) as a motive. The last group of four chords together with
the tonic chord in the final measure would be indicated as a cadence.
Because of this cadence as well as for the sake of variety, the melodic sequence would be considered changed in the third and fourth quarters
of measure 2. Or, the presence of the sequence might lead to an alternative reading of the chords on the last eighth-note of meas. 1 and the
fourth eighth-note of meas. · 2 as secondary dominants of the preceding
chords, despite the fact that the D chord is minor. This reading would
result in the following harmonic analysis: I-V6 -I-V-VI-III6-VI-Vof
VI-IV-I6-IV-VofiV-II, etc. Although this reading of the chords
appears to be somewhat more discriminating than the first, the approach
is essentially the same; it is purely descriptive and vertical. It completely
dissects the phrase, turning an organic musical idea into a group of isolated chords and motives, each of which is represented as an independent
entity through the application of grammatical symbols.
Many musicians feel that this type of analysis, though indispensable as
groundwork, is incomplete, and that the most viral problems of the music
have not been explained or even touched upon. What has this analysis
revealed of the phrase's motion, and of the function of the chords and
sequences within that motion? Has it been explained whether'or not these
tones, chords and motives are integral parts of an organic whole?

B.

Music as directed motion-Structure and prolongation

We often hear and read about the motion of music and about a piece of
music as an organic whole. But these facts are seldom subjected to analytical investigation. If, however, a musical phrase is an expression of motion, questions as to the musical meaning of this motion are in order and
will have to be answered. To put these questions in more specific form :
Where does the motion begin? What is its goal? And how does the composer reach that goal?
Like a logical argument or a literary composition, a musical work is
directed; its direction is determined by the very goal towards which it
moves. Thus the significance of tones and chords and the functions they
fulfill depend upon this goal and the direction the motion takes to attain
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it. It was this observation which led Schenker to the conclusion that
grammatically identical chords may play diverse roles. Obviously a bare
description of grammatical facts fails to take into account the problems
of musical direction.
To return to the fragment of the Bach Prelude, let us first discuss
melodic direc?on in .tenns of the sequence. We hear the sequence begin
on the Bb-MaJor tome and come to an end upon the incomplete C-minor
cho~d (meas. z), ~t which point the motive changes. The sequential
m~non and t~e pomt of cha?ge have a twofold meaning: First, they
urufy :he monon up to the pomt of change; second, this very unification
~erv~ m tum to. stress the C-minor c~ord as a temporary goal, thus givmg It more weight than the precedmg submediant and subdominant
chords. In the following chords, the emphasis falls upon the dominant
seventh chord on F, the top voice circling around Eb, and this leads to
the conclusion of the whole phrase on the Bb tonic. Thus the motion
outlined in the whole phrase progresses from the initial Bb chord to the
Bb chord in the third measure. The supertonic triad and the dominant
. seventh ch?rd, as temporary goals, give specific shape to the outline;
together. wuh the two Bb-Major tonics, they fonn the progression I-IIV-I. This progression, supporting a motion in the top voice of D-EbEb-D, governs the entire phrase and constitutes its structural framework
or fundamental structure. Its members will be called structural chords
(Graph a).
We come now to those chords in the phrase which do not serve as
members of the I-II-V-I progression. What is their function in the
motion and what purpose do they serve in maintaining the organic unity
1
of the phrase? Graph a has shown that instead of moving a tone
upward from the Bb-Major to the C-minor chord, the possibility
represented in Graph c, Bach inverted this obvious movement and descended a seventh in the outer voices. The filling in of this descending
seventh engenders those intervening chords between the I and the II
that contribute individuality and richness to the progression. These
chords that fill the space of a seventh have a different origin and function
from the chords that outline that space, the I and II. They constitute the
means of passing from I to II, a motion emphasized and held together by
the melodic character of the sequence (Graph b).
In this instance, the motion from I to II is achieved by means of the VI
Th.e use of hal~-n~tes f01; chords of the stru~tural p;ogression in the graphs is
not mtend~d to t~dtcate ttme-v.alues. '::.ut to differentiate structural points from
chords havmg a dtfferent functton. Roman numerals are applied only to chords
defining the structural framework.
1
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d h IV Had Bach descended from the Bb-Major to the C-minor
an
.e ast.epwise progression, the intermediate chords
would. bel clearly
.
chortd m
defined as passing chords. Instead, howe~er, he dev1sed a ?ms1ca pattern
· h moves m
· thirds through the G-mmor
and E b-J\1aJor
whic
.
. f chords. Alression is not stepw1se these chords do m act serve as
thou<Th t he Prog
'
I d h II
assi~ chords. They are the connecting links between the an t e ,
~ gh provide the motion between these structural dchords.
Both the
h
h · h
smce t ey
1 nd the passina chords are further strengthene t roug ne1g sbrructura
or-note cahords on the ~econd and sixth eighth-notes,· meas. I,· and thed
second eighth-note, meas. 2. The incom~lete F-~aJor, 0 -mmor a.n
Bb-Major chords that follow the Bb-MaJor, G-mm.or and E b-J\1ajor
assing chords may be termed embellishing chords smce ~hey support
~mbellishing. tones of the melody. The primary fu?ct10n of t.hese
chords, as well as of the passing G-minor and Eb-~laJor chords, 1s to
prolong the motion from the Bb-Major to the C:-mmo~ chord. Hence
in distinction to the structural I and II, these passmg, ne1ghbor-~·10te and
emb((llishing chords are called prolongin_g cbords. The G-mmor and
F-Major chords in first ~n~ersi?n appeanng between the st~uctural II
and V have a similar ongm; smce they support G and F m t~e ~op
voice, tones embellishing the structural tone Eb, they are embelhshmg
.
.
chords that prolong the motion from II to V.
It is now clear how the questions posed on page 1 I re~ardmg mus1cal
motion are to be answered with reference to the openmg o~ the Bach
Prelude. The reader, for final confirmation, should play. or hsten carefully first to Graphs a and b, and then to the quotanon uself.
Schenker developed the distinction be~een ch~r~s of structure and
chords of prolongation directly out of his dlfferennanon between ch~rd
grammar and chord significa~ce, a~d fro~ hi~ i.nsis~ence upon takl:~
the music's direction into cons1deranon. Th1s d1stmcnon between stru .
ture and prolongation became the backbone of his whole. approach. 2
By means of this distinction we hear a work, not .as a senes .of fragmentary and isolated phrases and sections, .bu~ as a smgl~ o.rgam~ stru~d
ture through whose prolongation the pnnc1p~e of ar.nstlC U~lty a
variety is maintained. This way of und~rstandmg mus1cal ~onon represents, I believe, the instinctive percepnon of the truly mus1cal ear and
can be termed "structural hearing."
The analogous and equally important distinction ?etween .melody tone\o~ st~~~
ture and melody ton~s of prolongation will ~e dtscussed m more, de~at i~~ance
II The graphs in the present chapter necessartly show the n~el?d~ s s~gn
Ji
a~d for the present the reader must be content. to follow thetr mdtcattons as w e
as he can, and to concentrate more on the bass tf necessary.

2
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It is wrong to assume, however, that finding the structural framework
constitutes the sole purpose of this approach. On. the contrary, stru~
tural hearing implies much more. It enables .us to hst~n to a work muslcally, because by grasping the structural outhne of a p1ece we feel the full
impact of its prolongations which are the flesh and blood of a composition. Thus the structural outline or framework represents the fundamental motion to the aoal; it shows the direct, the shortest way to this
goal. The whole inte:est and tension of a .piece con~ists i~ th~ ex~an
sions, modifications, detours and elaboratwns of th1s bas1c d1recnon,
and these we call the prolongations. Their broad, complex and bold
unfoldincrs and their artistic coherence can only be gras?ed and fully
apprecia~ed, however, if their basic direction (comprising the structural framework) has been understood. ln the reciprocity between
structure and prolongation lies the organic coherence of a musical
work.

C.

Harmony and Counterpoint

The distinction between structure and prolongation led Schenker to a
new conception of the functions of harmony and counterpoint in creating organic unity. He came to the realization that, as has been suggested,
not every chord is of harmonic origin. Although he surely w~s not the
first to arrive at this conclusion, he was the first to prove that th1s concept
has a revolutionary effect upon our understanding of music. To regard
every chord as a harmonic individuality le~ds us back to chor~ gr~mmar
and all of its limitations. Similarly, to beheve that counterpomt 1s confined only so-called independent voice leading and to such ~echniqu~s
as imitation, stretto, canon and fugue, etc., overlooks the v1tal role lt
plays in every composition irrespective of its style, be i.t a fugue by
Bach, a sonata by Haydn, a passage from a Wagner mus1c-drama or a
waltz by Johann Strauss.
.
.
Once we have realized the different functions chords can exerc1se we
find that in addition to their structural or prolonging roles, they may
have harmonic and contrapuntal functions as well. A detailed explanation of the harmonic concept will be given in Part II, Chapter IV.
For the moment it will suffice to point out that this concept is based
on the relationship of the fifth as expressed in the over~one series.
Out of this relationship evolves the fundamental harmomc progression I-V-I. In addition to the fifth there ~s the weaker relation of
the major third- weaker because it is farther removed from the funda-
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mental. A chord thus demonstrates a harmonic function if it is a
member either of the fundamental progression 1-V -1 or of one of the
following progressions: 1-11-V-I, I-III-V-1, I-IV-V -1. In these elaborated progressions, as we shall call them, the II, III and IV, respectively,
bear a harmonic association either to the tonic or the dominant. The II
demonstrates a fifth association with V, the III a third association with
I, the IV a fifth (below) association with I. However, and this is most
important, a II, III or IV exercises its harmonic function only if it
appears in connection with I and V, elaborating the fundamental harmonic progression. In other words II, III and IV are not automatically
harmonic chords; only if one of them is a member of a progression
coming from I and proceeding to V , serving as an intermediary station
in ~he fundamental harmonic movement from tonic to dominant, has it
a harmonic function. Members of a harmonic progression need not
appear in direct succession, as can be seen in the example from the Bach
Prelude (Graph b of Ex. I) , w here the members of the progression
1-11-V are separated by several intervening chords. In spite of their
separation, the ear grasps their structural connection because they are
equal in structural function and none of the other chords are on a par
with them.
The term "harmony," therefore, should only be used for members
of a harmonic progression; they are the "harmonies" in the truest sense
of the word because they are connected on the basis of a harmonic
association. On the other hand, all chords not based on harmonic association are products of motion, direction and embellishment and, paradoxical as it may sound, have a horizontal tendency. They result from
the motion of voices since they are generated by voice leading and
voice direction and will be called contrapuntal chords, in contrast to
chords of harmonic origin. Thus in the phrase from the Prelude, all
chords other than the 1-11-V-I, the harmonic chords, are contrapuntal chords of various types.3
To conclude, in our example the harmonic chords are also structural chords, constituting the structural framework; the contrapuntal
chords, on the other hand, are simultaneously chords of prolongation,
because they prolong and elaborate the space between members of the
harmonic progression.•
3

These will be dealt with at length in Part II.
.
The reader should not be led to believe that these chord f unctions are the only
ones to be found . This is by no means the case; we shall have the opportunity
later on to demonstrate the prolonging function of harmonic progressions within
a larger framewor k, as well as the possible structural significance of contrapuntal chords.
4
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D.

Chord prolongation

Contrapuntal chords do not only appear between two members of a
harmonic progression; very often they move within a single harmony
or chord. In such cases the function of these contrapuntal chords is to
prolong and elaborate that single harmony or chord. An example from
5
a Chorale by Bach will illustrate this type of prolongation. .,. [Ex. II]..,.
Graph a s~ows a motion in the outer voices, in which the top voice
ascends a third and the bass descends an octave, filling in intervals of
the B-minor chord. This process may be called the horizontalization of
a chord. It imparts expression to a single chord, in this case a structural
harmony (see Graphs a and b). It is the outer-voice motion which is
essential; the chords resulting from this outer-voice motion only intensify it, and it is a striking fact that they have no value or raison d'hre
other than to unfold the governing B-minor tonic, to which they are
subordinated. What has been achieved is the prolongation of a chord;
we shall call this function ch01·d prolongation.
The role of the chords within the horizomalized and thus prolonged
B-minor chord is that of passing chords, not between two different
har~onies but within the horizontalized intervals of a single harmony.
This harmony, a prolonged structural tonic, moves to the dominant
which in turn proceeds to the tonic, concluding the phrase outlined by
a structural harmonic 1-V-1 progression. The difference in function
between the prolonging dominant in meas. r and the structural dominant in meas. 2 furnishes an illustration of grammatically iden~cal
chords playing diverse roles.
It is now clear that the term, prolongation, may be applied to the
expansion of a progression from one chord to another (see the Prelude)
or to the expansion of a single chord; thus far we have been confronted with the prolongation of a progression from I to II (Prelude)
and with the prolongation of a I (Chorale). The fact that the space
between two chords may be prolonged and that various chords may
serve to prolong one single chord, was a most important discovery
which had its origin in the music of the Middle Ages.
These two types of prolongation influence the motion of a phrase
in very different ways. The prolongation of a progression, as illustrated
in the Bach Prelude, shows a strong impulse of direction since there is
5

No. 294 in Riemenschneider's ed., 371 Harm onized Chorales and 69 Chorale
Melodies with Figured Bass. G. Schirmer, Inc., N.Y., r94r. All references to Bach
Chorales follow the numbering in this edition, unless otherwise indicated.

, drive from one harmony to another (I to II). The passing cho:ds
progressw?
from 1 to II itself, if unprolonged, would scarcely have c?nvered this
im ression of a drive to a goal. The stress here is more on direcn?n t~an
·
In the Chorale phrase' however ' the impulse of dtrectwn
onPexpansiOn.
.
.
·IS weaker, because' for the greatest part of the phrase,
the
monon
hes
· h
·
·
within a single prolonged harmony. The e.mphasts .ere IS on expansiOn
rather than direction, since the prolongatw~ of ~ smgle chord checks
the impulse to attain a new structural goal (m th~s c~e, the V). Thus
in the Prelude, motion develops from the begmnmg .and procee~s
· ht forward until the next structural goal, the. II, 1s reached;
stratg
r m
the Chorale, on the contrary, the chord prol~nganon causes a mgering., retarding effect, after which the progressiOn to the new structural
goal immediately takes place.
.
.
.
.
These two different types of monon are ~ot \;Ithout mfluence on mterpretation.6 Even in such simple examples 1~ will see~ natural. that the
· h. ,mterpre-f
gradual but well-directed drive to a goal , w1ll,, need· dtfferent
·
hadings
from
the
"circling
around'
or
movmg
Wlt
o
tanve s
h 1m type
·
·
These
differences
are
inconspicuous,
but
nonet
e
ess
1mpor· 1 ·
rf
monon.
tant; in many cases they are achieved quite ~nco~scwus y 1~ pe. ormance on the basis of musical instinct. Certamly mterpretatwn IS also
influenced by stylistic and historical considerations. W~ must ne;er
overlook the fact, however, that the problem of good mter~retanon
lies to a great extent in the music itself and in its musical meanmg.

~ntensify the feeling of drive and direction; the structural

E.

Tonality

Through its power to subordinate tones and chords in order ~~ ext.en?
.a single chord in time, chord prolongation creates to~al enntte~; It Is
thus an organizing force. As such it became the esse~tial factor m t~ar
great concept of musical organization which ~he mus1c of western civilization has created and which we call tonahty.
In the following phrase from a Bach Chorale .,. [Ex. 1!11..,. we encounter a chord prolongation which touches on the quesnon of tonality, even if on a small scale.
·
.
.
Using the conventional method of harmonic analysis to explam t.h1s
passage, a difficulty arises in connection with th~ ~se of a G~MaJ~r
chord (meas. 2) in a phrase in A minor. What IS 1ts status, smce Ir
The application of structural hearing to problems of interpretation will become
clearer as the book progresses.
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evidences no harmonic relationship to the A-minor chord? 7 Does it
represent a modulation to a new tonal center, even a "false" or "temporary" ~adulation to .a new key? Since we hear this entire passage as
an orgamc ~hole, despite the fermata, is there not a logical and musical explanation _for the G-Major chord indicating that it is an integral part of a smgle strucrural framework expressing the tonality of
A mmor?
If we hear strucrurally, we find that the D-Major chord is not a
modulatory agent ~o the key of G Major, but what is called an applied
or secondary dommant. Any type of chord, whether it: be harmonic,
cont~apuntal, structural or ~rolonging, can be preceded by an applied
dorr.u?ant chord. The f~nctwn of .the applied dominant is to provide
~ddltlonal color and to g1ve emphasis to the following chord; it does not
m .any w~y affect the continued existence of a single key. From this
pomt of v1ew, the G-.Major chord does not indicate a new tonal center.
But what is its actu~l significance? If we listen to the melody carefully
C.Graph a), we reahz~ that the ?ownbeats of meas. I and 2 each give
nse to ascents of a th1rd (melodic parallelism) and to an added motive
showing. the skip of a thi~d downwards; the downbeats are in stepwise
progression; together With the downbeat of meas. 3 (which repeats the mot!ve skipping down a third) they form an ascending third
A-B-~ of whi.ch the other melodic thirds are prolongations. The counterpoint to th1s asc~nding thi:d A-B-C is A-G-A, Bach having chosen
~ of th~ natural mmor scale mstead of G#. Since the top voice tone B
IS a passmg ~ate, and the bass tone G a neighboring note, the function
of the resultmg G-Major. chord is that of a neighbor-passing chord 8
.CGr~ph b). Because a neighbor note adds emphasis to the main note,
m .th1s cas~ the tone A, and since the melodic ascending third horizon~ahzes an mterval of the A-minor chord (Graphs b and c), we must
mterpret the G-~ajor chord as. a chord moving within and circling
around the A-mmor chord, wh1ch it thus helps to prolong. The G
~hard has a co~trapunt~l, not a harmonic, association with the precedmg a~d followmg A-mmo~ chords .and represents an integral part of
one smgle prolonged A-mmor tome. Th1s tonic then moves via an
F -Major passing chord to the II , V and to the final I, which concludes
the phrase. For final confirmation it would be advisable to play the
tonal contents of meas. I to 3 (downbeat) in logical reverse, that is,

yn

To in:erp~et the G-i\Iajor ~hord as a
of the Patural A-minor key is at best
a_n e~planauon of that chords grammatical status, and does not explain its function m an A-minor phrase.
8
See p. 105 for an explanation of neighbor-passing chords.
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from their structure to the phrase's completed form, as indicated by
.,... [Ex. IV] ..... I believe that this procedure completely illustrates the
.
.
basic unity of these measures. 9
•
This example offers an excellent Illustranon of the different results
attained throuo·h chord grammar and harmonic analysis on the one
hand, and stru~rural hearing on the other. To hear the G-iVlajor chord
as a modulation to the key of G Major, even as a temporary departure from the ~ey of A ~inor, ~estroys the underlying ~ignificance
of this tonal umt expressmg a smgle prolonged chord. Yet how
else than as a "temporary" modulation can harmonic analysis explain
the G-J\tlajor chord? Chord grammar, the basis of harmonic analysis,
provides for no other reading of the phrase. Based? ho:vever, on the
fundamental conception of strucrure and prolonganon m general and
chord prolongation in particular th~re evolves a~ entirely ~ew a~d far
broader concept of tonality, by wh1ch the G-1\tla)or chord IS explicable
as an organic part of the whole passage. This concept o~ tonality actually demonstrates what the structural coherence of mus1c ~eans. .
It is essential to realize that a chord, such as the G-J\1ajor one discussed above, may serve either in a harmonic or contrapuntal capacity
which in no way conflicts with the key in which it appears: If we _hear
this G-Major chord as a neighbor-passing chord of the tome A mmor,
we can account for its presence in the A-minor key and only then do
we hear the whole quotation as an expression of structural c~herence
and organic unity. To regard the G-Major chord _as_a m.o~ulanon, ev~n
if temporary, robs the motion of its umty by sphttmg 1t mto two different keys.
This brings us to the usual conception of tonality as permmmg a
series of shiftino- modulations to other keys, sometimes related, sometimes unrelated ~o the main key, with a return modulation to the initial
key at the end of the composition. According to this, the begi?nin~
and the end of the composit~on guarantee the main tonality. Bur 1s ti11S
what tonality actually means? Is it this conception which Bach, ~'lozar:,
Beethoven, Chopin and countless other composers revealed m their
works? When Beethoven indicates that a movement of a sonata or of
a symphony is in a given key, are we to understand that only the
beginning and the end define that key , while the remaining sections
embrace many different keys?
The accepted definition of modulation is that it is the means of passThis is one of the many instances where Bach carries the musical motion over
the fermata into the nex"t phrase, thus creating a synthesis far stronger tha n revealed in the original melody.
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ing out of one key into another in order to create richness and variety.
M~?ulati~~s are .divided into two. classes, those that are "temporary"
or false, m which the new key Is of transient occurrence, and those
that are "complete" and so of a more permanent nature. Yet what is
meant by the term "t:mp~rary"? Does it imply that the main key actually has no~ been :elmq?IShed but only temporarily obscured? If so,
and the mam key IS retamed, can there simultaneously be even a temporary .or passing modulation to a new tonal center? Or perhaps "temporary" means that the main key has been replaced by a new one but
only for a short period. In this case, what is the function of the new
key and how can we a~count for it within the main tonality? The new
k~ys are usually explamed on the basis of their harmonic relationship
With. the fundamen~al key, such as the key of the relative major, the
dommant, the dommant of the dominant and so on. Often, however,
the ne~ keys c~nnot be explained on this basis. In fact, according to
harmom~ analysts, ther: are o~ten so many modulations to temporary
~eys havi~g ~o harmomc relation at all to the main key, that the keystgna~re m~Icated by the composer appears to be bc.th contradictory
and mi~leadmg. F~rtherm.ore, by. poi.nting out a series of temporary
k~ys Without show~ng their functiOn m the work (i.e. how they com~me. to create a unified whole), the analyst evades the question of the
sigmficance of these passages within the tonality indicated by the composer. The theory of constantly shifting modulations is thus a real
descendant of chord grammar.
Let us now discuss problems of tonality and tonal coherence in a
.complete composition and then in a section of a larae form. The two
works to be cited diffe~ widely in treatment, style a~d proportion but
~ave the same harmomc framework outlining their respective tonalities. (In both the reader may experience difficulties with the structural
ex~lanati.on of. the top voice. This topic will be taken up later; at this
pomt he IS advtsed to concentrate on the problem of tonality.)
The first of the examples is the Schubert \Valtz in B minor, op. r8.
.,.. [Ex. V] ~ Th.e essential _Point of our discussion centers on the passage
from the D-MaJor chord m meas. 8 to the D seventh chord in meas. rz.
According to harmonic analysis, the D-Major chord (meas. 8) introduced by it~ own ~ominant, represents the tonic of a new key, the key
of the relative maJOr. Many persons will feel the continued presence
of .the D-Major k~y in the following measures because of the D pedal
pomt and the outlme of the D-Major chord ir: the top voice created bv
the sequential motive. They will then regard the chromatic chords i~
me as. I 3 and I 4 as a modulation back to B minor. On the basis of this
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reading the Waltz modulates from B minor to D Major and back to
B minor. According to structural hearing, however, the D-Major section does not go back to the fundamental key but goes on to its ultimate aoal, the dominant F~-Major chord (meas. I 5) and the tonic
(meas~ r 6). Therefore, a motion o~ward in one single direction, not
backwards, is indicated. This element of direction is of vital significance; we touch here upon a real difference of conception between our
approach and the customary method.
Thus the section usually regarded as in the key of D occurs within
the motion from the B-minor to the F#-Major chord, that is, from the
tonic to the dominant of the fundamental tonality. What then is the
status and function of the measures commonly understood to be in D
Major? These measures exhibit a motion within the prolonged D-!Vlajor
chord, the mediant of B minor, 10 which serves as an intermediary goal
to which the motion from the tonic is directed and which in turn impels the motion to the dominant. Thus the function of this D-Major
chord is that of a mediant in the structural I-III-V-1 progression that
outlines the harmonic framework of a single B-minor tonality.
The reader may argue that the explanation of the D-Major section
as a prolonged III is merely another name for modulation without any
real distinction in their fundamental implications, and that the difference lies solely in terminology. This objection, however, is unfounded
because chord prolongation does not indicate a motion out of the key
to a new tonal center, not even a temporary one. On the contrary, it
implies the existence of one key only; by showing the function of the
D-Major chord as a member of the structural I-III-V-I progression,
the entire motion is kept within the outline of a single key.
Whereas the theory of modulation is based on the self-contradictory
conception of departing from a key while remaining within the key,
st~ctural hearing proves that a piece with the key signature of B minor
is really in B minor only, because that key accounts for every chord,
with or without its prolongation, as an integral part of a musical organism defining one key. The old conception, on the other hand, makes
of the so-called main key a mere empty shell or a stylistic peculiarity
of a certain period.
The Schubert YValtz furnishes an illustration of another point of
major importance. Harmonic progressions which constitute the structural framework of short passages may at the same time serve as pro10

In most textbooks the mediant o f a minor key is indicated as an aug mented
~hord. But whenever the mediant is used as a member of a harmonic progression,
lt always appears as a major chord, acco rding to the natural or pure mino r scale.
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longarions within a larger context. The I-V-I in the first five measures
is a p_rogressi?n o~ this type. \Vhile outlining the structure of the measures m quesnon, It also achieves the prolongation of the I which is rhe
first member of the total harmonic framework (Graphs a, c). The bass
of the I-V-I progression is the horizontalized expression of one single
vertical chord form . .,... [Ex. VI)..,.
·
. Horizontalization, as ~ointed out on page I6, results in prolongatiOn. Thus rl_1e chords bUilt _on B, F~ and B and their progression create
a prolongation of a B-mmor chord-a harmonic prolongation because the chords are connected on the basis of harmonic association.
.,.[Ex. VII]..,.
We must, the~efore, distinguish between contrapuntal and harmonic
chord prolongation. Any chord may be prolonged either in a contrapuntal or harmonic w~yY_ In the Schubert \Valrz both types occur,
contrapuntal prol~nganon m me as. 9- I 2 and harmonic prolongation in
meas. I- 5, as explamed above. Both grow our of the structural harmonic
progression I-III-V-I, which_ represents the progression of the highest
structural order. All progressiOns of voice leading, i.e. all prolongations
s?ow a _differentiation between those of lower and those of progres~
Sive~y higher order, comparable to such varying degrees of order as
mottve-phra~e-theme-section, ere. The progression of the highest srructur~l o~der _Is the structural framework indicating the composition's
~asic duecnon. Throughout this book emphasis is laid on this distinctiOn.
The question has probably arisen in the reader's mind: If I-V-I is
a prolongation of a I of a higher structural order, must not the structural progres~ion _I-III-V-I also be logically classified as a prolongation
of a I of ~ snll higher structural order? It is true that the progression
I~III-V-I IS de facto a prolong-ation of a B-minor chord. This progressiOn be~omes the structural framework because all other prolongations,
~armomc or co:urapuntal, prove to be offshoots of it in this composition. The ~-r~unor chord is a governing logical fact but it has no
~tructur_al sigmficance per se. In any piece, the one progression which
IS of highest structural order must be interpreted as the ultimate
structural framework.
The presence of the tonality-indicating chord is only one
more proof that chord prolongation is the essence of tonality. The
horizontalization of the fundamental chord creates the structural harmonic progression of which all other prolongations, contrapuntal or
11

See Part II, Chapters V and VI, for detailed di>..:ussion and application of contrapuntal and harmonic prolongations.
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harmvnic, are integral parts or, we might say, diminutions. It must become clear that the interpretation of certain chords in a composition
as structural or prolonging depends upon whether we are analyzing a
phrase, a section or the whole piece. If we analyze three measures of a
piece, as in the _Bach Prelude, ~hen we separate them from the larger
organism of which they are an mtegral part. ~hey become a structural
organism in themselves; therefore we are entitled to call the _I-II-V-I
progression the structural fra_mework of that phrase because It ~epre
sents the progression of the highest structural order of those parncular
measures. In analyzing the whole Prelude, however, the three measures
would appear as a small part of the whole; thus the 1-11-V-1 progression would become a harmonic prolongation of a chord of a higher
structural order.
It should be unnecessary to point our that all these explanations in
no way indicate the chronological order of composing. This never can
be made the subject of a theory of composition; it can never be explained and differs with every composer.
sole purpose of this ki~d
of explanation and the use of the graphs IS to show r?n~l coherence ~n
gradual stages-which is necessary, if we are to explam m a systematic
way what we hear.
Prolongation is not only applied to harmonic and structural ~hord_s.
Any chord in a piece, whether it be harmonic or contrapuntal, dta~o.mc
or chromatic, may be prolonged without impairing the tonal stability,
if its position and function within the structural frame:vor~ are c!ear_ly
defined. For example, if a passing chord is prolonged, It sttll retams ItS
function as a passinochord althouo-h
its influence in the phrase has been
0
0
.
greatly intensified. In short, whether or not a chord or the progressiOn
to that chord is prolonged, its original function remains the same. However, the prolongations may not wander aimlessly or vaguely but must
at all times point to the structural chord that follows. This is especially
true in large forms in which it is essential for every prolonged cho_rd,
regardless of the number of measures it covers, to convey the feelmg
of direction in moving to its structural goal. Thus form , as an expression of artistic unity, depends on the conception and the working-out
of the prolongations.
The development section of the first movement of l\'1ozart's Sonata
in A minor is our next example; the first problem is to show its relation
to the structure of the exposition . .,... [Ex. VIII]..,.
The exposition reveals a structural motion from the tonic A-minor
to the mediant C-Major chord, in which both of these structural chords

!he
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are greatly prolonged, thereby creating subjects I and 2. 12 Passin<T to
the ?evelopment (starting with meas. _so), we find that the expa;ded
med1ant, ~fter an extended prolongation, reaches the dominant with
the r~~ap1tulation beginning on the tonic chord. This indicates that
exposltl~n and_development are held together by an underlvin<T 1-III-V
progresswn w_lth the recapitulation, starting again on I. We =>are thus
confronted With a strucrural progression very much like that of the
Schu?eX: Waltz, but on~ much larger scale. In both, the conception of
tonahry 1s the same, but m the Sonata, it is understandable that the prol~nganons are longer and the ear is forced to hear over greater
d1sta~ces between strucrural points. For this reason strucrural unders~andmg ~f the Sonata is more difficult than of thr. Waltz. An illustratl<:m of th1s fact is the wi_de span between the opening C-Major chord
of the developme~t secn~n and the D-minor chord (meas. 7o). Although the emphasis on th1s D-minor chord at first suggests that it may
be a ~trucrural goal, the close of the whole section on a dominant
£-MaJor cho_rd reveals that the true function of the D-minor chord is
that of a passmg c~ord between the C- and £-Major chords (Graph c).
The space, espec1ally b~tween the C-Major and D-minor, and to a
degree ~etween the ~-mmor and £-Major chords, is greatly expanded
and enn~hed. by th~ mtervening chords. These prolonging chords in
no w_ay 1mpa1r th~ mtegrity of the strucrural III-V progression in expressl~g th~ ~-rnmor tonality, because they have a clearly defined
~unction Wlthm the motion from III to V. The great prolongation, for
l~stan_ce, ~etween the III and the vital D-minor passing chord can be
v1suahzed m the following three stages: .,.. [Ex. IX]..,.
t~e basic progression of the whole development as a
pro~resswn fron: C (Ill) via D (passing chord) to E (V).
~nd1cates ~he mam prolongation of this progression consisting

Stage a) shows
Stage b)

m a ~tepw1Se movement via B (meas. 58) to A (meas. 66), the
apphed dominant chord of D.
Stage c) introduces as _a further prolongation an E chord which is part
of a descendmg fifth progression 13 between the B and A
chords.
Thus the B chord has the function of a passing chord in the motion
from the III to the A-J'v1ajor applied dominant chord. Furthermore, it
12 ~e had ro. con~ ne ourselves to this summarizing explanation since it is not
posstble at t~ts potnt to present a. thorough discussion of this ex osition. The
read~r, studyu_1g the contents of thts book, will himself be able at a~ater stage to
provtde a detailed analysis.
13 F•or an exp I anatton
. of this term, see p. z65.
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is a remarkable indication of Mozart's dramatic conception of fo rm that
the D-minor chord is not prolonged. After the extended prolongation
leading up to it, such an expansion might have retarded the drive to V .
Instead, the motion from the D-minor chord to the V is prolonged and
intensified through inversion from an ascending second (D-E) into a
descending seventh (Ex. VIII, Graph a).
It was stated earlier that a chord can have a contrapuntal function
within the structural and ronal framework. This implies that contrapuntal function suffices to make a chord a member of the governing
key. This point is illustrated by the B-Major chord which belongs to
rhe key of A minor because it serves as passing chord between the III
and the applied dominant chord of the D-minor passing chord. The
clearly defined function of this passing chord within the framework of
the 1-111-V-I progression in A minor gives it a rightful place within this
key, which its prolongation only intensifies.
Later, many illustrations will be given showing that any chord may
be part of any key, provided it has a function to fulfill within the strucrural framework. In general, whether or not a chord belongs to a key
depends on function only, not on degree of harmonic relationship. A
chord may be consonant or dissonant, chromatic or diatonic; it may be
a triad, a seventh, a ninth chord, etc.; only its function decides whether
it belongs to a certain key.
When strucrural hearing is applied to large forms, it is evident that
the relationships between the harmonic framework, the contrapuntal
chords and the architectonic elements of chord prolongation which we
found in single phrases, are also the factors that provide and maintain
the coherence of the larger sections of a piece or even a whole movement. The factors are basically the same; only the dimensions are larger.
It is this rype of large dimensional hearing which we must either
possess narurally or acquire in order to grasp the unity and coherence
fully in any of the larger forms. \ Vhat insight into the music is offered
if we explain the organic motion from the C-Maj or to the D-minor
chord as a series of modulations from the key of C Major to the respective keys of B, E, and A Major, leading to D minor? This last would
then be considered as one more key in the chain of modulations. How
many other keys will the motion from the D- to the £-Major chord
reveal in addition to the rerurn modulation to the key of A minor?
. Using this analytical method, we start at the beginning of the development and somehow arrive at the dominant of A minor; two or three
modulations more or less would h;rdly have changed the picture. It is
surely a more convincing interpretation of the music to hear the devel-
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opment as a motion from III to V, by way of the passing D-minor
chord, and to perceive all other tones, chords and passages as integral
parts of this widely expanded mediant-dominant progression, than as a
row of many tonal entities that split the motion into many different key
centers whose function in rel~tion to the whole cannot be explained.
This new conception and explanation of tonality, which has been
roughly outlined above, was gradually evolved by Schenker over a
period of many years. Just as he sensed that chord grammar failed to
differentiate between the diverse functions which chords fulfill, so he
realized that to regard only the beginning and end of a work as indicative of the key-signature offered a similar lack of explanation of the
status and function of so-called modulatory sections. The concept of
modulation, he realized, was incapable of indicating the unity which
we perceive aurally.
By clarifying the meaning of tonality, we shall over.come the limitations hitherto attached to its scope and use-limitations that have undermined our capacity for the large dimensional hearing which the masters
so clearly presuppose in their works. In fact, it is the narrow conception of tonality and its restricted possibilities that has led many theorists
and musicians to believe that tonality is bound up with the so-called
harmonic conception of music (with its "perpetual cadential basses").
However, since chord prolongation, contrapuntal or harmonic, is the
force which creates tonal coherence, the history of tonality begins not
with the detection and establishment of harmonic relationships and
harmonic chord progressions, but with the first use of contrapuntal
chord prolongations in the twelfth century.H
The same narrow conception of tonality in connection with music
of more recent times has led to the idea that composers use "vagrant"
keys in works which, in fact, indicate a structural framework within a
single tonality, enriched and intensified by the enormous possibilities
of prolongation. This is true of many works often regarded as illustrative of the dissolution of tonality: In these instances the question is
of a change in style, not in the fundamental concepts of tonal language.

*

*

Progressions based on the fundamental harmonic progression I-V-I
are by no means the only types of frameworks in which directed motion finds expression. This is especially true of m11sic from the n:velfth
to the fifteenth century, in which frame\\ orks of directed motion are
very often expressions of a melodic-contrapuntal conception and the
14
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chord progressions to which it gives rise. And the same can be said of
present-day music with its tendency to avoid the harmonic conception
inherent in the tonic-dominant relationship. To illustrate this point the
beginning of Hindemith's Third Sonata for Piano is cited . .,.. [Ex. X ] ..,.
It is difficult to see how harmonic analysis could explain this passage.
One could point to several modulations occurring prior to the entrance
of the tonic chord in meas. 10, but this would not explain the meaning
of this passage in terms of its inner coherence.
If we listen to it from the standpoint of motion, we find that there is
a strong motivating impulse leading from the tonic to the Ab-minor
chord (meas. 9), a neighbor-note chord, and on to the final tonic. This
outlining framework constitutes a contrapuntal progression and is indicated in Graph e. It expresses the tonality of Bb and determines the
direction of motion. The neighbor-note chord on Ao, a contrapuntal
chord, takes on structural significance since it is a member of the stmctural framework of this particular fragment. (The added label C S
means contrapuntal-structural.) Practically the entire passage is a large
prolongation of the progression from the tonic to the chord on A b;
looking at Graph d, one sees the pivotal points of motion which indicate the nature of the prolongation.
These pivotal points consist of a motion in ascending thirds filling the
space of a ninth in the top voice, from Bo to Co, a prolongation of a
second. The bass also ascends in thirds, the last third (meas. 8-9) , however, is expressed as a descendigg sixth. The composer has used various
enharmonic exchanges (see Graphs, c and b); for instance, the D b in
meas. 6 is followed immediately by C~; instead of an F b-minor chord,
an E-minor chord appears; and instead of a Co in meas. 9, a Bq is employed. We have "corrected" these enharmonic changes in Graph d.
It follows that the chords on Do (or C~ ) and onE (meas. 6 and 8) are
passing chords which convincingly lead the ear from the Bb tonic to
the Ao neighbor-note chord. Once the single direction of this motion,
aided by the intermediary pivotal passing chords, becomes clear, the
functions of all other tones and chords take on significance. As imaginative prolongations of the main direction, they in no way obscure the
motion in its destination to the goal, the A b chord. On the contrary,
being organic details they create the expressive and aesthetic value of
this entire passage. These prolongations are shown in Graphs a and b.
Last but not least, the reader's attention should be drawn to the
thematic material, the rhythmic treatment of which so strongly contributes to the persuasiveness of the music's continuity. The first stmctural tonic and each intermediary point introduce phrases which
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become progressively shorter and more contracted until the final structural tonic in meas. IO is reached. \Ve thus find a contracting sequence:
first three and a half measures, then two measures and again two
measures, then one measure. Finally the Ab chord appears filling
half a measure, followed immediately by the final tonic (see the num'"b_ers in Grap_h b). This co~tracti_on with its resulting momentum vitally
aids the ear m understandmg this passage as directed motion.

F.

The implications of structure and prolongation

In th~ course of this chapter, it has been made clear, in the instances
exam~ned, that the co.ncept of structure and prolongation is the outstandmg factor on which tonal coherence is based. It will be found that
a_ll expl~n~tions of tonal coherenc_e can b_e based on the same concepnon; this IS t~e reaso~ for the v01c~-leadmg graphs and the stage-byst~ge explana~ons _which they provide. The recognition of this underlymg conceptwn IS Schenker's greatest contribution to the evolution
of musical understanding. The conclusions which he reached later
stemmed from that fundamental discovery.
The conception itself, however, is by no means Schenker's discovery. The ide~ _is not new .t~at mankin~'s creations, every complex
~ho~~ht or spir~tual an~ art1st1c produ_ct IS the elaboration, expansion,
mdJvidual shapmg or, m short, a senes of prolongations of a basir.
underlying idea or structure.
. It is an age-old fundamental principle of creative devising and thinkI~g. It has alw_ays contributed vitally to the thoughts, actions and creatl~ns of ~ankmd. At different periods, only very few have been conscious of It; now, however, as a typical symptom of our time, it has
?ecome a very conscious concept. It is so natural to our way of thinkmg, so much a part of our mental disposition and attitude, that. it govand thinking· it
erns far more than our scientific and artistic plannina
0
must be accepted indeed as a universal law of life.
'
. For. instance, let us take language, the logical means of expressmg our tho~gh~, and let us think of a very simple example. In the
process of hstenmg to a long sentence, a sentence with subordinate
clauses and phrases, we unconsciously grasp the gist of what the whole
sentence expresses-we grasp the essential outline. This outline appears
elabor~ted and extended by means of the ::.ubordinate clauses, the prolongations. Thus the whole sentence appears as the prolonaation
of a
0
single, structurally organized idea.
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In preparing a speech or lecture we are confronted again with that
eternal conception. The ever-recurring problems of being too brief or
too "long-winded," of "making one's point clear"; the wish to surprise; the necessity to prepare one point, or to stress another one or to
recapitulate-all these architectonic principles are dealt with on the
basis of structure and prolongation. Only on this basis will the fundamental idea or purpose of the speech stand out in the maze of elaborations and details.
In explaining the contents of a drama we should certainly not begin
with the first sentence of the first scene, but from the basic idea the
author had in mind; from there we would proceed to the acts and
scenes and details in progressive stages. Never to lose contact with the
structure of the whole in spite of the most fascinating details, makes all
the difference between a clear or confused explanation.
Every novel or play has a structural idea which can be expressed in
a few words. The elaboration and prolongation of this idea gives the
artistic detail, the deviations and detours with all their tensions and
surprises. The more we consciously or unconsciously feel the relations
of the prolongations to the structure, the more we have the impression
of an organism. In an organism we can practically speak of an interdependence of structure and prolongation. For the structural idea only
receives artistic life through its prolongations; on the other hand, the
detail alone, without being part of a larger whole, is never an integral
part of that larger organism- it has no home, and thus remains a detail,
however beautiful or interesting.
The same conception is also an essential element of psychology. Psychology does not explain the actions, characteristics or problems of a
person on the basis of "visible" symptoms. It achieves results through
penetration into the deep-rooted, unconscious, often long past cause
of all the symptoms the person presents. In the coherence between the
basic cause and the actual, visible facts-or in our terms, in the coherence between the structure and its prolongations-lies the explanation
of a person's character.
Thus, in creating or reproducing an organic whole, on whatever
level and in whatever field, whether in speech, teaching, art, science or
in the art of living, we are consciously or unconsciously forced to deal
with the concept of structure and prolongation.
That this fundamental principle of creative thinking also governs
musical creation and thus musical reproduction and explanation seems
obvious and convincing, once one has been awakened to its presence.
It is so obvious _that manY: musicians quite rightly state that Schenker's
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writings have clarified what they instinctively feel and that what seems
to be a method is in fact the bold systematization of an instinctive tendency to hear and to understand-the inborn tendency for structural
hearing.
Music is motion in time. What is the musical meaning of that motion? How does it come about that we listen to hundreds of measures
presenting rows of tones and chords and still feel instinctively that
they form an organic whole? \Nhat is musical organism?
I readily concede that there is a good deal in music, its development
and interpretation, which can be explained in ;-.esthetic, cultural, historical, philosophical, psychological and physiological terms; a complete explanation will never neglect these vital factors. I believe, however, that these factors can only be of real value if they are applied on
the basis of a musical understanding of music, since, of necessity, this
musical understanding will influence those other factors to a very
definite degree.
Strange and exaggerated as it may sound, we have bet:,n seriously
lacking in a musical explanation of music. \Nhat we have at our disposal and use constantly are purely descriptive types of explanation
arid teaching. Although it has become only too obvious in many other
fields that purely descriptive devices have grave limitations, it does not
seem to have struck the majority of musicians that we are still completely in the grip of methods that in most cases do not go below the
most obvious surface of "visible" facts. Chord grammar and the theory
of modulation are unable to reassemble the fragments into which they
dissect a musical work. Similar observations apply to current ways of
analyzing melody, rhythm, form and style. Although we shall return
to some of these problems in detail later, it ought to be pointed out
here that according to customary teaching methods these elements of
composition, all of which represent interdependent parts of an organic
structure, are channeled off into water-tight theoretical disciplines and
more or less separately applied to the organic whole presented by an
actual composition. They live their own life apart from the compositions which they are supposed to explain.
There seems no doubt that these inadequate pedagogical methods
and concepts have materially contributed to the present crisis in musical thinking. As far as they are concerned, the situation can be changed
and I believe that the revision of basic musical conceptions would have
a great and lasting effect upon all our musical activity. Schenker has
opened our ears and minds by penetrating to the significance of musical
motion and its most subtle problems of coherence; he has opened the
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door to the understanding of music as an organic expression of motion.
The fact remains, of course, that even the most penetrating musical
approach and understanding of all other factors contributing to a piece
of musical art will never completely divulge the secret of artistic quality, the secret of great art. There is too much in art that defies reasoning and concrete explanation. It is Heinrich Schenker's work, how-.
ever, which for the first time has brought the theory of music and
composition to a level on which the results of explanation and' understanding lead to the fringe of the problems of quality.
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to Structural Hearing
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Part II

Chapter One

The Scope of Elementary Theory

•

A thorough familiarity with the fundamentals of
music is a prerequisite for understanding-the following chapters. Such
studies of elementary theory should, however, be preceded by a great
.deal of listening experience. It is an unfortunate fact that students too
often are subjected to theory before they literally have heard music.
A sound approach to music will base itself on the naive enjoyment of
listening, since principles and generalizations must be derived from
observation rather than from dehydrated abstractions. Thus, acquaintance with actual music cannot possibly be overrated. A continuous contact with music will awaken healthy curiosity, which alone
will make the study of structural problems in music one of vital significance.
Since it is not the function of this book to discuss the first steps in
theory in detail, a brief outline of its scope may prove helpfuJ.l
The Rudiments of Music:
a) Notation; scales; church modes; overtone series.
b) Major, minor, diminished and augmented intervals; triads and seventh chords; non-harmonic tones (neighbor and passing tones,
appoggiaturas, suspensions, anticipations); Roman numerals and
:igured bass numerals.
c) Chord grammar (ability to write and identify any chord).

Listening Approach:
a) Aural recognition of the material listed above.
b) Meter (duple, triple and compound); rhy thmic design of melodies.
c) Melodic dictation of folk tunes and themes from instrumental
music; two-part dictation as preparation for two-part counterpoint.
1

The following books are recommended for study of elementary theory: Angel a
Diller, First T heory Rook. G. Schirmer, Inc., New Yo rk, 1921; Alvin Bauman,
Elementary M usicianship. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1947; William J.
Mitchell, Elementa;-y Harmo11y, 2nd ed. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1948.
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d) Sight singing, taught with the greatest possible use of music. ~x
ercises should be reduced to a minimum and used only for pomts
requiring special drill. Most of the time allotted to si~ht singing
would be devoted to reading the great works of vo.cal hterature.
e) Analysis of motive, phrase, various cadences, devices such as sequence, imitation, etc.; analysis of form (two- and three-part
forms, sonata form, rondo form, dance forms).
Music of the masters, frequently introduced and discussed from
many angles, will eventu~lly convey a general kn?wl:dge of their
styles. This knowledge will be based on the expenencmg of a few
works rather than a formal course in music history. Through listening
·assignments, the student will be encouraged. to broaden his kno,;ledO'e of the literature. He should be asked to Illustrate each new pomt
wi~h quotations from music with which he is familiar. For this reason
a basic facility at the keyboard should be acquired.
.
.
On the basis of the four year course now customary m mus1c schools
and liberal arts colleges, the material outlined will take up one or two
years. During the second year, it will be possible to add the study of
Chapters II, III and IV of Part II of this book. Chapters V and VI
should be discussed in the third year, whereas Chapters VII and VIII
will be the subject of the fourth year of the complete course. It is s~g
gested that Part III be either incorporated into the fourth year studies
or left for possible post-graduate work. This outline is by no means
meant to constitute a rigid schedule which does not allow for an occa.sionally more liberal interpretation. For instance, a preliminary glance
at the analysis of some of the complete compositions in Chapter VIII
may be of value during work on earlier chapters.

Part II

Chapter Two

Musical Direction as ·an Organizing Force

A.

Problems of musical continuity and synthesis

After having mastered the preliminaries outlined in
the preceding chapter, it is essential for the student to acquire an ide::t
as to what music really is, as to the things he is expected to hear and
grasp in listening to music. This means tha~ he mu~t now be brou.ght
into contact with the problem of constructive mus1cal understandmg.
So far his mechanical ear has received some training, and he has learned
to recognize various chords along with their names and symbols. In:portant though this is, it does not explain the role these chord.s play 1?
music, which is conceived as a living motion of tones and vo1ces. It 1s
just at this stage of his training that the student must have r~vealed to
him as clearly as possible the existence of problems of musical structure and musical context. These should be brought forward now, before he studies harmony and counterpoint, for the latter will be meaningless disciplines to him unless he can first gain some idea of their
purpose and role in musical construction. This introduction will not
relieve him of the necessity of practicing keyboard exercises later on.
However, if he has gained some idea of the phenomenon of musical
continuity by attentive rather than passive listening, he will not feel
that he is being confronted with a deluge of more or less useless exercises. Instead, he will understand why he has to practice certain exercises in written form or at the keyboard, provided of course that they
represent the musical techniques of composers, rather than theory for
the sake of theory.
But how shall we proceed at this early stage of musical training? Is
not a knowledge of harmony, counterpoint, form, etc. required before
structural problems can be tackled successfully? Experience proves
that it is entirely possible to demonstrate elementary problems of musical structure and continuity even to a student who has not studied
harmony and counterpoint, but only the fundamentals of music. Furthermore, the basic significance of these two disciplines and the need
for their detailed study later on can be greatly clarified at this stage of
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the student's training. It is no exaggeration to state that even a superficial realization that problems of musical structure and continuity
exist, will make the later study of harmony and counterpoint more
meaningful.
The first need, therefore, is to awaken a sense of musical direction.
The student must be made aware that when he has labeled each vertical
relation of tones or has given names to visible factors of a composition,
he has covered important preliminary ground but has not yet touched
upon the vital problems of musical, constmction and continuity. He
would hardly think it possible to compose in the same manner in which
he has analyzed chords, i.e. by merely adding one chord to another and
coupling one melodic idea with another. Since music exists in time, the
main problem will certainly be to create musical length. But it must be
organic length, which can never be gained simply by adding one chord
to another or by any similar procedure. The result would be nothing
but an undifferentiated succession of musical facts. Instead, the composer must create an organic whole, in which evert chord and motive
has its meaning in the construction of the entire organism. A musical
masterpiece does not sound like a vague, arbitrary succession of chords
and themes, but like an organic whole in which every chord, every
melodic event leads convincingly to what follows.
Tonal music of western civilization consists of motion, but not
motion for its own sake. It represents motion which has an objective,
which from the beginning shows direction to a certain goal. On the
way to this goal we find details and detours; we hear chords, tones and
passages which give form to those details, and serve to make the way
to the objective more interesting and colorful. But such chords and
tones have only indirect influence on the principal motion to the goal,
which remains intact in its over-all significance. Here then we shall
touch upon the problems of stmcture and prolongation.
In order to make the student aware of these problems, we shall now
proceed with the aid of simple and relatively short sections from com-positions. In many instances it will soon become apparent that he is
instinctively aware of certain problems of musical planning and continuity and only lacks the technical knowledge necessary to understand their implications. Naturally the following discussion will not
treat these problems thoroughly and will leave many questions unanswered for the time being; later chapters will provide a fuller and more
detailed explanation. But if we have succeeded in giving a glimpse of
what is to come, of the problems of constructive listening, and of the
principal purpose of the study of counterpoint and harmony, enough
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has·been achieved for the time being. The student will understand for
the first time, if only in a rudimentary way, the meaning of constmctive and creative listening, which is the precondition for stmctural
hearing.

B.

Musical direction-Structure and prolongation

CHORD GRAMMAR-CHORD SIGNIFICANCE

1.

Let us first examine the beginning of a Bach Chorale. ..,. [Ex. I]~ The
reader will certainly be able to label the chords according to their status within the key ofF Major. In the course of this procedure he will
give two chords more or less the same label (the V 6 of me as. I and the
V of meas. 2). We may now ask him if these dominant chords are of
equal significance within the organic whole of the phrase. The answer
will be in the negative. He will readily admit, probably without knowing the reasons, that while these chords bear similar symbols, they have
entirely different meanings within the phrase. The significance of the
dominant chords can be realized only if the student develops a sense
for musical direction.
Composers, like poets, speak in sentences. Just as. t~e contents o~ a
spoken or written phrase are not grasped by descnbmg and labehng
the grammatical status of every word, likewise a musical phrase is not
comprehended as long as we are content merely to label each chord
according to its grammatical status. This labeling does ~ot and cann?t
take into account the fact that we are confronted wtth an orgamc
whole. To say that a musical composition is an organic whole or organism means that this composition manifests itself as directed motion. In
consequence, the main point of interest for musical understanding must
be the part each chord plays as a constituent of this directed motion.
""'"here does this motion begin and where does it lead to? We now
can explain that the dominant in meas. 2 is the intermediary goal_ of a
motion which starts on the tonic of meas. 1 and ends on the tome of
meas. 2 at the fermata. The chords between the first tonic and the
dominant of meas. 2 are connecting links between these two chords;
the V 6 of meas. 1 belongs to this group and partakes of its passi~g,
moving character. The first tonic, the V in meas. 2 and the final ton_tc,
on the other hand, being stable points, have a stable or stmctural stgnificance (Graph a) .1 By taking motion and its meaning into consideraDifferent note-values in this and the following graphs do not indicate metrical
values; they express the different structural significance of tones and chords.
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tion for the first time, we realize that the same chord, or chords having
the same or similar grammatical status, can serve completely different
purposes. The realization, however rudimentary, that these different
purposes exist, is the first step towards structural hearing.
Another example which makes clear the different architectonic
meanings of chords, is the beginning of Scarlatti's Sonata in D minor .
.,.. (Ex. 2] ~ Chord grammar indicates that three dominant chords are
used by Scarlatti. But if we consider.. the phrase as a whole and do not
merely stumble from one vertical relationship to the next, we hear a
motion from a tonic chord in meas. I to a dominant chord which is
reached in meas. 4· This dominant chord, as goal of the whole motion,
is next in significance to the first tonic as a structural element. The
composer, starting on the tonic, could either pass through other chords
to the dominant chord or could go to it immediately. But the latter
procedure would not create any musical length. We should only-to
make a comparison with a spoken phrase- hear tW<? words, not a fully
developed sentence. Adopting the former procedure, the composer
may even expand certain points along his way. This is just what happens here on a small and relatively simple scale. First we realize that
the starting point, the D-minor tonic chord, seems expanded; that is to
say, at the beginning of meas. 2, despite the intervening dominant
chord in first inversion, we still find ourselves on the D-minor chord
(Graph a); this illustration helps to clarify that expansion. The dominant chord serves only as a support for the tone E which stands as a
passing tone between the principal tones D and F, tones of the 0-mirJ.Or
chord. The bass neighbor note C# stresses the embellishing character
of the dominant sixth chord, which thus is clearly subordinated to the
tonic. Here, as in the former example, the difference between the two
dominant chords is fundamental. In Scarlatti's phrase the dominant in
meas. 4, being the goal of the whole phrase, is of structural significance,
whereas the dominant in meas. I has no structural significance whatsoever, but serves to enrich and expand the tonic.
What about the minor dominant chord in meas. 2? This chord has
still another purpose than those just mentioned. It lies on the way from
the first structural chord, the I, to the goal, the final V . It is not a
structural chord, but serves as a link between I and V. It is a passing
chord between two structural chords. The role of the chord on G in
meas. 3 will be fully understood later; for the time being it is enough
to understand that this chord does not actually interrupt the progression of the bass line, but only forms a slight detour (Graph b).
In summary, we have found the same chord, the chord on the fifth
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degree in D minor, in three different capacities; each time this chord
has a very different significance. It is now obvious that these differences in chord significance are so important for the understanding of
this phrase, that the grammatical identity of the three chords in question fades into relative insignificance.
2.

MELODY-MELODIC DIRECTION AND COHERENCE

Before continuing with the discussion of additional examples which
will make the new problems still clearer, it will be advisable to concentrate for a short time on melodic problems. We shall find that with
melody tones, as with chords, the differences in significance are great,
and that the moment we take the melody's direction into consideration
we no longer can find satisfaction in the mere differentiation of
principal and dependent, harmonic or non-harmonic tones and other
descriptive methods, which might be summed up as "tone grammar."
Let us take a simple melodic phrase such as .,.. (Ex. 3] ~. It would prove
entirely misleading to follow the visible successions of tones, because
· they are often not indicative of the phrase's direction. For example, the
eighth-note Bb of the second beat is followed by a quarter-note Eb;
one cannot for this reason assert that Bb leads to Eb; nor does C lead to
F, the downbeat of meas. 2. Instead the musical ear quite instinctively
makes a larger connection and will register the upward motion of a
third from D via Eb to F as the actual melodic line-the melodic structure. The eighth-notes C and Bb and the quarter-note C are embellishments and thus offshoots or prolongations of this melodic line (Graph
a). The melody returns from F to D in a somewhat more complex way,
presenting a downward directed line F-Eb-D. The following illustration f-l1ows step by step the inner coherence between the structural
line and its melodic prolongations.... (Ex. 4]~ It is important to realize
that structure, as may have been gathered from the examples in Part I,
in its final analysis is arhythmic, and that rhythm is a vital contributing
factor in shaping the prolongations.
Thus, these few measures from the Bagatelle, in their melodic structure, move up and down a third. 2 This structural third pervades the
prolongations (0-Bb, E b-C), making them organic offshoots. The
2 For the student familial· w ith this approach, it might be mentioned that, taking
the piece as a w hole into consideration, this melody might very well mean a prolongation of D. For pedagogic purposes, however, w e may interpret the motion
up and down a third as the structural motion of this melody .
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structure thus generates the prolonging thirds in meas. I and also,
though more veiled, the one in meas. 2.
In listening to a melody's direction we, therefore, have to distinguish
between melody tones which represent the basic direction, outline or
structure, and those which elaborate or prolong that basic structure.
Another very instructive example is presented in a phrase by Schumann. .,.. [Ex. 5] ~ Again we must realize that the visible ascending or
descending motion of a melodic line does not necessarily indicate the
?ir~cti~n of its structure. For instance, is the ascending line up to A an
md1canon of the ~elody's structural direction? Careful listening to the
whole melody wlll reveal a parallelism of ascending thirds, in which
the first two tones of the thirds act as upbeats. The tone A (meas. I)
now proves to be an incomplete (unresolved) neighbor note of G, from
which tone the structural line descends; the ascending line to A is
therefore only a visible continuity of four tones (Graph a).
·
The
ascending
thirds
are
the
prolono-ations
of
a
melodic
structure
•
0
drrected downwards from G to C. \Ve realize now tha~prolongations
may also precede the structural tones. In this example the prolono-ation
might be likened to two lower grace notes. In meas. 3, howev:r, the
prolon~ation_ su~ceeds the stru~tural note, thus inverting the sequential
ascend~ng t~1rd mto a descendmg one. This creates a greater intensity
of motwn, smce two structural notes now appear in one measure. The
student should also observe how the appearance of the structural tones
is varied in each case: The G is followed by its upper neighbor note,
F appears as a half-note and theE is represented by two quarter-notes.
How dull the melody would be without these delicate shadino-s! (Ex
5b)
o
'
The_ Beethoven_ and Schumann examples suggest that it is the prolongatwns, melodic and rhythmic, which create the interest and color
of a melody. How~ver, the value and character of the prolongations
become clear only If we grasp them as organic offshoots of the melody's structure. Consequently the understanding of the ·structural
~ourse of the melody and the role the prolongations play will be of
Importance in the discussions that follow.
Whil~ t~e structure of the preceding melodies reveals motion from
the begmnmg, w~ sh~ll fi~d in the next example a totally different
problem of me~odic d1rect10n . .,.. [Ex. 6] ~ It would seem at first, that
the structural_hne descends immediately from C via Bb to Ab, these
three t~nes bemg pro~onged by embellishments. However, in meas. 4 ,
the_ C ~s ~eached agam; we thus have a ren1m to the starting point
which mdicates a large-scale embellishment or prolongation of C. This
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C, up to meas. 4, acts as the sole structural tone. In its dominating capacity, it retains its structural value and can be classified as a retained
tone (indicated with a dotted line in Graph a). In meas. 5, the melody
makes an attempt to descend structurally to Bb, only to turn again and
perform a further prolongation of C to which the melody fleetingly
returns once more in meas. 6. Only then does the melody proceed to
Bb and the concluding Ab.
Summing up, we realize that for the greatest part of its course this
melody does not move from one structural point to another, but around
one structural tone. This gives a lingering and delaying effect until at
last the line descends to the tonic.
Finally, let us compare the problems of structure and prolongation
in three melodies presented here in the same key . .,.. [Ex. 7, 8, 9] ~
In the Haydn example the structural line 3 moves from C in meas.
I to Bb in meas. 3 (see Ex. 7, Graph a). The composer, instead of
going directly from C to Bb, prolongs this progression through embellishing tones. The melody then proceeds directly -to A in meas. 4·
Throughout meas. 5-8 it will be apparent that basically the melody is
moving from G in meas. 5 to the final F in meas. 8. However, these
final measures show many embellishing tones, which themselves are
ornamented with appoggiaturas. In meas. 5 and 6 the embellishing tones
are chord tones of the G-minor chord and pivot around a single tone
G, in contrast to meas. 2 and 3, in which the embellishing tones move
between two different tones (C and Bb). Since the tone G keeps its
structural value throughout two measures, it acts as a retained tone,
finally moving to F.
Turning to the folk tune (Ex. 8), a cursory hearing might lead one
to consider F as the first structural tone, since the melody moves in
meas. I entirely within the arpeggiated F chord. Attentive listening,
however, does not bear out this initial reaction. The first F helps,
rather, to indicate the chordal background of the melody, which drives
immediately to C. It is from this tone C that the D (meas. 2) comes as
a neighbor note; the intervening F serves merely as an embellishing
tone to C, and in no way affects the real direction of the melody. The
neighbor noteD, in turn, has its own embellishing motion; the melody
goes from D to the embellishing tone F, from w hich it returns immediately to D. The neighbor-note motion is then completed with the
return from D to C. We should assume, so far, that Cis the first structural tone, since the melody has been circling arourrJ that tone throughout the first two measures. Confirmation that C actually is the struc3

The stems connected with the long beam point to the structural tones.
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rural tone is given by the fact that the melody takes its continuation
from C by moving to Bb, and after an embellishing C, to A, G and
finally to F (Graph a).
Our third quotation, a Schumann melody (Ex. 9), is characterized
by an extensive prolongation of the tone C (meas. 1 to 4) by leaping
up a sixth to A and descending stepwise. Before the C is reached again
the melody retards the motion to C by circling for a full measure ( 3)
around D. This relatively extended prolongation of C reduces itself to
an expanded neighbor-note motion, C-D-C, after which the line descends via Bb to A, which in turn is prolonged. The structural line then
proceeds to G, where Schumann creates a melodic parallelism with
meas. 3 (see brackets). With meas. 8 the structural tonic is reached
(Graph a).
The student will have realized by now that these three very different melodies have the same basic direction, the same structural
progression: C-Bb-A-G-F. A comparison of ~he melodies certainly
indicates to him that one definite structural line can find its prolonged
expression in different ways, and he will intuitively sense that there
are many more possibilities beyond the ones indicated. YVe have only
to compare the first two measures of the folk tune with the first four
measures of the Schumann passage to realize how differently a neighbor-note motion can be elaborated. Observe, too, how differently the
structural progression from C to Bb is achieved in the Haydn m~lody
and in the other two examples. These examples also illustrate two other
significant points: Firstly, that melodic prolongations can occur' above
or below the structural tones; secondly, that a prolongation may either
precede or follow a structural tone to which it is related.
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RELATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF MELODIC STRUCTURE AND PROLONGATION

Generally speaking, there are two factors accounting for the differences in appearance and character of the three melodies discussed
above: the rhythmical distribution of structural tones and particularly
the distribution and nature of the embellishments, detours and elaborations which we call melodic prolongations. YVe have found that in
all preceding examples there is a connection between the tones of the
structural progression or line, even though they may be separated by
prolongations.
Throughout this discussion of melodic problems it has been necessary to draw the student's nrention to structure, since this must be
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grasped before he can proceed; at the same time the importance of the
prolongations cannot be to~ strongly emphasized: The ~us~cal ~nder
standing of a melody reqmres a knowledge of 1ts basic directiOn or
structure, but it requires this knowledge only as a prerequisite for
determining the course and characteristics of the prolongations. The
structural tones are the spine of the melody; they establish its basic
direction. What makes a structural line live, however, are the many
different types of prolongation, since they provide the character,
rhythmic interest and color of a melody. Consequently, knowledge of
structure alone is by no means enough. The mere statement that a
melody features a descending fifth as structural outline is fragmentary
knowledge. This structural outline becomes of vital interest if we
realize the detours and deviations that stem from this basic direction,
the possibilities of which are unlimited. This is melodic hearing on the
basis of structure and prolongation, and as such closely parallels the
situation with respect to chords.
Later explanations will show the student how to differentiate with
assurance between structural tones and prolonging tones, so that he
will not pick out notes at random and profess to hear them in one
capacity or the other. Only further experience and special studies will
enable him to proceed from instinctive feeling to certainty based on
knowledge. However, the feeling for these problems of musical construction has to be awakened; this has been the purpose of the present
section.

4·

INTERDEPENDENCE OF MELODY AND CHORD SIGNIFICANCE

Up to this point some examples have been examined from the point
of view of chord significance and others from a purely melodic standpoint. However, if we were to continue analyzing melodies, without
taking the basses and chords into consideration (or analyzing chords
without listening to the melody), we should soon encounter difficulties. We shall be confronted again and again with the fact that to
determine the significance of a chord we must grasp the structure of
the melody. It frequently happens that the meaning of the melodic
outline clarifies the meaning of the supporting chords. On the other
hand, the course of the bass often determines which melody tone is
structural and which is prolonging.
That these two facts, significance ot melody tones and significance
of chords, are interdependent in forming a musical organism can be
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shown in a short example from the slow movement of Beethoven's
Sonata, Op 2, No. 2. .,.[Ex. 10]..,.. The melody embellishes the tone
F# through a lower neighbor note in meas. 2 and an upper (accented)
neighbor note in meas. 3· On the third beat of this measure there is
the final return to F# which then leads to the goal of the phrase, the
tone E. We therefore can state that the melody moves from a prolonged F#, covering three measures, toE (meas. 4). It is well to keep
in mind that a neighbor note may not only embellish but also prolong
the value of the main note. It would thus seem completely inadequa'e
to perceive this melodic line by mechanically registering superficial
facts which show three movements away from F#, first to E, then to
G and then again to E. Instead, one has to feel a unifying neighbornote motion around F# in meas. I -3, and then the descent from this
F# toE (Graph a).
The significance of the three dominant chords in meas. 2, 3 and 4 will
now be evident. The first two are neighbor-note chords subordinated
to an over-all structural tonic chord. The final domina.nt chord, being
the goal of the phrase, is of structural significance. One must realize
that in this case, as with the Scarlatti theme (Ex. 2), chords of motion,
which comprise not only passing chords but also embellishing chords
as well, are used to prolong the value of one structural chord (here
by circling around that chord). In such instances the inadequacy of
chord grammar lies not only in its neglect of musical direction but
also in its inability to indicate the interdependence of melody and
chords.
·
The same feeling of dissatisfaction would prevail if a mere listing of
chords were offered as an explanation of the next example. .,. [Ex. I I]...,..
Her~ it is pr~ar_ily the melody and its significance which actually det~rmme the stgmficance of the chords. Graph a indicates a prolongatt~n _of the _tone A and shows how it is achieved. The melody moves
wtthm the_ mterval of A-E (a characteristic interval of the A-Major
chord) whtch appears here horizontalized. The dotted line indicates the
structural retention of A up to· meas. 3; only then does the melody
proceed to B and finally to C#. As to the significance of the chords, it
seems evident from the-foregoing that the A chord governs the scene,
so to speak, including the first beat of me as. 3 (Graph b) . This example
has a tendency similar to that found in the precedinrr Beethoven and
Scarlatti examples, although i!: appears here in a mo~e elaborate and
complicated form : several different chords can h.:. subordinated to one
dominating chord. The mea11ing of the melody, moving throurrh a
characteristic interval A-E-A of the A chord, unmistakably con~ib-
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tes to the impression of an expansion of the tonic chord. This impres-

~ n is cohfirmed by the bass which moves within another interval of

.
the A-Major tonic, A-C# (Graph c). As a result of t h'ts predom~nat. single-chord outline of melody and bass, the chords on the sixth,
mg.
f
.
hird and fourth degrees of the scale take on the character o passmg
:nd embellishing chords within the melodic fourth (A-E) and sixth
(A-C#) of the bass, and consequently within the realm of the A chord.
In this way the structural value of the tonic chord appe~rs very subtly
expanded. We call this phenomenon chm·d prolongatwn. The final
chords, the II, the V and the I, are of structural significance because
they support the structural tones Band C# of the melody, the struc~ral
melodic tones of the whole phrase being A-B-C#. The progressiOn
I-II-V-1 thus forms the structural framework within which the other
·
chords move (Graph b).
The discussion thus far, has centered on the difference between tone
and chord grammar and between tone and· c~ord ~ign~ficance. !he
primary purpose of this chapter has ~een ~o brmg this .d1fference mto
focus. In summary, since chords of tdenncal grammatical. status may
have diffuent meanings even within one short phrase, labelmg a. chord
according to its appearance and position within a key b~~omes msufficient. Chord grammar is essential, but only as a prereqms1te, not as an
end in itself.
In the examples cited, we encountered chords which had strong
structural implications. Such chords, separate~ by ch.ords of pr~longa
tion, serve as pivots. They are the stable po1~ts wl~1ch. determme ~he
course of the musical motion on the way to 1ts obJecnve. Expandmg
this framework, creating the element of motion and connection, and
thus achieving c;olor, richness and prolongation, are chords of very
different significance. These appear between the structural chords, as
passing or embellishing chords. In addition, instead of moving between
two structural chords, these chords may move within or around one
single chord. In this case, they serve to create an expansion of the v~lue
of one structural chord which we have termed chord prolonganon.
The structural chords determine the direction of the motion; the passing and embellishing chords execute that motion- they constitute the
motion itself.
In order to hear the different significance of chords and to evaluate
their part in the formation of the phrase, it is essential to. develop a
sense of musical direction. Whenever we are confronted With mus1cal
motion which shows direction to a goal, a full explanation of its meaning will demand the answers to three basic questions: W here does the
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shown in a short example from the slow movement of Beethoven's
Sonata, Op 2, No. 2 • .,.[Ex. 10]~ The melody embellishes the tone
F# through a lower neighbor note in meas. 2 and an upper (accented)
neighbor note in meas. 3. On the third beat of this measure there is
the final return to F# which then leads to the goal of the phrase, the
tone E. We therefore can state that the melody moves from a prolonged F#, covering three measures, toE (meas. 4). It is well to keep
in mind that a neighbor note may not only embellish but also prolong
the value of the main note. It would thus seem completely inadegua'e
to perceive this melodic line by mechanically registering superficial
facts which show three movements away from F#, first to E, then to
G and then again to E. Instead, one has to feel a unifyinoo neio-hbor1:> .
note motion around F# in meas. 1-3, and then the descent from this
F# toE (Graph a).
The significance of the three dominant chords in meas. 2, 3 and 4 will
now be evident. The first two are neighbor-note chords subordinated
to an over-all structural tonic chord. The final domina,n.t chord, being
the goal of the phrase, is of structural significance. One must realize
that in this case, as with the Scarlatti theme (Ex. 2), chords of motion,
which comprise not only passing chords but also embellishing chords
as well, are used to prolong the value of one structural chord (here
by circling around that chord). In such instances the inadequacy of
chord grammar lies not only in its neglect of musical direction but
also in its inability to indicate the interdependence of melody and
·
chords.
The same feeling of dissatisfaction would prevail if a mere listing of
chords were offered as an explanation of the next example . ..,. [Ex. 1 1] ~
Her~ it is prir_na~ily the melody and its significance which actually det~rmme the stgmficance of the chords. Graph a indicates a prolongatl~n .of the .tone A and shows how it is achieved. The melody moves
wtthm the. mterval of A-E (a characteristic interval of the A-Major
chord) which appears here horizontalized. The dotted line indicates the
structural retention of A up to. meas. 3; only then does the melody
proceed to B and finally to C#. As to the significance of the chords, it
seems evident from the·foregoing that the A chord governs the scene,
so to speak, including the first beat of meas. 3 (Graph b). This example
has a tendency similar to that found in the precedino- Beethoven and
Scarlatti examples, although it appears here in a mo~e elaborate and
complicated form: several different chords can he. subordinated to one
dominating chord. The meaning of the melody, moving throuo-h a
characteristic interval A-E-A of the A chord, unmistakably con~rib-
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utes to the impression of an expansion of the t~ni~ chord. T~is impres. n is cohfirmed by the bass which moves wtthm another mterval of
SlO
f h'
d .
the A-Major tonic, A-C# (Graph c). As a result o t IS pre om~nating single-chord outline of melody and bass, the chords on the sixth,
third and fourth degrees of the scale take on the character of pas~ing
and embellishing chords within the melodic fourth (A-E) and sixth
(A-C#) of the bass, and consequently within the realm of the A chord.
In this way the structural value of the tonic chord appe~rs very subtly
expanded. We call this phenomenon chord prolongatzon. The final
chords, the II, the V and the I, are of structural significance because
they support the structural tones B and C:# of the melody, the struc~ral
melodic tones of the whole phrase bemg A-B-C#. The progressiOn
I-II-V-I thus forms the structural framework within which the other
chords move (Graph b) .
The discussion thus far, has centered on the difference between tone
and chord grammar and between tone and· c~ord ~ign~ficance. !he
primary purpose of this chapter has ~een ~o bnng this _difference mto
focus. In summary, since chords of Identical grammatical status may
have diffuent meanings even within one short phrase, labeling a. chord
according to its appearance and position within a key b~~omes msufficient. Chord grammar is essential, but only as a prereqmstte, not as an
end in itself.
In the examples cited, we encountered chords which had strong
structural implications. Such chords, separate? by ch.ords of pr~longa
tion, serve as pivots. They are the stable pomts w~Ich. determme ~he
course of the musical motion on the way to its objecnve. Expandmg
this framework, creating the element of motion and connection, and
thus achieving color, richness and prolongation, are chords of very
different significance. These appear between the structural chords, as
passing or embellishing chords. In addition, instead of moving between
two structural chords, these chords may move within or around one
single chord. In this case, they serve to create an expansion of the v~lue
of one structural chord which we have termed chord prolonganon.
The structural chords determine the direction of the motion; the passing and embellishing chords execute that motion-they constitute the
motion itself.
In order to hear the different sio-nificance
of chords and to evaluate
1:>
their part in the formation of the phrase, it is essential to_ develop a
sense of musical direction. Whenever we are confronted With mustcal
motion which shows direction to a goal, a full explanation of its meaning will demand the answers to three basic questions: Where does the
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motion begin? Where does it lead? How does the composer reach the
goal? Here the course of the melQdy is of vital importance. Just as
there are chords of structure and chords of prolongation, there are
tones in a melody which have structural significance, and others which
serve either to embellish these tones or to elaborate their progression.
In Ex. ro and r r, we observed that melody and chords were mutually
interdependent; the cooperation there between structural melody tones
and structural chords was the strongest possible.
In spite of the complete difference in significance between chords
of motion and those of structure, in practice they are insepar, ble. Together with the melody they form the unity of a phrase, they create
an organism. The same applies, generally speaking, to larger sections ·
and to whole pieces. The distances between the structural points are
larger, the prolongations are on a much greater scale and the techniques used are more subtle and more complicated, but the principks
remain unaltered. To understand and master these techniques the student now needs more "tools" and above all more ear training, both
the mechanical and structural kind. In order to find out for himself
which chord or tone is of structural significaoce and which stands for
motion, i.e. in order to grasp thoroughly the musical significance of a'
phrase or a whole piece, the student has to master the characteristics
and implications of each group of tones and chords. Up to the present
point it has only been possible to give the student a few hints and to
suggest the course which he must pursue in order to achieve musical
understanding. Now he must gain detailed knowledge which will convince him that structural hearing means more than arbitrarily selecting
certain tones and chords as structural, while another person might as
easily select others. From now on it is vital for him to acquire exact
knowledge in order to fortify his intuitive understanding. At this point
counterpoint and harmony enter the picture.

C.

The functions of harmony and counterpoint

The reader will have noticed that in the examples given, the structural
chords (in root position or inversion) invariably form progressions
based upon the fifth relation. These have been called harmonic progressions. A harmonic relation is one that we define in terms of the
overtone series, the fundamental physical basis for tone relations. As
we know, the first overtone to appear abo·. e the fundamental is the
octave. The next tone is the perfect fifth, the first tone "foreign" to
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mately based on the fifth relation.
.
On the other hand the vast majority of chords one encounters. m
actual compositions belong to an entirely different category. Pas~mg
and embellishing chords, which are here called chords of. prolon_gano~,
and which fulfill varied functions and have ~o harmomc re~anonsh1p
to each other, appear as the result of the monon of _several stmulta~e
ously moving voices. These chords represent th.e verne~! result of vo1ce
motion. Since they originate in motion and v01ce leadmg, t~ey can?ot
be the concern of harmony; examination of problems of "?1ce leadmg
and voice motion is the task of the discipline of counterpomt.
.
Counterpoint is not only continuously present but often predominant even in works which have too often been regarded a~ purely
homophonic or harmonic in style. The studen: should. not be~1e;e ~hat
counterpoint is restricted to so-called linear vo1ce leadmg, to .trnltat:on,
canon, fugue and other typical contrapu?~al devices. Its mamfestanons
.
. .
are to be found in every type of composmon.
The general curriculum in most music schools prov1des !or n:ammg
in harmony before counterpoint is studied. After the d1scusswn of
triads, chord cons~ction and chord progression usually follow, and
this constituces so-called four-part harmony. Instead, I s~gge~t that,
following the srudy of the fundamenta~s of music (as ~utlmed m Part
II, Chapter I) and after having been mtroduced to tne problems of
structure and prolongation, the student ~ake up a thorough study of
counterpoint. Then, following complenon of two- and three-part
·
· h'lS stu d'1es 1·n harmony. Although
counterpomt,
he shou ld begm
·
in some schools counterpomt ·ts stud'1e d bef ore harmony• the reasons
for doing so are rather different from those presented here. Therefore I find it necessary to explain the reasons, first, for demand-
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ing strict separation of harmony and counterpoint, and second, for
taking up the study of counterpoint before harmony.
The phrases and sections discussed so far have one fact in common:
they represent tonal entities. These organisms show the interlocked
relationship of the main elements of composition-factors of motion
and prolongation which are elements of counterpoint, and factors of
stability and structure which are here called harmonic progressions.
Motion is the predominant element in tonal music, but, as indicated in
the examples, it may be directed by the stmctural framework of theharmonic progressions. In spite of this interrelation in composition, it
seems logical to say that the student must first learn to differentiate
between elements of stability and those of motion and embellishment,
i.e. between harmonic and contrapuntal factors in pure form. Most
compositions which the student plays show the working of both factors. In consideration of this fact, it should be the prime objective of
musical education (after instruction in elementary theory has been
completed) to make the student aware of the differentiation between
chords or progressions derived from harmony and those derived from
counterpoint. For this purpose, the interlocked-elements of tonal composition, harmony and counterpoint have, at first, to be separated as
strictly as possible.
In the beginning we shall concentrate on the individual characteristics of each of these utterly different and almost contradictory forces.
Only after making a study of each of these elements in pure form,
shall we take both simultaneously into consideration (in Chapters V,
VI and VII) which will enable us to examine fully their cooperation
in actual compositions. Of this cooperation the student has alre'a dy had
a glimpse. The combination of two different conceptions of musical
construction constitutes one of the greatest achievements in the history
of music.
Contrary to the procedure just outlined, our present-day theory
very often does not sufficiently separate counterpoint from harmony;
there is too much overlapping of the two elements. For instance, b~
fore counterpoint is ever mentioned, harmony courses discuss voiceleading principles and the avoidance of parallel octaves and fifths.
These principles are essentials of counterpoint and belong only secondarily to harmony. On the other hand, the teaching of counterpoint
is often done on a harmonic basis, with discussi0•l of cadences, elements
of harmonic relations, etc. 4 When it comes to composition, on the
4
Many book~ demand the knowledge of harmony as the prerequisite to the study
of counterpomt.

other hand, where harmony and counterpoint are re~lly interloc~ed,
each is applied more or less separately. One speaks. of pi~ces or sectlons
in harmonic or homophonic style, or of those wntten m contrapuntal
style, and thus practically denies the intricate interdependence of the
elements. The consequences are "harmonic analysis," "contrapuntalmelodic analysis," "form analysis," etc., separately applied to products
of an art, whose characteristic feature is that no element can be explained without taking the others into consideration. Indeed, the elements influence each other even to the extent that the course of one
often determines the course of the other.
In separating harmony from counterpoint, we shall fi~d that harmonic progressions contain a contrapuntal feature, the simultaneous
motion of several voices. The converse does not hold tme, however,
because contrapuntal progressions can be studied in pure form wit.hout any interference from harmo~ic conside.rations. This appears qmte
logical if we realize that harmomc progressiOns came .to be us~d only
after great contrapuntal experience had been acqmred dunng the
course of several centuries.
These facts alone speak for studying counterpoint befo~e har~ony.
Quite apart from these considerations, however, the necessn:~ of mtr~
ducing the study of counterpoint first lies in the ove~rhel~mg part It
plays in composition. We shall see that, far transce~dmg It~ gen~r~lly
accepted role in the techniques of independent voice leadmg, Im~ta
tion, canon and fugue, it represents the fundamental force ~f mu.sical
motion. The study of counterpoint develops a sense for musical direction, for individual voice leading and for chords created through motion of voices. On the other hand, an early concentration on harmony,
especially if based on the present-day method with its perpetual drill
in cadences and its indiscriminate labeling of every chord as a harmonic individuality, might so hamper the ear, might make it so ~a
deuce-minded, that it would lose its instinctive capacity for monon
and direction. Since music is motion it seems logical that we must first
learn to move in tones lines intervals and chords before the organizing
power of the harmoni~ pro~ressions can be really unders~ood. In addition, the procedure of counterpoint corrects the unconscious te~dency
of some students to hear only from one chord to the n~xt. Smc~ It
demands hearing and looking ahead, and planning the motlo? of vmces
in advance, counterpoint is highly important and benefictal for ~ar
training and represents the most basic preparation for understandmg
and devising direcred musical motion.
. r~
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The Contrapuntal Concept
A.

Introduction

.
. The primary aim in presenting this chapter is to furmsh a preparanon for the contrapuntal concept as elaborated in Chapters V, VI and VII. For reasons to be enumerated, this concept is most
clearly repr~sented within th~ actual discipline of counterpoint. My
secondary a1m emerges as a d1rect consequence of this fact. If we are
to ~ork within th.e framework of the study of counterpoint, full indica?ons must be gtve? as to t.he pedagogic approach that most clearly
~rmgs .out the essenttal meamng of the subject. For this reason, atten~wn w1ll be centered not only upon the discipline of counterpoint as
lt demo~strates the contrapun~al c?ncept, but in addition upon the
p~dagogtc approach to the subJeCt Itself. Insofar as this chapter deals
Wtth such an approach to the subject, it is addressed essentially to
tea~hers and :tu?ent~ of. counterpoint. However, I feel that beyond
the1r pedagogtc tmphcatwns, the coming discussions will serve as an
important preparation for the hearing approach presented throucrhout
0
this book.
The method established by J. J. Fux in his Gradus ad Ptrrnassum
( 17 2 5) st~l offers .the best solution of the basic problems of teaching
counterpomt. I beheve, however, as did Schenker, that Fux's approach
c~n only be used with decisive modification. Though Fux thought of
hts Gradus as a method of composition based on the works of Palest~in~, i.t should be consider~d merely as an elementary and preparatory
dtsctplme for one of t~e el~ment~ of t~nal composition, apart from any
problems of style.. Thts Vtewpomt w1ll demand some explanation.
Whether knowmgly or not, Fux had allowed elements of composition of his own time to infiltrate his work so that the Gradus does not
actually represent sixteenth-century counterpoint in pure form. Knud
Jeppesen, in his Counterpoint/ has produced a more truly representative book on sixteenth-century polyphony. Although using Fux's
1

Counterpoint (translated by Glen Haydon). Prentice-Hall, Inc., N.Y., I939·
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method with its division into five species, Jeppesen, with greater insi·- ht, has produced a remarkably thorough study approaching in some
:ays a theory of composition of sixteenth-century polyphony.
But since the sixteenth century, style has changed-changed, as we
all know, a good deal; yet we still adhere to the same method of teaching counterpoint. This has aroused much doubt and uncertainty. YVhy
should one learn these rules, why deal with these limitations, if Bach,
Mozart and many others apparently disregarded them? Questions like
these are often answered quite unsatisfactorily. Some theorists try to
make the study of counterpoint more palatable and interesting by introducing stylistic features from compositions of later periods. Others
refer the student to such truisms as "nothing can be achieved without
hard work and strict mental discipline" or "without mastery of the
strict style, one can never expect to write .a good free style." ~ut the
question as to where the logical connect.wn between the stnct and
the free style lies is not answered at all. Ev1dently there has to be some
connection, or the strict style would be of no help as prelude to the
free style. In any case, all such vague statements fail en.tirel y t~ show ·
the connection, for instance, between an example of thtrd spectes and
a certain technique used by Chopin. In addition, the rathe.r misleadin?
term, "strict" counterpoint, has added to the general feelmg that th1s
method is traditionally upheld, merely for the sake of a metho~.
The way out of this confusion has been shown for the first nme by
Heinrich Schenker. From his writings and analyses we can learn that
there is actually no contradiction between a composi~ion by Beeth~ven
and the theory of so-called strict counterpoint. There 1s rather a re~a~on
ship comparable to that of structure and prolongation, or of baste tdea
and extension and development. Accordingly, rules and pro~~essions ~f
counterpoint should not be applied directly in composltlon. .~~ 1s
senseless to elevate the rules of counterpoint to those of composltlon,
senseless because counterpoint does not represent a study verging upon
composition itself, but only the study of one of various elements forming a complex pattern. The average composition written on a tonal
basis includes elements of harmony, counterpoint, form, rhythm, motivic development, melodic prolongation, chromaticism, etc. If w.e
wish to understand the essence of counterpoint, we must separate lt
from this complex pattern and study it in its purest form . For such a
purpose, the Fux method is highly valuable; it is adaptabl~ as a preparatory discipline even for compositions of far later penods. Problems of melodic contour in music of all styles may be approached
through the medium of this contrapuntal discipline. Many contrapun-
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tal techniques and progressions found in the compositions of the
seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth and even twentieth century are
based upon the techniques found in Fux, but appear extended and prolonged through other elements of composition.
It is my belief that unless such a connection can be shown between
~he exa~ples considered in the study of counterpoint and voice leadmg as 1t appears in composition, it is correct to call the studv of
"strict" counterpoint obsolete and to insist upon some more "up-todate" method. The Fux method, however, far from being obsolete,
may be said to represent a quasi-abstraction of counterpoint as a con~ep.t. It can be used to demonstrate the contrapuntal way of thinking
m. Its purest form, which finds elaborated application in music of
w1dely separated periods. It is only in this sense, as a study of the most
• ~asic principles of voice leading, that we shall employ it. Exclusive study of the Gmdus ad Parnassum is inadequate, however, for
gammg an understanding of the problems of musical direction and
continuity. These are the problems which should not be separated
from any contrapuntal study, because counterpoint and musical
direction are practically interdependent factors. Furthermore, certain changes in method will be necessary if, instead of teaching sixteenthcentu:y counterpoint, we are to teach the elementary contrapuntal
techmques of later periods. For instance, the reader will notice a
broader application of the dissonant neighbor note as well as a less
rigid limitation of melodic outline. Counterpoint will be discussed not
on a modal, ~ut ~n a tonal basis. It must be kept in mind that the study
of co~nterpomt IS presented here as a preparatory discipline for underst~ndmg. w?rks based on the tonal system. This will bring about cer:am deviations from the style of Palestrina, but certainly does not
Imply. that. we shall drift towards harmony in our choice of examples.. Th1s bnngs us to so-called "harmonic counterpoint." Many theonsts have considered it essential that a student have a basic rraininO' in
harmony ~rec.eding his contrapuntal study. The student of two-~art
counterpomt 1s then taught to consider each interval in its venical
aspect, to classify it in terms of one chord or another and to deal with
~t accordingly: In three-par.t ~ounterpoint the same chordal thinking
Is. f~:ther fortified by permmmg certain chord successions while prohlbltlng others. The consequence is that the student's exercises are
neither harmony nor counterpoint, nor are they real compositions.
The student has learned to produce exercises which, at best, are artificial
mixtures of harmony and counterpoint, while he has never had the
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opportunity to ~tudy and understand the functions, characteristics and
possibilities of either element.
This intrusion of harmonic considerations into the study of counterpoint is not only unnecessary but actually harmful. Two-part counterpoint results in intervals which are the outcome of a horizontal
conception, not of vertical or chordal thinking. It is harmful for the
student to have to decide whether or not an interval at which he arrives (E-C, for example) is part of a C-Major chord or of an A-minor
chord, because he then considers the connection of intervals as a problem in vertical thinking, not as a result of horizontal motion. Whether
or not the series of intervals at which he arrives is satisfactory to the
ear must be judged, not on the basis of chord progression, but according to melodic principles. We must never forget that horizontal motion, the building of a fluent melodic line, is the primary consideration .
A few ·sentences from Schenker's book on counterpoint pertinently
express his view of the meaning of this study as a whole:

Counterpoint must be separated from composition if the ideal
and practical truth of both are to come into their own right.
. . . The discipline of counterpoint is not meant to teach a
specific style of composition, but to serve to lead the ear for
the first time into the endless sphere of original problems in
music. The ear must be led to distinguish the characteristics of
the intervals of music . . . and must learn to understand situations in which two, three or four voices are brought together.
. . . Counterpoint must restrict itself on the basis of a modest
exercise . . . to demonstrating the nature of the problems and
their solutions, and should not attempt to be more than a preparation . . . for genuine composition. 2
In accordance with this conception of the study of counterpoint,
the term "pure" seems more adequate than "strict." Since this is a
study of the fundamentals of voice leading only, it is necessary to
eliminate all elements which might in any way obscure fundamental
principles. Many of the known limitations and ~ules thus have the purpose of creating a basis for the discussion of pure voice-leading problems. What appears later to be "free counterpoint" is not obtained
through a sudden, unmotivated disregard of those limitations and rules,
but through the addition of other elements of tonal composition. Very
often these "£reedoms" have their origin, not in counterpoint, but in
harmonic, chromatic, rhythmic or motivic influences. All of these in2 Kontrapunkt. Universal-Ed., Vienna, 1910, pp. 15-16.
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fluen~es crea~e pro~ongations or expansions of the pure forms of counterpomt. ~ d_Ist~ncnon between "strict" and "free" counterpoint as two
sep~rate di_sc1phnes appears, in that light, to be entirely misleading.
~me~ th1~ chapter Is not intended as a complete textbook on counterpomt, It w1ll not be_ nece~sary to de~l with all aspects of the subject.
S?me elements are Intentionally ommed which would otherwise be
Vttal to the teaching. of counterpoint. Because two-part counterpoil)t
affords the opportumty for a systematic exposition of the present approach to the proble~s of counterpoint, this study will be taken up in
almost complete detaiL Indeed, because I wish simultaneously to demonstrate _the contrapuntal concept and what I consider to be a sound
pedagogtc approach to the subject itself, this portion of the book will
actually have very much the appearance of a textbook. However, as
mo~t o_f the prob_lems dealt with in n:o-part counterpoint repeat themselves_m only ~ltght_ly alt~red form m three-part counterpoint and in
combt~e? species, dtscusswns of these topics will be far more limited, .
and wtll mclude only those details which make a definite addition to the
contrapuntal concept and which appear necessary as preparation for
the following chapters.

B. Two-part counterpoint
FIRST SPECIES

The contr~puntal concept embodies all of the principles which concern the stmultane?us movement of several voices. Accordingly, the
study ?f coun_terpomt deals with the setting of two or more independent votces agamst each other.
_This discipline, divi~ed by Fux into five species according to rhythmtc values, employs a gtven melody called the cantus firm.us. A countermel?dy or counterpoint is added either above or below this melody.
Whtle t~e cantus firnms appears in whole-notes throughout the different spectes, :he_ counterpoint appears in first species in whole-notes; in
seco?d ~pectes m h~lf-notes;_ in third species in quarter-notes; in fourth
spectes m ~yncopatwn; and m fifth species in mixed note-values (florid
counterpomt).
This method sho_ws a clear progression from the rhythmically simple
to the complex. Simultaneously, the other elements of contrapuntal
study, notably ~he _use of_ th<: dtssonance, are Fesented in a systematic
way. The c~lmmat1~g pomt ts reached in the fifth species, to which the
four precedmg species serve as preparation, and in which each of the
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sper:ies exhibits its true function and significance within a well-balanced
whole. Even the fifth species, however, must remain an exercise, since
certain elements vital to artistic melody as we know it today are still
lacking. This very lack is the virtue of Fux's method, which provides
the opportunity for a study of pure contrapuntal and voice-leading
problems, entirely removed from other considerations.
If two melodic lines move against each other, the principal question
is: What type of motion may we employ between the two voices?
There are three possible kinds of motion: parallel motion, in which both
voices move in the same direction ... [Ex. 12a]~; contrary motion, in
which the two voices move in opposite directions .,.. [Ex. 12 b l ~ ; and
oblique motion, in which one voice moves while the other voice remains
stationary. .,.. [Ex. t 2 c l ~ As the cantus firmi usual! y do not exceed 8 to
12 measures, it is important to achieve a fair distribution of all three
types of motion throughout the exercise.
The movement of the two melodic lines against each other creates a
series of intervals. Although the intervals result from voice leading, it is
still necessary to know which intervals may be used.
Intervals are divided into consonances and dissonances. The primary
consonances are the unison or prime, the octave, the perfect fifth and
the major third. The secondary consonances are the minor third and
the major and minor sixths. Seconds, sevenths and all diminished and
augmented intervals are dissonances.
Consonances are characterized by their stability, while dissonances
tend to move. In reference to this tendency, the fourth, though often
classified as a consonance because it is the inversion of the fifth, actually has a dual character. As a vertical interval it is unstable, because it
tends to resolve to a third, the upper voice moving downward. In twopart counterpoint the fourth thus acts as a dissonance. On the other
hand, when used in three-part counterpoint between the middle and
top voices, thus presenting the inversion of the fifth, it acts as a stable
interval or consonance.
.
Just as the element of rhythm is studied in this discipline in progressive stages, likewise the elements of motion, as embodied in successive
consonances and dissonances, will be presented in progressive degrees of
complexity. Logically then, the first species deals with two melodic
lines resulting in intervals of stability; all the intervals will be consonances exclusively. For the horizontal motion of the counterpoint
in all species the f9llowing skips should be avoided: all augmented and
diminished intervals, sevenths of any kind and all intervals greater than
the octave.
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The shortness of the melodic line imposes certain limitations. Just as
~t is desirable to achieve variety in the types of motion employed, it is
Important
distribute the pos.sible intervals evenly. Thus combining
two melodies should not result m a succession of more than three identical intervals. This rule applies to all consonant intervals with the exception of the fifth and the octave.
This brings us to the rule forbidding parallel primes, octaves (and
fifths, a. controversial subject which has come under discussion again
and a.gam_th:oughout_ the development of tonal music. Only the origin
of this pnnc1ple and Its general voice-leading validity 3 will be treated
here.
Rega_rdless of how it is dealt with by individual composers of different penods, the rule forbidding parallel fifths and octaves has a definite
justification within the simple setting of pure counterpoint. It must
ne~er be ~org~tten th~t we are dealing with elementary problems of
vo1ce lead~ng m the simplest poss.ible patterns, and that the study of
coun:e~pomt affor_ds the opportumty to examine the qualities and charactenst!cs of ea~h mterval, both individually and in series. This problem
should not be discussed on the basis of "it sounds good" or "it sounds
bad," for the aesthet~c evalu~tion. of intervals has changed greatly
throughout the centunes. The Issue 1s not an aesthetic evaluation of the
intervals, but an investigation of their properties in terms of voice leading; it r~veals which intervals are best suited for use in parallel motion,
and wh1ch should only be used singly.
It is fairly obvious why the unison and octave should not be used in
pa~allel m?tion. ?ne. of t~e basic aims of counterpoint is to develop
vo1ce leadm.g wh~ch 1s as m?ependent as possible. Parallel primes and
· octaves null1fy this demand smce the two voices use the same tone either
i~ an identical or in a different register.
But why are parallel fifths forbidden, while parallel sixths and third~
are allo~ed? (These intervals, unlike the prime and the octave, consist
of tw~ different tones.) !'he answer lies in the definitive quality of the
~fth; m contrast to the SIXth and the third, it is a strongly key-definina
mterval. D-A, for example, inevitably means the boundary interval of
aD chord, whether major or minor. Neither the sixth nor the third has
this quality; C-E may be part of a C-Major chord or an A-minor chord.
They are neutral intervals. As a result, when the ear hears a succession

:o
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Brahms himself ga\'e this problem detailed consideration. He compiled and
from a wide range of musicommentary. by Heinrich ·
Schenker ( Qumten und Oktaven u. a. Umvcrsai-Ed., Vienna, 193 3 ) .
com~ented on ex~mples of parallel fifths and octavo;:,
cal ht~rature . !hrs study bas been publi~hed, with
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of thirds and sixths, it easily perceives the horizontal flow_ of two melodic iines, proceeding in parallel motion. But when the ear IS confronted
with parallel fifths, it ceases to hear two horizontally moving voices
only; it tends to be distracted by the vertical, ~ey-defining aspect of
each fifth. (Likewise, as the second overtone, Its dependency on the
fundamental is obvious.) To prevent this confusion the principle of
avoiding a succession of fifths has been established.
It can be seen that there is an additional objection to a succession of
parallel primes or octaves. Since these are intervals consisting essentially
of one tone only, they have a natural tendency to suggest the key of
that one tone.
In the following examples one may observe the differences in effect
between a succession of fifths and octaves or a succession of thirds and
sixths, using the same top voice. .,... (Ex. 13] _.
In the austere surroundings of pure counterpoint, with its elimination
of all other elements of composition, even to approach the fifth and
octave in parallel motion has proved to be objectionable. The moment
one of these intervals is approached in parallel motion, its vertical, keydefining aspect tends to overshadow the feeling of horizontal continuity. .,..(Ex. 14]_. For this reason one should avoid approaching the fifth
and octave in parallel motion. .... (Ex. I 5] ..
Before specific examples can be discussed, we must deal with a few
other general problems. For beginning a counterpoint above the cantus
firmus, either the octave or fifth should be employed. Since the first
note of the ctmtus finnus will always be the tonic, the octave will represent a doubled stress of the key-note, while the fifth will exhibit its keydefining quality. While the prime would serve as well as the octave in
establishil).g the key, it is usually impractical in the upper counterpoint;
since most cantus firrni begin with a line ascending from the tonic, free
motion between the two voices would be impaired by a unison beginning as the counterpoint would be forced to leap.
A lower counterpoint (i.e. below the cantus fi:mtus) should start with
the prime or octave. The function of the octave will be exactly as in the
upper counterpoint. Precisely because the prime was impractical in the
upper counterpoint, it is now an advantageous beginning in the lower,
since the counterpoint will be brought into contrary motion with the
ascending cantus firmus. The interval of a fifth is naturally out of the
question in the lower counterpoint, since the tonic of the cantus firmus
with its lower fifth would yield a beginning out of the key.
The prime is best employed only at the beginning and at the end,
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since in t~e course of ~he exercise the meeting of both voices on one
tone, particularly a tome tone, may create a feeling of finality.
In both upper and lower counterpoints, the melody may end either
on the octave or on the prin:e. Due to the final descending line of the
cantus fim_tus, the o~tave Will prove more advantageous in the upper
counterpomt, the pnme in the lower.
In the ~ext to the last. measure, ~he leading-tone must appear in one
of the votces because of tts conclustve drive to the tonic.
The st.udent no.w knows how he may begin and end his exercise in
first spectes, :Vhat mtervals he may use throughout the exercise and what
types of monon he may employ in going from one interval to another.
Now ~e must ~earn to use his knowledge towards producing a coherent
melodic orgamsm.
Ac~uall~ there are two contrasting aims by which the student must
be gu~ded .m constructing a satisfactory melodic line. He must always
keep m mmd the ~ost d~~ct possibl_e conn~ction between two poin~s,
:'hile at the same nme stnvmg to achteve vanety in the melodic line and
mdepe~dence of voice leading. Upon this contrasting pair of principles
the enttre study of counterpoint is based.
If the tones. of a. melodic line are to form a coherent organism, they
must have direcnon, which implies that they must have a goal.
Every tonal melody has a goal, to which all elements inherent in
the complex pattern of composition contribute. As most of these elements are ~acking in our contrapuntal study, we must endeavor to create
a goal to give contour to the melody. A melody that has no design other
than to begin on the tonic and to arrive somehow on the final tonic
would achieve little more than an aimless circlina of tones or an arbitrary succession of u~directed li~es whose only object is to fill up space.
To prevent ~uch aimless monon, a natural goal in the form of a climax has ~orne mto use, by whic~ the highest tone (or possibly the lowest tone, m the ~ower cou~terpomt) serves as an intermediary goal of the
melody: I~ thts way anses the possibility of motion directed from
the begmnmg through an intermediary goal (climax) onward toward
t~e goal of the final tonic .. It follows then that a repetition of the climact~c to~e would. be undeSirable, as tending to disturb the effect of the
s~ngle ~ntermedtary goal. The main criterion of good melodic construenon wlll be how convincingly the melodic line achieves the climax and
proceeds from that point to the final tonic.
It is obvious :o the ~tudent by this time that within the discipline of
pure counterpomt he ts not endeavoring tG study melody writing as a
whole, but only certain of its vital elements. These can best be studied
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nd analyzed within the limited means admitted here. It is precisely

~ecause of these self-imposed limitations, because of the exclusion
of such elements as motive, sequence, chromaticism and so on, that
we are able to study the basic principles of melodic construction, unhindered by other considerations. The difference between "melody"
as it appears in composition and the melodi~ lin~ w~ich the stude~t
will strive to achieve must always be borne m mmd tf the student ts
to understand the advantages gained by the restrictions imposed upon
him in this study. For example, in writing in the species, the use of
sequences is forbidden, not because the conception of a repeated pattern of tones is incompatible with good melody writing, but because
the use of such a device at this stage of study can obscure the main
issue, which is straightforward melodic development.
Now as to the student's approach in actually writing an exercise:
First of all, he must at no time be allowed to proceed solely from one
interval to the next, without taking into consideration the melody as a
whole. Though his ear and mind may still be uriable to devise the
whole melody in advance as a logical entity, one has to train him to ·
keep certain general aims in mind, while always planning specifically
three, four or five measures ahead, according to his musical capacity.
In general terms he knows now that he must think of a well-directed
melodic line, which means he must think primarily of a climax reached
and left in a convincing way. This principle he should always keep in
mind, be it in the first measure as he begins, or at the point when he has
arrived at the climax and is searching for a satisfactory continuation and
conclusion of his melody.
PROCEDURE OF CONTRAPUNTAL WRITING

•

The's tudent may now begin to write an upper counterpoint to a given
A-Major cantus firmus . .,.[Ex. 16]..,.
Although the student knows that it is possible to begin on the fifth or
on the octave (on E or on A), he must now decide which is the more
practical interval for this specific exercise. It is true that with some
cantus firmi the fifth aml the octave are equally satisfactory as a beginning, yet it is equally true that in some cases one of these intervals
may be more advantageous than the other as a point from which to initiate a logical motion towards the climax.
Let us consider the possibility of E as a beginning, and proceed
through three or four measures. vVe could arrive at the counterpoint
indicated in the aext example . .,.. [Ex. 17]...,. Here we have already come
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upon a difficulty, for, although the first three measures go along quite
well, at the fourth we suddenly find that the cnntus firmus is on the
verge of colliding with the counterpoint. As a result there is nothing for
the CQunterpoint to do but to make a leap parallel to that in the cantus
fiTmzts in order to get out of the way. But this forced parallel leap
destroys the independence of the two melodies; the counterpoint is
obviously compelled to employ the tone A, not because this serves its
own melodic purposes, but only because it has to get away from the
· cnntus fir1Jt7tS. This proves that at the very outset one must closely
observe the contours of the cantus finnus in order to plan an independent counterpoint.
Keeping this objective in mind, we can now alter the beginning so as
to avoid the forced leap . .,..[Ex. 18]~
Now that we have a beginning we must consider the continuation.
The first thing we should think of now is the climax. It may occur at
any point in the counterpoint, as long as its position is organically reasonable. Let us assume that we would like to reach the climax over A or
B, which means at approximately the middle of the cantus firmus. As a
possibility let us consider E over the cantus firmus tone A. We have
nearly reached this point and consequently cannot approach the E stepwise. Since we shall reach the climax by a leap, it will prove necessary
to leave the climax in stepwise motion so as not to isolate the climactic
tone entirely. Let us look at the next counterpoint in the light of this
fact . .,... [Ex. 19] ~
,.
Two things stand out immediately as detrimental to the melodic line.
It is not the skip to the climax as such which is disturbing; witll..a proper
continuation this would be entirely acceptable. It is rather the skip from
. the smallest possible interval to an interval actually beyond the average
space limit that is objectionable. This..wide upward skip in the counterpoint comes simultaneously with a wide skip downward in the cantus
fimzus. Despite the fact that the voices proceed in opposite directions,
the simultaneous skips make for dependency of motion.
A second objection is far more serious. The continuation indicated
completely isolates the tones E and D, a circumstance which, as we have
known from the outset, weakens the entire melodic line. In addition,
there is a repetitious use of the tones A and G# throughout the melody
which should be avoided. The following altered version, using the
tone D as clima.x and exchanging G# for B in meas. 5, seems much
more convincing and eliminates most of the shortcomings of the previous melody. .,... [Ex. w] ~ Because the climax is approached stepwise, the skip away is not only possible but acwally preferable, for it
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comes as a relief from a long stepwise motion. And the one B of meas.
5 suffices to prevent a monotonous repetition of tones.
However, it is still possible to improve this melody, since it shows a
tendency towards sequence (see brackets). This shortcoming can be
overcome quite easily by a change of only one tone, thus effecting a
satisfactory counterpoint. .,... [Ex. 21] ~A beginning of the counterpoint
on the tone A, though theoretically possible, would have not only limited the melody's range, but would have again created a repetitious
use of this tone . .,... [Ex. 22] ~
Further examples in first species are provided . .,... [Ex. 23 and 24] ~
The counterpoint above the cantus firmus needs no comment, since we
have already discussed fully the basis upon which we judge this to be a
satisfactory melody. Ex. 24a and b serve as suitable exercises in lower
counterpoint. Particularly, they demonstrate the different effects upon
the whole melody, especially upon the clima.x, of beginning the lower
counterpoint on the unison or on the octave.
The student's ear training may not be sufficiently advanced to enable
him to hear all progressions presented throughout this chapter w ithout
the help of the keyboard. In this case he is advised to use the keyboard
and to listen carefully to all the different versions, voice-leading problems and exercises. Pure counterpoint must be prevented from becoming
a ~ere written exercise which the student is unable to hear.
SECOND SPECIES

In the second species the counterpoint moves in half-notes against the
cantus firm.us; in this species dissonance is introduced.
All the dissonances of tonal music are based upon three fundamental
forms: the dissonance as a passing note, as a neighbor note and in syncopation. Since these forms evolve out of the contrapuntal concept of
tonal music, they will be introduced systematically into the discipline
of pure counterpoint. This discipline provides the opportunity of making their use abundantly clear, by introducing them separately in
successive species. Too often the student makes no clear distinction between a passina note and a neighbor note, although in fact their functions within a ~elody are distinctly different. To clarify this distinction,
the dissonance is introduced in second species as a passing note only. In
third species it will be used also as a aeighbor note, and in fourth in syncopation. All these possibilities will be combined in fifth species, in order
to show how they can be blended.
With the addition of the dissonant second half-note the feeling of
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n~otion in the counterpoint is greatly enhanced . .,.. [Ex. 2 5].,.. First speCies would present a motion from one stable interval to another stable
in~erval, as in Ex. 2sa. In second species there appears the germ of what
Will. be. termed "direct:d motion." One has the feeling in Ex. 25b of
begmmng at a stable pomt and of proceeding through a point of tension
on towards the following stable point. In this case the dissonance acts as
a bridge bet\veen the two consonances, and as such is entirely dependent
up.o~ the .consonances on each side for clarification of its own meaning.
It ISm th1s way only, as a passing note or passing interval between two
consonanc:s, that the dissonance may be used in second species. This
use of a d1ssonance within a stepwise progression implies that a voice
may not leap either to or from a dissonance, which is a fundamental
principle of pure counterpoint.
Since any consonant interval is stable, its function does not need to
be clarified by its relationship to any other interval. Consonances may
be used freely in second species, on either the first or second beat. They
may form passing notes or intervals but also may be approached or left
by leap. Although it is not forbidden to leap across the bar line, it is
usually better to leap within a measure than from one measure into the
following. The reason will become clear when the examples are discussed.
In second, as in first species, parallel fifths and octaves on directly
adjacent beats are objectionable. On the whole, parallel fifths or octaves
in cershould
be used with caution on successive first beats, althouah
•
.
0
tam mstances the second beat can prevent the characteristic impression
of parallel intervals. ~[Ex. 26].,.. Although it is clear that the fifths in
Ex. 26a will be too strong because they are used in a sequence, the fifths
in Ex. 26b are quite admissible, because the melodic line continues in the
?pposite direction, thus weakening somewhat the effect of the perfect
mtervals. The same principles hold true in general for parallel octaves,
although these intervals should be used less often than the fifths. On
the whole, progressions involving the perfect intervals should be used
only rarely because of their key-defining quality.
According to the same principles given for first species, the approach
to the octave or the fifth in parallel motion should be avoided.
\Vhereas it is preferable in first species not to use the unison in the
course of the melody because it may tend to create the feeling of an
ending, it is possible to use this interval in second species, but with certain reservations. Although the use of the unison on the first beat could
produce a similar result as in first speC'i:.:s, a unison appearing on the
second beat does not have the same effect, since the second beat could
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never cause an impression of ending. It may happen that the unison is
approached by a large leap, as a me~~s of gaining a new register o~ of
getting into a more advantageous posmo~. Regardless of how .the .umson
is approached, however, it must be ~eft m such a way as to JU~nfy the
use of this interval. If the counterpomt leaps away from the umson, the
impression is given that there was no actual voice-leadi?g or melodic
reason for using this interval. Therefore the counterpomt must leave
the unison stepwise. Furthermore, in practically all cases, a more convincing result will be obtained if the counterpoint proceeds in the direction opposite to that by which the unison was approached . .,.. [Ex. 27] .,..
It is possible to begin a melody either with two half-notes in the first
measure or with a half-rest followed by a half-note. It is preferable to
begin an exercise with a half-rest, since such a beginning accentuates the
nature of the species at the outset.
The next to the last measure may contain either t\vo half-notes or a
whole-note, as in first species. If two half-notes are used, the second halfnote, the one directly before the final tonic, must be the leading-tone.
In minor keys this necessitates the elimination of the augmented second
by raising the submediant. .,.[Ex. 28].,.. Since the species are based on
diatonic progressions, the use of the altered sixth and seventh degrees
must be restricted to the next to the last measure unless one uses a
whole-note for the leading-tone. .,.. [Ex. 29].,..
Obviously, in this species it is possible for the counterpoint to be more
independent of the cantus firmus and to achieve a far more fluid melody
than in first species. Here, as always, the primary consideration continues to be a well-directed melodic line. T his can never be achieved by
writing an exercise which in reality consists of a first species melody
with a second half-note thrust by force into each measure. The second
half-note must be an integral part of a melodic whole, if the study of
second species is to be of any value. In general, melodies are desired in
which each tone has some real part to play within the motion of the
whole. The problem here is to apply this principle within a secondspecies melody.
Let us consider a possible exercise . .,.. [Ex. 3o] .,.. Up to the climax tone
Eb, what we actually have is a descent of the interval of a seventh, an.d
an immediate reascent of an octave. Very little is accomplished by thts
motion, not because the line up to E b is bad in itself, but because it is
ineffectually used. The melody neither covers this space by a I.arge. lea~,
nor proceeds in a smooth stepwise motion. Instead, the ennre !me IS
summed up by the ear as a passing motion up and down a scale, ·w ith a
few tones arbitrarily omitted here and there.
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More or less the same impression is created in the measures immediately following the climax tone. Here the melody proceeds down a sixth
by means of small leaps, a motion not objectionable in itself, but which
demands a clearly directed continuation in order to explain the purpose
of ~he smalll~~ps. Here the melody continues awkwardly, using an undestred repetitiOn of the tone Bb, so that the entire motion seems to
hesitate in its direction.

!he

next example provides a decided improvement of this counterpomt. .,.. [Ex. 3.r] .... We find n~w a gradual but almost uninterrupted
asc~nt to the chmax tone replacmg the two somewhat hurried motions
up and down the scale in Ex. 30. The small leaps from the climax are
replaced by a direct leap down an octave, which at once establishes the
mai~ register and offers melodic relief from the predominantly stepwise
morton.
Analyzing the functions of the tones within these melodies, it becomes
more clear why in one place (Ex. 30) the impression of indecisive
motion is created, and why in another (Ex. 3 r) this impression is
altered. Since in second species the actual motion is carried from the
downbeat of one measure to the downbeat of another through an interm~diary _sec~nd be~t, t~e function of the second half-note in carrying
this motiOn ts of Vttal Importance. Various treatments of the second
half-note are possible, each of which must be discussed in detail.
The role of the second half-notes of meas. (and 3 in Ex. 30 is quite
clear. These tones serve as passing tones, forming the most direct type
of melodic line. The second half-note in meas. 6 of Ex. 3 I has what
might be called an opposing function, since, instead of forming a direct
~elodic line, it deliberately breaks that line to go into another register
m order to start anew from another point.
But what is the function of the second half-note of meas. 5 in Ex. 30?
The skip of a third may hardly be taken in the same sense as the leap of
an octave in Ex. 3 I, which effected a change of register. Indeed, despite
the fact that it is reached by a small leap, the D of meas. 5 (Ex. 30)
actually serves primarily as part of a passing motion on the way up to
Eb. Meas. 5 in its most direct form would show a succession of mixed
note-values . .,.. [Ex. 32]...,. The leap of a third often serves as a passing
motion of which one tone is simply omitted. It is merely a variation of
what in its most natural form would be a direct stepwise line. This
technique of the skipped passing tone is one which will be encountered
later on in many instances.
\Vhat is the meaning of meas. 2, Ex. 30, where a skip of a fourth
appears as part of the motion downward frum D to Eb? In a sense it also
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abbreviates a stepwise passing motion. .,.. [Ex. 33]...,. On the othe~ h~nd,
the way this leap is applied in Ex. 30 does ~o t. appear to be co~vm~mg.
W.::! must distinguish between leaps abbreviating and contractmg step. passi' ncr motions and those which we may call true leaps. A true
WISe
b
f
d'
1 causes an interruption of the melody and, for the sake o melo IC
ea~ ty, effects a change of recrister
or a chancre
vane
o
o of melodic
.
. direction
( ften a chancre of register is followed by a change of direction) . The
0
b
h .
.
f
leap of a fifth, six:th or octave especially, creates t e ImpressiOn o a. true
hand, bemg a
1eap and should be used as such. The fourth, on the .other
h
.
.h
border interval because of its size, should be used Wit caution eit er as
a true leap or as an abbreviation of a passing motion; occasionally the
fourth seems to act in both ways simultaneously.
Neither of these leaps, however, should be applied ~s is the fourth. in
the beginning of Ex. 30. There it a~pears in the midst. of a p~ssmg
·motion which had begun in the precedmg measure and which contmued
afterwards in the same direction. The leap in such cases lacks a clearly
defined function and is therefore unconvincing.
It is possible to alter the beginning of Ex. 30 so as to mak: the leap of
a fourth quite acceptable . .,.. (Ex. 34]...,. The .next exampl:s Illustrate the .
effect upon the melodic continuity of vanous leaps dtscussed above.
.,.[Ex. 35]...,.
.
In Ex. 3 I, meas. 3 and 5, one finds the second half-note se~vmg a
different function. Here there is a single step between the successive first
beats and the second half-note serves merely to delay the motion.
It is possible for the second half-note to ~ave sti_ll a~o~her function. It
may be used as a substitution in a progressiOn which m tts natural form
would contain some voice-leading error.
.
For instance, a progression containing parallel fifths would be madmissible. .,.. (Ex. 36]...,. If A is substituted for C, however, the parall~l
fifths are eliminated. .,.. [Ex. 37 ]...,. We have here, then, a case of melodic
substitution in an elementary form. This device may be used not only ~o
improve the voice leading, but also to achieve variation in the melodic
line . .,.. [Ex. 38]....
.
.
We have already pointed out that leaps across the bar lt~e. are m
most cases inadvisable. It can now be seen more clearly why this Is true.
.,.. [Ex. 39]...,. It remains doubtful what purpose has been served by the
second half-note of the first measure in each case; it appears at first to be
· · stepw_Ise,
· th
part of a stepwise motion. But instead of contu~umg
. e me Iody leaps away, leaving the second half-note without contmuation ~nd
thus without function and justification. The second half-note, co~mg
on the weaker of the two beats, is always dependent upon the continua-
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for ~larification of its function within the melodic line It is far
.,.e[EC:. :oo]
away from the first bear, the stronger of the t~vo bears.
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Occasionally
.
.
.it is . possJ'bl e to 1eap across the bar line if the
I d
I
f
'
me o y
contmues m a directiOn o .
of a third serves to bringpapbosJte to ht1at o tfhe _leap. In this case the skip
h
.
our a c anae
o d1recr'
disruptina the melod ·
.0
Jon Wit our actually
o
y m any way. .,. [Ex. 4 1 J~
To recall Ex 30 rw
11 1
·
.
. , o sma eaps 10 the same direction (from E to G)
occur m meas 6 and
I
d
'
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There follow two additional examples in second species, which need
no comment. .,. [Ex. 44, 45]~

0

THffiD SPECIES
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.,. [Ex. 42 J~ provides examples of two lea ·
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(change of direction) .~

Ion Is now possible

~he functions of the second half-note in second s .
b
manzed as follows:
pec1es can e sumas a dissonant passing tone
as a consonant passing tone
to change register
to change direction
to subdivide a larger leap
to ?elay melodic progression
g) to Im~rove voice leading (substitution)
~i to ach1ev~ melodic :ariery (substitution)
to abbreviate stepwise passing motion (skipped passing tone)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

]~
Illustrations of each are given in .,. [Ex
Th' d ·
· 43·
is eta_Iled ~nalysis of the functions of the second half-not .
I.
h
,
e m
secon d species will serve t
h.
.
o exp am w at comprises 3 aood melod .
t IS species, and as a means of find'
h .
o
y 10
continuity This list of funct'
.mg.w erem a melody lacks logic and
.
.
IOns IS given as a means of
I .
eva uarmg certam details of a mel d
a melody as a wholeo fh;ot ~a means of conceiving and constructing
examples as formula~ by :~c~~t must be prevented from taking these
o construct a counterpoint artificially.
It_should be understood that the sum of two
.
a dissonant interval or any interval greater th successive leaps should not outline
· an an octave.
i

In third species the counterpoint moves in quarter-notes. In this species dissonances will be employed not only as passing notes, but as
neighbor notes. Here for the first time it is possible not only to progress
in a continuous line towards a certain point, but also to interrupt the
orogression of the melody for a moment to prolong the value of a single
~ote by means of an embellishment.
'
·
The simplest form of embellishment is the neighbor note, which may
appear either above or below the main note, and either on the accented
or the unaccented portion of the measure. .,. [Ex. 46 ] ~ 5 Not only may
the upper and lower neighbor notes be used singly, but they may combine as an embellishment of a single tone. .,. [Ex. 47] ~
Here we find an apparent disregard of one of the fundamental principles of pure counterpoint mentioned before, that a voice may not leap
either to or from a dissonance. But actually there is only a visual leap
from a dissonance, for the ear hears the entire motion as a contraction
of two complete and thoroughly understandable neighbor-note motions,
as in Ex. 47b. Actually the D goes, not to B, but to C, of which it is a
neighbor. Similarly the B comes, not from D, but from the first C. Each
motion is delayed, but with the final tone C the ear hears the connection
and comprehends the whole as an embellishment of one tone.
A further prolongation of the neighbor note 6 gives us the following
melodic embellishment. .,. [Ex. 48a ] ~ This may be expanded even
farther, resulting in an embellishment which comprises five tones.
.,.[Ex. 48b]~
In this species we may employ at the same time the two concepts of
melodic continuity, namely, melodic progression (motion from one tone
to another) and melodic embellishment (the prolongation of a single
tone). Each of these types of motion may be used separately within a
single measure. .,. [Ex. 49 ] ~ In addition, melodic progression and
melodic embellishment may be combined . .,. [Ex. s o] ~
Progression and embellishment have different effects on the momentum of the melody. As is evident from the illustrations, embellishment
5

The consonant neighbor-note motion ;-6-5 may also be used now.
All derivative uses of the neighbor note (for example the incomplete neighbor
note and the appoggiatura ) are not introduced in the species, for we are mostly
dealing with elementary forms throughout our study.

6
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always retards, whereas progression always means straightforward
motion in a single direction. These differences become evident when
one reduces each of the examples to irs actual equivalent in half- or
whole-notes.
The given progressions, for example, may be reduced to second species; each contains a succession of three tones which;give expression to
one single tone, C. ~[ Ex. 5 I]...,. There may even be as many as four or
five tones which in reality stand for or prolong the value of one tone.
Such prolongations are accordingly reduceable to first species, those of
five tones being equivalent to oblique motion in first species. ~[Ex. 52]...,.
On the other hand, a straightforward progression from one point to
another in which each tone progresses to the next, involving no
prolongations, is not as satisfactorily reduceable to another species.
~[Ex. 53]...,.
One can see immediately that in third species, with all the new possibilities which present themselves, the question is not so much how to
bring motion into the counterpoint; as how to gain a logical and fluent
combination of the elements of progression and embellishment now at
our command.
In third species the same general principles in regard to parallel fifths
and octaves are maintained. Now that there are three quarter-notes
between successive first beats, there is no longer the danger that octaves
or fifths on consecutive first beats will be heard roo strongly. Parallel
intervals on directly adjacent beats (4 to I) should, of course, still be
avoided. In addition, it will not be good to have either fifths or octaves
from third beat to first beat, for the single intervening quarter-note will
nor have the power to counteract the effect of parallel perfect intervals.
One may begin an exercise in third species either with a measure of
four quarter-notes or a quarter-rest and three quarter-notes. The next
to the last measure must always contain four quarter· notes, and the last
of these must be the leading-tone. Here, as in second species, alterations
of the sixth and seventh degree of the minor scale may be used.
Now let us examine an example in third species. ~[Ex. 54]..,. Although the counterpoint is correct in relation to the cantus firnms, the
melody shows a number of weaknesses. If we examine the ascent to the
climax in meas. 5, it is apparent that the meloJy ascends more or less
gradually and logically. Bur in that process the melody employs the
neighbor note in three of the four measures. Since the neighbor no:e is
a device used for prolonaation
and ahvavs
rends to retard the monon,
0
'
the overuse of this device produces an unJ. ue effect of "waiting around"
from measure to measure, rather than of proceeding from one point to
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resolve either upwards or downwards according to the specific case.
The syncopation, on the other hand, always appears in a series of equal
tied or sustained intervals, and in composition, in the majority of instances, it resolves downwards.
There are certain situations in which it seems to me to be unquestionably logical that the dissonance resolves downwards. Such cases are the
7-6, the 4-3 and the I 1-10 in the upper counterpoint, and the 2-3 and the
9-1o in the lower counterpoint. In each ty pe, the dissonance resolves to
either the sixth or the third, the two intervals which, because of their
neutral quality, are best suited to movement in series . .,.. [Ex. 62] ~ It
seems quite understandable that the 7 should not resolve up to 8, and
the 4 up to 5 in the upper counterpoint, and similarly that the 9 should
not resolve up to 8 in tLe lower counterpoint, for the latter resolutions
would result in perfect intervals which are not always desirable from
the standpoint of contrapuntal' continuity.
But not all of the resolutions follow this reasoning. \ Vhy are the resolutions 9-10 and 2-3 in the upper counterpoint and 4-3 and 7-6 in the
lower counterpoint considered objectionable? .,.. [Ex. 63] ~ From the
standpoint of continuity these upward resolutions seem to be quite satisfactory, yet they are forbidden in the discipline of counterpoint. I do
not believe that an entirely satisfactory explanation has yet been offered
of why the dissonant syncopation in its elementary form should in all
cases resolve downwards. On the whole, the principal reason seems to
be a pedagogic one. It is quite possible that, because the principal syncopations resolve naturally downwards, as enumerated above, the exceptions to this rule have been sacrificed for the sake of pedagogic
consistency.

When the counterpoint lies above the crmtus firmus, the syncopations 2-1 and 9-8 should not be used in series, as this wouldautomatically create a succession of parallel unisons or octaves. Similarly, the
4-5 and 7-8 syncopations should not be used in series when the counterpoint is in the lower voice.
How then are the s-6 and the 6-s syncopations to be treated? T o
begin with, there is a fundamental distinction between these and the
typical fourth species syncopations. Here both of the intervals involved
are consonances. This circumstance produces a situation quite in contrast to both second and third species, and to the dissonant sy ncopation
in fourth species. In second species one has the normal stress of strong
and weak beat, in which the first is the strong, consonant beat, w hile the
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rhythmic as well as melodic continuity; accordingly, the primary issue
in this species will be to investigate the general principles that lead to
logical rhythmic continuity.
Each species may be used not only in its pure form within any given
measure, but may be used in combination with other species within the
same measure. If the melodic line is to possess unity and continuity, each
measure must be the natural outcome of the preceding ones, and must
at the san:te time serve as sound preparation for what is to come. There
should be no abrupt stops, no single element which interrupts the continuous flow from beginning to end.
The only species which has a restricted use within fifth species is the
first. This is understandable since the use of whole-notes in a melody
which should fearure a continuous melodic and rhythmic flow is not
practi.cal, except at the end. It would create an awkward beginning and
would inevitably bring the melody to a stop.
The eighth-note can be used in this species, but it has a different function from the other note-values. While the melody is carried forward
by the quarter-notes and half-notes, the eighth-notes merely pass within ~he actual flow of the melody or form a small embellishment. Thus
they must always be used stepwise, either as neighbor notes or as part
of a passing motion. Occasionally it is possible to jump to an eighthnote, but in such cases the first eighth-note should form the beginning
of a short passing motion. In general, they must be used with great
caution and with careful observance of their real function . .,. [Ex. 66]...,.
In the combination of different note-values, the most natural and elementary succession is from the long to the short. It is upon this general
principle that the whole conception of rhythmic continuity is based.
Of possible combinations of note-values within a measure, some successions are entirely in accordance with this principle, while others are in
contradiction to it. .,. [Ex. 67]...,. The most narural and therefore appropriate combinations are given in Ex. 67a-d.
The succession, short to long, in any form, creates impressions which
are contrary to the aims of pure counterpoint. In the first place, such a
succession tends to counteract the normal beat stresses within a measure,
since the longer note-value always accentuates the beat upon which it is
placed (Ex. 67f and h). Although, in a composition, we may often wish
to utilize a displacement of the beat to gain some particular rhythmic,
motivic or thematic end, the purpose here is to learn how to move
entirely in accordance with the natural laws of rhythmic impulse. Only
later when the student is able to utilize a rhythmic figure or peculiarity
for motivic purposes should a conscious alteration of the normal succes-
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•ion be undertaken. Motivic writing, however, i, foreign to the principles of pure counterpoint.
The impres.;ion gained from Ex. 67e and g, i• that of motion which
h" been abruptly ,;topped, rather than of motion which is capable of a
smooth continuation. Obviously this conflicts with the desired uninterrupted flow of motion. It follows, then, that eighth-notes(•hould not be
used on "tong bca" (that is on either the first or the third bear of the
me"ure) ; this immediate!y suggests that nor more than two eighthnotes should be used in succession.
There i•, however, a pos,ibility of altering the objectionable impres•ion given by Ex. 67e and g. For if either of rhe•e figure, i• used in connection with a •yncoparion, the impression of a jolt no longer remains,
and the p<>&<;ibility of an entirely smooth continuation is gained in the
next measure ... [Ex. 68 ].,. According!y, the succession of two quarternotes followed by a half-note, or of a quarter-note and two eighth-notes
a half-note, may be used in.flfrh species, bur only if the
followed isbysyncopated.
half-note
Whereas the syncopation appeared in fourrh species in only one form
(in a succession of half-notes), it may appear in this as well " in various other forms in fifth species, as long a.s the essential narure of the
syncopation remains intact. In fourth species, a consonance on the second bear of one me"ure is tied to a dissonance on the first bear of the
following me"ure, Which resolves downwards to a consonance on the
second bear of rhar measure. Any combination of note-values within a
syncopation must clearly follow the basic principles of the fourth
species. For instance, in a succession in which the syncopating half-note
is tied to a quarter- in"ead-of a half-note, the resolution of the dissonance (according to the second half-note in fourth species) must fall
on the third bear rather rl>an upon the quarter-note which immediately
follows the tie. The intervening quarter-note (falling on the second
bear) has no essential function within the syncopation; it merely serves
to delay the an-iva] of the true resolution until the third bear. As a
purely delaying tone, it should nor cause a new element of tension
Until the dissonance is resolved. This means that a dissonance musr nor
be used on the second quarter of the measure, " this would interfere
with the syncopating dissonance and i" resolution. On the other hand,
when a consonance is used, the ear can retain as a unit the impression of
the syncopating dissonance and irs resolution on the third bear. There
are several possibilities. .,.. [Ex. 69]..,.
In some of these examples there is again • seeming disregard of the
fundamental rule of conrcapunral writing which forbids a leap from a
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thinking may be applied to any problem that arises in a fifth species
melody . ..,.. [Ex. 73]..,.
The counterpoint in Ex. 7Ja poses no problem, since both quarternotes are passing tones between the two consonances on the first beats.
However, when the figure turns instead of continuing downwards, one
must be sure of the functions of the two quarter-notes in the last half
of the first measure. In Ex. 7 3b the tone D which is dissonant is heard
as a passing tone between the two consonances in the first and fourth
beats of the measure. In Ex. nc it is the C which is dissonant; the ear,
therefore, makes the connection between the two consonant D's in adjacent measures, and the Cis heard as a neighbor note to that tone D.
But what is the function of the two quarter-notes in Ex. 73d? Here both
tones are dissonant; they actually have no function, since they are
neither passing tones nor neighbor-note tones. This specific figure,
then, is not possible as a counterpoint to the cantus firmus tones E and
D. Any figure which could arise in the course of a G.fth species melody
may be evaluated in the manner just indicated. The above, then, covers
everything needed to write a perfectly correct counterpoint. But this
is no guarantee of a rhythmically and melodically satisfactory line. \ :Ve
must first examine a few measures and later entire melodies, to find out
how fifth species can be used to create a unified and coherent whole.
Earlier it was said that the combination of species does not mean short
sections of one species foll~ed by another, arbitrarily joined without
regard to continuity. The next example shows the effect of such a procedure . ..,.. [Ex. 74]..,. Even though each species is used quite properly,
and the melodic line is fairly good, such a combination creates blocks
of equal note-values which inevitably give the effect of a lack of continuity.
One might attempt to change the impression of too much third species by the addition of eighth-notes producing an alternative as indicated
in .,.. [Ex. 7 5.]..,. This alternative does not better the situation; in fact, it
tends to accentuate the impression of too much motion in quarter-notes
in contrast to too little motion in the beginning, though the eighth-notes
are used correctly. The introduction of eighth-notes into a measure
never constitutes a change of species; it serves only to intensify a motion consisting of larger note-values. Thus, in Ex. 75 the addition of
eighth-notes does not accomplish a change of species, but merely alters
the appearance of the third species. Preferably not more than two and
a half consecutive measures of one species should be used, and under no
circumstances more than three.
.,.. [Ex. 76]..,. shows the overuse of eighth-notes. Here they carry the
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C. Three-part counterpoint

- l

Three-part counterpoint is discussed here primarily for its bearing u~o~
the contrapuntal concept, and only secondarily from the pe~agorca
oint of view. Certain aspects of first and second spe~ies, and a ew a~ts
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FIRST SPECIES
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a series of intervals; when there are three, the vertical result is a series
of chords.
In three-part, as in two-part counterpoint, the independence of the
horizontal lines is of primary consideration. The chords are a result of
horizontal, not vertical, thinking. One should not think, "\!Vhat chord
would best follow this chord?" but, "What is the best Joice leading for
each of the three voices?" This musical conception produces in purest
form a succession of chords which come about solely as a result of ·
voice-leading and are thus pure contrapuntal chords.
Exactly the same general principles will be maintained as in two-part
work, but with certain adjustments and additions necessitated by the
added third voice. In proceeding from two- to three-part counterpoint,
the question arises, "\Vhich is the added voice?" Actually it is the middle voice which is added, since the two outer voices in a three-part
setting serve precisely the same functions as the two voices of a twopart setting. This introduces for the first time the distinction between
outer and inner voices. Although the middle voice need not achieve the
same scope and freedom as the top voit:e and the bass, it must maintain
a perfectly satisfactory melodic line. vVhatever the scope of the inner_,
voice, under no circumstances should it serve the function of a mere
"chord-filler."
The primary adjustment brought about by the addition of a third
voice is in the conception of consonance and dissonance. How does this
conception, as previo~ explained, apply to rhree parts? The consonance in three-part counterpoint is represented by the triad; therefore
· the consonant triad in a three-part setting is equivalent in conception to
the consonant interval in a two-part setting.
It was said at the outset that vertical thinking is to be avoided insofar
as possible. Nevertheless, just as it was nece~sary to discuss the intervals
in a two-part setting, so it is necessary here to discuss chords. There is no contradiction in this so long as we keep in mind that the chords are
the result of the motion of the voices, not the determining factor in that
motion, although they impose certain restrictions upon it.
Since the bass is the strongest tone in any chord, the relation of each
tone to the bass is of paramount importance. \ 1\lhen both of the tones
within the triad are consonant with the bass, we have a consonant triad.
vVhen either one of the tones is dissonant with the bass, we have a dissonant triad. The root position of any major or minor triad contains two
intervals which are consonant with the bass- the fifth and the third; the
triad in root position, therefore, forms a consonant triad. The first inversion of these triads, the sixth chord, also contains two intervals which
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octave or a fifth. However, if one of the voices, especially one of the
outer voices, proceeds in contrary motion to the other two voices, the
effect of going into a perfect interval in parallel motion is counteracted;
therefore such a motion need not be avoided.
Since the primary consideration here continues to be the life and
independence of the individual voices, it is clear that the conception of
melodic direction remains exactly the same as in two-part counterpoint.
Consequently the same approach must be maintained; all work must be
done on the basis of thinking ahead logically in terms of voice motion.
In two-part counterpoint it was necessary for the student to learn to
think ahead in terms of two melodic lines, instead of thinking from interval to interval. Now he must learn to think ahead in terms of three
melodic lines, instead of planning from chord to chord. Since the student cannot immediately be expected to achieve the ideal of thinking in
terms of three voices simultaneously, it is necessary to give him some
indications of how he can best proceed.
If the cantus fi:rmus appears either in the bass or in the top voice, it
is best to plan the outer voices first for three or four measures, and
afterwards to add the middle voice. This certainly does not mean writing two complete voices and putting in an inner voice afterwards /
wherever it falls by chance. While following the practical expediency
of working with t;wo voices a little at a time, the student must at the
same time keep in mind his ultimate aim of achieving three independent
VOlCeS.
If the cantus firm , s appears in the middle voice, there is more of a
problem, since one must actually consider all of the voices almost simultaneously. Preference is given, however, to the bass, since the bass is of
crucial importance to the meaning of the chord. A t the same time, the
third voice cannot be left out of consideration while one is writing the
other two, for if it were, it would almost inevitably be weak and would
consequently tend to weaken the whole exercise.
An example in three parts, as in two parts, is logical or illogical according to whether the voice leading is logical or illogical. If there is
a fault in the counterpoint it will always be found to lie in the voice
leading, and not in such a matter as "chord-succession," for example.
That being the case, since the principles of melody writing and of voice
leading have been discussed in detail in connection with two-part counterpoint, they are not repeated here.
One example in first species, three-part counterpoint is given. It will
be apparent that th:s type of horizontal phnning results in a series of
contrapuntal chords. .,. [Ex. 86]..,.
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The Harmonic Concept
A.

Contrast to contrapuntal concept

In addition to counterpoint and the progressions of
chords resulting from counterpoint, music of western civilization has
developed chord progressions of very different appearance and significance. These progressions are ·based on the relationship between certain
tones, a concept foreign to the principles of pure counterpoint. Since
this relation between tones is a harmonic relationship, the resulting
chord progressions are harmonic progressions and the members of these
progressions harmonic chords or harmonies.
The relative distribution of contrapuntal and harmonic chords or the
predominance of either group within a unit is a decisive factor in the
interpretation and understanding of a phrase, a section or a whole piece.
Therefore, rec')gnition of the fundamentally contrasting characteristics
of harmony and counterpoint is essential. Although more will be said
later of the cooperation between contrapuntal and harmonic chords, ar
the present time emphasis is laid upon their basic differences. These
differences may be demonstrated by means of the simplest melodic line,
the descending third. This melodic line may be treated contrapuntally .
.,... [Ex. 96a] ~ If for tonal reasons the bass must conclude on C, it is obvious that D of the melody should be set against B, since the use of 0
in the bass would cause parallel octaves. In order to create motion in
the middle voice and thus avoid retaining G for all three chords, the
the G is suspended into the second chord and then proceeds through F
to E. In this example the movement and direction of three voices are
the primary considerations; the outstanding contrapuntal factor is the
progression of the intervals I o- I o-8 in the outer voices. Chords· are
formed as a result of this motion, and their connection has been
achieved on a definitely contrapuntal basis.
In the next example, however, although the same chords are used, a
very different result is obtained. The setting of the melody is based on
a harmonic conception. Finding a satisfactory counterpoint to the descending melodic third is of less concern than finding a "hannony" as
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with the G chord written in one place in root position, and in the other

in first inversion. This may appear to be a minor change which does not
actually affect the status of the progression as a harmonic I-V-I progression. Recalling the statements made in Chapter II, I contend that
only the grar_nmatical_status of the c_ho~ds is simil~r, but t~~t th~ir actual
significance 1s very d1fferent. In pr10c1ple there 1s a decisive difference
between a bass featuring neighbor-note motion (a typical melodic-contrapuntal device) and a bass motion which indicates a fifth association
(a harmonic relation between tones and their triads). This difference in
the basses is significant and underlines the distinction between a purely
contrapuntal and a purely harmonic conception. Certainly tonic and
dominant chords are used in both cases, but the significance of these
chords in the two examples is widely divergent.
The fundamental harmonic progression can be enriched with either
the II, the III or the IV. Each of these chords asserts a harmonic association of varying degree with the I and the V -however, only if placed
between those two harmonies. They thus elaborate the fundamental .
harmonic progression, producing the three patterns, I-III-V -1, I-II-V-I
and I-IV-V-I. ~[Ex. 101]~
The order in which these three progressions are presented indicates
their structural signific'ance. Ex. rora shows the III placed namrally
under E of the rop voice. The harmonic relationship of this chord to
the I, though weaker than the fifth relation, seems evident, since the
third is one of the overtones close to the fundamental. The larger implications of this progression I-III-V-1 were demonstrated in Part I, Chapter II. As shown there, it can serve as the harmonic framework for a
large section or even a whole piece (see Part I, Ex. VIII and V). In an
actual composition, the single members of such a progression often appear widely separated. Here, however, the progression is given in a
contracted form which may sound unfamiliar. It is therefore necessary
to point out the larger implications of such a progression, in order that
its true use may be understood.
Ex. 101b presents the II, which has a fifth relationship to V. The
harmonic progression I-II-V-I may be set not only to a descending
third, but to the elementary melodic progression of a descending fifth,
with the tone E appearing necessarily as a passing note.
Finally Ex. IOIC introduces the IV, which is the fifth below the tonic.
The IV thus lacks a natural upper fifth relationship to the I, which
considerably weakens its harmonic role. On the other hand, the proximity to V strengtheus its driving tendency to this harmony.
Once these progressions were firmly established, it became possible
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ro alter the form of certain chords within a progression without altering the basic meaning of the progression as a whole. It is possible, for
example, to use the II in first inversion in the 1-11-V-I progression without seriously impairing the harmonic characteristics of the entire
progression .... [Ex. 102] _.
1
The VI, in contrast to the II, the III and the IV, has no direct harmonic relation either to I or to V. It is likely that this progression has
been derived through a process of inversion and imitation in order to
achieve more harmonic variety. The progression from I to V which has
a natural ascending direction, can be inverted.... [Ex. r03] _. This inversion, in turn, gives rise to and makes possible an imitation of the genuine, upward directed harmonic relation I-III, by a motion a third
downward, with the resulting pseudo-third relationship I-VI. The artificiality of this process is responsible for the rather ambiguous role the
VI frequently plays in tonal music. The harmonic tendency is indicated by the use of the basses of the fundamental ha\monic progression
introduced in inverted form. On the other hand, the \pseudo-third relationship I-VI occasionally makes the VI appear more as a passing chord
between I and V, and thus stresses its contrapuntal significance. However, because it is frequently used as a strong point on the way from I
to V, the student should add this as a secondtrry harmonic progression
to the fundamental progression and its three elaborations.... [Ex. 104] _.
The downward trend of the bass in the progression I-VI does not prevent the composer from using the lower C at the beginning, as indicated
here in parenthesis. Since the bass is descending, the melodic line of a
third has been presented in ascending form; a falling melodic line E-D-C
would have led to unsatisfactory voice leading. .,.. [Ex. 105] _.
The fundamental progression, its three elaborations and the secondary harmonic progression demonstrate the harmoni<; element in music
in its most concentrated and purest form. In Ex. 96b through 104, an
almost complete separation of harmony arid counterpoint has been
achieved. Yet, in_. demonstrating these harmonic progressions, it has
proved impossible to completely eliminate counterpoint. Although it
is possible to demonstrate counterpoint without any harmonic influence, the harmonic progressions show certain contrapuntal characteristics. For instance, the dissonant passing tone in the middle voice and
in the melody (see Ex. 100 and ro I c) and the simultaneous motion of
four voices demand voice-leading considerations to some extent, though
these are insignificant in comparison to the underlying harmonic concept dominating these progressions.
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Ex. ro6 shows two versions of the final I, which must be explained.
Voice-leading considerations would lead to an incomplete triad on the
I, since the leading-tone resolves naturally to the tonic. It should be
pointed out, however, that Bach, in his chorales, frequently skips away
from the leading-tone when it is an inner voice tone in order to achieve
a complete triad. Since both versions are used, there is no justification
for an ironclad rule that the leading-tone must always resolve to the
tonic.

D.
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h appearance of a maJ· or chord on the third .degree. of the scale in
t e
the minor chord on the third degree m maJOr. 2
con~rast to come to the progressions 1-11-V-I, I-IV-V-I and I-VI-V-I.
vie now . I II V I is presented in two versions, with II in root
Th~
,rrogredssl?n
osmon
an m fi-str i~version·' the latter reduces the effect of the
P- inished chord . .,... [Ex. I I o J~
.
•
dim
harmonic progressions in minor keys, Wlth the exceptton
Inhsudmm~ry,
t present the chords of the natural minor scale.
oft
e omman,

YBO~

Harmonic progressions in minor keys and the influence
of mixture

AND WRITIEN EXERCISES

key~

Practice at the keyboard in all minor
all versions of h.ar1) monic progressions with
of a descendmg
fifth and a descending or ascendmg third.
.
. .
:) Write in chorale style several harmonic progressiOns m different
minor keys. Watch for good voice leading.

melodi~ pro~resstOns

KE

Turning to hannonic progressions in minor keys, we shall focus our
attention on the dominant chord as the strongest harmonic factor. In
the natural minor, the dominant appears as a minor chord. However,
the strongest harmonic relation between two chords, the fifth, is based
on major chords, for the overtone series creates only major chords (see
Ex. 96b and 97).

There are further possibilities of mixture between ~ajor and minor.
II]~ Here a progression in major has been glven a temp~rary 
·
.I 1 r"ng by introducing the subdominant of the parallel mmor;
mmor
co othe
1 procedure seen in Ex. I07· E x. r I I b , however,. representsthis
is still
·
· which one member of a harmomc
a second type of miXture
m
. h. .progres
si~n is mixed with its own major or minor counte:part; m t IS mstance
a chord which is originally minor appears as a maJOr chord.

.,... [Ex

As a solution of this problem-preserving the minor character of the
progression on the one hand, and doing justice to the natural relation
between chords on the other hand-a compromise has been developed
which uses one chord, the dominant, in its major form, thus creating a
mixture
between a major key and its parallel or synonymous minor
key. 1 .,..[Ex. ro7]~

E.

Today the teaching of the natural minor is often neglected; the harmonic and melodic minor are not taught as the results of mixture between major and parallel minor but explained as two principal minor
scales at least equal, if not superior, in value to the natural minor. Consequently the student often tends to alter the fifth of the mediant chord
when he i\ asked to play I-III-V-I in a minor key.... [Ex. ro8]~ This
seems to be\an example of theory for theory's sake because in all cases
in minor in which composers treat the III as a harmonic chord, it appears
as a major chord, according to its status within the natural minor . .,... [Ex.
ro9 J~ The III as a major chord seems perfectly logical, since its loss
would rob the minor mode of one of irs characteristic features, namely
t As will be shown later the minor dominant appears <]Uite often within contrapuntal progressions and within so-called harmo~ic pr?lon~:~~ions; it w?uld therefore be very misleading to state that the donur:~nt m a mmor key ts always a
major chord.

Chapter Four

l
J

Intensification of the V by a preceding : chord

The dominant of a harmonic progression often appears emphasized and
intensified through a preceding ~ chord .... (Ex. In_]~ .
·
Wh . is the ~ chord, which is plainly the second mve:sl?n ~f a tome
a? Ir l·s necessary to recall the dlstmcnon
made
c hord ynot mark e d as I 4.
.
• fi
f
earlie; between the grammatical status and the actual sigm ~an:e o. a
chord. Although this chord is a second inversion of the tome, tts Sflg. emph asizes
·
the V · It has the effect
nificance lies in the fact that lt
d .o a
· or appoggmu.
· r a on the
~ chord constructed as a suspensiOn
d ommanr
h d.
bass tone G and resolving to ~. rather than of .an. m~epen ent c or. '
. appears c IoseIy ll'nked with the V · Proof of this hes m the
It
· fl fact that
d bm
listenin to an example such as Ex. r r 2' an ear unm . uence
y
t heory gw1'II hear the s4 chord not as a return to the tome, but as a
2

T h e read er ts
. remm
. de"',, of the I-III-V-I progression in Ex. V, discussed in Part I.
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chord belo~ging to and strengthening the V. The grammatical status
of a ch?rd IS a_Iways th~ same within one key, but its significance varies
~ccordmg to Its. functwn within the tonal unit, phrase or section. I 2
Is the grammancal label of this chord whereas S ~ characterizes

H.

95

Harmonic progressions supporting melodic
embellishments

'--v--'

v

the significance of the ~ chord in connection ·with the followina dominant .. Since chord significance is our primary concern, the label just
mennoned will be employed in preference to a purely grammatical
label.

F.

The use of seventh chords within the harmonic
progressions

m

Besides _the vr, t~e
and IV 7 also appear frequently within the
~ar~omc pr?gresswns and provide added color. Here the suspension
md1cates a shght contrapuntal influence . ..,.[Ex. r I3, I q]~
has a~ready been stated that the V 7 aids in achieving satisfactory
vo1ce leadmg. The student should exchange V 7 for V in one of the exao;ples ~o see the improvement in voice leading brought about by the
V '. Th1s chord may also be used to prevent parallel octaves . ..,.. [Ex.
I I 5] ~

!t

. All these examples provide a~ditional e\:idence of the contrapuntal
mfluence to be found m harmomc progresswns. This fact, however, in
no way detracts from the overwhelmingly harmonic significance of
these progressions.

G.

The use of two harmonic progressions in succession

There are many instances in which a theme or melodic phrase is suppo~ted by ~wo successive harmonic progressions . ..,.. [Ex. r I 6] ~ serves as
an lllust;:_.q.twn of this technique, which may show a sucr:ession of various types of harmonic progressions; here the end of the first harmonic
progression is simultaneously the beginning of the second.
KEYBOARD AND \VRITTEN EXERCISES

Add Ex. I I2-I I6 to the repertoire of keyboard exercises. Practice
the~ in all major and minor keys and e~plain their meaning.
2) Y':me the same examples in chorale style in several major and
mmor keys. Observe good voice leading.
I)

All the harmonic progressions given so far support melodic progressions. Discussion of the harmonic concept would be incomplete, however, without reference to the fact that harmonic progressions often
support the othe.r e~ement~ry type of ~elodic motion, the me~odic embellishment. As md1cated m the precedmg chapter, the melod1c embellishment, in contrast to the melodic progression, circles around one
tone. The next examples show various melodic embellishments supported not by contrapuntal, but by harmonic progressions. ..,.. [Ex. I I 7] ~
KEYBOARD AND WRITTEN EXERCISES

Practice all examples in Ex. I I 7 at the keyboard in all major and
minor keys.
2) Write the same examples in chorale style in several major and
minor keys.
I)

I.

Summary and outlook

The harmonic progressions presented throughout this chapter show the
harmonic element iP. its most concentrated form. vVhen these progressions have been mastered in written form and at the keyboard the study
of harmony in its purest form, as a complementary discipline to t\.voand three-part pure counterpoint, will have been completed.
The essence of counterpoint lies in the flow of horizontal lines. In
three-part counterpoint, these lines result vertically in chords which are
connected solely on the basis of motion and voice leading. In contrast
to this type of chord connection, harmonic progressions are based on
chord relationships. A chord has a harmonic function only if it proves
to be a member of one of the five harmonic progressions in its complete
or in~omplete form (the latter is shown in Chapter VI).
It is an interesting fact that, in most cases w hen the II, III, IV and VI
chords are not used as intermediary harmonies between I and V, i.e.
if they do not come from I and proceed to V, they then lose their
original harmonic significance and become contrapuntal chords. Sep;lrated from the progression I-V, these chords have a contrapuntal
function eliminating any possible harmonic implication.
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All harmonic impulse is basically directed from the I to the V and on ·
to the final I. Even though the III and the IV have a harmonic association with I, this association is superseded by the stronger over-all drive
to the V, which causes each intermediary harmony such as the II, III,
IV or VI, not to retard but to elaborate that motion to the V. This drive
to V, however, would be impaired, if two intermediary harmonies
such as II-IV, 111-11 or VI-II appeared between I and V. One of these
intermediary harmonies would offset the impulse of the other in elaborating the drive to the V. It will be observed throughout the book
that there is seldom room for doubt as to whether the IV or the II,
the III or the II, etc. is the salient harmonic force between the I and
V . Once the V has been reached the final I is due; sometimes the V
is prolonged to delay the appearance of the I which remains the ultimate goal of a complete harmonic progression.
It will be the purpose of the following chapters to demonstrate the
application of the harmonic and contrapuntal ~oncepts to composition.
'-..

Part II Chapter Five

Structure c:ind Prolongation I

In the two preceding chapters, harmony and counterpoint were separated to the greatest possible extent in ord:r ~to present
their fundamental characteristics. It was seen that. they ong1?ate from
very different conceptions and repre~en~ very d_1fferent am~des tow~rds the problems of musical connnmty. Wh1le cou~terpomt a~d
contrapuntal progressions represe?t the ~le~ent of n:onon, harmomc
progressions, through the harmomc assoc1anons of the1r me~bers, cr:ate stable, but limited musical organisms; they represent mus1cal organl:zation and entity in its most basic and concentrated f~rm- _T hus t~e
forces of motion and the forces of stability are brought mto JUXtaposltion.
To a great extent, the problems of tonality and tonal compositi?n
(regardless of style) do not result from either harmony or counterp~mt
alone, but are the outgrowth of a combination of these two contrasnng
forces. Therefore, it is essential, at this point, to explain how they have
been combined for the purpose of creating an artistic whole. While Part
III deals with this problem from a historical aspect, ~n t~is an? the f~l
lowing chapters a very advanced stage ?~ this combma~10n w1ll be dlscussed. In this advanced stage composmons show vaned and clearly
defined functions of harmony and counterpoint which result in a few
clearly discernible principles of construction:
. .
One of these principles of tonal construcnon and or~amzatlO~ co~
ceives of the harmonic progressions as a framework~ wh1ch re~e1ves 1ts
.life, color and interest from the contrapuntal-melod1c progresswns and
chords, creating the motion within the framework of harmonic chor~s.
It has been one of those great and basically inexplicable phenomena m
the development of western music that two contrasting musical conceptions have combined in such a way that each has become a part of the
other, instead of their being applied alternatively, each living for its ?wn
expression. Chapter II touched upon this fact; it will now be explamed
systematically.
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A.
I.

Contrapuntal chords or progressions within the
harmonic framework

PASSING CHORDS-VOICE-LEADING CHORDS

a. Passing chords

In Chap.ter Iy, most bass pr~gr~ssions from I to V or to the intermediary
harmomes ~I. and IV :vere mdrcated as ascending motions, because the
?a~ral positiOn of V rs above I. This procedure, however, in no way
md~c.ates that ascending bass motions are more frequently used in compoSitiOn tha~ des~ending pro~ressions. If, for instance, the bass descends
f_rom to II , whrch happens JUSt as often as it ascends, the interval outlined rs that of a fifth.

!

Th~s in~erv~l may be ~lied either with one passing note which creates
a monon m thrrds, ~r Wtth several passing notes in stepwise progression.
S~ch. bass progressiOns may generate one or several passing chords
~tthm the h~rmo?ic framework of I-II6-V-I. .,.[Ex. 11 8]~ The coherent b_ass motwn dtr~cted from C to F makes it clear that the above progressiOn~ show a dnve from I to II6 via one or more other chords before
proc~e~mg to V a?d the final I. Concentrating on Ex. I I 8a, we realize
th.a t tt ts the funcnon of the chord of the submediant to connect the I
Wtt~ the.ns. Thus the A chord, as a result of voice direction and con?ectton, ts a chord ~erived from a contrapuntal conception; it is a passzng cl~ord.. As such tt has a completely different function than the I or
the II whrch, together w ith V and the final I, form a harmonic framew ork. T lus framework app~ars slightly prolonged through the insertion
o~ ~ co~trapuntal element m the form of a passing chord. In order to
drstmgms~ between ha~onic and contrapuntal chords, only harmonic
~h~rds Will be marked wuh Roman numerals. A passing motion w ill be
mdtcated by an arrow.
. Whereas ~~· I I 8b sh~ws a slig_h t intensification of the first progressiOn, the addmonal passmg tones m the top voice as w ell as in the bass
help to create a se~ies of several pas~ing chords (see Ex. I I 8c ). T he presence of these passmg chords (the srxth chords on B, A and G ) increases
t~e contrapuntal factor which in turn heightens the elements of direction and p:olongat~on _b etween I and Il 6 • A lthough this Il 6 is a sixth
chord t~o, tts ~unctr~n rs completely different from the three preceding
c_h ords m first m verswn. T he fact that the direction of the bass changes
nght after the IIGand the fact that this harmony moves on to V makes
6
the Il not only a pivotal chord but also a member of the harmonic pro-
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gression I-II - V-I. Again we see (we remind the reader of the first
examples of Chapter II ) that chords with similar grammatical symbols
may have very different functions. The dominant in meas. 3 is a member
of the harmonic framew ork w ith a structural significance, whereas the
dominant sixth chord in meas. I is a contrapuntal chord, a passing chord,
and thus a chord of prolonging signifi cance.
In summary, it may be stated that the harmonic and the contrapuntal
concepts have been combined to create coherent musical progressions.
The next examples .,. [Ex. I I 9, I 2 0 ] ~ present illustrations closely resembling the progressions of Ex. I 1 8a and b.
Although the passing chords in the above progressions are placed
between I and an inversion of II or IF, it happens frequently that passing chords are found between I and the root position of the supertonic
chord. Through inversion of t he bass, which by nature moves a second
upward, the composer can gain the greater space of a seventh downwards wruch opens the way for the use of several passing chords.
.,. [Ex. I 2 I]~ Here we encounter two triads in root position, the submediant and the sub dominant, as passing chords between I and II. To
call such a progression a harmonic progression I-VI-IV-II-V -I show;;
a complete disregard of the various functions chords may fu lfi ll. It is
time now to recall one of the statements made in the summary of Chapter IV. It was pointed out there that two intermediate harmonies of
equal strength would impair the drive to the V, because each would
offset the impulse of the other in elaborating this drive. I believe that
the student will recognize without difficult y that in E x. I 2 I the II is
the one salient harmonic force between I and V, and that neither the V I
nor the IV can be classified as an intermediary harmony. Since the bass
shows a coherent progression to the II, at w hich point the direction
changes, it is the function of the V I and the IV to connect and prolong
this progression. These chords therefore are passing chords on t he way
from I to II, both of w hich are members of the harmonic framework
I-II-V-I.
An example illustrating passing chords between I and II can be found
at the beginning of Bach's Chorale No. 348 . .,. [Ex. I 22 ] ~ This phrase
also serves to show that a harmonic chord may be found on a weak beat,
the fourth beat, w hereas the subdominant chord which the bass motion
indicates to be a passing chord is placed on the stronger third beat.
There are even instances in which a passing chord is put on the first
beat of a measure as in t he Chorale phrase quoted . .,. [Ex. I 2 3] ~ In the
first measure the I appears expanded ; on the fou rth beat of t his measure
the bass starts to move directly from G via E to C where it changes

IOO

direction by going to D, the bass of the dominant chord, which in turn
is followed by the I. Thus the E-minor chord, in spite of its position on
the first beat, remains a passing chord between I and IU; and the V,
though set in the weakest possible rhythmic position (the second eighthnote of the second beat), constitutes the V of the harmo~c framework
I-11~-V-1. This example illustrates that rhythmic position per se is
not indicative of a chord's function. The factor actually determining
whether or not a chord has harmonic or contrapuntal function will ·
always be its position within the voice-leading pattern and the purpose
it fulfills within that pattern.
Sometimes passing chords require the addition of a specific contrapuntal technique (acquired in pure counterpoint) in order to achieve
satisfactory voice leading. If we listen to the progressions in
.,.. [Ex. I 24]..,. the passing-chord function of the G 6 and f6 chord is
obvious. They would create a succession of , parallel fifths, however,
if the progression of 7-6 syncopations werenot used to provide better
voice leading.
EXERCISES I

\
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1) As a review, explain the meaning of all preceding examples in this
chapter. In regard to this and all future exercises, it must be emphasized that real understanding is achieved only if the stUdent can
define and clarify a problem. For this reason, exercises of this kind
are of utmost importance.
2) Practice Ex. I I 8, I 2 I, I 2 4 at the keyboard in several rna jor and
minor keys using either keyboard or chorale style. Always plan
the progression in advance and keep in mind which technique is
illustrated. To memorize chords without understanding their function will never lead to structural hearing.
3) After doing these exercises it is particularly important for the student to find other passages from the literature, illustrating the techniques discussed so far.

b.

Passing chords improving voice leading

In the progressions in Ex. I 24 our attention was focused on the
achievement of good voice leading. This ever-acute problem presents
itself most strikingly whenever the outer voices both move downward
starting in the position of an octave or renth. .,.. [Ex. 12 5, I 2 6]..,. The
juxtaposition of progressions with good and bad voice leading shows

IOI

· Ex. 12 5 parallel fifths have been avoided through
the use of the
.
h
_6 technique. In Ex. 126 the octaves have be:n .a\~Olded ~y 1~eans of
5
In minor keys the II, a d1m1mshed rnad, 1s often
o
•
an 8-I 0 Pro(J'ression
ed
by
the
IF
the
IU or the Il 6 • .,..[Ex. I27 ]..,. In each of the prerep1aC
'
.
ceding examples all chords between I and II are passmg ch_ords; e~e~
h se on the second beats in Ex. 126, where only the top vo1ce parnct~a~es in the p~ssing motio_n, can be classified as such because they take
part in carrymg the motiOn downward. ~ow evd~r, afll ch~rds. ondtdh.e
econd beat in all three examples have a vo1ce- ea mg unctwn m a r~on to their main function as passing chords; they promote good voice
leading. Chords which fulfill such a function are called voice-leading
chords. Thus the chords on the second beats are simultaneously passing
and voice-leading chords. We shall presently return to this latter chord
function.
The student must realize that the power of the contrapuntal element
within the framework of the harmonic progressions has increased considerably. In the above examples the p_rog~ession fran: I to II ha~ be~n
extended or prolonged. This prolongauon 1s mad: poss1ble by the mve~
sion of a normally ascending second not only m the b~ss, as. seen m
Ex. I 2 I, but also in the top voice . .,.. [Ex. 128]..,. Such an mverswn creates a wider space and makes the introduction of mo~e passing chords
possible. It is these passing chords that. carry the _motwn _from I to II.
The combi::1ation of contrapuntal w1th harmomc techmque has p~o
duced a significant development of the original conception of pas~mg
chords as derived from the principles of pure counterpomt. The mstmctive recognition of the coherence existing between members of a harmonic progression makes it possible to separate those mer:rbers, eve_n
more than has been shown so far, without causing a loosemng of the1r
structural contact. The artistic separation and simultaneous connection
of those members is expressed in terms of musical moti~n through
counterpoint and contrapuntal progressions. Pu~e cou.nterpomt ~ends to
move for the sake of motion. Here, motion and 1ts log1cal execuuon, not
motion to a structural goal (excluding purely melodic goals, such as the
highest or lowest note) are the prime objectives. On the .other hand,
harmonic chords, with their strong inner coherence, are VIrtually predestined to establish structural points which in turn give added p~rrpose
to the contrapuntal progressions directed fro~ one of these pomts to
another. Thus the principles of pure counrerpomt are no longer the sole
determining factors for the validity of voice leadi~g. It is the greater
structural power of direction to a structural goal wh1ch makes prolongations of pure contrapuntal techniques possible.
t~ffi

1
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direction by going to D, the bass of the dominant chord, which in turn
is followed by the I. Thus the E-minor chord, in spite of its position on
the first beat, remains a passing chord between I and II~; and the V,
though set in the weakest possible rhythmic position (the second eighthnote of the second beat), constitutes the V of the harmopic framework
1-IH-V-I. This example illustrates that rhythmic position per se is
not indicative of a chord's function. The factor actually determining
whether or not a chord has harmonic or contrapuntal function will
always be its position within the voice-leading pattern and the purpose
it fulfills within that pattern.
Sometimes passing chords require the addition of a specific contrapuntal technique (acquired in pure counterpoint) in order to achieve
satisfactory voice leading. If we listen to the progressions in
.,... (Ex. I 24]..,. the passing-chord function of the G 6 and f6 chord is
obvious. They would create a succession of . parallel fifths, however,
if the progression of 7-6 syncopations were-nor used to provide better
voice leading.
EXERCISES I

I) As a review, explain the meaning of all preceding examples in this

\
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chapter. In regard to this and all future exercises, it must be emphasized that real understanding is achieved only if the student can
define and clarify a problem. For this reason, exercises of this kind
are of utmost importance.
2) Practice Ex. 118, I 2 I, I 24 at the keyboard in several major and
minor keys using either keyboard or chorale style. Always plan
the progression in advance and keep in mrnd which technique is
illustrated. To memorize chords without understanding their function will never lead to structural hearing.
3) After doing these exercises it is particularly important for the student to find other passages from the literature, illustrating the techniques discussed so far.
b.

Passing chords improving voice leading

In the progressions in Ex. I 24 our attention was focused on the
achievement of good voice leading. This ever-acute problem presents
itself most strikingly whenever the outer voices both move downward
starting in the position of an octave or tenth . .,.[Ex. 125, I26]..,. The
juxtaposition of progressions with good and bad voice leading shows
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· Ex. I 2 5 parallel fifths have been avoided through
. the use of the
h
_ technique. In Ex. I 26 the octaves have be:n .a~01ded ~y n~eans of
5 68-Io progression. In minor keys the II, a d1m1mshed tnad, Is often
an
replaced by the IF, the II~ or the 116 • .,... (Ex. I 2 7]..,. In_ each of the preceding examples all chords between I and II are passmg ch_ords; e:e~
those on the second beats in Ex. 126, where only the top votce partiCIpates in the passing motion, can be classified as such because they take
part in carrying the motion downward. ~owevde.r, afll ch~rds . on dtd~e
cond beat in all three examples have a voice- ea mg unctiOn m a I~
.
tion to their main function as passing chords; t hey promote goo d voice
leading. Chords which fulfill such a function are called voice-leading
chords. Thus the chords on the second beats are simultaneously passing
and voice-leading chords. We shall presently return to this latter chord
function.
The student must realize that the power of the contrapuntal element
within the framework of the harmonic progressions has increased considerably. In the above examples the progression fro~ I to II ha~ be~n
extended or prolonged. Th~s prolongation is mad: poss1ble by the mve:sion of a normally ascendmg second not only m the b~ss, as . seen m
Ex. I 2 1 , but also in the top voice . .,... (Ex. I 28]..,. Such an mversiOn creates a wider space and makes the introduction of mo~e passing chords
possible. It is these passing chords tha~ carry the _monon .from I to II.
The combi:tation of contrapuntal With harmomc techmque has p:oduced a significant development of the original conception of _Pas~mg
chords as derived from the principles of pure counterpomt. The msnnctive recognition of the coherence existing between members of a harmonic progression makes it possible to separate those me~bers, eve.n
more than has been shown so far, without causing a loosenmg of their
structural contact. The artistic separation and simultaneous connection
of those members is expressed in terms of musical moti~n through
counterpoint and contrapuntal progress~ons. Pu:e cou.nterpomt :ends to
move for the sake of motion. Here, monon and Its logical execution, not
motion to a structural goal (excluding purely melodic goals, such as the
highest or lowest note) are the prime objectives. On the .other hand,
harmonic chords, with their strong inner coherence, are VIrtually predestined to establish structural points which in turn give added p~1rpose
to the contrapuntal progressions directed fro~ one of these pomts to
another. Thus the principles of pure counte_rpomt ~reno l~nger the sole
determining factors for the validity of v01ce lead1~g. It IS the greater
structural power of direction to ~ structura~ goal wh1ch makes prolongations of pure contrapuntal techmques possible.

t~m
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EXERCISES II

1) As a review, explain the contents and the meaning of Ex. I 2 , I 26,
5
I 27.
2) Practice these progressions in several major and minor keys.

c.

Voice-leading chords

.we frequ~ntly enc~unter ch?rds which have a voice-leading function
Without havmg a passmg functiOn at the same time. If, for instance, we
want to .support the melody of an ascending third with the harmonic
pr?gressw.n I-II-V-I, the first inversion of II achieves more satisfactory
VOl~~ leadmg. However, should the composer wish to use the IT in root
pos1~10n, a contrapuntal device may be employed to improve the voice
leadmg, namely, t~e insertion of a chord between I and II. For this purpose the subdommant chord or the first i.nY.ersion of the I, thouah
weaker, are best suited. Examples with several voice-leading chords
(6 chords and~ chords) are added. ~[Ex. 129]..,.
The next. progressions show the use of voice-leading chords within
the harmomc framework of 1-IV-V-1. ~[Ex. 130 ]..,.
EXERCISES III

I) Expl~in the contents and ~he meaning of the preceding examples.
2) Pracnce Ex. I29 and I30 m several major and minor keys. (Omit
Ex. I 29b in minor keys.)

d. Summary and outlook
The prec.eding p~ragraphs have emphasized the passing chord rather
~n the v~1ce-lead1~g chord, de.spite the important role played by the
latter. :he mtroducnon o.f a passmg chord, or even more conspicuously,
of a sen~s of such chords mto the framework provided by the harmonic
progresswns proves to be an architectonic idea of far-reachino- consequence. It constitutes a most striking factor in the lona list ~f techniques which result from the combination of harmoni~ and contrapuntal concepts. In order to hear and understand the sianificance of
chords as passing chords and to enable the ear to penetrate~o the structural goal of a motion, a sense for musical di>:.;..::tion has to be develooed.
While these problems could only be hinted at in Chapter II for the ~ake
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of defining the basic functions of harmony and counterpoint, systematic
discussion of them has now beenundertaken.
Aiter simple exercises and examples have been shown to the student,
the teacher is perfectly justified in presenting more involved passages
from the literature. A precondition for the choice of such examples,
however, is a clear and definite motion of the bass. As long as the bass
gives a definite indication of the over-all direction, such excerpts will
be of great value to the student. His sense for musical direction will be
strengthened even though some aspects in these passages-such as the
structure of the melody, the relation of the top voice to the bass, chromaticism, etc.-have not yet been discussed and explained. In many sections, the course of the bass gives such conclusive indication of the
music's direction that an early concentration on it will prove extremely
helpful. Three such passages are now cited. The first is taken from
Chopin's Waltz in A minor, meas. I 7 to 24. ~[Ex. 13 1]..,.
The bass shows a clear, straightforward motion from I to IV, the IV
filling two measures before proceeding to V. The chords between I and
IV thus appear as passing chords. As far as the melody is concerned the
student's attention need only be drawn to the fact that the sequential
motion is changed just before the IV is reached. This change heightens
the significance of the subdominant and increases the feeling of drive to
that point.
At the beginning of the Gavotte from Bach's Fifth French Suite, the
first impression might be of a drive from I to V via four passing chords.
.,. [Ex. I 32]..,. More careful listening, however, proves that the bass
leads straight downward to the IV, followed by a change of direction
by going up to the V . This motion indicates a harmonic framework not
of I-V-1, but rather of I-IV-V-I (Graph a). Another example is the
opening of Brahms' Sonata, Op 5. ~[Ex. I 33]..,.
·
For a more extended passage, the reader is advised to turn to the first
twelve measures of Chopin's Prelude No. 4 in E minor. This example
will help to prepare him for the large-scale passing motions which will
demand his attention in the later portions of this book. It takes the bass
ten measures to proceed from the tonic to the V. The ear must be gradually strengthened in order not to lose its way in such a passage and in
even larger passages. It is important to keep the starting-point of the
motion in mind and not to be distracted by possible temporary stops and
delays. This sense of direction is essential in order to follow and understand those broadly conceived ideas of which the literature of music
presents such remarkable examples.

•vq.
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The beginning of Bach's Little Prelude m C mmor offers a good tllusuation of the incomplete neighbor-note chord supported by a pedalpoint bass. .,.. [Ex. I 4 7] ~
.
If one of the outer voices presents a netghbor n?te and the ot~er .a
assing note the resulting chord is a neighbor-passmg chord, whtch 1?
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chord either a neighbor-note chord or a passing chord smce 1t ex Its
the characteristics of both.

THE CHORD OF MELODIC EMPHASIS OR COLOR CHORD

Another chord of contrapuntal origin is the chord of melodic emphasis. At present we shall deal only briefly with this chord because its full
significance will be better appreciated if it is shown in larger and more
complex examples. It is neither a passing chord nor a voice-leading
chord; it serves solely to provide a counterpoint and a chordal support
to a melody tone, without improving the voice leading or contributing
to the phrase's direction .... [Ex. I34]~
This chord has no structural necessity, but it enriches the pattern
of a phrase and provides color and chordal v~riety.
3·

I

THE NEIGHBOR-NOTE CHORD

Next to the passing chord, it is the neighbor-note chord (N) which
introduces the strongest contrapuntal factor into composition. \Ve shall
begin with the shortest and simplest possible examples which will provide adequate preparation for later and more complex ornamental motions . .,.. [Ex. I 35] ~ In the first example both outer voices perform a
neighbor-note motion, thus presenting the most complete form of this
ornamental construction. In the second, only the top voice shows a
neighbor note while the bass skips; still, because of the top voice and
the return of the bass F to C, the function of the F chord as a neighbornote chord is unchanged. 1
A great variety of neighbor-note chords is possible and we shall present various examples. The neighbor note may omament either the root,
third or fifth of the triad. By using upper and lower neighbor notes the
resulting chords may be triads in root position and in both inversions,
seventh chords in all inversions and the diminished seventh chord.
.,..[Ex. I36, 137]~
Neighbor-note chords also result if the bass is sustained, producing
the so-called pedal point. .,.. [Ex. I 38] ~ Several forms of the neighbornote chord may arise if the ornamental motion takes place in the middle
1

Such contrapuntal organisms must not be mistaken for the earlier mentioned
harmonic treatment of melodic neighbor notes (see Chapter IV, E x. 1 17). There
is a definite distinction between harmonic and contrapuntal neighbor-note chords.
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.
[E
] ~ 2 The following excerpts are offered to illustrate
tees .,.. x. I39
ld d'
f
· f the progressions just discussed. The student shou
tscover or
~:;~~f which of these progressions have been illustrated . .,.. [Ex. I40-

The recognition of bass motions and their direction provides highly
valuable ear training and the student is 11ow advised to find passages
from the literature in which similar types of motion occur.
2.
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EXERCISES IV

The student is required:
.
I) to explain the meaning o_f the term~: complete and mcomplete
neighbor-note chords, netghbor-passmg ch?rds.
.
_
,
I
6,
I47a,
I48,
m
several
maJor
and
) to practice Ex. I
2
35 139 4
minor keys. In presenting Ex. I 3 5-I 39 the student, bef_ore playing the progressions, should always define the chord whtch serves
as a neighbor-note chord.

'*'

'*'

'*'

The neighbor-note chord, like the passing c_h ord, serve:' t~e purpose
of motion and prolongation. vVhereas the p_assmg chord stgmfies a motion between two different chords, the netghbor-note chord helps to
create an embellishing or ornamental motion around one chord.
In ro ressions show ing a skip in the bass to the subdominant, sub~ediant. or
general embelli~hing q~alit_y may be s:ronger than. their spec1fic
neighbor-note character. This 1mpress10n 1s enhanced 1f the top vo1ce also shows
no direct neighbor-note motion. In such cases these chords may be termed embellishing chords (Em); see Ex. 313.

2
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This brings us to the technique of chord prolongation which has
already been touched upon and whose significance for the development
of western music can hardly be exaggerated. Further demonstrations of
the neighbor-note chord are futile until the meaning and implications of
chord prolongation have been discussed in detail.
\

B.

Chord prolongation
(Movement around and within one chord)

The roots of chord prolongation lie in pure counterpoint. It is based
on the principle revealed in counterpoint that several tones can stanJ for
the one tone that dominates a group of tones. Thus in .,.[Ex. I49] ...,
whether a neighbor-note motion or a melodic embellishment is used,
the tone E or the interval of a tenth is given elaborated expression by
use of tones other than E and intervals other than--the tenth. Similarly
in three-part counterpoint, the fleeting appearance of chords other tha~
the main chord does not weaken the effect of the main chord.
.,.[Ex. 150].,.
From this melodic-contrapuntal concept probably grew the recognition that the structural value of one chord may be prolonged with the
help of several other chords. Looking back at Ex. I 35b, it is now clear
that the F-Major chord subordinates itself to the C chord which it helps
to prolong. This progression of tonic-subdominant-tonic creates a
small organism which prolongs the I in C major, as indicated by the
bracket. .,.. [Ex. I 5 I]...,. This technique is called chord prolongation.
It follows that all examples cited to illustrate the use of the neighbornote chord also represent chord prolongations or, to be more precise,
contrapuntal chord prolongations, since the prolongation is achieved by
a contrapuntal progression.
. Once the significance of the neighbor-note chord as a chord prolongmg factor has been clarified, an additional illustration can now be l'hown
to good advantage. .,.. [Ex. I 52]...,. This excerpt presents neighbor-note
chords which cause a broad prolongation of the C chord. In the added
voice-leading graph the phrase is traced back to the C chord which the
entire phrase so beautifully expresses.
A combination of upper and lower neighbor notes creates the socalled melodic turn. \Vhen the melodic turn is supported by a contrapuntal bass, we arrive again at contrapuntal cnord progressions which
give expression to one single chord (chord prolongation) . .,.. [Ex. I 53]...,.
The brackets indicate the location of the turn in different voices. Three
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hrases by C · P · E · Bach ' Chopin and Josquin des Pres may serve as
· ns .,.[Ex. 154, I55, I56].,.
illustfrao0 h bass appears in the form of a pedal point. .,.. [Ex. I 57 ]...,. The
0 t~n t oef Bach' s D- minor Prelude gives an example of the combinabeginmng
.
.
.
00 of edal point and turn . .,.. [Ex. I 58]...,.
~ ~ these chord prolongations can be charactenzed as motwns

P

11

und one chord.
· d ·h
les present melodic turns counterpomte Wit a
aro
The nfextbexamp t'on .,.. [Ex · I 59]...,. The technique as demonstrated
h 1
51. htly reer ass mo I ·
b e.
. tgEx a appears more e1aborated in a phrase . from a Bach C ora
~Ex. 16o].,. The tones D and C of the top voice, meas. I, a~e e.m e-1
[ .
0 f E These tones receive their own counterpomt m the
•
11 I'
h
easure
lishing tones
. h form of a descending third; as para e ISm, t. e next m
a descending third, which in
provides the counterint for the passing tone E of the top voice (Graph a). .
.
popro1ongatwn
· of the neig·hbor note leads to the ·melodic
embelhshh
·
n
t Several examples of melodic embellishments Wit supporting cod-

~~: ~:~ta~ns

a~dition

:;~ntal bass progressions and their resulting chords are no;; resente .
.,.. [Ex. I 6 I]...,. Such progressions may be found often m t e Iterature.
.,.[Ex. 162 and I63].,.

EXERCISES V

Explain the meaning of chord prolongation..
.
d
z) Practice Ex. I52a, I5 3· I5 7, I59 and I6I I~ ~everal maJOr an
minor keys; explain the contents and charactensucs of all examples.
1)

*

*
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tion the contrapuntal mterpretauon
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.
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·
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harmonic bass that we encounter in this phrase. We are thus confronted
with a contrapuntal, not a harmonic progression. One has only to support the right-hand part with a typically "harmonic" bass and compare
this bass with the one used by Bach, in order to understand the fundamental difference in conception.... [Ex. 164]~ Version b avoids the
typically harmonic bass motion to the V in root position ( ~ical because it is so indicative of the main harmonic characteristic, the fifth
relationship). Thus the succession of tonic-supertonic-dominant-tonic,
per se, does not always imply a harmonic progression; whether a
progression is contrapuntal or harmonic depends first of all on the bass
position of the dominant. To deny the importance of this distinction
and to assume that the only difference between the two versions of Ex.
164 consists in the difference in chord position (root position or inversion) means sacrificing the vital element of counterg9int to what is
wrongly supposed to be an all-powerful and dominating harmonic conception. The differences therefore between both versions are not merely
those of chord position but those of conception, the harmonic versus
the contrapuntal.
The contrapuntal character of the bass is even more pronounced in a
· progression such as that presented in Ex. I 6 I b. Such progressions are
usually termed harmonic; one interprets the VII6 as a substitution for
the V [I-IV-VII 6 (for V)-1]. This substitution is considered a mere
exchange of chords with no important implication. Although it is not
intended here to rule out the principle of substitution in the construction of musical coherence, this principle can be accepted only when the
basic significance of a phrase or progression is not affected by substitution. But the whole meaning of a phrase is certainly affected by interpreting it either harmonically or contrapuntally.... [Ex. 165]~ In b)
we hear a melodic connection between F and C in the bass which provides a good counterpoint to the ascending melodic line of the top voice
from C to E; the skip from C to F in the bass brincrs
the outer voices
.
0
mto a contrapuntally favorable position insofar as they may proceed
from that point in contrary motion; the following chords are a direct
result of this contrapuntal contrary motion. Listening to a) one might
argue that a I-IV-V-I progression would have caused voice-leading
problems (parallel fifths) between IV and V and that; therefore, the
V had to be substituted for by a VII 6• Even granting that this conception was the motivating force which created the oass in Ex. I65b, it still
. remains an indisputable fact that the substitution of VII 6 for V eliminates the fundamental harmonic characteristic of the fifth relationship
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. h form of I-V~ -I, and that in avoiding this harmonic character]Jlte
.
f
'l.
. · the progression becomes contrapuntal. It ts there ore ennre y mtsJSOC,
.
.
.
d .
h
leading to cling ii tout prtx to a harmomc conic~p.non _an to tgnhore .t e
apuntal character of such a bass. The V I 1mp tes more t an JUSt
contr
.
. .
.
1
·
d
tirute for the harmomc V; tt 1mphes a contrapunta conceptiOn an
asubs
. ·
h
·
·
not a mere exchange of chords w1thm the same armomc concepnon;
the VII6 is always a contrapuntal chord.
.
It is one of the greatest achievements of western mustc that the delopment of the harmonic concept has not overpowered the contrave
.
h
untal concept. The former has been applied instead m sue a way as to
p
f l .
h
. .
allow the contrapuntal concept to develop ul y tts own c ar~ctenst1c
function, so that it is even possible for whole phrases and umts to be
dominated by counterpoint and its progressions.
Within progressions and phrases giving expression to one prolo~ged
cho.rd we have to make a certain distinction between such progressiOns
as Ex. r6re and f on the one hand, and Ex. 161a, b, c, d, on the other
hand. The former achieve chord prolongation through a quasi-circling
motion around the main chord. The latter-through a motion of one of
the outer voices outlining and filling an interval of the main chord-give
the impression rather of moving w ithin the chord. Here a chord interval
appears horizontalized. .... [Ex. I 66] ~
. .
Although it will be sr.own later that the bass has the power of gtvmg
various interpretations to the structure of the top voice we can state that
a melody horizontalizing the interval of a chord is particularly suitable
. as top voice of that chord's prolongation; for, by moving within one
chord the melody gives added emphasis to the architectonic idea of a
~ingle chord's prolongation. This characteristic of moving within rather
than around a chord also appears in chord prolongations where the top
voice shows a melodic progression filling one of the chord intervals,
thus moving from one tone to another instead of circling around a
smgle tone . .,.. [Ex. I 67] ~ Ex. f shows the combination of a neighbornote motion and a melodic progression.
To grasp fully the significance of such examples it is important ~or
the student to compare preceding passages such as Ex. r 2 r- I 25, wtth
Ex. r6o, r6r, r62, I63, and 167.
In all of these examples a musical organism has been created. In the
former group, the harmonic progressions are the unifying power; the
direction of the tones and chords is determined by the disposition of
the members of a harmonic progression. In the latter group, however,
the chord progressions do not lie within 'a harmonic framework, since

1
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not one of these chords is the member of a harmonic progression. Both
the architectonic conception of chord prolongation and its realizatio!1
give meaning and unification to the latter group of examples.
Three excerpts follow which illustrate chord prolongation by movement within a chord. .,..[Ex. I68, r69, I70]..,. As far as the first example
is concerned, one might have expected a ~ chord on the first quarter
of meas. 2. Bach replaced it with the G 6 chord which provides for a
more melodic bass motion. The student will easily recognize which
progressions of Ex. I67 are illustrated by these three excerpts.
EXERCISES VI

I) The student is required to find more examples illustrating the
organizing power of harmonic progressions and showing the architectonic idea of chord prolongation.
/
2) Practice Ex. I67 in several major and minor keys.

\
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Movement within one chord is most clearly defined if both outer
voices horizontalize intervals of the prolonged chord. .,... [Ex. I 7 r]..,.
Whereas these examples are relatively extended, chord prolongations
may be extremely brief. .,... [Ex. I 72]..,.
·
Turning again to the progressions of Ex. I 7 I, it seems evident that the
element of motion and direction is greatly intensified, since both outer
voices proceed from one tone to another. We are therefore justified in
calling the chords between the two tonics passing chords. However,
these are passing chords within the framework of one single prolonged
chord whereas previously we encountered passing chords connecting
two different harmonies. This distinction, as will be shown later, is
important for understanding musical direction.
If one outer voice shows an embellishing motion and the other a passing motion, the resulting chords may be called embellishing-passing
chords . .,... [Ex. I 73] ....
EXERCISES VII

I) Explain the difference between Ex. I7 ra and Ex. I7 3·
2) Practice Ex. I71, I72, 173 in several major and minor keys.
3) The student is also advised to observe carefully the use of 6, ~ , g, ~
chords throughout this chapter as passing, neighbor-note or embellishing chords.
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EXERCISES VIII

The following brief examples illustrate the different meaning5
of musical motion within a prolonged I. .,.. [Ex. I78] .. The top voice
in each case prolongs the tone E with an embellishing motion of a
descending third before proceeding to D . This top voice motion makes
chord prolongation entirely logical; the different shadings of motion
within the prolonged I need no further comment.
The student should be able to explain the differences and the similarities between Ex. 174, 175, I76, and 177 ; he should then proceed to play
Ex. 178 in several major and minor keys.
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D. Structure and prolongation
Throughout this chapter, tenns such as "harmonic framework," "chord
prolongation," "chords of structure and prolongation," and so on, have
been •Jsed. The illustrations of their meaning in connection with the
examples have probably made it clear by now that these tenns indicate
the existence of additional functions which chords may fulfill beyond
those of a hannonic or contrapuntal nature. In fact, the terms imply
architectonic functio:as of tones and chords in regard to the fundamental
problem of musical motion, its direction and organization as a whole.
It is thus highly significant that chords may fulfill structural or prolonging functions as well as harmonic or contrapuntal functions. Invariably it has been found in the above excerpts that the members of a
harmonic progression have simultaneously a structural significance in
relation to the meaning of a phrase as a whole, whereas contrapuntal
chords, besides their specific contrapuntal functions, have prolonging

I

\

implications.
So far, two chord functions, harmonic-structu1·al and contrapuntalprolonging have been introduced. The harn1onic progressions indicate
the structural points of the whole phrase; the various types of contrapuntal chords either expand those points (chord prolongation) , connect
them or serve voice-leading or embellishing purposes; for these diverse
tasks we may use the common denomination of chords of prolongation.
In addition it has been seen that the melody cooperates strongly with
t?e chord functions. There is even an interpendency between the functions of melody tones and those of chords. Listening to Ex. I74 and 175,
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we find that the embellishing and thus prolonging tones around C# and
F# are supported by contrapuntal-prolonging chords. Similarily the
structural tones of the melody are supported by harmonic-structural
chords. 3
More and more we will take the melody and its direction into consideration because, as will be seen, problems of analysis and compositioP..
are largely based on the relation between melody and bass. A melody
may admit of different structural interpretations. It is the bass, and
consequently the chords, which can eliminate this possible ambiguity.
This points to the interdependency of melody and bass, just mentioned
before. For an illustration we may turn to the beginning of a Chorale.
.,..(Ex. I79]•
Let us compare this phrase with that of Ex. I 77. These examples are
different settings of the same melody, except for th_e- omission of the
second eighth-note in meas. I of the C-minor phrase. Concentrating on
the melody (in the D-minor version) we can have no doubt that its
basic direction shows a descending fifth, A-G-F-E-D; and whereas
there can be no doubt either about the structural tones F-E-D in meas. 2,
the question arises as to which A and which G in meas. I constitute the
structural tones. It will be shown that in this respect two different readings of this same melody are possible. .,.. (Ex. I 8o] • Graph a demonstrates an embellishment of the tone A by the horizontalization of the
third A-F; this reading makes A the structural tone which retains its
value until the fourth quarter of meas. r. After this the direct descent to
D takes place.
On the other hand, Graph b shows that the identical melody may be
interpreted as starting to descend structurally with the third quarter
of meas. I. This reading makes the descending third at the beginning of
meas. I a short embellishment of A which moves to G as the next structural tone; the last two eighth-notes of that measure are embellishing
notes which embellish the following structural note, F:'
Both readings have been used by Bach, the one (a) for the D-minor
-----version, the other (b) for the C-minor version. For the sake of clarity,
3 The

direction of voice leading and the different functions of tones and chords
have been and will increasingly be indicated in graphs which we call voice-leading graphs. As the ability of writing correct graphs, together with the detailed
understanding of their meaning can be expected to develop only gradually, no
special rules for their writing are given here. Although more is said about the
meaning of the graphs on p. 142 f. of this chapter, and about their terminology
in the Glossary of Vol. II, a clear way of indicating the voice leading must grow
naturally out of the correct hearing of a musical orga.,.,;~.n.
.
4 See the discussion of embellishing tones above the structural melody tone m
Chapter II.
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. l d" g graphs of both versions may now be placed in
votce- ea 10
the
.·
... (Ex. I8t]•
. ·
·
juxrapostn?n: e bass and consequently, the dismbunon of hannomc
Clearly tt lS th 1
.'
. the form of contrapuntal chords, that
•
their pro onganons 10
chords and
d
.
0 different ways in the rwo verswns.
1
cause us to read thbe me o Jl~ twthe chord progression of meas. I of
f the D-minor tonic so definitely
For instance the ass-anl t ~s
. dicates a pro ongatton o
.
Ex· I 77-10
A becomes the logical structural top vmce tone
the IVs must be interpreted as a
that the melody ~one. . E
of that chord. Ltkewt~e m x.f I79•I and leads to V· consequently the
. h d .nee It comes rom
. . ,
.
h
harmoniC c or st .
uarter-note) receives structural emphasis. T e
melody tone F ( tht~ ~ . t tone G draws the embellishing tones
strong:. chord on t Eeb om;n;~nto its orbit; the resulting embellishing
d thetr bass tones
an
6
h d
an
h
ucrural value of the 4 c or ·
chords prolong ; e str t are given showin<T that two or more small
Finally .severa exbcerp s losely interwoveno as to produce one larger
· hannomc
· chord ·
prolonganons can
. e so
f c
d. to the followmg
chord prolonganon be ore proc~e mfa·1n the interwoven combination of
Thegraphsof.,..(Ex. 182 • 18 3] exp
f h I which thus
small prolongations under the st[uctu~~ic~~:r~~ i~ t~eesecond, the end
appears prolong~d. I~ both exam~ es,: f l"ng of motion and direction
of the prolonganon ts weak so t .at. t e ~e I
to II (Ex. I 82) and V (Ex. ~ 83) ts t~te~~ta~~ations to branch off into
We come now to a. ten. ency o p am les illustrate this tendency
further details and dirmnutlons: Th~eeh:" rolongation. In the following
of what appears as a prolonganon_o t p
h d (Graph b) is pro. illustration, .,..(Ex. r.84~• the ~elghbor~nt~te ~oi~: and a neighbor-note
longed by an embelhshmg mon~nhof th f ;'ther offshoot produces the
movement of the alto to F whtc as a u
prolonging f6 chord (Graph a)· .
f he nei hbor-note chord in the
M:ore complex is the prolongatiOn ~
r! hs c and b the student
following phrase. .,.. (Ex. 1 8 5] • Co~pannt g p · rolon<Tation of the
will realize that the Bb chord constitutes t e mam p
b its own
F ~horc!. The Bb chord itself, howe~r, ~~e~~~s~;~tl:;:~diri~nal small
G
eas ) has its counnetghbor-note chord, the C chor_d. rap
3
prolongations; the incomplete net~hbor tone h(md The
final Bb chord
terpoint and this creates another nelghbo_r-note ~ or hasis to the melodic
is prolonged too, which gives added vane~
~m~s subtle prolonga1
tone F. The Bartok exc:rpt .,.. [Ex. h. h .s ~dicated in Graph b.
tions of the main prolongmg ~ chord w tc 1St ·n a arent independ1
The reader should observe (see_ GrapF ~ ; ~er: nd ~~t in relation to
ence of the neighbor-note monons 0 t e. e t a
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all

the neighbor-z:ote motion of the right hand part,
of which are nevertheless subordmated to the one neighbor-note motion as indicated i
Graph b.
n
In co~trast to th~ preceding excerpts, these last three examples sho·w
progresswns resulnng from a contrapuntal conception w 1'tho
h
· · fl
ur any
armomc m uence. Contrapuntal chord prolongation is the essence of
each phrase taken as a whole.
The architectonic idea of structure and prolongation aoverns 11 f
th
1 h
f
~:>
a .. o
~s: exa~p es; o:vever, ar beyond the few illustrations cited so far .
tl11S Idea IS the leadmg creative force which makes for tonal coh
'
d
· ·
erence
an organizatiOn. Irs development will be discussed, in its various phases
~hroughout thi~ book. It ~ill ~ecome more and more clear rhar this ide~
IS the unconscwusly mot1varma impulse that mal·es phrases th
·
fi
t:>
• •
~
,
ei.1es,
sec~10ns and nally complete composmons appear as prolongations of
?asJc structural progressiOns. In the relation between rhe structure and
Its prolongation lies the coherence and thus the understanding of the
boldest and mos~ c~mplex passages, sections and complete compositions.
The great maJonry of illustrations so far presented have shown simple melodic lin~s in a vocal style. As the student has not yet been i11 rroduced to the WJde field of melodic-contrapuntal prolongations he could
nor b~ expe~red to unders~and the use of chord prolongation and other
techmques m examples With more complex melodic motions. At this
sta~e of the student's. training, ho_wever, he can proceed to the four-part
settmg of short and. Simple melodies. By setting melodies himself, he will
have the opportumr~ to apply harmonic and contrapuntal techniques
based on the conception of structure and prolongation.

E.

Four-part setting of short melodic phrases

The melodies to be used should be carefully devised or selected .and
adapted. ~he ~ain ~roblem 'is to work out short and very definite
~hrases which, m rhe1r con.srrucrion, offer a suitable basis for applicati.on of some of the techmques of structure and prolongation so far
d1sc~ssed. At the. end of this section a few phrases of this type will be
prov1ded for which the student should work our one or more versions
in four-p~rt writi?g based upon the techniques gained so far and upon
those which he w11l acquire in the following examples.
Before proceeding to set such melodic phrases, it may be advisable to
~ecall the u_s~ge of sixth, ~and seventh chords, which, along with the triad
m root posmon, have been encountered continuously. Harmonic chords
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t often are used in root position, although the II frequently appears
ho.·wever, do not detract from a chord's
h onic significance, prov1ded It comes structurally from I and proto V. The~ chord was found in connection with the V, to which
~e resolved in g position. Seventh chords appeared as V 7 , II g and IV'.
These same chords, however, were used to a great extent as contrauntal chords. Sixth chords appeared as passing chords, as chords ?f
~mbellishment and as neighbor-note chords; the same could be sa1d
of ~ chords and seventh chords. .
A short melodic phrase follows; It should be added that the four-part
settings of such melodies are .considered as preparat~on for the fourpart settings of chorale melod~es . .,.. [Ex. I 8?]...,. In this m~lody the descending third appears embellished by a m;1ghbor note. Smce t~e harmonic framework is the first factor to constder, we must derermme the
harmonic setting of the structural tones E-D-D-C. With the progression I-Il8 - V 7-I used as harmonic support, several versions are possible,
using techniques so far discu~sed and combining them.' .,.. [Ex. I 88]...,.
Versions a, b and c show neighbor-note chords creanng chord prolongations of the I. We prefer b) and c) because. these versi?ns do not
anticipate the structural bass tone F as does versiOn a. V erswns d and
e support the neighbor note with a ~ chord. We hear~ ch~rd prolong~
tion of the I, but in these settings the element of d1recnon (----?) 1s
quite obvious. Like some examples previously quoted, these la.rrer versions have a driving-on tendency within the chord prolonganon. The
student should also observe the difference between those versions
which use movement within a chord and those using movement around
a chord.
The main difference between d) and e) lies in the direction of the
bass line between I and II. Version e represents the inversion of the
natural asc.ending tendency of the bass; this inversion naturally causes
different passing chords. Both versions show a II ~ gained by repetition
or suspension of a middle voice tone. In d) a motion to D in the tenor
would have created parallel fifths between alto and tenor. Version f
demonstrates an interesting prolongation. When the top voice returns
toE the bass already appears to be on the move. The resulting A chord
is a passing chord between I and II~; rhus this example is a prolongation
of Ex. I I8a. This prolongation is achieved through interpolation of
the G seventh chord which supports the neighbor-note tone F. Thus
in this version we are nor confronted with a prolongation of I bur with
a prolongation of the progression from I to II t

:~;& or II~. These inversio~s,

a:

.:.r;rucrurat H earmg
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The student is required:
r) to explain the significance of each version of Ex. I 88.
2) to practice all versions in several major and minor keys.
On the basis of the examples just studied, the following mel d"
phrases ~nd their different settings will be clear without much fur~h~~
explananon. .,.. [Ex. 189-194]...,. Again the student is advised to decide
on the structure of the m~lody and the harmonic framework to be used
~efore he takes up t~e di~erent possibilities of prolongation. All verSIOns _shou!d
explamed m terms of their significance and all of them
~ract1ced m different major and minor keys. The prolongation in verSion d of Ex. 194 is related to version f of Ex. r88 and b of Ex.
.
190
However, here the motion to the passing chord on G is still further
prolonged and delayed by an embellishing chord on the subdominant.
_Except for cases in which special versions are indicated as better
smted than others for minor keys, all versions may be set and practiced
in major and minor keys.

b:

EXERCISES X

On the ba_sis of t~ese studie_s and of his previously gained experience,
the stu_dent Is reqmred to wnte one or more four-part versions to the
followmg short melodies . .,.. [Ex. I 95]...,.

F.

Melodic-contrapuntal prolongations

In the preceding paragraphs and in Chapter II, the student was introduced_ to th~ probl~ms of melodic structure and prolongation. At that
stage lt was 1mposs1ble to go beyond a general differentiation between
str~ctural and prolonging tones. With few exceptions, only melodies
wh1ch presented a simple and direct outline were chosen for detailed
discussion; it was not hard therefore, for the reader to distincruish the
basic melodic direction or melodic structure from those tones \~hich we
had labeled with the term of prolonging tones.
Listening to the basic direction or structure of tonal melodies, and
to the prolongations of that structure, we have found and shall increasingly obs~rve that both melodic structure and prolongation may be
expressed m three ways. They appear either in the form of a continuous
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. e connecting two differe_nt tones, which we U:ight call an inte1·valtype of motion, or m the form of a motiOn around one tone
fil zngenting the ornamental type of motion. In addition, for prolonging
repres
.
l -outz·
.
only the composer may use the so-ca1Ie d mte1·va
mmg
urposes
,
.
.
f
I d"
·
P
type of motion. This g1ves us three basic types o me o 1c monon .
.,.[Ex. 196]...,.
.
The ornamental type of motion, though based essennally on the
neighbor note, covers not only the neighbor-note motions, but all those
· s around one tone which
we have. already encountered.
It foften
. ·
monon
.
1
1
that
the
interval-fillmcr
and
the
mterva
-out
mmg
types
o moappears
o
f
1 d"
.
·
combine to create the ornamental type o me o IC monon.
![~x. 197 ]...,. In a) and b) sue~ a c?mbination of th: in~erval-o_utlining
and interval-filling type of monon 1s shown, a combmanon wh1ch produces a movement around one tone.
.
.
.
Although all these statements will find ~he1r co:roboranon m the
·coming paragraphs and chapters, the srudent s ~ttennon n:ust b~ dr~wn
co a fact of great significance for the understand1~g of musical d1recnon.
In listening to a melody as a whole, we shall realize that the same types
of motion appear on different structural levels of that melody. For
instance, whenever the structure of a melody shows an interval-filli~g
motion, other interval-filling motions and the other types of melod,_c
motion may serve the purposes of prolongation. On the other hand, 1f
the· melody moves essentially around one tone, then other orname~tal
motions and the other types of motion m~y ser:ve to ~rolo_ng that mon_o n
around one tone. Thus, in one melody, mterval-fillmg, mterval-outlming and ornamental motions of different structural order may be
at work.
The foregoing differentiation of the types of melodic .m~tion and the
conception of their use in different structural order w1thm a mel~dy,
. apply to many of the short melodies thus far quoted. These conceptiOns
also apply to those few melodies (Ex. I 3 I- I 33) which the s_tude~t may
as yet be unable to understand consciously in regard to the1r bas1c melodic direction and its prolongations. \ Vith these few exceptions the
student is required to review all the melodies of the previous paragraphs
and chapters, to observe the different types of motion used and to note
how these are applied to express the structural direction and its ~rolo~ga
rions. This study will enable him all the better to follow the d1s~ussw~s
and explanations of this chapter, which intends to demonstrate m detail
the more complex forms of melodic direction, continuity and prolongation. While up to now, melodies in a vocal style have serve? for _most
of the illustrations, from now on more instrumental melodies w1ll be

~-
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The figurations so often found in instrumental music belong to the
most elementary forms of melodic prolongation. ~[Ex . 198, 199 ] •
Singly used, similar motions around one tone have appeared in some of
the previously cited vocal melodies. Their basis is, clearly, the third
species of two-part counterpoint; since the function of the embellishments in third species have been fully discussed, such figurations demand no further explanation.~
Interval-outlining motions lead naturally to chord-outlining motions
which represent one of the simplest forms of chord prolongation. Such
chord-outlining motions also form an elementary ty pe of melodic prolongation. ~[Ex. 200] • Instead of continuing to use the vague, though
essentially correct, tenn of figuration when we speak of motion around
one tone, we shall try in the following examples to detennine the exact
status of the figurating tones. ~[Ex. 201, 202]•
vVe realize that these passages in their chord-outlining motions move
into and our of the inner voice of the chords which they outline. In
E x. 201, the melody skips into the inner voice of the chord, then proceeds to the inner voice of the following chord and thereafter reaches
the top voice tone of this latter chord. In Ex. 2 0 2, the melody , after
having skipped into the inner voice, proceeds upward stepwise to the
top voice tone of the following chord. Althoug h the use of the term
figuration is quite adequate here, the designation of motion into and
5 In this connection, see the chapter on "Tones of figuration" in l'v1itchell's Elementary H arm ony.

I
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d discernible in these fleeting passages)
(fU_t of the :n:r ~~~r~a~ ;~; l~nger a~d more invol~ed prolong~~io~:~
:~ppears rno P.P
ive the impresslOn of figurauons on a g
rolonganons g
sueh P
l
sttllcrural !~ve .

given, since their wider range offers greater oppommiry for prolongation.
Melodic prolongations in a polyphonic style of music confront us
with problems of counterpoint. A prolonged melody often demands a
prolonged form of counterpoint; thus we shall encounter prolongations
of those basic principles of voice motion studied in pure counterpoint.
Some techniques discussed in the following sections of this chapter directly extend the possibilities of contrapuntal setting, some affect the
horizontal problems of the melody. All, however, contribute to the
countless possibilities of contrapuntal setting employed in compositions·
of the most varied styles.
The following sections 1-4 will deal with prolongations of the
basic melodic direction; section 5 will introduce the subject of prolonged counterpoint.
I. . ELEMENTARY INSTRUMENTAL FIGURATION

u

l\{OTION IN To

AND OUT OF THE INN ER VOICE
1

z.

-

' R d 'nAminorservestoillustratewhat
An excerpt from ~lozart: h~nhe~ ~trucroral level .~ [Ex. 203] • The
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h E multaneous y acts as
d
voice occurs, t e Sl. . f
f
!odic structure has been terme
value. This charactensnc eature o me
the retained tone in Chapter II.
f h .
voi'ce and the effect of the
· ·
d out o t e mner
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Although monon mto an ated b one voice alone, it appears as lf
retained tone are actually _ere
y
e retaining the structural
. . l
. h
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.
this smg e vmce as sp 1
.
h
. . to and out of the mner
h
f
rmmg
t
e
monon
m
.
value of E, t h e ot ~r per o d Th' . h acteristic of tonal melodtes of
voice of th~ governmg chor . w~~ltsb~ :~countered from now on inthe most dtffere~t styles, and Th'
1 hon· c manifestation proves
creasingly often m these pages.
ts po yl h~rizontal conception in
that tonal melody is not based _on .a pure
onstrate Tonal melody
spite of all the "linear" tend_encleS lt mayd ~~ arrici~ation is characin the poly phomc texture, an .t lS P . Thus a type of
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.
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. l fi
·
It becomes mcreasmg
the previously quoted s1mp e guranons.h R d is a more elaborate
0
that Mozart's melodic prolongati?n inf the on . d a the prolongation
· . d ·erswn o t e same 1 e ,
. .
and more broadl y conce1ve v
h ld
f By examine the mdlof one tone (or chord) . The student s ou ;~re u ll sh~w motion into
cared motives and phrases. ~ [Ex. 2 0~] • l ey a. of one tone· rhus
· as t 11e melodtc pro onganon
'
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they appear as figuration, though on different progressively hia-h
·
lI I F
'
~
0 er
~tn~ctura
eve s.. or _a) the term figuration is completely adequate; b)
mdtca_tes a contmu~tlOn of the melody in order to draw the reader's
attennon to the vanous degrees of firruration
in meas I and 2 " Xfh
0
·
• V\
J
1
·
·
ereas
t 1e pro onga_non of D and C in meas. 2 are just short embellishment
the one seen~~ meas. I covers the whole measure, throughout which th:
melody remams,_ as we may say, at a structural standstill. Althourrh
the te~ figuratwn could still be used for that measure, it becor:es
wholly madequate for the melodic prolongation of c). Forming virru~lly a whole phrase,_ that pr~longa~on must be characterized by motion
mto an~ out of the mner votce. Thts type of melodic prolongation may
appear m a f~r more extended form, which then makes greater demands
on our_capactty for structural hearing.
.
\Vhtle the last Mozart excerpt illustrates an extended prolongation of
one ~one, the next example shows the prolongation of a melodic progresswn. ~[Ex . 20 5 1~
·

_

~s the voice-leading graphs indicate, motion into and out of the inner
VOtce prolongs the basic melodic direction moving from D via C to B.
I_n mea~. 2 the melody moves from A via B to C. The retained D acts
~tke an mcomplete neighbor note to C, comparable to A# in the followmg. measure "':hie~ is an appoggiatura to B. We realize that the prolongatiOn of motwn mto and out of the inner voice retards the structural
progression. Whil~ th: ~elody performs that prolonging motion, the
st~uctural progresswn ts m su:pen:e; this su.,pense, even in such simple
examples as the present one, g1ves mterest to a melodic progression.
In the precedmg examples, the top voice moved into the inner voice
of the pre;ailing c_hord. It happens just as frequently, however, that
from that mner votce the melody then proceeds to the inner voice of
the following ~hord ~efore returning to the realm of the top voice, a
feature appeanng qmte fre9uent!y in simple instrumental figuration
_C see Ex ..20 I). In_ the followmg four examples more elaborate motions
mto the mner votce of the following chord are presented. ~[Ex. 206,
207, 208, 2 091 ~ It often occurs, as can be heard in the excerpt from
Mozart's Fantasia, that t?e.~otion ~nto _the inner voice of the following
chord overshadows the m1t1al motwn mto the inner voice of the first
chord. Here the melodic stress lies clearly on the inner voice tones C#
and D.
'!'he first thr_ee examples ~how the neighbor-note technique as the
mam prol_onga_non. Th_is techn~que appears further prolonged through
these mono~s mto the mner v01ce, which again illustrates the tendency
of prolongatiOns to branch off into further prolongations or diminutions
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d detours. On the basis of structural hearing w: are ~ble_ to hear these
an I d"fferences between the prolonaations. It IS theu dtfferent value
5ubt e 1
o
h .
I
. .
· to the structure which makes necessary t etr exp ananon m
in reIanon
ifferent stages (expressed through r~e graphs).
.
.
d Whether the music reve~ls the_ netghbor-note techmque plus monon
or shows
the latter dtype
.
f
into and out of the inner v01ce as m Ex. 206-208
f rolongation as in Ex. 209, the fact remams that all our passages em0 P
that the same rvpes of prolonaation allow for the greatest
-;
o
.
I h B
onstrate
·
·
n t e eevanety m the rh)rthmic treatment of the. prolongmg. tones.
·
·
thoven example, for instance, the first netghbor note ts m a more promt. · than the first structural A b . (upbeat). However,
nent posmon
f h the last
·
· hbor note which with its new bass, ts the stronger o t e two, ts
neig
'
.
.
h .
.
E ( fi t
bd d somewhat by the monon mto t e mner votce tone
, rs
~ )ueyet in spite of all these deceptive rhythmic facets, the structural
ealt. ·e remains completely clear. In the phrase from the Mozart Fanoutm
.
·
C"" d
tasia, in addition to the rhythmically str~ssed mner v01c; ~ones ~ a?
D (meas. 2 and 4), and the accented p~ssmg _note D~ an t 1e ~ppoggt.a
rura G, we find rests which so expressively mt~rrupt ~he ~onon o~ tts
way from the inner voice back to the top v~tce. T ese mterruptwns
.
.
create small but very artistic elements of tenswn. .
In many melodies, we witness ap~aren_tly contrastmg at~ns. One a1m
seeks to maintain a clear structural dtrecnon, the other seeks to obscure
that direction by means of the most diversified rhythmic treatment of
the prolonging tones and sometimes even o~ the structural tones, creating those deceptive motions and accents whtch we constantly encounter
in listening to music. 6 The technique, in itself unchanged and uncha~ge
able as a quasi-abstract force, is presented only ~o let _the prolo~gano~s
appear in their full meaning and to allow posstble ?tfferences m thetr
treatment to stand out more clearly. Only on the basts of a ge?eral technique are we able to appreciate and understan? the great vanety of expressive possibilities inherent in the prolongations.
Three excerpts are now given, two by Haydn and one by Frober~er;
they are conceived on a somewhat larger scale tha~ th~ exa~ples JUSt
cited. Although the technique of melodic prolonganon. ts basically the
same, its application is strikingly different, thus accounnng for the contrasting individuality of these examples.
The first example, the opening measures of Haydn's Sonata ~o. 3 5 7
also represents the first illustration of the harmonic technique usmg two
~imilariy contrasting aims of melody w riting were mentioned in connection
W1th
the demonstratio n of the co ntrapuntal conc_ept.
.
..
7
The numbering used is that of the complete edlt!on (Bre1tkopf und H artel)·

6
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harmonic progressions (see Chapter IV). As each member of these progressions supports a structural tone of the melody, all of them are harmonic structural chords. The reader should note that the tonic of meas.
5 is simultaneously the end of the first progression and the beginning of
the second . ..,.. [Ex. 2 ro]..,. The melody, using chord-outlining motion,
moves from the inner voice tone C (on the upbeat) to the first structural tone G. After the repetitions of the tone G , the melody, again
using chord-outlining motion, moves rapidly via the inner voic~ to~e C
of the tonic into the inner voice tone B of the V 7 • The motion from this
inner voice tone upward, however, proceeds deliberately and creates a
stop in meas. 4; for a moment the ear is left in doubt as to what will
happen next. The following measure with F in the top voice, stressed
by an upbeat, gives the answer; that motion out of the inner voice has
only now come to an end. We hear a structural connection between G
and F, the top voice tones of the I and V 7 (see graphs). The stop on D
in meas. 4 proves to be only a temporary interruption, not a structural
stop. This subtle but nonetheless definite interruption is characteristic
of this melody and creates a certain amount of tension. The student's
ear will by now be able to grasp the structural connection between G
and F in spite of the prolongations and their delaying tactics.
After the I has been reached in meas. 5, the melody again moves into
the inner voice, thus prolonging that tonic. This short prolongation
anticipates the structural descent to C. The E of meas. 5 retains its
structural value and moves to the D of meas. 7, supported by 11 6 of
the second harmonic progression. Another movement (skip) into the
inner voice of the last V 7 causes a substitution of B for D, thus avoiding
the unnecessary repetition of D (Graph c).
While, in this C-major theme, the motion of the melody into the inner voice of the first I had been fleeting and the motion out of the
inner voice of V to its top voice had proceeded more deliberately, the
following example from the slow movement of Haydn's Sonata No. I9
in dis~ct contrast, presents a broad well-defined motion into the inner
voice of the following 116 , with an immediate ascent thereafter to the
top voice of that ham1onic chord. ..,.. [Ex. 21I]..,. By the addition of
counterpoints to the tones of this deliberate motion into the inner voice
tone F# of the 116 , passing and voice-leading chords have been created
within the prolonged I. Although the graphs make the contents of this
theme clear, the reader's attention should be drawn to the end of this
excerpt where, through suspension of the melody toneD and anticipation of the bass tone E (dominant), the normal relationship of the voice
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SUPERPOSITION OF INNER VOICE
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The melodic prolongations of the phrase by Chopin are offshoots of
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a neighbor-note motion which has been illustrated step by step, this
time in the direction from the structural background of the chord
(Graph a) to the most subtle melodic detail of the phrase. Graph b
shows the neighbor note as the main prolongation of the B-Major tonic.
Graph c, as a further offshoot, indicates a descending third downwards
into the inner voice tone B. This is followed by a shift of the inner
voice tone Fl to the top (superposition) making a se~ond descendinothird possible as an apparent answer to the third D~-C~-B. Finally
Graph d, after embellishments of the first descending third, shows another superposition of the inner voice, this time the tone B, which leads
via G# to F#. \Ve thus find prolongations below and above the structural tone Dt
In the Mozart excerpt, the melody begins on the top voice tone C.
The following passage in sixteenth-notes moves to the inner voice tone
F which, through superposition, is immediately shifted to the top voice
region. This F appears above the structural C and moves downward
stepwise to D, the upper neighbor note. The melody then moves to the
Bb of meas. 5, before reaching the structural C of meas. 6. The C in
meas. 5 is an accented passing tone to Bb, while D in the last measure
serves as an appoggiatura to C. Graphs a and b thus indicate a prolonged
neighbor-note motion (turn), the most elaborate prolongation taking
place between C and D. An important effect within this chord prolongation is obtained by Mozart through an ascending sixth in the
middle voice from A to F, which provides a fine counterpoint to the
melodic events just mentioned.
While the last excerpts have shown both types of melodic prolongation within one prolonged chord, the two following examples illustrate
these techniques within a complete and within an incomplete harmonic
progression. .,..[Ex. 218, 2I9]~ In the Mendelssohn passage the superposition of the inner voice tone F#, which appears already in the upbeat,
_ helps to form a wide melodic arc around the structural tone A. When
the melody reaches A again ( meas. 2), the bass is already on its way to
F#, the bass of the I6 chord. The melody then proceeds into the inner
voice toneD, which appears covered by the simultaneously reappearing
structural tone A (first beat, meas. 3). Here the prolongation of the I is
at its end, bass and melody having created passing chords within this
prolonged tonic. The structural A then moves once more to the inner
voice tone D which leads to E, the inner voice of IU, substituting for
G. From there the melody passes on to F~, E and the concluding D,
thus completing the structural line of a descending fifth.
In the excerpt from Don Giovanni, both types of melodic prolonga-
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TRANSFER OF REGISTER
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In addition we offer an excerpt from the Beethoven Sonata 0
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which shows that the transfer of register may affect both the structure
and the prolongation. .,.. [Ex. 2 2 6] ... The reader must beware, however,
of automatically interpreting every motion of a seventh as a transfer of
register of one voice; quite often the two tones outlining that seventh
may belong to what ar~, in effect, different voices of a polyphonically
conceived melody. .,.. [ Ex. 22 7, 228 !... In the phrase by Handel, the D
and the C in the final quarter of the measure do not belong to the same
voice, but represent two distinct voices. D is the middle voice of a ~
chord, while C, a seventh above, is a top voice tone to which the D of
the preceding chord has moved. In the Bach example, the voice leading
in meas. z and 3 shows that the C does not lead to the D, a seventh
below, but to the Bb at the end of the next measure. The D at the beginning of meas. 3, on the other hand, is an inner voice tone which comes
from Eb and which starts a motion out of the inner voice of the Bb
chord, thus delaying the top voice progression from C to Bb. Again we
see how important it is to realize the exact voice leading of the whole
phrase before jumping to any conclusion.
Before leaving the subject of transfer of register, let us consider thebeginning of the last movement of Beethoven's Sonata, Op 14, No. 1.
.,.. [Ex. 229]...,. First we hear a transfer of register through interval inversion in the motion from B up a seventh to A. Then we notice a new
technique, for the interval of a second A-G# appears expanded to a
ninth which is filled in. We thus add inte1·val expansion to t he previously
mentioned techniques creating transfer of register. Apart from its
melodic prolongations, this excerpt is characterized by the fact that the
structural basses E and B are only reached after the structural melody
tones have sounded; the bass line shows a motion out of the inner voice
of the I and V downward to ·the roots of these harmonies.

5·

PROLONGED COUNTERPOINT

Recalling the definitions and de~onstrations of the pure contrapuntal
concept in Chapter III, the student should now concentrate on the
contrapuntal settings in the music discussed so far. These voice leadings
have been explained in the form of graphs in different stages; it is these
graphs which explain how certain pure contrapuntal techniques and
progressions appear prolonged and elaborated in the actual composition.
The counterpoint in composition is frequently termed "free" counterpoint. Just as the term, pure counterpoint, has been used instead of
strict counterpoint, we intend also to replace the tenn, "free" counterpoint. This term contributes to the widespread belief that the moment
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we approach composition we meet an altogether different type of counterpoint. On the basis of this belief a student quire rightly may question
the need for a study of "strict" counterpoint. Why be "strict" at first
if we may be "free" later on' Why follow rules which are hardly ever
obeyed by composers? Why do we nor immediately study the "free"
counterpoint found in composition? These questions are completely
justified as long as teachers fail to explain the reasdn for and the mea,;.
ing of so-called strict counterpoint.
The reason for its study and its fundamental significance lies in its
relation to the so-called "free setting." This relationship is an esrab.
lished one and cannot be challenged. The preceding--J>;!ragraph' have
already demonstrated it to a certain extent and as we proceed it will
become even more obvious. Bur even at this stage the reader will readily
agree that "strict" writing is not replaced by free composition. It is
not at all a problem of "strict" versus "free" bur the problem of pure or
unprolonged counterpoint being enriched and elaborated by the inclusion of new elements, which we call elements of prolongation. The socalled "strict" counterpoint remains the basis of the so-called "free"
counterpoint; the two are interrelated on the basis of structure and pro.
longation. Therefore we speak more precise!y of pure (or unJ>roloriged)
and J>ro/onged
COUnterpoint; the latter is a more highly developed off.
of the first.
shoot
The last paragraphs on interval inversion and expansion have shown
how melodic prolongation accounts for the motions of sevenths
or ninths. The prolongation expands or modifies bur does nor fundadamentally alter a progression which exhibits the basic contrapuntal setting of a particular phrase. It is this setting which is based on the principles of pure counterpoint. In addition, we realize that a melodic
prolongation becomes a contrapuntal prolongation by the addition of
a counterpoint; this means that by using this or that type of melodic
prolongation, the counterpoint may appear in a prolonged state. It
must also be kept in mind that pure contrapuntal progressions are no>v
often combined with harmonic progressions, a fact which in itself
appearance of pure counterpoint to a certain degree. However, in spite of the harmonic progressions, the main principles of pure
counterpoint remain clearly in force.

cha~the

We shall now investigate the relarion,hip of pure and prolonged
counterpoint in greater detail and shall present prolongations of a specifically contrapuntal nature.
The first example shows a small and simple derail of a phrase by
Mozart, which illustrates the interdependence of pure and prolonged
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scure the intended progression. In contrast to pure counterpoint, it is
here not so much the voice leading between single intervals and chords
but rather the chord prolongation that represents the structural factor
to which all intervals (or chords) are subordinated; whether they are
consonant or dissonant, their function as passing intervals within the C
chord is evident. Under the protection of that governing chord, counterpoint loses its sole responsibility and thus can move in a prolonged
form. In a great number of passages, including the one quoted in
Ex. 2 30, a basic contrapuntal progression gives expression to a single
chord. This fact imparts added structural meaning and unity to a progression and makes the elaboration and prolongation of pure counterpoint all the more logical. .,.. [Ex. 2 32, 2 33]..,..
Founded on the clearly directed, basic contrapuntal motion whicl:l
gives expression to the A chord (Bach example) and the G chord
(Mozart example), the single voices can express their melodic and
motivic individuality. In the Bach excerpt, the upward leap of a
seventh in the bass for the sake of transfer or register, prolongs but does
not obscure the progression from A to G#. The following dissonant
interval F#-E occurs through the motion of the top voice into the inner
voice E, and through the use of the neighbor note F# in the bass to
fortify G#; the last seventh is an embellishing seventh. All these prolongations are offshoots of the basic contrapuntal progression of
8- I o- I o which, as a whole, expresses the A chord. The prolongations
make that progression more interesting but they subordinate themselves to its motivating impulse. In the phrase by Mozart the "independent" voice leading of the third beat is a prolongation of a chord as indicated in the graph, achieved by using complete and incomplete neighbor
notes.
The underlying basic contrapuntal progression of a phrase and its
direction may receive added emphasis through the harmonic progression within whose framework it moves. It is essential to keep in mind
that the clearer the direction and meaning of the basic contrapuntal
progression, the more convincing are the elaborations and prolongations of this basic direction. In addition the harmonic framework may
contribute to the clarity and purposefulness of the motion's basic
direction.
The beginning of Schumann's Melody serves as an illustration of this
point. .,..[Ex. 234]..,.. The reader, bearing in mind the principles of pure
counterpoint, will immediately question the status of the two "unprepared" or, as they will be more accurately termed, "free-entering" sevenths in meas. I and 2 . Within the harmonic framework 1-II-V-1, the
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beat in meas. 3, which would have presen~ed the voice leading as indicated in Graph a.
However, as far as meas. 3 is concerned, Handel shifts the E to the
third beat, which puts the tone F as an incomplete neighbor note on the
second eighth-note. The second beat, which normally would have
brought E, has been filled with an F, serving as an appoggiatura to that
E. Thus E, the actual goal of the ascending line beginning on C, appears,
not above its true bass tone C, but above the tone F. This shift gives
rise to the implied IV7 chord which appears at the end' of meas. 3 (sec
Graph b).
A shift of tones is also responsible for the voice leading of the following short phrase from Copland's Appalachian Spring.~ [Ex. 2 39].,. The
graphs will give a clear indication of the shift of the bass tones E and F.
Finally, two excerpts from widely separated periods will be quoted to
show that the "presence" of a basic contrapuntal setting makes a greater
individuality of the single voices possible. To call such voice leading
independent is misleading, since it is still dependent on the basic, unprolonged setting from which it derives its justification.~ [Ex. 240, 241].,.
The salient point of this discussion has been to show the relation of
the so-called strict and free types of counterpoint, or as they are called
here, pure or unprolonged and prol<;mged counterpoint. Pure counterpoint still remains the foundation of contrapuntal progressions as they
appear in composition. The principles of pure counterpoint thus do not
apply directly to composition, but to its structural background or basis.
Through the elaboration and the detours of the basic contrapuntal. direction, prolonged counterpoint arises, and, as the term implies, it prolongs but does not 1·eplace the basic direction.
In trying to understand the actual relationship berw·een pure and prolonged counterpoint we must distinguish between the factor which
makes prolonged counterpoint possible (i.e. the factor which creates
the precondition for a prolongation and elaboration of pure counterpoint) and those factors which actually effectuate the prolongation of
pure counterpoint. The first consists in the clear purpose and direction
of a basic underlying contrapuntal progression representing the techniques of pure counterpoint. This clarity of purpose and direction may
be created (often, however, only further promoted) by chord prolongation and by the harmonic framework. On the other hand, the forces so
far discussed which actually effectuate the prolonged form of counterpoint are the melodic prolongations and the specific contrapuntal prolongations such as the appoggiatura and the shift of tones; others will
be taken up later.
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Structural Hearing

In attemp6ng to follow the voice leading of a theme, the Student
often li>1ds that the beginning causes him difficulty. While the harmonic
framework and the direction of the bass aro usually the first factors to
divulge their meaning to the listener, it may be difficult at times to de.
tennine the direction of the top voice and its relation to the bass. In
particular, the location of the first structural tone of the melody may
present some problems. Up to now examples have been carefully chosen
to avoid any problem in connection with the entrance of the Iiese struc.
tural tone; in fact, the student could nor have had any doubt that the
first melody tone or the downbeat of the first measure (following a possible upbeat) was also the first structural melodic tone.
However, as pointed our in Chapter II, the first tone of a melody is
not always the first structural tone. Before deciding on the stmctural
direction the student must listen carefully to the music as a whole; in
many instances he must hear it several times, before drawing any definite
conclusions as to the nature of the structure and its prolongations.
Whether the first structural melody tone in the following examples
enters on the first or on any other bear, these excerpts arc nor cited for
a discussion of that problem alone. They serve, primarily, to sum up the
derails
now mastered as well as to present the ear and mind with new
illustrations.
For the Iiese of the examples let us discuss the beginning of Haydn's
Sonara No. " in C Major. .,.[Ex. '47 ]., The factor which must
be clear from the outset is the bass line, which indicates a framework
of two harmonic progressions. The top voice, however, with its
skips and detailed upward and downward motions, might present
some problems. The question arises whether the tone G, the first downbear, or the high C to which the first chord-outlining motion is directed,
is the first structural melody tone. Before dealing with this question, it
will be necessary tn define the first strucn>ral top voice tone. It is the
tone from which th' melody or theme takes its basic direction to the
goal. As we already know, the basic direction of a melody, called also
the melodic structure, is thus differentiated from the various different
directions the prolongations may indicate. This in turn implies that nor
every up-and-downward motion of the melody is indicative of its basic
direction. Turning back to the question as to which tone, G or C, constitutes the first structural tone, it should be emphasized that it is only the
continuation of the melody, never the first measure itself, that will
answer this question. Since only the melody as a w hole can indicate irs
structural direction, conclusions drawn fro"~ concentrating on only one
or two measures often prove to be wrong. If at first hearing two solu-
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-voice D-C-B-A-G supported by I-IV - V-I seems obvious. We thus
6

tO~-ve at the voice-leading graphs of the whole (Graphs b and c). The
~rst four measures now appear as a prolongation subordinated to the
main prolongation (compare the two graphs). The melodic motion of a
third is a motion into the inner voice; this third is subtly answered by
an embellishing third preceding the neighbor note E of meas. 5. Observe
also the prolongation of the descending structural line through transfer
of register ( meas. 8 and 9).
Although the branching off of prolongations into smaller ones has
already been observed, this theme presents a rather intricate example
which makes definite demands on our capacity for structural hearing.
A general characteristic of tonal melody, its polyphonic manifes tation, may be found in Bach's melodies especially. The characteristic
ruggedness of their contours is caused by those constant skips or stepwise motions into and out of the inner voice. The beginning of the next
example may be cited in this connection. ~[Ex. 249]..,.
Before discussing this theme as a whole let us concentrate for a
moment on the first two measures, as they show the polyphonic conception of a melody very distinctly. After two skips in meas. r, from E b
toG and from D to F, motions into the inner voice, the D (t hird quar-ter) finds a continuation in the last eighth-note, C, of meas. 2, thus completing a descending third E-D-C. However, while this occurs, the inner
voice creates a diminution of a descending third (Graph a) . T his is not
so much a prolongation of a prolongation but literally a prolongation
within a prolongation. It is all one melody, but its motions into the
region of the inner voice of the implied chords, together with the
parallelism of descending thirds in, as it were, two different parts show
again that such melodies are not the result of a purely horizontal conception. The following measures prove that the descending third, in
regard to the whole, is a motion into the inner voice while the E b is
retained as a structural tone. This E b moves to D, supported by Il6
(meas. 3), from which another descending third branches off leading
into the inner voice B of the V. In the course of further diminution the melody continues to move one more third downwards to G,
before returning to the structural tone D. The V then p roceeds to I
with E b as the top voice tone. The A b in the bass (meas. 2) preventing
a repetition of C, provides for additional color in this phrase; the resulting A b seventh chord serves as a passing chord between I and Il 6 • O f
great interest also is the polyphonic expression of t he melody in meas. 3.
The first F is an inner voice tone, the E b appears to be an appoggiatura
to the structural toneD, the tones F and Ab represent superpositions of

inner voice tones of the Il 6 and C, the last note of that measure, is parr
of the inner voice motion from D via C to B (see Graphs b, c, d) .
The question now might arise as to why we have not interpreted the
C on the first beat of meas. x as the first structural note (Graph e).
The reader will agree that this reading ignores several important
~actors which all point to the Eb as the first structural tone. Firstly, it
1gnores the parallelism of two descending thirds from Eb and from D,
both of these tones being placed on the second beats of their respectiv~
measures; secondly, it ignores the small prolongation of Eb-D-C in
meas. 2 which stresses the Eb; lastly, the eighth-note E b of meas. 3,
which appears as an appoggiatura to D , is a kind of reminder that it is
the Eb from which the D comes. 'VVe thus are justified in reading Eb as
the first structural tone of the melody which, unlike the first structural
tones ·of previot'ts examples, appears on the second beat. One cannot
stress too often how imperative it is for the student not to approach
music with a preconceived idea as to its probable structure. Even if
structure and prolongations seem to · be very clear, the weighing of
different readings is good training for structural hearing.
In the excerpt from Chopin's Mazurka, Op 41, No. 4• for instance,
it is important for the student to be able to explain why Ab on the first
beat is not the first structural tone. ~[Ex. 2 so] .. We find that there is
no continuation from that Ab, since the melodic course does not take
up Ab any more. Actually this Ab is an inner voice tone which
moves to G, then back to Ab and remains in the inner voice region,
alternating with G throughout those eight measures. Comparable to
the upbeat of Ex. 247, the Mazurka shows an ascent out of the inner
voice to the first structural tone, which is Eb entering on the second
beat of meas. 1.
The student should be able on the basis of previous explanations to
understand these voice-leading graphs and the nature of the melodic
prolongarions. 10 In~ esring details occur in meas. 7, 8 and 9; or it seems
at first that the melody returns to the starting-point Eb; however, if we
hear the whole phrase up to the downbeat of meas. 9, the E b appears
only as a superimposed inner voice tone which immediately afterwards
is put into its real position of an inner voice. The structural melodic
connection thus goes from Bb (meas. 7) to Ab (meas. 9). There is also
an interesting symmetrical succession in the prolongations. The first
two measures show the placing of the prolongations below the structural tones, while in the following two measures they appear above the
structural Db; then again we find the prolongations for two measures
to The function of chords like the one in mea!>. 4 will be explained in Chapter VI.
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Structural Hearing

and thus help to prolong that chord, only one of them will be of struc.
tural value. In the B-minor phrase, the first structural top voice tone
can only be B or D and in the A-minor phrase only A or C. The reasons
for reading D and C as the first structural tones of these two phrases
are twofold. Firstly, the motion leads strongly to those tones, and
secondly, it is these tones which lead to the top voice tones of the next
structural chords-the V in the B-minor phrase and the II ~ in the Aminor phrase. Thus a structural connection exists between D and C~ in .
the B-minor phrase and between C and B in the A-minor Chorale; the
arrows in both examples indicate the postponement of the first structural tone by means of an ascent out of the region of the/tr..:ler voice.
.,.(Ex. 253] ~
Finally let us consider the beginning of Beethoven's Sonata, Cp r 4,
No. 2, which will give an indication of how extended and elaborated
such postponements may be. .,.. (Ex. 2 54]~ Here each tone of the
ascending third leading to the first structural tone B appears prolonged,
either by means of inner voice tones shifted to the top or (as happens
in meas. 5 and 6) by using the technique of transfer of register. This
particular part of the entire prolongation has been illustrated in a
separate graph, because it constitutes a very instructive example of
melodic prolongation. In looking back once more at the two examples
from Part I and the Beethoven theme just mentioned, we realize that
the structural motion of these melodies is directed downwards. And
yet, motions which are structurally moving downwards may feature
strong upward tendencies, especially in the beginning.
Although the full meaning of this type of prolongation will only be
completely understood after the reader has analyze,d larger sections, its
significance warrants separate treatment from t~-- other melodic prolongations even at this stage of the student's training.

I.

Voice-leading graphs as the systematic expression of
structure and prolongation

The intricate relationship between structure and prolongation has
found its systematic expression in the so-called voice-leading graphs,
whose significance the srudent by now can fully understand. He will
have recognized above all that they symbolize the processes of structural hearing. In looking over the voice-leading graphs which have
been presented so far we are able now to arrive at an explanation and
definition of these processes.
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and thus help to prolong that chord, only one of them will be of structural value. In the B-minor phrase, the first structural top voice tone
can only be B or D and in the A-minor phrase only A or C. The reasons
for reading D and C as the first structural tones of these two phrases
are twofold. Firstly, the motion leads strongly to those tones, and
secondly, it is these tones which lead to the top voice tones of the next
structural chords- the V in the B-minor phrase and the II ~ in the Aminor phrase. Thus a structural connection exists between D and C# in
~he B-minor phrase and between C and B in the A-minor Chorale; the
arrows in both examples indicate the postponement of the first structural tone by means of an ascent out of tile region of the inne.r •• oice.
... [Ex. 253]~
· ,
Finally let us consider the beginning of ~eethoven's Sonata, Op r ,
4
No. 2, which will give an indication of how extended and elaborated
such postponements may be. .,..[Ex. 254]~ Here each tone of the
ascending third leading to the first structural tone B appears prolonged,
either by means of inner voice tones shifted to the top or (as happens
in meas. 5 and 6) by using the technique of transfer of register. This
particular part of the entire prolongation has been illustrated in a
separate graph, because it constitutes a very instructive example of
melodic prolongation. In looking back once more at the two exampl~s
from Part I and the Beethoven theme just mentioned, we realize that
the structural motion of these melodies is directed downwards. And
yet, motions which are structurally moving downwards may feature
strong upward tendencies, especially in the beginning.
Although the full meaning of this type of prolongation will only be
completely understood after the reader has analyzed larger sections, its
significance warrants separate treatment from the other melodic prolongations even at this stage of the student's training.

I.

Voice-leading graphs as the systematic expression of
structure and prolongation

Th-.. :.nricate relationship between structure and prolongation has
found its systematic .expression in the so-called voice-leading graphs,
whose significance the student by now can fully understand. He will
have recognized above all that they symbolize the processes of structural hearing. In looking over the voice-leading graphs which have
been presented so far we are able now to ::~~.::-ive at an explanation and
definition of these processes.
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Exercises in prolongation-Structural ear training

In the course of what may be called structural ear trainhtg and Plan.
ninf!:, ir appears important for the student to play and explain the
voice-leading graphs in sequence from the basic structure to the actual
composition. Before or while playing each successive stage, he should
try
to explain
of prolongation in its significance and in its
relation
to the every
unit astype
a whole.

succrss~ve

In requiring this work we have two goals in mind. The one is to lead
from the basic structure to the finished composition in
starres
a study which provides useful car training. The structure and its fir"
b
'
prolongation-let us think for instance of Ex. "9, Graph h-may he
played wirhour putting them into a definite rhythmic form. However,
the graph most closely approximating the actual composition (G"ph
a) should be played so >tS to suggest more definitely the rhythm of the
actual composition. Our second goal is to bring our the general nature
of the prolongations as techniques of composition. We rhus Stress their
general value, apart from their use in particular phases.
In order to further his understanding of problems of musical direction, the student should acquire the capacity nor only for hearing
bur also for planning both small and large musical units. It is here
that exercises in prolongation will prove to be of help. A beginning in
such exercises has already been made in many of the keyboard exercises
thus far given. Further exercises will now be indicated, taking into consideration the student's experiences in melodic prolongarion. Some of
the following exercises have been influenced by certain excerpts discussed so far, bur the rhythmic pa:cterns chosen to demonstrate prolongations have been freely formed. This was necessary in order to create
exercises through "de-indi vid ualisariGn" of real music. Such exorcises, .
in contrast to the ones previously given, are meant to be technical
abstractions from prolongations found in compositions. It is therefore
not advisable to follow them up by the actual excerpt we may have had
in mind, since the impression might be created that our of the exercise
develops the composition, a completely erroneous and misleading assumption. Such exercises serve .~s structural planning only and are in
no sense attempts in composition. They constitute certain techniques of
prolongation brought into rhythmic form and are no more composirinn.s
than are finger exercises. If, however-and this happens quite oftenthese exercises stimulate first attempts in improvisation or composition,
they have served a double purpose, understanding of existing techniques
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t_he interruption and the second beginning on E. Instead, interruption
performs a division of a structural unit into two distinct structural
periods or parts. The fact, however, that the period following the interruption completes what has been initiated in the first period, makes for
the interdependency of the two periods as parts of a whole of a higher
structural order. \Ve shall call these periods pre-interruption and postinterruption period. Turning to the literature we find a straightforward
example of interruption at the beginning of the second movement of
Beethoven's Piano Sonata, Op 14, No.
[Ex. 265] ~
We now refer the reader back to the phrase by Mozart cited in Ex.
I 83 of this chapter. This phrase represents the pre-interrupti0r. period
of a theme divided through interruption, and no difficulty will arise in
analyzing the post-interruption period. \Vhereas in the first period the
subdominant chord is a contrapuntal chord, this same chord in the postinterruption period appears as a harmony coming from I and proceeding to V.
It often occurs that the melody of the pre-intermption period moves
into the inner voice of the dividing dominant; this characteristic is illustrated by a passage from the last movement of Haydn's Symphony
No. roo in G Major. ... [Ex. 266)~
I should like to stress that the recognition of a specific technique is
only the basis for the appreciation of its many possibilities of application. In the case of interruption the possibilities for varied treatment are
truly manifold. An example is chosen to show that wide melodic differences between pre- and' post-interruption periods may occur although the structure proves that the technique of interruption is adhered to.... [Ex. 267 ]~The differences between the two periods are
striking, although the parallelism of the ascending prolonging melodic
line in both periods contributes much to their organic coherence. On
the other hand, the second period app:.:ars as an intensification of the
first, the melody driving up to G, which tone in its ultimate analysis is
a prolongation of a neighbor note Eb and is supported by a IV (compare Graphs a and b). Basically the first period also shows the characteristic of a neighbor-note chord, but appearing in a contrapuntal
connection. rt. transfer of register of F, placing the Eb in the inner
voice is substituted for the melod:::: neighbor-note motion (see Graph
a). It is this prolongation which creates the rugged contour of this very
intense melody.
Finally, for an example from an earlier period we turn to a Basse
Danse from the sixteenth century. .,.. [Ex. z68] ~ The voice leading in
general, the ascent to the structural meloay tone A (meas. 2) and the
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serves a prolonging purpose in regard to the whole. It is an offshoot of
Pan II
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the progression of structural function and creates a harmonic prolong<ltion of that one single chord. This possibility of dual function of harmonic progressions lies in the nature of a harmonic progression itself.
We had remarked in Chapter IV that the progression 1-V-1 may be
conceived as the horizontalized outline of the chord-form ~ (Ex. 99) .
Hence inherent in a triad is its own harmonic progression, which may
be used to give expression to that one triad. On the other hand, a harmonic progression (see Chapter V) has a tendency to create tonal
organization. In the first instance it acts as a prolongation, in the second
instance as a structural framework.
We will observe in. the following examples that two harmonic progressions of different structural order may take place within one organism. Examining the literature and taking into consideration the fact that
any triad may be prolonged in a harmonic as well as a contrapuntal way,
the question arises as to the position of such harmonic prolongations
within the structural harmonic framework of a unit as a whole. First we
shall approach the problem of how the tonic of a structural harmonic
progression may be prolonged harmonically.
I.

HARMONIC PROLONGATION OF THE TONIC

a. Complete harmonic progression as prolongation of the tonic
In ~[Ex. 269]..,. the Chorale phrase reveals a structural difference
between two harmonic progressions. The first two measures prolong
(harmonically) the tonic which then proceeds to the V.1
We thus are confronted with a structural harmonic progression of
1-V which includes as an organic offshoot a prolongation of I in the
form of another harmonic progression (I-II-V-1). The larger and
smaller type of Roman numerals used indicate the different structural
value of these progressions. The harmonic prolongation is a subordina~ed. part of the harmonic progression of a higher structural order.
W1thm one phrase, then, harmonic progressions may demonstrate a
structural and a prolonging function.
In order to make the difference between a harmonic and a contrapuntal prolongation very clear the harmonic prolongation has been
transformed into a contrapuntal one. .,.. [Ex. 2 70]..,.
The harmonic prolongation of a tonic should not be confused with
1

T?e chord preceding the V is a.prolonged applied dominant, a chord function
which we shall soon discuss.
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rnent in presenting three harmonic progressions of different structural
order. ~[Ex. 274]~
EXERCISES I

1) On the basis of these examples the student should define and
explain the term " harmonic prolongation of the tonic."
z) The follo·wing keyboard exercises should be explained before
being played and practiced in several keys. ~ [Ex. 2 75] ~

Recognizing that harmonic progressions are prolongations of one
single harmony, a student might argue that every structural harmonic
framework itself constitut..:s a prolongation of a single chord and that
this statement can serve as a form of explanation. Although every harmonic progression finds its final explanation as the prolongation of a
single chord, this final single chord does not serve in any way as a structural explanation, since it does not affect the motion and direction of
the theme or phrase to the slightest extent. Therefore, as soon as the
framework-creating harmonic progression of the whole unit under discussion has been established, we have arrived at the final harmonicstructural explanation of such a unit. Since all prolongations are offshoots of this one progression, it is then the progression of the highest
structural order.
Let us for example recall such instances as Ex. r74-1 77 in Chapter V,
or the Bach phrase, Ex. 269. T o mention the one harmony which those
harmonic frameworks fundamentally express would be of no value for a
structural explanation of the musical motion of those particular phrases.
The realization that such small phrases constitute the harmonic prolongation of :.>" single over-all structural harmony is of value only when
these phrases appear as parts of a larger whole. When trying to hear the
detail in relation to the whole, much may be gained by the knowledge
that the detail is the prolongation of a chord or harmony of higher structural order.
. Let us return once more to the technique of harmonic prolongation
m general. In presenting harmonic progressions of different structural
value, it seems that the main problem for the listener is not to lose contact with the over-all structural direction of the theme or phrase. This
was relatively easy in the phrases cited in the preceding chapter, where
harmonic progressions •vere solely used for creating the structural
framework. Now, however, w ith the appearance of subordinated and
prolonging harmonic progressions, the task of structural hearing may
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often appear to be somewhat more complex due to the necessity of discriminating between harmonic progressions of different structural
order.
b. Incomplete harmonic progression as trrolongation of the tonic

Although a progression like 1-II-V-1 or 1-V-I is the most complete
harmonic prolongation of a I of a higher structural order, there are several other means of prolonging a chord harmonically. Sometimes, for
example, a prolonging harmonic progression may not have a final tonic.
This gives the whole prolongation an unsettled, less self-containecl character. .,.[Ex. 276]..,.. Since the harmonic prolongation of the I is not
completed, a different effect of prolongation is created. While in the
preceding examples the final I of the prolonging progression leads on
harmonically to the next structural harmony, we find in this Chorale
phrase that the prolonging IV and V have a harmonic relation only in
backward reference to the structural I; this relation has been indicated
with an arrow. In regard to the coming structural II, there is only a
contrapuntal connection, but no harmonic relationship, between the
prolonging V and this II. The latter is a harmonic dependent of the preceding I only. Thus we are confronted not so much with a movement
within a I but rather with a prolonging progression attached to the
structural I. The principle of harmonic prolongation is the same, but the
effect the prolongation causes is different. The task of structural hearing is to establish contact between the I and the II (meas. 2), and thus
to interpret the IV and V as harmonic dependents of the structural I.
It is this hearing and reading which prevents the purely descriptive and
mechanical registering of an unorganized succession such as I-IV-VVI-V6_!1-V-1.
Another illustration of the incompl<:l':e harmonic progression as a
prolongation of the I may be found in the beginning of Mozart's Sonata
in D Major, K. 576 . .,.. [Ex. 2 77 ]..,.. This theme appears subdivided into
two phrases, the £3,17": phrase containing the tonic and its attached prolongation in the furm of the incomplete progression I-II-V, the second
containing the II-V-I of the structural progression. It is essential upon
reaching the II (meas. 5) to grasp ':s derivation from the structural I;
this structural coherence is underlined by the use of the same motive for
both members of the harmonic framework (see Ex. 272).
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The harmonic relation is now between the prolonging V and the following tonic ·which thus gathers momentum. The third example is
especially interesting as the dominant itself is prolonged by a 1 chord
acting as neighbor-note chord, and by the top voice tone D b, representing an appoggiatura to C.
Such examples, however, must not be mistaken for similar ones with
different meaning. ,... [Ex. 285] ~ If the upbeat tone is a chord tone of
the I, we are still confronted with a complete I-V-I even if the first I
is only hinted at and thus appears considerably weakened. 2
The impression of introduction is intensified if an incomplete harmonic progression has preceded the structural tonic. The first two examples quoted are from songs by Schumann. -,... [Ex. 286, 287] ~
This fasc.inating technique of prolongatiop creates a certain amount
of tension, since the meaning of the prolonging chords is revealed only
after the appearance of the I to which the other chords are subordinated.
Ex. 287 is particularly interesting. The melodic line B-C~-D would
normally be harmonized by I-V-I (see Graph b). Howeve.r, the support of B with the IF creates an indefinable feeling of tension, so well
suited to the inner excitement of the poem (Graph a).
The beginning of the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata, Op 3 r,
No. 3 with its extended motion from the II ~ via V to the structural I
(which is not reached until meas. 8) shows the architectonic possibili·ties of this kind of prolongation in a most beautiful way. ,...[Ex. 288]•
The chromatic passing chord and its accented treatment certainly
heighten the impression of suspense so characteristic of this phrase.
The next example is even more chromatic, but.the student will be able
to understand this very dramatic prolongation by closely studying the
graphs. ,... [Ex. 2 89] ~ They indicate that the melodic motion from Ab
down to D is a motion into the inner voice of the dominant. The counterpoint of the bass moves stepwise do'fnward and with the tone F,
reaches, for its part, the inner voice of the dominant. The continuing
bass motion contributes t9 the prolongation of the V 7 with a progression moving out of the i,;:ter voice of that harmony, while the top voice
moves out of the inner voice tone D to the top voice Bb. Graph a
shows how the chromatic tones and the small skips from the inner voice
(
intensify the motion to the V 7 •
A similar principle of harmonic prolongation, although in a different
style, can be found at the beginning of Ravel's Rigaudon from Le Tombeau de Couperin. ,... [Ex. 290] ~ \~Ve find here chords sometimes labeled Il 11 and V 13 chords although the voice-leading devices of suspen2
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belongs only to the II and has no hannonic relationship either to the
preceding I or to the following V; it will be tenned applied dominant.
An example is found in the beginning of a \Valtz by Schubert.
• [Ex. 293] <1111 It will be dear from the above illustration that the applied dominant has no effect on the structural harmonic framework; it
is therefore a chord of prolongation-of harmonic prolongation through
the application of the fifth relationship.
In a har:monic progression I-III-V-I, the III is usually preceded by its
own dommant. In view of this fact, no illustration of a I-III-V-I progression was given in Chapter V which dealt only with contrapuntal
prolongations. .,... [Ex. 294, 295] <1111
The applied dominant to the IV is a tonic chord with a lowereu seventh; therefore this seventh is often added to the tonic which thus is
easily transformed into an applied dominant. If we look back to Ex. 2so
of Chapter V, we realize that the dominant seventh chord in meas. 2 is
an applied dominant chord to the following IV. Another illustration can
be found in Schumann's Humoreske. • [Ex. 296] <1111 Here the applied
dominant chord in meas. 2 is embellished by a neighbor note Cb.
It must be noted that applied dominants by no means always appear
as chords in root positiQn. Inversions are used frequently, although the
appearance of the root elsewhere than in the bass weakens the harmonic
impulse, an interesting fact to which we shall return later on.
The applied dominant chord to the V is a major supertonic. .,... [Ex.
297, 298, 299] <1111 It is also possible that such an applied dominant may be
preceded by its own dominant, thus intensifying the harmonic element
in a phrase. • [Ex. 300] <1111 Occasionally in larger units, a major supertonic chord, preceding the V, acts in a relatively structural capacity. In
such cases this chord must be interpreted not as an applied dominant but
as a member of the harmonic framework achieved through mixture. The
discussion of Chopin's Nocturne in F# mil).or, Op 48, No. 2, in Chapter VII will illustrate this fact.
EXERCISES V

/

First play the elaborated and secondary harmonic progressions as indicated in Chapter IV; then prolong these progressions with the help of
the applied dominants of II, III, IV anq VI as shown in • [E:-:. 3or]<~~~~.
Also practice in minor the progressions indicated in b), c), d). 3
3

Since the II in minor is a diminished chord it does not have an applied dominant
- the relationship of tonic-dominant being based on a perfect fifth. Instead composers have
(section
F, rused
). a major chord whose origin and funcriun will be discussed later
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c. A complete harmonic progression as prolongation of a barmonic chord

benefit is to be derive d f rom fu ture discussion of complete

The student, having grasped the principle of harmonic prolongation,
will have no difficulty in correctly evaluating the following prolongation of a IV and of a III in the form of a complete harmonic progres~on. ~[Ex. 307, 308]~

.
:z.) pieces.
The following progressiOns
may serve as k eyboard .exercises
. .
f complete harmonic prolongations. In these exercises ~t Is
to play first the structure and then to procee to
the prolongations. ~[Ex. 309] ~

As new demands are made on our capacity for structural hearing, it
is more than ever essential not to lose contact with the progression of
higher structural order and to keep the phrase orunit as a whole in mind.
This, of course, is possible only if a feeling for musical directiou has
been firmly established. Being able to hear the prganism as a whole will
prevent the student from "stumbling" over the, detail; the harmonic prolongations of the IV and of the III in the last examples present just such
details and it is vital to appraise them correctly as offshoots of the progressions of higher structural order. Thus, in spite of their harmonic
prolongations, the IV or the III remain members of the harmonic framework expressing E minor and F# Major respectively.
Certainly, the examples discussed above are short and relatively simple. But only with the help of such short and straightforward conceptions can the student at this time be expected to hear the connection
between two structural harmonies in spi.te of the delay and the detour
created by the harmonic prolongations.
In its large elaborations, which will be explained later on, this type of
harmonic prolongation in the form of complete harmonic progressions
represents one of the boldest conceptions of artistic retard and detour.
And yet every prolongation, whether small or large, constitutes a detail
in relation to the motion as a whole. T akil)~ the detail as a main structural event by losing contact with the f :uctural framework, is the
surest way of missing the architectonic conception of the phrase or the
piece as a whole. Through such wrong evaluation the listener becomes
unable to perceive the tonal tension within the structural progression.
EXERCISES VII

1) As a summary the student should explain systematically the
different types of harmonic prolongation, starting with the
applied dominant ?.nd arriving at the complete harmonic progression. Their significance, espec.:iall;: within the structural
harmonic framework, must be completely understood if any
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sratus is clearly contrapuntal may assume structural significance. If a
contrapuntal chord is used to support a structural tone in the melody,
it has the significance of a structural chord. Therefore, harmonic and
contrapuntal chords may both fulfill either a structural or a prolonging
function. In the following examples the neighbor-note chord becomes
a structural chord ( CS, which means contrapuntal-stntctural) and thus
is on equal level with the harmonic-structural chords. The neighbornote chord appears here as a triad in wot position, a ~ chord and a
diminished seventh chord . .,.[Ex. 318,319, 320, 321] ... The excerpt
from Dido and Aeneas is a particularly beautiful example of the expressive power of baroque music. In these I 2 measures the intention to
veil all structural punctuation is very clearly felt. The C-minor chords
of meas. 4 and 10, structurally so significant, appear inconspicuously
within the general course of the voice leading. Note also the expressive
voice leading of meas. 8-10 and the superposition of the inner voice in
meas. 6, preventing a later transfer of register of structural top voice
tones.
To completely clarify the meaning of this new type of structural
progression, let us concentrate on the juxtaposition of the following
two progressions. .,..[Ex. 322]..,. Both examples have the same bass; yet
the significance of the same chord on E is different in both cases. The
reason lies in the top voice. In a) the neighbor note Bb is a prolonging tone which in tum causes the bass E and the resulting neighbornote chord to be prolonging. On the other hand, in b) the neighbornote chord is a structural chord because it supports a structural tone of
the melody. No prolongation in the top voice occurs; therefore the
neighbor-note chord has given up any possible prolonging implication
· and is of the same structural order as a harmonic-structural chord.
In reference to the examples cited above and in regard to all other
examples discussed, it should now be evident that a structural progression of the melody may be supported not only by one or two
harmonic progressions but also by a combination of a contrapuntal and
a harmonic progression. I-CS-1 is combined for instance with I-II-V-I.
A slightly different combination of contrapuntal and harmonic structure can be found in Couperin's La Bandoline. .,. [Ex. 32 3] ... The difference lies in the use of the first inversion for the second tonic chord.
This increases the contrapuntal element and proportionately decreases
the harm'onic character of the structural progression taken as a whole.4
The fact that contrapuntal chords may take on a structural signifi• For a further example of CS chords, see Ex. 331.
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So far each chord has been either harmonic or contrapuntal, and at
the same time it has been either structural m· prolonging, giving us the
four chord-functions listed at the end of the preceding section. It is
an indication of tonality's expressive possibilities that in addition chords
may be used whose functions show a fusion or overlapping of two
contrasting elements. Chords, for instance, may be harmonic-structural
but at the same time have a prolonging implication.
1.
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This type of double function appears in the following excerpt from
Chopin's Nocturne, Op 9, No. 2. The II of the structural-harmonic
progression is stressed by its applied dominant. The top voice tone of
this II, however, is an incomplete neighbor note, a prolonging tone
of the melodic structure G-F-Eb . .,.. (Ex. 324] ~ The student should
observe how the double function of the F -minor chord is indicated
in the graphs. The quarter-note for the top voice Ab indicates its prolonging status whereas the half-note F of the bass stresses the chord's
structural role. In addition, the label DF is suggested. The reader should
now take note of the melodic prolongations. The melodic structure of
a descending third finds its diminution in prolonging motions of a
third; one descending from G, the second taking place between the
incomplete neighbor note and the following F, the last one (comparable in significance to the first) descending from that F. This last
descending third, a motion into the inner voice of the V, is contrapuntally supported by a circling motion around Bb, by means of upper
and lower neighbor notes. The resulting chords create a contrapuntal
prolongation of the V.
Another example is the main theme from the first movement of
Schumann's Piano Concerto. Here a chord of double function is
created by an incomplete neighbor note 5 supported by IV of the
harnonic framework I-IV-V-I. .,.(Ex. 325]~ A main point of interest
in this theme is the broad contrapuntal prolongation of the double function chord, the IV. The gist of that prolongation is the motion to the
A ~ chord as neighbor-passing chord while the melody and bass move
into the inner voice of this chord. Had the upward motion of the bass
continued right into meas. 5, we should have been confronted with a
11

Although the neighbor note ·is prolonged, it still remains incomplete because the
following Cis a passing tone and thus may not be interpreted as a main tone (see
Ex. 146 b ) .
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trapuntal functions is apparent. .,..[Ex. p8)..,. It should be stated that
it makes no difference as to which of the two functions the reader considers to be of greater significance as long as the double or overlapping
function is clearly understood.

EXERCISES XI

The student is required:
I) to explain the significance of d b
.
2.) to use as keyboard ill
. a ou le fun~tiOn chord.
ustratJOns the exercises given in .,..[Ex.
326 .]..,.
2.

HARMONIC-PROLONGING CHORDS WITH
SIGNIFICANCE
ADDED STRUCTURAL

. The preceding examples showed that a cl h
.
t10ns of structure and pro!
.
as of the contrasnng funcongauon may occur th
h
tone of the top voice bein
roug a p.wlonging
prolonging element appear~ds~ppohrted by a. structural bass. Thus the
m t e top vo1ce whe
h b
sente d t he structural factor Th f 11 .
reas t e ass preshow that the opposite is po~sibl ~ :. owmg example, however, will
may be supported by an a liede.dom~tructural. to~e of the top voice
longing chord.6 .,..[Ex 327]~1 h'
n~fint which Is a harmonic-pro-'
·
n t 1s spec1 c exampl th
. d
f
I
nant o lows the structural III d
e e app1Je domitop voice.
an supports the structural tone B of the

3·

HARMONIC-PROLONGING CHORDS WITH CONTRAPUN
IMPLICATIONS
TAL

While the preceding example showed
~. .
and prolonging functions, the reader willan ov 41a~pmg of structural
momc-prolonging chords wh. h .
now be mtroduced to harimplication. This results in lC I sim.u1taneously have a contrapuntal
harmony and counterpoint. over appmg or double function between

a.

The chord of harm

·
h .
.
ontc emp aszs as vo:ce-leading chord
In the following passage from a Ch I
fourth beat is simultaneous!
h ~ra e by Bac~ the chord on the
voice-leading chord The f y a c or of ~annoruc emphasis and a
·
re ore an overlapp
f h
.
6 This tech ·
b
mg 0
annomc and con-

mque can e found within the
f orm; see Chapters
VII and VIII.
expo .aon of movements in sonata
e '

b.

Descending fifths in sequence
...

We may find that on the basis of the harmonic fifth relationship,
descending fifths in support of a melodic sequence combine to prolong either the progression between two chords or harmonies or to
prolong a single chord. This type of prolongation would have been
mentioned under the heading of harmonic prolongations had it not
been for the fact that in most cases these harmonic-prolonging chords
simultaneously show a definite contrapuntal significance.
The first r 2 measures of a Courante by Handel present a particularly interesting application of the descending fifth technique. .,.. [Ex.
329]..,. The beginning will cause no great difficulties. The harmonic
prolongation of the I lasts for four measures; the melody moves into
and out of the inner voice while the D retains its structural value. With
the C chord in meas. 5, a descending fifth passage begins and the problem arises as to how far it goes and which chord is the next member of
the harmonic framework.
If one's ear were to perceive only the fact that there are chords a
fifth apart, one would probably assume that the descending fifth progression starts in meas. sand extends to meas. r r. However, the melody
in general and the motivic events in particular have to be taken into
consideration. The melody shows that after the four measures which
prolong the I there appears another group of four measures, which is
formed by a new motivic idea and ushers in the descending fifths. With
the appearance of the structural tone C of the melody in meas. 9, the
motive changes once more, both voices now proceeding in eighthnotes. Cornequently meas. 9 is interpreted as introducing the structural
II of the first harmonic progression. One must beware of reading the
descending fifth technique indiscriminately and of ignoring the possibility that the sequence of chords so related may reach an end even
though followed by one or two chords a fifth apart; for these chords
may be members of the harmonic structure.
We realize that the technique of descending fifths further prolongs
and elaborates the contrapuntal prolongation between I and II. The
harmonic implication of this technique seems obvious. It must be
stressed, however, that the F# and E chords of meas. 6 and 8 have in
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Ascending fifths
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EXERCISES XII
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Applied dominants as passing chords
(Transition to chromaticism)

Applied dominant chords, as we know, are harmonic-prolonging
chords. Often, however, they have an even stronger contrapuntal significance. The applied dominant to the VI at the beginning of Schubert's song, T iiu.sclnmg, belongs in this category. .,.. [Ex. 334] ~ \Ve
now recall the statement made earlier that the harmonic character of
an applied dominant is weakened by putting that· chord in inversion.
In the last example, however, there is not only the question of weakened harmonic effect, but even a serious challenge to the harmonic role
of that chord. The contrapuntal function is so strong that one may
speak of a chromatic-passing ci:Jm·d.
An interesting example showing the double function of applied
dominant chords may be found in \,Yeber's Overture to De1· FTeiscbiitz.7 .,.. [Ex. 335) ~ From previous explanations it will appear clear
that we are confronted with a contrapuntal chord prolongation of the
C-minor chord with a transfer of register in the top voice. The EbMajor, G-minor, Bb-Major chords and the diminished seventh chord
are passing chords within the governing C-minor chord. In addition
the preceding applied dominant chords also serve as passing chords,
because their top voice tones are passing tones.
e.

Applied amninants as voice-leading chords

Applied dominants with additional voice-leading significance may be
found in a passage from Haydn's String Quanet, Op 76, No.4· .,..[Ex.
336] ~The contrapuntal as well as harmonic significance of the ~ chords
and the last sixth chords seems evident; the sixth chord of meas. 2,
however, h<ts only contrapuntal significance, since the following diminished chord has no dominant of its own.
Towards the end of the first movement of Schubert's Bb-Major
Sonata we find a fascinating passage in the form of a series of applied
dominants in root position with an added voice-leading implication .
.,.. [Ex. 337] ~ The reader will realize how the applied doll}inanrs improve the voice leading between the passing chords within the main
motion from I to IV. In order to make the progression clear the constant change of register has been omitted in the graphs; it does not
7Jn her book, Challenge to Musical Tradition (Alfred A. Knopf, New York,
1946) Adele T. Katz has quoted this example in connection with the discussion
on tonality.
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affect the main direction of the progression, although contributing
greatly to the color and interest of the passage. Note also the chromaticism of the top voice and the bass, which creates the D b-minor
chord, a chromatic-passing chord. The transfer of register and the
fermata must not be permitted to deter the ear from hearing the progression in its drive from I to IV, for it is the underlying feeling or
knowledge that the progression is directed toward the IV that makes
the fermata, the rests and the changes of register the more artistic
and exciting at the same time.

1
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EXERCISES XIV
EXERCISES XIII

The graphs of Ex. 334, 335, 336, 337 should be used as exercises in
prolongation in general and in double function chords in particular.

In reference to Ex. 334:
I) Play the progression I-VI-V-I with an ascending fourth in the
melody.
2) Prolong with an applied dominant to the VI in j position and
explain its predominantly contrapuntal function.
3) Practice the resulting progression in different keys.

Additional versions to four-part set"''tngs
.

In reference to Ex. 335:

dd more versions to the previously den:ond'
The following verstons,
. a of short me1o tes.
d
strated four-part setnnos
l d'
ed techniques are suggeste
employing some of the new y lscuss
I 4 of Ch,apter V . .,.. (Ex.
for the melodies of E x. I89, I90, I9I, I93• 9

lt will now be poss1ble to a

r) Explain in general the characteristics of the prolongation.
2) Proceed to Graph a and define clearly the function of each chord.

In reference to Ex. 337:

D.

\

Explain the prolongations indicated m Graph a and play . it m
different keys.
In addition the keyboard exercises offered in the next example should
be practiced in several keys. ..,.. [Ex. 338] _.
Ex. 338a shows a passing chord which is simultaneously an applied
dominant to an embellishing-passing chord within the prolonged
C-Major chord
Ex. 338b shows an applied dominant to V which also serves as a
voice-leading chord.
Ex. 338c and d are elaborations of Ex. 126 of Chapter V. The

341, 342, 343· 344• 3451 ..
EXERCISES XV

Write one or more f our-part settings
phrases. .,.. (Ex. 3461_.

for the following melodic

"

for the sening of chorale melodies. ~he
.
Such exerctses pave the way f ll h Bach-style of chorale-setnng
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.
. , . w J Mitchell's Ele.
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to take up the writing of melodies to given instrumental basses (not
figured) , or the piano accompaniment type of setting of given melodies
of different styles, etc.
We believe that an earlier inclusion of the piano accompaniment
settings '~ould have. been premature. The student must have a firm grasp
of what IS harmomc or contrapuntal, structural or prolonging and a
clear understanding of musical direction before such semi-creative work
will be of any benefit.

E.

Chromaticism

Applied dominants with their use o f the leading tone have given rise
to chromatic progressions. Chromaticism as such, however, is a melodiccontrapuntal element of prolongation and intensification. Therefore,
the discussion of it belongs, to a considerable degree, to the realm of
counterpoint. Although one finds specific chords appearing repeatedly
within chromatic motions, it is the voice-leading problems which demand primary consideration. For it appears that these chords are the
result of voice leading and voice direction.
I.

THE DIMIN ISHED SEVENTH CHORD, THE DOMINANT SEVENTH
CHORD, THE SIXTH AND ~ CHORD IN THE SERVICE OF CHROMATICISM

In Chapter V the diminished seventh chord's role as a neighbor-note
chord was mentioned and in the present chapter its emphasizing role,
similar to that of the applied dominant, has been noted. Its emphasis
of the chord to which it resolves, makes its use as a passing chord very
logical. In the following two short Chorale phrases the diminished
seventh chord serves as a passing chord between II ~ and the ~ chord
and between IV and V . ..,.. [Ex. 347, 348] ..,.
Two diminished seventh chords as passing chords between chords
which are not harmonic are to be found in a passage from the slow
movement of Haydn's String Quartet, Op 76, No. 1. ..,.. [Ex. 349]..,. The
first of these seventh chords is a passing chord, but also empha~izes the
following A-minor chord; the second appears as a chromatic-passing
chord. It should be observed that the chromatic character is maintained
regardless of whether the chromatic tones ar;: in the top voice or m
the bass.
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Another characteristic use of the diminished seventh chord appea~s
in the Mazurka, Op 24, No. 3 by Chopin . ..,.. [Ex. 350]..,. The chord~ m
question strengthen the following chor~s ~nd also serve as v.Oiceleading chords. According to the top vo1ce m meas. 2 and the mner
voice in meas. 2 and 3, these chords could in addition be labeled as
passing chords.
.
.
Diminished seventh chords as passing and as vo1ce-leadmg ch~rds
occur at the beginning of Hugo Wolf's song, Scblafendes Jesuskmd.

...[Ex. 35 I] ...
EXERCISES XVI

Although more passages showing the use of the diminished seve~th
chord will be quoted later on, the exercises in ..,.. [Ex. 352]..,. deal With
the most frequently encountered applic~tions of that .c?ord.
) Exercises a and b show this chord •.n th.e :mphaslZlng role ~lready
1
mentioned; in the second progressiOn It IS also a chromatic-passing chord.
. . .
. a
Exercise c presents the d1mmished ~eventh chord as ~ passmo
chord. As the outer voices have passmg cones, the passmg character supersedes the emphasizing role of the chord.
.
) Exercise d reveals the diminished seventh chord as a combmed
3
voice-leading and passing chord.
.
..,.. [Ex.
3 and 354 ]..,. are exercises in prolonga~10n. The student
35
should explain the exercises from their basic to the1r prolonged. form
and describe the nature of the prolongation as well as the function of
the diminished seventh chords.
.
..,.. [Ex. 5 and 356]..,. present the dimi~ished seventh chords mter3 5
woven into contrapuntal chord prolongatiOns.
2

)

Chromaticism is often expressed by a series of dominant seventh
chords· a remarkable example is taken from Chopin's Mazurka, Op 3°•
No. .'..,.. [Ex. 3 ]~ The sevent.h chords in succ~ssion cause para~~e~
4
fifths in the outer vo1ces. If Chopm had proceeded m meas. 6 ~s he
done in meas. 5, we would be confronted with a s-6 progr~ss10n: The
elimination of the sixth through the use of contraction g1ves me to
the successive prolonging fifths of this passage (see paragraphs on
parallel fifths in Chapter VII) .
. ..
In the excerpt from Schumann's second Novelette dimimshed seventh
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and sixth chords contribute to the chromatic character of the passage.
... [Ex. 358/~
.
'::'hile in the_ precedi_ng example the bass motion of the prolongation
led. mt~ the middle voice of the tonic, we now hear the bass motion
tak~ng Its sta:t from the middle voice, for the bass Bb (meas. I) is
denved as neighbor no~e from an A within the D-,v lajor tonic. Note
also the transfer of register of the top voice tone F#.

2.

CONTRAPUKTAL TEXTURE IN CHROMATIC PASSAGES

Since man~ ch ords within a chromatic passage are deri..ed solclv
through special contrapuntal devices such as anticipation, suspensio~
or through added chroma~icism of middle voices, it is in many instances a_ mere waste of nme for the student to attempt to give a
gramman~allabel to each chord resulting from chromatic-con trapuntal
prolonganon. -~!though augmented and altered chords which play an
Important role m chromatic voice leading will be presented, the mere
k~owledge of t~ose chord names, including those already discussed,
will hardly explam the only factors of importance, the direction of the
chromatic voice leading and the forces contributino- to it.
Recognition of the voice leading is essential to ;he understandina
of chromaticism. The direction of voice leadincr
may show for instanc~
0
that the basic contrapuntal setting is diatonic or that it consists of a
series of diminished seventh chords. Such progressions may be prolonged by the contrapuntal devices which have been mentioned before.
Let us listen for instance t o a passage from Chopin's !\hzurka, Op I 7,
No.~· ... [Ex. _35?].~ The chromatic motion is clearly based on a progressiOn of dm11mshed seventh chords between the t onic and the
f?-minor chord. The chord in meas. 3, however, arises out of an anticipatiOn ofF (the bass of the coming diminished seventh chord), while the
other tones of the preceding dimin ished chord are sustained. Similarly
the chord in meas. 5 is created by an anticipation of an inner voice ton.e
of the next diminished seventh chord and the suspension of the former
chord tones.
\Vhcther chord grammar is able to label such chords or not is
irrelevant as long as the chord-creating contrapuntal force is clear. In
this connection let us consider a passage from \Vagncr's Gctterdiimmerzmg. .,.. [Ex. 360] ~ It is vital to recognize the underlying diatonic
contrary motion performing a transfer of register (Graph a) . This
contrary motion and the chromatic intensification of outer and inner
voices are the forces which create the dissonant chromatic-passing
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chords within a prolonged F chord. A further labeling of single chords
would be superfluous, as it would in no way contribute to the understanding of this passage.
.
In order to make clear in detail the contrapuntal forces which
determine the meaning of a chromatic passage, two excerpts from
Chopin's .Mazurkas are presented. The first is taken from the Mazurka,
Op 7, No.2 .... [~x. 36!]~ T~e simi!arity in structural outline with the
preceding Chopm ~xample IS obv_10us; both . these. passages .show a
chromatic prolonganon of the A-mmor chord m which the mam event
is the motion into the inner voice of the subdominant chord. This
chord in Op I7, No. 4 was a passing chord while in this passage it
represents a neighbor-note chord ( Graph.s a and b) . A ~ain differen.ce,
however, lies first of all in the bass; wh1le the chromanc bass monon
of the preceding passage starred from the inner voice region, it starts
in the latter passage from the tonic A. This passage shows also greater
complication in the detail of the chromatic prolongations.
Now to Graph c, which shows that the initial chromatic top voice tone
Eb is the continuation from E natural, the structural top voice tone of
the preceding meas. I- I 6. The chromatic prolonga~ion is mainly bas~d
on a progression of diminished seventh chords. In this grap_h the melodic
tones D and Bb appear unsupported by new bass tones, smce there are
more chromatic tones in the top voice than in the bass. In Graph d we
find the chords as they appear in the composition; the new chords, not
included in the preceding graph, arise from anticipations and suspensions. At the beginning we realize how the suspension of the bass ~b
provides the bass for the melodic toneD (meas. 20). The student will
recognize how these anticipations and suspensions help to create the
chords which intensify the chromaticism and which appear without
stems. Stemless notes are used to distinguish the structural value of these
chords from that of the chords which are the actual executors of the
basic chromatic motion (see Graph c).
While the last n.vo passages showed certain similarities, the next
quotation from the first Mazurka is entirely different in outline ~nd
derail. ... [Ex. 362] ~ The reader will find that, after a prolongation
of the I, Chopin proceeds ro the III via its applied dominant. The
chromatic progression \.vhich follows constitutes an ~xtended prolong~
tion of the progression from III to V. Instead .of a third ~pward Chopm
moves a sixth chromatically downwards. This chromatic prolonganon
and its "history" will now be studied in detail. Th~ basis of the pas~age
is a diatonic progression of tenths prolonged With 7-6 syncopan.ons
(Graph a). As a result of chromaticism in the top and inner voices
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the following progression arises (Graph b). An added fourth voice
engenders the progression shown in Graph c. Through introduction of
chro~a~icism in t~e bass and syncopation in the top voice we approach
Chopm s progressiOn more closely (Graph d). Finally syncopation ot
the bass causes a rhythmic shift of the bass tones and this brings us to
the chord succession as it appears in Chopin's Mazurka (Graph e).
It shoul~ ~e understood that this. exact description in successive stages
of the mustc s coherence serves pnmarily to make clear the importance
of. the contrapuntal element. in chromatic passages. Voice leading creates
thts type of chord progression; its thorough understanding must be the
s~udent's primary objective. In chromatic passages, as in othf"... progressiOns, chord grammar is unable to bring the listener any closer to the
music and the direction of its motion. Certainly the student can afford
later on-once those problems have been grasped- to be satisfied with
the mere recognition of a chromatic passing motion between III and V.
At this stage, however, a thorough insight into the essence and the
procedure .of chromaticism appears indispensable.
Finally let us listen to a section from Schumann's Novelette No. 8
which, apart from chromaticism, presehts highly interesting structural
problems. .,. [Ex. 363] ~ The section as a whole represents a three-part
form (A-B-A 1 ) and is the most involved example yet presented.
We shall first discuss meas. 1-8. Careful listening reveals that the
upward motion of the bass combined with a transfer of register in the
top voice, creates a prolongation of a Bb-Major chord proceeding in
tenths (Graph a). The next stage of prolongation introduces a chromatic bass and the resulting interpolated diminished seventh chords
and the single g chord; the top voice contains a motive indicated by a
bracket (Graph b) . The following graph indicates the voice leading of
1
the actual composition (Graph c) .
The first part ends on V; the melodic-structural tone D moves to C;
the melodic motion to F is a motion into the inner voice with C acting
as a retained tone. This brings us to the middle part. This section represents an extended prolongation of the V. First the bass moves dow n
to Bb; when this Bb is reached, the top voice has moved a minor second
up from F to Gb; from there in the following measures the top voice
proceeds to A b, Bb and C, the counterpoint moving in sixths. Therefore, the whole passage is based on the indicated progression ( Gr~ ph d).
\Vithin this progression the initial downward motion replaces an upward motion w hich would show that the bass Bb comes out of the
inner voice A of the V (Graph e).
The progression of G cph d appears further prolonged through
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hromaticism in the inner voice which creates the augment~d chords
~Graph f) . At the end of the middle section, the structural C 1s ~rought
down into the original register of the beg~nning after whtch t.he
. d section starts and develops. Because of Its correspondence w tth
. lead'mg IS
. o ffere d only starnng
.
the first form section, the exact votce
f om meas. 21 following which changes occur (Graphs g, h).
.
r Taking account of what occurs in th~s sec~on as a whole; we reabze
that the technique of interruption, mentwned m Chap.ter V, ts the formaking factor. It even makes possible a three-part form through the
n:.olongation of the V, the dividing dominant, which cot_lstit.utes th~
P iddle part. All these problems of form will be dealt wtth m detail
:Chapter VIII; however, to complete the discussion a graph demonstrating the three-part form as a w~ole is pres:nted ~Graph i).
In conclusion it mus.t be emphasized that thts secnon of the Novelette clearly shows prolonged counte~oint and its relation to pure
counterpoint (we recall the p~ogresswn of ten~hs and the s-6 pr?gression). It hardly seems posstble that th: monon and coherence m
this example could be explained on the basts of chord grammar or by
an entirely harmonic approach.

t h tr

EXERCISES XVII

1) Play the given exercise in different keys and explain the meaning of the prolongations, proceeding from the structure to the
final prolongation. .,. [Ex. 364] ~
2) Then proceed to the Chopin and Schumann examples and use
them for similar exercises in prolongation.

3.

ALTERED CHORDS

Some of the chords that have occurred in the Chopin and Schumann
excerpts will .now be studied in detail. They are shown after chromatic
examples have been discussed, in order to demonstra~e that ~uch examples from the literature may be understood even 1f certam chord
labels are unknown.

a. The aug;mented triad
This chord results from the contraction of a triad and a passing
tone. .,. [Ex. 36 5] ~ This chord appears frequently as a contrapun~al
chord (passing chord, neighbor-note or embellishing chord, appogg•a-
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tura chord) but may also be used as an augmented I of a harmonic
progression . .,.. [Ex. 366, 367]..,. In the first example the augmented toni~
creates a colorful accent. In the phrase from Gotterdammerung the
second inversion of an augmented triad is a passing chord within a
prolonged F-Major chord. Through contraction, the bass, instead of
jumping from F to C and then proceeding to C#, skips immediately ro
C# thus increasing the impetus of the following upward motion.

I

The augmented

si~th

77

chord, sometimes called the German Sixth. .,.. [Ex. 373] ..,. In both of
these progressions, the altered subdominanr appears as a passing chord.
The student should be able to explain the meaning of all of the preceding illustrations of augmented and altered chords. In addition he
should practice them at the keyboard in different keys.

F.
b.

I

Mixture

chord

In Chapter IV the process of mixture between major and minor and
its influence on the harmonic progressions was mentioned. The stu-

A similar contraction creates the augmented sixth chord. .,.. [Ex.
368)..,. This chord is used as a contrapuntal chord and is sometimes
known as the Italian Sixth.

dent's attention should now be called to a specific chord of mixture
which frequently appears in music.
I

c.

The augmented dom.iJUmt seventh chord
I.

The element of contraction is also discernible in the augmented
dominant seventh. In the following two examples .,.. [Ex. 369)..,. this
chord serves as an applied dominant and a chromatic-passing chord
(double function).
d.

The altered chord of the supertonic
(root position and inversion)

The main characteristic of this chord in root position is a diminished
third between the third and fifth of the ch{)rd. In the following example this altered chord is an altered applied dominant. .,.. [Ex. 370]..,.
In Ex. 37ob this chord has an additional passing implication (A-Ab-G).
Most frequently, however, this chord appears in second inversion as a
chord, often called the French Sixth (Ex. 37oc). In this example the
French Sixth acts as a voice-leading chord. A famous illustration of this
altereq chord appears at the beginning of the Prelude to Wagner's
Tristan zmd Isolde .9 .,.. [Ex. 37 I]..,.

i

i

e.

The alte1·ed chord of the subdominant
(root position and inversion)

In this chord the diminished third lies between the root and the third
of the chord. .,.. [Ex. 37z]..,. As in the case c1f the altered supertonic, this
chord is most often used in inversion, usually in first inversion as a 1
For a detailed analysis of the opening section see the chapter on Wagner in
Adele T. Karz, op. cit.

9

j
I

THE NEAPOLITAN SIXTH OR THE PHRYGIAN II

There is one instance in tonal music where a mixture occurs not
between major and minor but between ~inor and the Phrygian
mode. We know that the II in minor is a diminished chord. In order
to obtain a perfect triad with its greater harmonic possibilities,
composers have been led to the II of the Phrygian mode, which is a
major chord. For instance, in A minor the II comprises the tones B-DF; using the II of A-Phrygian we obtain the Bb-Major chord . .,.. [Ex.
374]..,. This II-Phrygian appears in the majority of cases in first inversion and is called the Neapolitan Sixth. The designation of II will be
retained here, however, in order to emphasize that this chord has the
function of a supertonic. In the beginning of Beethoven's Sonata, Op
27, No. z, we find a Neapolitan Sixth or II6 -Phrygian.... [Ex. 375]..,.
The II-Phrygian here is a chord of double function.
For another example the G#-minor passage in the A-Major Duet
from Weber's Der Freischiitz (Act II) may be cited . ... [Ex. 376]..,.
As ~e are raking this passage out of context and are thus treating it as
an ISOlated unit, we may discuss the harmonic progression I-11 6Phryg~an-V-I as a structural harmonic progression.
~n illustration of a Phrygian II in root position from Straus9's
Ana~ne auf N axos follows. The Phrygian II appears here within a harmoruc prolongation of a II of a higher structural order. .,.. [Ex. 377]..,.
Whereas in the preceding examples the Phrygian superronic was
use~ as a harmonic chord, it also may appear interwoven into the voice
l~admg of a contrapuntal chord prolongation. The following illustranon shows the chord as a passing chord within a prolonged tonic
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tura chord) but may also be used as an augmented I of a harmonic
progression.... [Ex. 366, 367] • In the first example the augmented tonir.
creates a colorful accent. In the phrase from Giitterdibmnerung the
second inversion of an augmented triad is a passing chord within a
prolonged F-Major chord. Through contraction, the bass, instead of
jumping from F to C and then proceeding to C#, skips immediately to
C# thus increasing the impetus of the following upward motion.

chord, sometimes called the German Sixth .... [Ex. 37 3] • In both of
these progressions, the altered subdominant appears as a passing chord.
The student should be able to explain the meaning of all of the preceding illustrations of augmented and altered chords. In addition he
should practice them at the keyboard in different keys.

t

b. The augmented

I

si~th

In Chapter IV the process of mixture between major and minor and
its influence on the harmonic progressions was mentioned. The student's attention should now be called to a specific chord of mixture
which frequently appears in music.

'

The aupnented d01ninant seventh chord

The element of contraction is also discernible in the augmented
dominant seventh. In the following two examples ... [Ex. 369l • this
chord serves as an applied dominant and a chromatic-passing chord
(double function).

d.

F. Mixture

chord

A similar contraction creates the augmented sixth chord. ... [Ex.
368]• This chord is used as a contrapuntal chord and is sometimes
known as the Italian Sixth.

c.
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The altered chord of the supertonic
(root position and inversion)

The main characteristic of this chord in root position is a diminished
third between the third and fifth of the ch[>rd. In the following example this altered chord is an altered applied dominant.... [Ex. 370] •
In Ex. 37ob this chord has an additional passing implication (A-A b-G) .
Most frequently, however, this chord appears in second inversion as a ~
chord, often called the French Sixth (Ex. 37oc). In this example the
French Sixth acts as a voice-leading chord. A famous illustration of this
altereq ! chord appears at the beginning of the Prelude to W agner's
Tristan und lsolde. 9 ... [Ex. 37 r]•

e. The altered chord of the subdominant
(root position and inversion)
In this chord the diminished third lies betw een the root and the third
of the chord . ... [Ex. 37 z ] • As in the case c) f the altered supertonic, this
chord is most often used in inversion, usually in first inversion as a ~
9 For a detailed analysis of the opening section see the chapter on Wagner in
Adele T . K atz, op. cit.

1.

THE NEAPOLITAN SIXTH OR THE PHRYGIAN II

There is one instance in tonal music where a mixture occurs not
between major and minor but between !11inor and the Phrygian
mode. We know that the II in minor is a diminished chord. In order
to obtain a perfect triad with its greater harmonic possibilities,
composers have been led to the II of the Phrygian mode, which is a
major chord. For instance, in A minor the II comprises the tones B-DF; using the II of A-Phrygian we obtain the Bb-Major chord . ... [Ex.
374]• This. II-Phrygian appears in the majority of cases in first inversion and is called the Neapolitan Sixth. The designation of II will be
retained here, however, in order to emphasize that this chord has the
function of a supertonic. In the beginning of Beethoven's Sonata, Op
27, No.2, we find a Neapolitan Sixth or 11 6 -Phrygian. ... [Ex. 375]•
The 11-Phrygian here is a chord of double function.
For another example the G#-minor passage in the A-Major Duet
from Weber's Der Freischii.tz (Act II) may be cited.... [Ex. 376]•
As ~e are taking this passage out of context and are thus treating it as
an ISOlated unit, we may discuss the harmonic progression I-II 6Phryg:an-V-I as a structural harmonic progression.
~n illustration of a Phrygian II in root position from Strausg's
Arta~ne auf N axos follows. The Phrygian II appears here within a harmoruc prolongation of a II of a higher structural order. ... [Ex. 377 ] •
Whereas in the preceding examples the Phrygian supertonic was
USe~ as a harmonic chord, it also may appear interwoven into the voice
l~admg of a contrapuntal chord prolongation. The follo>ving illustrat:lon shows the chord as a passing chord within a prolonged tonic
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(pedal point) and the quotation as a whole presents an example of a
mediant as an embellishing chord. .,.. [Ex. 378]..,..
EXERCISES XVIII

In a_ddition to using the graphs _of E~. 375-378 as exercises in prolongation, Ex. 374 should be practtced m different keys. This exercise
may be prolonged by using the applied dominant of the 11-Phrygian.
.,.[Ex. 379]..,..
.
2.

VARIOUS USES OF MIXTURE

T,he reader's attention is d:awn to the following passage from Proko-

~eff s Gavo~e, Op 77, No. 4· The III in Eb Major would be diaton-

Ically a G-mmor chord; Prokofieff however uses the Gb-Major chord
the III of Eb minor. .,.. [Ex. 38o]..,..
'
Besides the III, the VI very frequently shows the use of mixture.
Strauss's Don Juan opens with a very effective mixture of the VI. The
C-Major chord is the VI of E minor and these openina measures as a
whole form an incomplete : ~rmonic prolongation of the I. .,.[Ex.
381) ....
Before ~roce~ding to the following excerpts it must be stressed again
t~at the dtscusston of them, in addition to illustrating a special tech-

mque, ~ust be c~ns~dered an exercise in structural hearing in general.
A mt~ed VJ.-w1thm a complete harmonic progression in which the
p~og:esswn from I to VI proves to be highly interesting, may be found
Wit.hin the first 12 measures of Hugo Wolf's song, In dem Schatten
memer Loc_ken. .,.. [Ex. 382]..,.. The VI is reached by a motion in skips
from Bb vta D to Gb; the D chord, meas. 5, is thus a passing chord
be~een I ~nd VI and, through mixture, appears as a D-Major chord.
An mte.resnng exp~nsion of.this. progression is achieved by prolonging
the I Wtth the dommant whtch Itself appears prolonged by its own incomplete harmonic progression (see Graph a). This prolongation of
the I takes up the first four measures. It is essential, in order to hear
the whol~ motion as an organism, not to be unduly diverted by that
prol.ongatwn, and to be able to hear the following D-Major chord as a
pass~ng cho~d between the I and the VI which is preceded by its own
applied dommant. The melodic events, however, present some problems.
Graph~ a and b will help to indicate the melodic cooperation between
the _vo~ce part a~d th~ top Yoice of the piano ~..:companiment. In the
begmnmg, the ptano mtroduces the first structural tone D while the
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· moves out of the inner voice. In meas. 4 the inner voice F appears
votce
.
.
T
.
d
.h
·mposed upon the C m the ptano part. he ptano procee s Wit a
supen
. meas. ? w h"lI e t he
nsfer of register upwards to reach t he h"Igh D b m
era. e keeps the original register (meas. 7 and 8) and moves m the same
vote
.
h' h .
. h .
( ) to Db. It is thiS Db w tc m meas. I r m t e ptano part goes
meas. 9
. h
·
d·
·
b k to Dq; the high Bb in meas. ro ts t us a supenmpose mner voice.
~~hough the singing voice ha~ retained. the_ r~gister of th~ struc~ral
ogression, it is the piano which now, m glVlng up the high register
prhich it had attained, ends the whole phrase. It is typical of Hugo
~olf that the piano appears as the main executor of the melodic prolongations.
It frequently occurs that in addition to the VI, the first I of a harmonic framework appears mixed with its parallel minor. An illustration
is the middle part of the slow movement of Beethoven's Sonata, Op I 3·
The first part ends in meas. 36 on the Ab-Major I and, wi~h the following meas. (37), the middle section begins on the Ab-mmor I. .,.[~x.
3s3]..,.. Starting from the top voice tone Ab the~e dev~lops a mot~on
down a sixth to the middle C (meas. 51), the starnng pomt of the third
form section (see Graphs a and b). This motion of a sixth is set to a
harmonic framework of I-VI-V-I, the first two harmonies appearing
as a result of mixture with Ab minor (note the enharmonic change of
Fb to Eq). Meas. 42 and 43 show a prolongation of the applied dominant of the mixed VI which is especially effective through the superposition and transfer of register, which Graph a illustrates.
Another bold and complex example of a mixed I-VI-V-I may be
found at the end of the slow movement of Schubert's Sonata in C
minQr. .,.. [Ex. 384]..,.. In a motion similar to that in the Wolf excerpt,
the progression to the VI moves in two major thirds (Graph a). However, the thirds are filled and this makes for a great difference in the
detailed prolongations. The first third is expressed through inversion
as a sixth down. The C chord, completing the first step of the progression from I to VI, appears through mixture as a C-Major chord. The
second third is filled with chromatic passing tones which give rise to
Db Major and D-Major chords and the detailed voice leading indicat~d
in Graph b. It is important for the student not to be disturbed and distr::.cted by the fermatas on the passing chords and by the transfer of
register. These chords still remain passing chords, and the motivic sequence helps to keep the whole motion together until the ~I is reach~d,
where the first structural stop is created. The precedmg A-MaJor
chord is a passing chord which brings the top voice to Bq (Cb). The
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tonic chord following the VI has the function of a voice-leading chord
between VI and V.
As the application of mixture is so very characteristic of Schubert's
technique of composition, another illustration from his works will be
presented, the song, Pause . .,.[Ex. 385]..,. As a whole, this section presents bold prolongations of a I-II-V-I progression. The graphs point to
two prolongations, one between I and II, the other between II and V.
Although the second prolongation shows chords of mixture (the
chords on Ab ap.d Gb), we first have to concentrate on' the progression from I to II. Instead of a second up from Bb to C, Schubert moves
in thirds downwards, so to speak, filling the space of a seventh. \ Ve say
"so to speak" because in the actual compositi.o n the starting point of
the bass motion is not the higher Bb; nevertheless the meaning of the
motion from Bb to C is that of a seventh downwards (see Graph b).
The top voice shows motions into and out of the inner voice until the
II is reached, ushering in the upper neighbor-note Eb; thus the II is a
double function chord. The follo~ng sudd6_ entry of the Ab~Major
chord (mixture with Bb-minor) is baffling until we realize that the
passing motion in thirds is taken up again. The last third from Ab to F,
the dominant, is filled with another chord of mixture, the chord on G b.
The progression from Ab to the chord on Gb is in itself prolonged
(see Graph a) through two chords, which are the result of ~ furth er
process of mixture which we may call "double mixture." The Ab-Major
chord had been derived from a simple mixture. This chord through
fur~her mixture becomes an Ab-minor chord (meas. 63) which aiso
explains the following Fb chord in first inversion. This latter chord
improves and colorfully enriches the voice leading. It can not b denied
that double mixture offers an expansion of tonality's expressive possibilities.
In surveying this colorful and rather complex section once more we
believe that its correct understanding depends on never losing contact
with the starting point. This is imperative if we are not merely to register visible facts without inner connection. Of course ~he full meaning
of this section, beyond the purely musical understanding, is very dependent on a consideration of the words. However, a discussion of the
relation of words and music would take us too far afield from Ol'r
immediate objective. One minor but significant detail may be pointed
out. In meas. 54, after the diminished seventh chord and in view of the
coming C-minor chord, one would expec:. a C chord in first in version.
At this point, it appears, the word bange (anxious) demanded a special
color; and this coloring is provided subtly by the use of an Ab chord
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.
cond inver~ion which however, does not affect the general voicese
'
leading direction.
.
.
.
The relation of words and mus1c on the basts of structural heanng
ts a host of new and important problems and could open up a
hi
· 1
presen
.
· 1 field for many theses and dissertations. In t s connecnon
specta
f .
b h.
I d
h ld like to quote a highly expressive use o mtxture, ot m me o y
:n~u harmony, in a phrase from Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde.
....[Ex. 386] ...
And now to the last example, a passage from Chopin's las.t Mazu~ka
(posth.) in F minor, Op 68, No.4 which presents~ further. lllustran.on
of double mixture. .,.. [Ex. 387]..,. As a result of mtxture wtth F maJ.Or
he III would appear as an A-minor chord; by a second process of mtx~re this chord appears as an A-Major chord. '!'his har~ony of double
note in the top. v01ce, and IS reached by a
mixture creates a neio-hbor
o
chromatic drive from I to its applied dommant.

ill

EXERCISES XIX

The preceding graphs should be used as exercises in prolongation.
z) The student is required to find additional examples illustrating
various uses of mixture.
1)

G. The role of the submediant
We shall now discuss a characteristic application of the submediant.
IIJ. passages outlined by two harmonic progressio_ns it frequently happens that the tonic, which simultaneously consntutes ~he ~nd of the
first and the beginning of the second harmonic progressiOn, ts replace_d
by a submediant. This submediant thus becomes part of the harmomc
framework. .,.[Ex. 388, 38 9 ]..,. Once a substim_tion is _desired, ~he
choice of the VI is convincing, since from the pomt of_ vtew of votce
leading it presents the mo~t satisfactory chord. It a~htev~s. not only
suspense and chordal variety, but also, through the mstabthty of the
first harmonic progression, a heightened feeling of urge towards the
final dominant and tonic.
It would, however, be misleading to interpret the submediant in the
following two excerpts in the same way. .,.. [Ex. ?9o, .391_] ..,. Although
the submediant arrain
acts in substituting capactty, It simultaneously
0
becomes a passing chord-in one example to the nc, and in the other, to
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the Ab neighbor-passing chord. Consequently, in regard to the passages
as a whole the contrapuntal function outranks the "local" harmonic
implications, and the result is a fascinating overlapping of contrapuntal
and harmonic elements with greater emphasis on the contrapuntal.
This use of the submediant chord can be traced back to a progression shown in Ex. 126, Chapter V. The function, for instance, of tonicdominant-submediant chords at the beginning of the progression is
very similar to the use of these chords in the last two excerpts. In all
three, the submediant is a passing chord; however, this function stands
out more strikingly in the keyboard progression (Ex. n6) as a result
of the sequential passing motion.
To sum up, the difference between the submediant in Ex. 388, 389
and the submediant in Ex. 390, 391 lies in the fact that in the former
passages the submediant substitutes for the I of a structural harmonic
progression and in this way becomes, so to speak, an end in itself. In
Ex. 390, 391, however, the submediant is predominantly a co .trapuntal chord (a passing chord) and therefore only a means to an end,
which is arriving at a chord of higher structural order.
Conventional harmony calls these uses of the submediant indiscriminately "deceptive cadences." It seems that this term has some justification when applied to passages similar to those shown in Ex. 388, 389.
It becomes rather misleading in the other excerpts, because hearing a
cadence, even a deceptive cadence, may cause the reader to miss the
eminent contrapuntal function of the submediant. To be ·1re, in all
these passages a dominant moves to a submediant, but that in itself is
not more dian a description of chords and leaves problems of chord
function entirely unsolved.

H. Expansion .o f units-The relation of structure and
prolongation in larger units
In discussing themes, phrases and small sections of pieces, the aim has
been to prepare the student for progressively larger and more complex
units, leading to the discussion of entire compositions. In this chapter
we have already taken a few larger units into consideration as the student's ability to hear structurally has enabled him to follow their
organic coherence.
It now becomes increasingly important to clarify the problems and
relations of structure and prolongation in larger <Jnits. If, for instance,
we put a small phrase back into the larger framework from which we
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have temporarily separated it, the evaluation of what represents str~c
cure and what represents ~rolongation will cha?ge. A progressiOn
hich was interpreted as bemg structural because rt formed the struc:re of a particular isolated phrase under discussion, will. have the
function of a prolonging progression the moment that passage rs analyzed
as part of a larger whole. It must become very.clear to the student that
the determination of structural and prolongmg factors depends entirely on whether he analyzes a phrase or a theme as a unit in itself or
as part of a larger whole.
Let us recall for instance the Chorale phrase of Ex. 2 76. The two
measures showed, as a separate unit, a harmonic structural framework
of 1-11-V-I and a descending third D-C-B as structural line of the top
voice. If we now listen to the following phrase, we shall realize that
the two phrases together form a unit of a higher structural order, making the phrase of Ex. 276 part of a larger w~ole. .,.. [Ex.. 392] ~
Listening to those four measures as an entity, we reahze that the top
voice, having descended to B (meas. 2), ascends to D again in meas. 3.
We understand now that in relation to the whole, the melodic motions
of the first phrase are a motion into the inner voice and-again in relation to the whole-the supporting harmonic progression is a harmonicprolonging progression which is followed by a short contrapuntal
prolongation of the G chord. Thus the prolongation of the toni~ is ~ub
divided into a harmonic prolongation as a support for the mouon mto
the inner voice, and a contrapuntal prolongation as a counterpoint of
the melodic ascent back to the structural tone D . After this return has
been accomplished, the structural progression of the melody descends
to G and is harmonized by IV-V-I.
Since the phrase quoted in Ex. 276 appears now as a prolongation,
it is logical to change the structural note-values. The tones C and B
and their supporting bass tones A, D and G which were indicated by
half-notes will now be written as quarter-notes.
Another phrase we discussed as an isolated structural unit was the
beginning of Chopin's Waltz inC~ minor (see Ex. 297). \Ve shall now
put these measures back into a larger framework of r 6 measures. J\.feas.
1-4 will now appear only as part of a larger prolongation of the structural I. The top voice shows a motion into and out of the inner voice.
.,..[Ex. 393]~
We shall now embark on the discussion of the largest section which
we have taken so far and shall explain its coherence. Meas. r -44 from
the first movement of Schubert's Sonata in Bb Major will prove to be
a valuable testing ground for our ability to understand a larger musical
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organism . .,.. [Ex. 394] ~ After ·listening to this section (which represents. the broadly conceived first theme of that movement), we realize
that 1t leads to the V. In addition we grasp that it is constructed in itself
as a three-part form A-B-A\ with a section prolonaina the G b-Majo
chord as t~e middle part. Recalling what has bee; le~rned from th:
~vo precedmg examples, it will be apparent that the I 8 measures formmg the first part represent in their relation to the whole an extended
prolongation of the tonic. This should be kept in mind even if we ar
unable as yet to provide a more precise explanation. The bass tone Bbe
the structural bass for these I 8 measures, moves to Gb, a result of mix~
ture (meas. 20-35) and then in meas. 35 to F, which is the dominant of
Bb Major. In meas. 39 this dominant moves to the I. If we now take the
bass motion as a whole we obtain Bb-Gb-F-Bb which are the bass tones
of a harmonic progression 1-VI-V-1. .,.[Ex. 395]~ This bass outline
gives the first clue to ~he coherence of our example; this emphasizes
that for structural heanng on a large scale the recognition of the bass
outline will prove to be indispensable.
,;ve may now proceed to the detailed hearing of the first 1 R measures. It should be kept in mind that the determination of what is structural and what is prolonging depends entirely on the point of view
we take. If, for instance, we isolate the first four measures, they present a structural I-V-1 progression, supporting a descending third in
the top voice . .,.[Ex. 396]~
In its relation to the group of measures up to meas. however, that
progr~ion is a subordinated prolongation. In meas. 7 tne dominant,
supporting_the supertonic of the top voice, is reached. This fact plus
the followmg re-entry of the same melodic material and the conclusion on the tonic in meas. I 8 show us that the first part is subdivided
through interruption . .,.. [Ex. 397] ~
Since this section is not to be dealt with alone, but in relation to the
complete section of 44 measures, structural half-notes (except for the
first tonic) have not been used in the final graph of this section (Graph
b). The interruption forms-we must keep this in mind-only the first
I 8 measures, which in relation to the whole shows a motion into the
inner voice supported by a harmonic prolongation of I. The reader
will note also the different use of the neighbor note Eb in the pre- and
post-interruption period; observe also the penetration of the melodic
descending third into the smallest prolongations.
In undertaking to discuss the middle .part, we realize first of all that
the trill on G b in meas. 8 proves to beaver:: expressive anticipation of
the Gb of the middle section. This alone is an indication of synthesis
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which, however, is overshadowed by the fact that the melo_dy built on
the Gb chord up to meas. 25 is clos_ely related to the me~od1c events of
meas. Io-r8. This makes for orgamc coherence of seemm~ly contrast. g sections and should be studied c&refully by companng the next
~:aph with Ex. 397, Graph~· .,.[Ex. 398]~ T~is new graph giv~s a
clear explanation of the melod1c events on the bas1s of a Gb pedal pou:t.
We see the whole section as a contrapuntally prolonged VI wh1ch m
meas. 35 moves to the V.
.
Artd now for the most fascinating synthesis of the whole secnon.
Instead of using the V ~ ~ at the end of the middl~ section, ':hich
would have caused the third section (A1 ) to start w1th the tome, as
one might expect, Schubert, although still on the ~ suspension ?f the
V nevertheless begins with the motive of the first theme. While the
to~ voice thus shows a regular recapitulation, th_e bass, during t?e first
four measures, is still in the process of completmg the ha~~mc progression started previ~usly. This not only cr:ates a very on~mal synthesis of the form secnons but also makes poss1ble a prolongation of the
dominant which is structurally so significant. .,.. [Ex. 399] ~
All three form sections can now be presented in a series of graphs
which will give a clear picture of these 44 measures as a whole. As the
details have been shown in the previous graphs, some of the sma~ler
prolongations are now omitted in order to facilitate the presentation
of the complete unit. .,.. [Ex. 400] ~
The first I 8 measures appear as a wide harmonic prolongation of the
I, with the tone D as the structural top voice tone; the I moves t? V:I
which supports the neighbor note Db a~d, in contrast to t?e tome, lS
prolonged contrapuntally. The complenon of the harmomc progr~s
sion with V-I in meas. 36-39, overlapping with the entry of the th1rd
form section, will now appear completely clear.
In relation to the structure of these 44 measures as a whole, however,
this harmonic progression I-VI-V-I represents a harmonic prolongation
of a I of still higher structu:al order which moves to V. "
,
The student is now reqmred to move from Graph c bac~wa:ds
to the composition and to clarify each prolongation, finally takmg mto
account the first detailed graphs.
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Structure and Prolongation Ill

From here on, every example quoted should first be
ap~roached and_ analyzed as independently as possible from the explanations offered m the graphs. These should then be compared with the
results of the reader's own investigations.
·
As it is frequently both awkward and difficult to express in v'ords
all the fa~ts and ~omplexities of tonal direction and organization, the
graphs Will tend mcreasin~ly to re~lace the written word. They deal ,
a~ w~ have alread~ expenenced, With all aspects of musical organizan~n ~n fully revealmg JUSt how the smallest detail plays its definite part
Wlt.hm the whole. Thus. the graphs accomplish the function of explanati~n _m3ch 11_1ore concisely, accurately and, certainly, more "musically than wntten comments. Nevertheless such comments will hi':
added if specific problems appear to make them necessary.
Furthe~ore, th~ reader will observe that we are not offering any
more spec1a~ exercises except towards the ~n~ of this chapter. \Ve
deem them JUSt as necessary as before but beheve that the student is
~o~: capa?le of formulating exercises himself from the progressions
md1cated m the graphs; as before, playinO' the O'raphs and transposinO'
.
.
d'ff
b
b
~
t he progressiOns mto 1 erent keys will prove to be of great value.

A.

Problems of structural orientation
(Examples of complex variants)

At the end of Chapter IV it was stated that within the drive from I to
V, two equally strong harmonic chords will offset the impulse to the
V. Surveying the examples in Chapters V and VI, there \vas little doubt
as to which cho~d was the salient harmonic factor on the way from I to
V . There are times, however, as was shown in the discussion of the
chord of harmonic emphasis, when two intermediary harmonies occur;
at first hearing they may occasionally seem to be of equal structural

',
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value. In such cases it is essential to compare the relative functions of
these chords in the phrase and their respective motivic and rhythmic
significance. We must weigh carefully their individual function in relation to the progression from tonic to dominant in order to determine
which one, through stronger harmonic and structural impulse, is the
actual member of the harmonic framework. The student will have
learned from the preceding chapters how necessary it is for purposes
of structural orientation to recognize the harmonic framework. This
knowledge provides an indication of the music's direction and helps to
determine the function of the prolongations. It is of even greater significance when, as shall soon be seen, we approach more complex
examples of wide stylistic variety.
Problems in determining the harmonic framework occur in music
of very different styles. Let us listen, for instance, to the beginning of
the slow movement from Haydn's String Quartet, Op 20, No. 5·
.,.[Ex. 401] .... Between the tonic (meas. 1) and the dominant (meas.
8) lie the VI (meas. 5 and 6), the IV and the II (meas. 7). In order to
grasp the harmonic framework, the functions of these intervening
chords have to be clear to the listener. Their significance has been indicated in the graphs.
In relation to the phrase as a whole, the submediant appears as a prolonged passing chord between I and IV, whereas the II constitutes a
chord of harmonic emphasis between IV and V. Two factors contribute to the evaluation of the IV as the outstanding harmonic function
between I and V. The first is the rests in meas. 6, following the bass
motion F-E-D, which give the coming IV added emphasis. The second is a melodic factor inasmuch as the IV supports the incomplete
neighbor noteD, which derives from the structural tone C and thus is
a tone of higher order than the preceding F (see Graph b).
Going back to literature of the sixteenth century we cite the opening section of a Motet by Orlando di Lasso . ..,.. [Ex. 402] .... The activity
of voice leading lies mainly in the bass and in the inner voices, whereas
the top voice is confined to neighbor-note motions of various structural order. This undoubtedly contributes to the quiet flow and the
serenity of this passage. In terms of musical direction it appears important to hear through to the VI of the harmonic framework. Once the
reader hears the VI as a structural chord, the preceding D and F chords
appear as passing chords. Observe the subtle prolongation of the VI
and the colorful effect of the voice-leading chord on Eb ( meas. 12 ) .
Several excerpts are now presented in which melodic sequences play
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~ifferent roles in relation to the structure. The first is taken from
stxteenth~century _music.' the beginning of a Ballata by Gastoldi. ~[Ex.
403 J..,. FirSt heanng gtv~s the impression of three short sequential
phrases . plus a short closmg phrase. The reading of the underlying
harmomc framework does not seem to present any serious difficulties.
But how are we. to explai? the_ significance of the F -Major chord of
meas. 6? Closer mvesngano~ ?tvul?es that, despite the sequence, the
passage as a whole appears dtvtded mto 2 times 4 measures (see G raph
b): Th.e first group of four measures shows two melodic descending
thirds 1~ sequence? the s~cond gro~p presents an augmentation and
elaboranon of a thrrd monon of a third downward, thus interweavino·
the closing phrase with the organism of the whole. Graph a demon~ 
strates the organization of the bass and the complete structure of this
passage. The F chord in meas. 6 is a ~ chord within the prolonaation
~~v

D

Proceeding to music of the second half of the nineteenth cen ry
two passages are presented, one by Wagner, the other by Cesar Franck:
The Wagner passage is taken from the end of the second act of Tristan
und Isolde. ~[Ex. 404]..,. The motion clearly leads to the V in the
~ig~th measure; in addition a progression to the III (meas. 4 ) seems
stgmfic.ant. However, the A-minor chord (meas. 5) appears at first to be
confusmg, for the sequential reentry of the first motive a half-tone
above Ab may create the impression that in a structural sense the Ab
chord move~ to the A-minor ch?rd? from which chord a second phrase
starts, pracncally of the same stgmficance as the first. This, however,
would leave the III unexplained. Likewise, the function of the A chord
on ~he way to V is not clear if we conceive it as coming from the Ab
tome.
It is important here-as in the example by Gastoldi-not to be misled
b~ the se~uence. A motivic parallelism between two phrases certainly
extsts, whtch,_ ~owever, is counteracted by their basses having different
goals. In addmon, we cannot neglect the significance of the III and
may thus realize that the bass Aq can be heard as comina from Cb (the
bass of the III). This reading appears to be convincing since the bass
leads down t~ Eb, the V, filling a sp'ace from III to V. It now appears
that the A-mmor chord has no structural connection with the tonic
in spite of the fact that it supports the opening motive. It is rather th~
first step of a passing motion between the III and the V.
• All this influences the interpretation in a definite way. A certain
stress must ?e laid on the III, to whK:h the mo,..:on drives determinedly.
The followmg meas. 5 should not be played like the beginning of a
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new phrase, but rather the drive from III to V must be developed, the
goal being prepared by the ritenuto.
Wagner has often been accused of using his motives in a too obviously sequential manner, applying them, so to speak, in terraces. The
passage just quoted would serve as an example for this statement. It
must be said, however, that here as in many other instances, \Vagner
-almost in spite of the motivic sequence-creates an organic whole
which gives the sequential repetition of the motive a more subtle meaning than the above-mentioned view would have us ?eliev~. Superficial
hearing registers two phrases of equal length startmg With the same
motive and is incapable of explaining these eight measures as an integral whole expressing a I-III-V progression in Ab.
We turn now to the Prelude from the Prelude, A ria and Finale by
cesar Franck. ~[Ex. 405]..,. In this passage the abundance of passing
motions makes recognition of the structural points at first rather difficult. What alleviates our problem, however, is the fact that Franck
treats the sequences as definite architectonic factors. In the excerpt
from the Gastoldi Ballata a certain structural tension was created
through prolongation of a stmctural point while the sequence was still
continuing. In the Wagner example the sequence is used as a purely
melodic parallelism which ingeniously feints structural dependency
between the beginning and the reappearance of the motive. Thus in
both of these examples the sequences are in a sense artistically "misleading." In the passage by Franck, however, the starting point or the
end of the sequences indicate significant points in the harmonic and
contrapuntal organization of the whole, thus giving the ear definite
·
aid.
The student's knowledge will now permit him to approach the
brilliant and subtle techniques of prolongation found in the music
of Richard Strauss. Both examples to be cited are from the Quintet of
the Comedians from this composer's opera, Ariadne auf Naxos and are
typical of his individual style. The first excerpt contains a very interesting prolongation of the V. ~[Ex. 406]..,.
In carrying out this prolongation Strauss proceeds upward from the
bass tone C in minor thirds to the higher C. When, however, the top
voice in its motion downwards has reached the structural tone G, the
bass has already moved a third up to E b, the first station on the progression of upward moving thirds. Thus the structural bass tone C does
not coincide with the structural top voice tone G, both having begun
their upward motion in thirds on different beats. This presents an inter-:
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esting overlapping of voice motions and contributes to the original
character of the passage.
The second excerpt is from a later section of the same Quintet and
presents a charming and witty prolongation of a I-III- V -1 progression, making subtle use of mixture and embellishing chords. .,. [Ex.
407 ] ....

The literature abounds in pieces which start with prolonging dominants or incomplete harmonic progressions as prolongations of the
tonic. The student is herewith encouraged to find additional and more
complex examples than those presented in Chapter VI. An exceptionally fascinating example is the opening section of the Seguidilla from
Bizet's opera, Carmen . .,. [Ex. 408].,.. Of special interest here is the
gradual movement from the prolonging dominant to the ¥->hie. This
motion is, in fact, halting with its artistically "misleading" motion to
the D and the following G- and C-Major chords. All this heightens the
tonal tension which finds its solution in the exuberant confirmation of
the tonic (meas. 25-29). In its playful hedging about the actual tonality, the whole section remarkably expresses Carmen's mood at this particular moment.
The following example, the opening section of Chopin's PolonaiseFantasy, is amazing in the manner in which tonal coherence is achieved.
In its complexity it reveals, in the most concentrated form, the refinement and breadth of the late works of this composer. .,.[Ex. 409).,..
The theme of the actual Polonaise starts in meas. 24. In meas. 26 and
27 (see Graph e) we hear a motivically characteristic descending
octave subdivided into a fifth plus a fourth. The four measures 24-2 7
convey the impression of conclusion and beginning simultaneously. In
fact they are not only the beginning of the acrual Polonaise but also
the end of a large-scale introduction starting with meas. r. This introduction contains an incredible feat of musical ingenuity. The abovementioned descending octave appears anticipated not only in the
melodic outline of all twenty-seven measures, but also in the main prolongation between meas. r and 19. (Compare the three brackets of
Graph d.) Hence the Polonaise theme is introduced and prepared.
Only after these intricate parallelisms have become clear to the
reader should he proceed to Graphs b and c which deal with the first
nineteen measures as a separate suucrural unit. This unit shows an elaborate expansion of the progression from I to I1 by means of a rhapsodic
prolongation of the I coupled with a top voice motion from Eb to Db
(C#), a seventh up. Graph a finally presents the prolongations of the
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detail and gives us an idea of the fantastic boldness of this tonal concepcion.
· ·
d h tone
The student will have realized that our readmg mterpr~te t ~
Eb as the first strucrural tone of the top voice. It may be mstrucnve ~o
ake a raph starting the top voice from Ab (se~ _Grap~ f! . He w1ll
~nd, th!, although a voice-leading and a ~armoniC c.o~unm~y results,
it shows hardly any relation to the thematic and motiVIC design: Thus
h · troductory and preparatory character of the first mnet:en
10
t e
strongly felt even at first hearing, finds no explananon
measures, 50
through this reading.
B.

I.

Developments in prolongation of counterpoint
and melody

PROLONGED COUNTERPOINT

The studies made in Chapter V on the difference between unprolonged
and rolonged counterpoint should be continued by :he ~tude?t. Many
exa!ples which have been subsequently discussed will gtve him ample
opporrunity for research in the wide field of p~olonged counterpomt,
of which chromatic counterpoint (introduced m C~apter VI) ~~ one
h
The srudent should now find additional matenal from the Itera~UJ~:e~nd analyze the settings in order to observe ~orne of the great
possibilities of this concept of prolonged counterpomt.
a.

"Independent" voice leading

In the course of the development of prolonged counterpoint vfariouds
.
. 1 d'
r These are often re erre
possibilities for dissonant voice ea mg occu ·
"' d
to especially in relation to music of the twentieth centu~y, as m e, d
1'
·ce lead'Ing"· it is Claimed (as we beheve, erronepen ent or mear vo1
•
·
h
ously) that this different type of counterpoint makes exercise~ o~ t e
basis of Fux's method of purely academic value only and ~nee
obsolete. Some techniques of this :'indep~ndence" hav~ alrea y :e~
pointed out in Chapter V, illustranng thetr perfe~t logic. as prolon=>~
tions of a direct or unprolonged contrapuntal semng whtch hovers. m
the back round of the passage and determines the directio~ of vmce
leading. was shown that the techni~ue of c~ord pr_olonganohn makes
possible a greater freedom and elasticity of voice leadmg. Fu;t ~rmor~,
we encountered the shift or displacement of tones, one. o t e mam
techniques of prolonged counterpoint. We also emphasized that the

fr
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escing overlapping of voice motions and contributes to the original
character of the passage.
The second excerpt is from a later section of the same Quintet and
presents a charming and witty prolongation of a I-III-V-I progression, making subtle use of mixture and embellishing chords. ~[Ex.
407]~

The literature abounds in pieces which start with prolonging dominants or incomplete harmonic progressions as prolongations of the
tonic. The student is herewith encouraged to find additional and more
complex examples than those presented in Chapter VI. An e'xceptionally fascinating example is the opening section of the Seguidilla from
Bizet's opera, Cttrmen. ~[Ex. 408]~ Of special interest here is the
gradual movement from the prolonging dominant to the y>hic. This
motion is, in fact, halting with its artistically "misleading" motion to
the D and the following G- and C-Major chords. All this heightens the
tonal tension which finds its solution in the exuberant confirmation of
the tonic (meas. 2 5-29). In its playful hedging about the actual tonality, the whole section remarkably expresses Carmen's mood at this particular moment.
The following example, the opening section of Chopin's PolonaiseFantasy, is amazing in the manner in which tonal coherence is achieved.
In its complexity it reveals, in the most concentrated form, the refinement and breadth of the late works of this composer. ~ [Ex. 409] ~
The theme of the actual Polonaise starts in meas. 24. In meas. 26 and
27 (see Graph e) we hear a motivically characteristic descending
octave subdivided into a fifth plus a fourth. The four measures 24-27
convey the im,pression of conclusion and beginning simultaneously. In
fact they are· not only the beginning of the actual Polonaise but also
the end of a large-scale introduction starting with meas. 1. This introduction contains an incredible feat of musical ingenuity. The abovementioned descending octave appears anticipated not only in the
melodic outline of all twenty-seven measures, but also in the main prolongation between meas. 1 and 19. (Compare the three brackets of
Graph d.) Hence the Polonaise theme is introduced and prepared.
Only after these intricate parallelisms have become clear to the
reader should he proceed to Graphs b and c which deal with the first
nineteen measures as a separate structural unit. This unit shows an elaborate expansion of the progression from I to li by means of a rhapsodic
prolongation of the I coupled with a top voice motion from Eb to Db
(C#), a seventh up. Graph a finally presents the prolongations of the
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detail and gives us an idea of the fantastic boldness of this tonal con· ·
d h tone
cepcion.
The student will have realized that our readmg mterpr~te t ~
Eb as the first structural tone of the top voice. It may be mstrucnve :o
make a raph starting the top voice from Ab (se~ .Grap~ f~. He will
~ although a voice-leading and a harmomc contmmty results,
fi nd , t ha •
·
d
· · d ·
Thus
it shows hardly any relation to the themanc an monviC esign:
the introductory and preparatory charact~r of the first. nmet~en
rongly felt even at first heanng, finds no explananon
measures, So St
through this reading.

B.

I.

Developments in prolongation of counterpoint
and melody

PROLONGED COUNTERPOINT

Th rudies made in Chapter V on the difference between unprolonged
an; srolonged counterpoint should be continued by ~he ~tude~t. Many
exa! les which have been subsequently discussed will give him am_Ple
o o~tunity for research in the wide field of p~olonged counterpomt,
o1pwhich chromatic counterpoint (introduced m C~apter VI) I~ one
The student should now find additional matenal from the hterah
~u~=e~nd analyze the settings in order to observe ~orne of the great
possibilities of this concept of prolonged counterpomt.

a. "Independent" voice leading
In the course of the development of prolonged counterpoint v;riou~
possibilities for dissonant voice leading occur. These are often re"~r~e
to especially in relation to music of the twentieth centu:r, as m e~ndent or linear voice leading"; it is Claimed (as we behe':'e, errone~usly) that this different type of counterpoint makes exercise~ o~ the
b . of Fux's method of purely academic value only an
ence
o~~~lete. So~1e techniques of this :'indep~ndence" ha v~ already b:e~
pointed out in Chapter V, illustratmg their perfe~t logic. as prolon"~
tions of a direct or unprolonged contrapuntal settmg which hovers. m
the background of the passage and determines the directio~ of voice
leadin . It was shown that the technique of c~ord pr~longanon makes
possibTe a greater freedom and elasticity of voice leadmg. Fu;rh~rmor.e,
we encountered the shift or displacement of tones, one. o t e mam
techniques of prolonged counterpoint. \Ve also emphasized that the
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c_lear dir~ction of_ voice_ leadin? makes a greater individuality of the
s~ng~e votces poss~ble Without mterfering with the all-important contmUJt~ of the baste, unprolonged contrapuntal progression. Since the
twentieth. century has further expanded these inherent possibilities of
prolongatwn we shall now tum to various examples from this period.
T?e ,first excerpt is a passage from the second movement of Hindemtth s ~econd Piano Sonata . ..,.[Ex. 4 Io]~
In thts _example the .voi~e leading shows a very interesting canonic
prolonganon of a monon m tenths. This progression in tenths is furt~er r,rol~nged by transfer of register. The term "independent or
lme~r votce leadm~ for s~ch contrapuntal writing seems very misl~admg and. contra~tcto:Y smce all tones function as prolongations of
dt~ected votce leadmg, 1.e. voice leading with a common goal for all
votces concerned. ~ertainly, th~ concept of conspnance and dissonance
~as ~ndergone radtcal changes m the course of this century. The disn~c_tlo~ between con~onance and dissonance appears replaced by a
dtstmctlo~ between dtssonances of lesser or greater intensity. This,
however, m no way precludes the possibility of directed and prolonaed
. counterpoint. T~e cont~nued po,:er and, above all, the elasticity of ~he
unprolo?~ed :rotc~ lea.dmg make lt possible for the composer to convey
the mustc s dtrecnon m spite of all the detours, modifications and dissonant ~l~shes, unknown to ei~hteenth- and nineteenth-centuyy music.
The tdwms of modern mustc are very varied; as a contv' Jtina but
nev~rt~eless characteristic stylistic expression, we quote the expr~ssive
begmmng ~f the second movement of Bohuslav Martinu's Second Cello
Son~ta, whtch ~hows the increased use of neighbor and embellishing
monons reflectmg a characteristic facet of today's voice--leading.
":'[Ex. 4 I I]~ Al_though the graphs will provide the necessary explanation ':e sho?ld hke to draw. the r_eader's a~tention to the gradu:;lly developmg netg~bor-note_ motwn With the climactic entry of E~ followed
by an expr~ss1ve melodtc prolongation.
The following example from Aaron Copland's music to Our Town
(No. I of Three Excerpts for Piano, meas. I7-26) with its use of socalled polycbo:ds gives us insight into a specific contemporary idiorr..
s~ro~gly affe~nng the contrapuntal setting. ..,.. [Ex. 4 I 2] ~ At the begt?mng of t~1s passage, a subdominant as a quasi-appoggiatura appears
With the tome G chord. In meas. I 9 an F chord forms the chord basis
but the subdominant and tonic chords sound simultaneously. In lie~
of a better t~rm ~e are going to us... the term polychord, although we
do nor. constder It accurate or ir.dicacive. For the chord built on the
bass will always be the stronger one, and it is the bass and irs chord
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which will determine the chord grammatical status of the whole chord
cluster. Polychord thus would be an adequate denomination only if
both (or in this case three) chords would amalgamate on equal terms,
which seems hardly possible. Nevertheless, the term will be used temporarily and it thus follows that we shall label the first chord of meas.
I an F-polychord. The graph shows tha: the contrapunt~l use of this
9 of chord influences ?ot on.ly the ~etghbor-note monons of meas.
type
I _2 2 but also the interesnng votce leadmg of meas. 23, 24 and 25. The
7
clearly
directed outer voice motion between the VI and the V creates
and convincingly determines the dissonant voice leading of these

\

l

measures.
As in previous times, chord prolongation constitutes the great
organizing force of many types of modern music. Two relatively
short examples will serve as preliminary illustrations. For instance,
the clearly directed voice leading in the Ciacona theme by Bernard
Wagenaar expresses the D chord and makes the dissonances entire.ly
logical. ..,.. (Ex. 4 I 3] ~ To give names to these chords would be a funle
procedure; they derive their meaning, as the graphs show, from a
directed and organized motion around and within the D chord. Of
interest is the melodic parallelism indicated in Graph c which shows
a-gradual approach to D, whi~h, when it fin~lly occurs in me~s. 3, constitutes an inner voice tone shtfted to the regwn of the top votce.
The second example is from the slow moveme.nt of Marti~u's
Second Violin Sonata . ..,.(Ex. 4I4]~ The choice of the outer vo1ces
largely determines the voice leading of t~e inner v~ices an~ the result:
ing chords. The progression shows a shtft of the mner votce :one Bo
to the top and from there a progression in major thirds back mto the
inner voice Bb while the melodic tone F retains its value. The bass
tone G is also derived from the inner voice Bb and proceeds dow n in
minor thirds until it, too, lands in the region of the inner voice. The
ensuing counterpoint would make a triad possible be.twe~n G .and
Bb, only; the two other outer voice intervals make a mad tmposs~bl~.
Polychords result logically and the chord on G for reasons of styhsnc
homogeneity also appears as a polychord.
.
.
While in these last two examples it has been mads whtch have
been prolonged with new voice-leadin~ techniqu~s, we must now
mention one of the outstanding revolutwnary achievements of contemporary music: the contrapuntal prolongation of dissonant chords,
especially polychords. This development, which seems to have star:ed
with the French impressionist school opens up new and far reachmg
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possibilities. Their full meaning for the future development of music
can only be gradually evaluated.
. The first excerpt is the beginning of Ravel's Jeux d'Eau.
.,. [Ex_. 415]..,.. The ~hole section is typical of French impressionistic
style Insofar as the tnad, as an architectonic factor of structure as well
as of prolongation, is replaced by seventh chords and altered chords.
~he melodic line, though in existence, is veiled by the instrumental figurations .and the contrapuntal chord progressions. It is worth mentioning
that m meas. 4 the altered chords are embellished by the neighbor. notes C, A, F1t, Dq (see Graph e). On the basis of this new
acht~veme.nt. (the prolongation of dissonant chords), contrapuntal
motton Wtthm polychords became a real possibility, as the t ollowina
0
examples by Copland and Stravinsky will demonstrate.
. We turn to the final pages from the first movement of Copland's
Ptano ?onata. .,. [Ex. 416)..,.. Our attention will be focused on the prolongatton of a polychordal F chord which contains the })D tonic in
its outline and which governs practically the whole section (see
Graph d). The bass moves from F into the inner voice tone Db· the
top voice moves from F into the inner voice tone C (see Graphs c
and b). It is characteristic for polychords that C and Db can be
called with justification inner voice tones of an F chord. The student
should now :e~liz~ that the structural tonic Bb chords are also polycho~ds contammg m turn the F chord in their outline. From the point /
of vtew of chord grammar a fusion of tonic and dominant chords has
take~ place. Although in regard to the bass a structural I-V-I progress10n takes place, the polychord and the fact that the tonic and ~
the quasi-dominant chord contain the same tones caused us to put the
V in parenthesis.

Fi~ally ;ve draw the r.eader's attention to the opening measures of
Stravmsky s Symphony m Three Movements. 1 The prolongation of
the polychord on G with the Db chord as a secondary chord of fusion
will be clarified through the graphs. .,. [Ex. 417]..,.
I

b. Color chords
vVe mentioned in Chapter v that a COntrapuntal chord, the chord
of melodic emphasis, constitutes in effect a color chord, since it has
no other function than that of giving emphasis and color to the melody
or to the setting in general. The question ..-~ay arise whether certain
1

We will return later on (Ex. 472) to this example in its relation to a large section
of the first movement.
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chord structures in modern music,. such as the polychords, do nor
It from a desire to create a defimte color pattern. We do nor deny
resu
'
e evtce
the role which the aspect of color must have pl~yed'm t hd
of olychords and other dissonant chords. The hterature, howe~er,
P rhat we must distinauish
between chords
whose
o
.
d' only functton1
proves
1
is to provide color and those which have a votce- ea mg or srructur~
· with an added effect of color. Pure color chords occur m
f uncnon
· h d S
.,.[E
. the following two examples by Bartok and Rtc ar
trauss.
x.
..,..
If
Bartok
bases
a
phrase
on
triads
and
then
sets
the
same
]
18
4
' 4l9
.
melody
with seventh and mnth
chords, these c hords have un doubredly been chosen for the sake of color only. The same holds tru~ for
the polychordal effect of the Strauss excerpt. Such chords are netther
the result of voice leading nor are they contrapuntally use~ for purpolychor~s m the exposes of prolongation. On the other hand,.
amples by Copland, Stravinsky ~nd Martmu ctted prevt~usly, a~a~
from their coloristic effect, are mtegral parts of the vo.tce leadmc-,
style and pattern. The ch?rds in ~uestion represent the baste chords or
chords resulting from vmce leadmg.
To a certain degree this distinction between color chords can be
\Vhenmade in the examples quoted towards the end of Chapter
ever the submediant turns out to be a passing chord, as m Ex. 39°·
- 391 the functional use overshadows the color which represents merely
an ~dded effect. If, however, the VI substitutes for a structural I, the
color effect and the artistic purpose of enriching the p~ttern seems ~~
have been conscious to the composer. In this . co~nectton we sho~
mention one of the most fascinating substttunons of th~ e~ttre
·
· wtt
· h'm t he openmg
·
theme of Beethoven s Ptano
hterature
appeanng
Concerto in G Major. .,. [Ex. 420] ~ The ~hole passage ~ppears a.s a
most imaginative prolongation of mterruptton, the P?sr-.mterruptt~n
phrase starting with a B-Major cho.r d boldly su.bstttuttng for t e
tonic. In addition, this post-interruption phrase mrr~duces a ve~~
· interesting melodic parallelism in form of an augmen:anon of the ke
· of the pre-interruption phrase one step h'tg her, w htch the brae ·ers
attempt to outline.

t?e

.VI.

c. "H annonic" counterpoint

"Harmonic counterpoint" appears to .be a t~m1 with an ambi.gu?us
meaning. To be sure, contrapuntal settmgs wtth some harmomc Implications occur frequently. \ iV e recall, for instance, the passage from
Weber's Overture to Der Freischutz (Ex. 33 5), where we found a
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contrapuntal chord prolongation enriched with harmonic elements.
However, even where there is a definite harmonic influence, as in this
passage, the term "harmonic counterpoint" is misleading. For the
setting is de facto contrapuntal and the harmonic element only a contributing factor. That counterpoint gives expression to one single
chord in no way makes the voice leading per se subject to harmonic
influence. It may show that influence (as in Weber's passage) or it
may not, as we have had ample opportunity to observe.
It would be more logical if one changed the term to "chordal
counterpoint," meaning counterpoint moving within a chord or even
contrapuntal motion between two different chords. But since music
of the most divergent styles and periods shows counterpoint movi~g
within consonant and dissonant chords or from one chord to another
'
even this more accurate term becomes superfluous.
Before concluding the discussion of this topic we should like to
draw the student's attention to a simple type of prot"ongation, "':iich
in this context warrants special mention. ~[Ex. 42 I]...,. Such progressions are of course familiar to the student. The juxtaposition of direct
and prolonged versions shows that the diminished fifth or fourth are
the result of prolongation and therefore not a matter of pure or direct
count~rpoint. In a) and b) the skip in the bass, which offsets the
stepwise passing motion of the outer voices, proportionately suggests
a certain harmonic influence. In c) the prolongation has contrapuntal
meaning only because the diminished seventh chord is invariably a
contrapuntal chord.
Nevertheless, all these versions would be classified indiscriminately
as harmonic progressions by conventional theory, the diminished
seventh chord being accepted as substitution for a dominant, and hence
as an expression of "harmony." Augmented and diminished intervals
are usually considered to belong either to "free" or "harmonic" counterpoint.
There seems hardly any doubt that the same conception would be
applied to the following progressions. ~[Ex. 422]..,. We have recognized throughout these chapters, however, that the fundamental harmonic relationship, that of a fifth, asserts itself only if the dominant ·
is in root position. The use of the first inversion (unless it functions
as an applied dominant) robs the progression of its harmonic significance
and, with the neighbor-note motion in the bass, :.cresses irs contrapuntal
character. We therefore interpret both progressions as contrapuntal
progressions, the second having been enriched by an applied dominant.
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h example constirutes a contraction of two neighbor-note motions
~~h their resulting chords. ~[Ex. 42 3]...,.

d. Octa·ves and fifths
The roblem of parallel octaves and fifths is present thro_ughout
man !enmries of tonal music's development. It has occup1ed the
not only of musicians and theorists but also of great composers
s. tance Brahms as already mentioned in Chapter III. 'Ve ca~- or ms.
the h'lst~ry of this voice-leading principle here. It lS
not go mto
· h·
l · h h·
ossible, however, to discern roughly three phases w1t m w. 11c t 1s
P · ci le was conceived and dealt with in different ways. Fmt there
pnn P.
·
to the fifteenth century in which parallel octaves
was a nme, prevwus
'
f
d fifths were desired or at least were felt to be a natural form o
~~ntra untal proaression. F rom approximately the ~fteenth_ century
th~se progres~ions were considered as faulty vo1ce leadmg; tr~son, .
f this "law" were felt to be exceptions. However, for qmte
passmgs o
. · l ·
ded aca
. e many have found that this pnnclp e lS an outmo
some nm ,
.
h' h b
ore
demic rule and it is claimed that the trespassmgs, w lC e~on~e ~·
frequent towards the end of the nineteenth century, prove. lts fun lty.
In teaching counterpoint, the ruling on octaves and fifths lS o t~n accepted only within the study of sixteenth-century counterpomr or

mr.r

"strict" counterpoint.
.
· 1 d' a ·
It will not be surprising to the student to find that thls voice- ea mo
problem has to be investigated on the basis of structure and prolo~?a
tion. One of the results of structural hea~ing has been the rec~g~l~~~
of the difference between intervals denved from prol?nga.no Th.
lS
.
.
l b .c contrapuntal dlrecnon.
those intervals wluch consntute t 1e asl
.
d h d
means that it is prolonaation which creates many mtervals an. c or s,
and to these the principles of pure counterpoint do not neces~nly apply.
Thus some parallel fifths and octaves which are tho~ght to emfonst rate
" · 1 d' " tervals o pro1ond .
the deviation from the rule are those m1s ea mg 10
gation which d~ not represent the intervals of the unprolonf~ vm~e
lead1'na Two brief. examples are given. ~[Ex. 4 2 4• 4 2 5]...,. . eh tee o·
·
· h fi
sage 1s t e one
The fifths
nique causing the prolonging octaves. m t ~ rst pas
called shifting of tones, already menn?~ed .m Chapter ~·d tone C~
in the second example are caused by annc1panon of the me 0 Yh r
··
However the student should not overlook passages from t e lterature which' avoid threatened parallel fifths o~ octaves by ~he lus~. of
various techniques, for example the interpolanon ~f· the v;~e- e~a:~~
chords (see Chapter V) and the s-6 or s-8 tee mque.
ese
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techniques can be observed in the following passages. ..,.. [Ex. 26,
]..,..
4 427
\Ve return now to passages, especially from music of the nineteenth ~entury, containing parallel fifths, which still are in no way
co~tradi~tory to the principle of pure counterpoint which calls f~r
th~Ir avoidance. \Ve must remember that the concept of pure counterpo~nt deal~, as _the term "pure" indicates, with elementary and direct
VOice leadmg, Isolated from all other elements of composition such
as
h
h
. .
armony, c romaticism, prolongations like the shift of tones and
chor~ prolon?ation, etc. In th_is kind of contrapuntal concept, the keydefinmg qua~1ty of the fifth 1s so strong that the succession of fifths
was felt to Impede the most characteristic feature of counterpoint
that of flowing motion.
·
... '

If these other elements are combined with the procedures of direct
unprolonged voice lea_ding, some of them may be offset or superseded:
It thus happens, fo_r mstance, that the definite framework given by
means ~f a ha~momc progression or a chord prolongation overcomes
. TI).P
the static qu~hrr of parallel fifths. Let us look back at Ex.
357
mo:v~ment Withm the C#-minor chord (in the form of a I-V-1 harmo~IC prolongation) in ~eneral, and the tendency from V to· 1 in
part~cular appear so defimte and unequivocal that the executing voice
lead~ng can aff?~d to move in fifths which appear to lose their primary
quahty. In a~dmon the ear perceives them as the result of a contracted
s-6 progressiOn. _Pure counterpoint knows no harmonic influence, no
chord prolongation or contraction; therefore Chopin's fifths are not
the fifths ~f pure counterpoint; they belong, in essence, to prolonged
cou~terpom~, made possible through these additional elements of
musical architecture.
In. t_h~s c~nn~ction a passage from Moussorgsky's Pictures from an
Ex~zbztt~n IS CI:ed. ..,.. [Ex. 42 8]..,.. These fifths are not fifths of the
basic VOice le~~mg, but those of prolongation within a prolonged C
c~ord. In addmon they function as a kind of doubling to gain a spe~Ifically desire_d sonority. A famous passage from Verdi's Requiem
IS also ~prropnate here. ..,.. [Ex. 42 9]..,.. Instead of doubling the melodic
emb_elhshmg tones F#-E-_F# with thirds over a pedal point C#, a voiceleadmg effect from_ music of the Middle Ages is imitated h having
the lower _fifths go m parallel motion as a kind of doubling?
Approximately from the end of the nineteenth century on, the
problem of para_llel fifths or octaves ceases to exist. Parallel fifths for
mstanc~, are desired _r~ogression~ in impr~ssion.Istic music (see Deb,ussy
and Rav-el). The ongmal meanmg of this voice-leading principle has
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been lost or is purposely ignored; fifths appear in structural as well as in
prolonging progressions.
2.

TRANSFER OF REGISTER THROUGH SEQUENTIAL SUPERPOSITION
OF INNER VOICE

We have encountered the transfer of register in various examples
and have also demonstrated that melodic prolongation may be achieved
through the superposition of inner voice tones. Both types may cooperate in creating interesting and expressive prolongation:.
The introduction to the last movement of the W aldstezn Sonata
constitutes a very expressive example. ..,.. [Ex. 4 30]..,.. Graph b indicates
the voice leading without the transfer of register; i.e. a motion in tenths,
the melody going into the inner voice E of the dominant seventh
(meas. 6) before reaching the D-minor passing chord. In Graph a we
have shown how the transfer of register affects this motion into the
inner voice and how sequential superpositions are applied to promote
that broadly conceived change of register between the structural tones
of the top voice. The sequential technique with the expressive use_ of
rests in this almost recitativo style contributes a great deal to a feehng
of tonal tension which finally is resolved.
Another example is the beginning of the Meno mosso section of
Chopin's First Polonaise. .,.[Ex. 43 I] .... A study of the graphs shows
that between meas. 4 and 8, four voices provide an interesting contrapuntal texture. The bass moves from Db to E b (the applied dominant),
the tenor proceeds from D b to Eb (a seventh down for a second up),
the alto starting from F moves a sixth up to D b (for a third down) an_d
finally the expressive melodic top voice is achieved through superposition of inner voice tones causing a transfer of register.
The student is now required to look back at Ex. VIII (Part I),
where this kind of transfer of register appears within a larger form
section.
Finally we turn to a rather complex passage from Chopin's Mazurka,
Op 59, No.2 (meas. 77-89) . .,. [Ex. 432]..,.. The passage has d:fied c~n
ventional harmonic analysis for some time, and the reader wdl readily
acknowledge that on the basis of the chord grammar approach not mo~e
than a display of "chromatic harmony" can be described. The harmomc
framework and the prolongation of the VI (mixture) will probably be
the first factors to become clear. The meaning of the top voice, however, is more hidden. Graph b shows what the direction of the top
voice would be, had no superposition of the inner voice taken place.
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The neighbor note Cb (Bq) would then have appeared as the top voice
tone of the Fb (E) chord. Only thereafter does a transfer of register
to the lower Cb occur. This tone Cb when it occurs .first in the passage
is completely obscured by the superposition of inner voice tones which
drive the melody up to Ab (G#)-see Graph a. Thus the climactic tone
is a middle voice tone. It is obvious that all this contributes to the
iridescent quality of this imaginative passage.
3·

SETTING A POSTPONED FIRST STRUCTURAL MELODY TONE
WITH A NON-TONIC CHORD

Towards the end of Chapter V a technique of melodic prolongation
was discussed wherein a melody could gradually progress to its .fi";st
structural tone which is delayed. \Ve recall here the beginnina of
0
Beethoven's G-Major Sonata, Op I4 (see Ex. 2 54).
On the basis of this technique, composers have developed a very
subtle and original prolongation which is used to great effect in
the beginning of Chopin's A-Major Polonaise, Op 40.... [Ex. 433]~
The melody moves in a space-outlining motion up to C#, the first
structural melody tone. The moment C# is reached, however, Chopin
stresses the III (not the I) with an applied dominant. It is as though the
bass did not want to wait until the top voice had reached C#, and thus
had started prematurely. What actually occurs, therefore, is a contrar.tion of the structural top voice tone of the I with the III of the harmonic framework. ... [Ex. 434] ~
The following passage from a composition by Giles Farnaby is ,
somewhat problematic from the point of view of melodic structure.
... [Ex. 4 35]...,. We have indicated here a postponement of the first
structural tone, similar to the preceding example, because we hear E
on the first beat of meas. I not as the .first structural tone, but as a
middle voice tone. In addition we feel the stress always to be on the
second and third tone of the sequence( see brackets).
4·

POSSIBILITIES WITHIN PASSING MOTIONS

A.s the student has already realized, the constructio~f passing
mottons may vary considerably. For example, it has been seen that
rhey were not always stepwise. Passing tones or chords are skipped
frequently; we recall passing motions proceer!ing in thirds. Occasionally they do not even proceed in regular patterns although they are
clearly directed. .,. [Ex. 4 36 J...,.
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the Th
stuIn excerpts f rom .fir st· movements of Sonatas by Schubert
.
dent will have no difficulty locating the skipped passm~ tones.
e
01 ful effect of these passages lies in the sudden success10n of chords
no hartnon'ic relation whatsoever, but which nevertheless apavmg
through their contrapuntal role.
pear very meam·ngful and loaical
o
... [Ex. 437, 438]...,.
·
f
h 1
In both examples the stress laid on passm~ chords o a w o e. or a
half-step below the I, and the skipped passmg tones produce htghly
ori inal prolongations of a I-V progression. The colorful e~e~t of the
h g d cannot be denied. But on the basis of our analysts lt would
c or s
'
· b ld
a ear misleading to speak about Sch~b~rt s harmomc _o ness as con~
theory does in regard to stmtlar
It 1s the non-har
monic, stepwise succession of triads which constitutes the bold coloristic effect.

~ ~r

v~~tional

5.

phras~s.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MELODIC ANALYSIS

(Studies of melodic prolongation)
Our discussions have pointed to the nee? of taking t~e melody's
structure and its prolongation into account, m order to gat~ complete
understanding of the music's direction. Although concent~anon on the
· bass often gives us the main clues for grasping the orgam~ co~ere~ce
..
dtrectton
of a composmon,
1.t t"s J. ust as often the hearing of melodtc
d
·II also
wh· h leads to the understanding of the whole. Th~ stu ent Wl
hal been impressed by the fact that melodic analysts p:esents
Problems for structural hearing. \Ve shall therefore at thts sta~e dt,~cbuss
y h e. ang1~· W e say ,"matn ld
various excerpts mainly from the me10 d lC
.
· of " polyphomc melody
wou
ave
cause a purely honzonta
.
1 ana1ysts

g~eater

1

serious limitations.
·
1 d"
h. h
One of the problems of melodic analysis is found m me o tes w tc .'
. .
·
contour.
by the use of interval-outlmmg
mottons,
present a ruaaed
. ot>
•
•
•
The question as to which tones constitute the melodtc contt?uptty ts
· · of Sc1mmann
especially acute in such· instances. The begmnmg
, sS tano
Q mntet
.
( meas
.
)
and
the
opening
theme
from
Beethoven
s ]onata
I -9
...,. In
Op 3 I No I (meas. I -2 6) serve as examples. ... [Ex.. 439, 44°
'
. ' Sonata we find a descend"mg rme n:ovm g to the
the Beethoven
. .first
do
structural tone. This proves that de~cending. melodtc progressiOns
not always indicate motions into the mner votce.
bl
f h
And now to three excerpts which deal with the pro em o t e
highest tones in a melody. It cannot be er:nphasized enough that th~
highest tone may be and often is a prolongmg rather than a structura
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iJl a descending ocrave makes it difficult to achieve an entirely har-

tone. Let us never forget that th
.
e prolongatwns provide the tension
color _and interest of a melod
for climactic tones often s Y·
are therefore the natural pl ,
they .
,
o expressive in th
ace
m no way conflict with th
e course of a melody and
The three examples are the be/ structural direction of the meiod
for Piano by Bartok and of
of one of the xo Easy
onatas
Op
N
s
ow
movements of Beethoven's
,
o. I and Op IO No
2
S S h'
u~ wonderful motivic and 'h . I: x. 44 I' 442' 44 3] ~
~uesnon of the coherence of ph; emanc parallelisms bring us to the
. r~t hearing seem to offer no me:;. or gr~~ps of measures which at
IS rom Mozart's Sonata K
IC para elisms. The first exam l
{;/
apparently hear new meiod.' '79 (first movement, meas.
IS now asked w heth er he hears
IC matenal
from
meas
T
.
a rel t. b
. 5 on. he studente
5-I2
· · ~[Ex. 444 ] ~ It appears that a 10n etween meas. 1-4 and meas
non for the second phrase whic meas. 1·4 have a preparato
meaMes m an enlarged and I presents the outline of the fi';.t fo
Without an he!
e a orated form.
ur
melodic
1
·
y
·
p
the
student
should
now
f
M re anonshrp between the intr d . try to determine the

Th~y

t:>;~~mgls

Piec:~

~[E

<-~6}

func~

~

roTm _?Zart's D-minor Fantasy (K o )ucnon and the main theme
urnmg again to
· 397 .
•
th
.
more modern m .
in the first of
wde find
most intricate
x 445] ~ Th
d
tn ertotenlteder b G
er.
enlarged
very • .;:::siv:f ::•
is ral:en
uctory measures thus re ar
rm y. the voice. The two intro
measures. Observe the
e the '!'elodtc outline of the followi .
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sh~rt inrrod~ction

~~~~

e~b~hshed with a neighbor-~:.w!;:~h. t:ram•
the descending thi;J,
o t ~se two melodic motions '
e ascendmg third. The first
:·:~~~ ~~t;~:e.~~:;~r~:~~.:00~~s~~~
;;~~.n::~~~·c~~;';/'~~;:. .
expressive possibilities of muSIC
.
•
The student WI·11 reahze
. that he h
•
structures
as constantly
.
melodic
. fifth and or/ro1onganons outlining and fill' a
f
a t ltd. Melodic motions of
m" m the mtervals of a
o~nd only as prolongations. As mil d~n octave, however, )lave been
or er, such motions appear rather . o IC patterns of a high s9ructural
~o ti:e fa~t that melodic lines of mfrequentl.y- This is proJ{ably due
mg Implication by presentinu . an octave are hkely to have a rolon
by appearing like a
of register of a singleptone
446] ~ It should be added th
l
a neighLur-note motion. .,.. [E
at t 1e amount of structural melody

~orne a~ross

prolong'a~o~ra:~fer

~;

ton:~

111onic
structuralwhat
bass.we might call genuine octave motions of a high
Nevertheless,
stfllcroral order do occur. Two examples from very different stylistic
periods are quoted; in both CS chords play a viral part. .,.[Ex. 447•

Wt should like, however,
44s1•

to warn the student of melodic passages
which seem to move within the octave but in reality are following a
different course. A chorus from Rameau's opera, Castor et Pollux
offers a good example of such a "deceptive" octave. .,. [Ex. 449] ..
The greater srrucroral emphasis is clearly on C; therefore, the descent
from F to C in the first four measures constitutes a prolongation not
unlike the beginning of Beethoven's Op 31, No.1 (see Ex. 44o).
We have said that the melodic progression of an octave in structural
capacity is found relatively seldom. Even more seldom are ascending
strllctnrallines. Although we have until now discussed almost exclu·
sively sections from pieces, we can already srate that the vast majority
of melodies, if they are not of the embellishing type, move in their
last analysis downward to the tonic. The reason for this may lie in
the natural position of the non-tonic tones in a chord. Their natural
position is above the tonic. Thus, for instance, when in a melody
in C Major the tone G moves structurally to C, the melodic line will
fall to the tonic below rather than ascend to the upper C. In addition,
the fifth and the third are stronger intervals than their inversions, the
four/
the sixth.
One, and
of those
infrequent srrucrural ascending lines may be found
in the Waltz inC Ma)or, Op 5o, No. 2 by Schubert which shows an
ascending fourth G-A-B-C.

•

•

In concluding these discussions on melody the student's attention
must be drawn again to the fundamental principle of all analysis, i.e.
never to draw conclusions before all factors of musical construction
have been carefully weighed. Just as we have witnessed before that
descending· melodic lines at the beginning are not necessarily motions
into the inner voice, so we must be careful in interpreting ascending
melodic lines at the beginning of a phrase. These, we have found, are
often motions out of the inner-voice region towards the first srructural
melody rone. The opening theme from Beethoven's Sonara, Op 90
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(first movement) proves clearly that this is by no means always the
case ..... [Ex. 450]..,.
Graph a intends to show that the last sequential entry of the motive
appears boldly modified and enlarged. It seems hardly possible that
Beethoven was completely unaware of this daring augmentation.
How otherwise could he have reached the E in meas. 16 with such
definiteness, even emphasizing this tone in a high register and resuming
at this point the original rhythmic motive?

C.

Completely contrapuntal structure

The beginning of Hindemith's Third Piano Sonata (see Ex. X, Part I)
presented a contrapuntal progression as the framework-making progression of highest order. From this we readily see that there is a
possibility for contrapuntal structure. Just as harmonic progressions
may serve in a prolonging or structural capacity, so also have contrapuntal progressions the inherent possibility of fulfilling either function.
The progressions of Part II so far termed as structural (i.e. progressions of relatively highest order) were either harmonic or a combina· •
tion of harmonic and contrapuntal. They indicated and defined the
basic direction as well as the tonality of the whole. However, the literature, especially of the last decades, proves conclusively that contrapuntal progressions in regard t<;> larger organisms can be.key defining
and capable of assuming structural significance.
It must be stated that the following examples demonstrate structural
progressions only as long as they are analyzed as temporarily independent units. They become prolongations of various order if the com- '
position is discussed as a whole. Since progressions similar to those to '
be offered may function as structures of complete pieces, we believejust as it was the case with harmonic progressions-to be justified in
discussing them as structural units.
It will hardly surprise us that contrapuntal structures mostly make
use of motions around a chord in order to define tonality. Whereas a
harmonic structure permits the motion within a framework-making
I-V-I progression with its space outlining and filling possi_9jlities, the
elimination of the harmonic principle quite naturally brought about the
increased use of neighbor and embellishing chords as chefds of structure.
Three excerpts by Prokofieff, Bartok and Hindemith are now presented. Although their structural framew0rks are entirely contra-
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Listen for ins.tance to the C chord prolongation from meas. ro- 1 9
and specifically to the mysterious and rhapsodic utterances of the first
violin. On the basis of superficial hearing they probably will be taken
as merely coloristic effects. In reality, however, they are interwoven
in the melodic continuity of the whole. The melodic events here are
so varied that we have stemmed one type of appoggiatura upwards,
the other downwards. The tones stemmed upwards contribute especially towards pushing the melodic line up to the prolonging C.
Finally, a word regarding the end of this fascinating organism. Into
the D chord the first violin brings the tone G# as an anticipation of
the C# chord. This presents a baffling effect, which is clarified in
meas. 25.
Whereas both of the sections just discussed, especially the second
one, have impressionistic tendencies, the final one from Hindemith's
First Piano Sonata is an example of imaginative musical architecture.
The very original voice leading is definitely directed without any trace
of impressionistic veiling. We believe that the reader-after having
concentrated on the music and then on Graphs b and c-will be able to
understand the prolongations as indicated in Graph a without further
explanations on our part.
In conclusion it should be noted that none of these sections cited
employ polychords, which further indicates the variety of possibilities within modern tonality.

D.

Procedures of structural hearing

In trying to explain the actual procedure of structural hearing in
"slow motion," we shall find that it operates through two processe~,
comparable in many ways to those known in the field of philosophy
as deduction and induction. Both are at work in structural hearing,
though the emphasis is sometimes more on one than on the other.
The deductive process attempts to establish the goal oL rhe musical
motion and the direction it takes to attain this goal. For ~his purpose
it determines the music's voice leading, and in so doing/separates the
embellishments and prolongations from those tones and progressions
which carry the motion in a direct way to irs goal and which form the
structure. It is deduction which represents the first process of structural hearing and which may find its expression in successive graphs.
The prolongations are eliminated in progressive stages or immediately- depending on the complexity of the prolongations and the

1l
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capacity of the listener; thus the grap?. is reached i~lustr~ting the basic
direction or structure of the compositiOn under discussion. The process of deduction has brought the listener to the harmonic or contrapuntal basis of the music.
The student will understand by now that we are not searching for
the basic direction for the sake of finding that direction alone. Establishing and understanding the st~ctural basis, however i~teresting an.d
revealing, cannot in itself be considered t?e real explanatiOn of a mustcal organism. We thus come to the more Important of the processes of
structural hearing, the process of induction.
In this phase we look back from the structure to the compositio~;
we move in reverse order from structure to the completed composition. It is now that we realize the "distance" between the structure
and the actual music; the perception of this distance first of all shows
that the composition appears as an elaboration or prolong_a?on of t~e
structural progression. The "distance" be~een a composmo~ and 1~s
structure finds expression in the graphs whtch only now. receive thetr
definite shape. For within this process of structural hear~ng each tone
and each progression reveals its significance as an organ~c offshoot of
the basic progression and its individual share in formmg the tonal
organism in its entirety.
.
.
.
.
Thus the inductive process explams the meanmg a~d Impact of t~e
prolongations which create the color, interest and ~ens10n of the. music.
In summary, the procedure of structural heanng o~erates m two
directions. ~ om the composition to its structure ( deductwn) and ~r?m
the structure to its prolongation which is the actual compositiOn
(induction).
In this connection it must be stressed again that the systematic development of the student's ability to hear structu~ally entails the
pedagogic necessity of making conscious the unconscwusly felt tendencies and events in composition and of dwelling at some length even
on the smallest details. Structural hearing bears fruit only after many
of these technical details of tonal organization become an unconscious
pan of the student's musical equipment. This partial regaining o~ the
instinctive stage of musical understanding can be ac~omp~ts~ed
after the student has passed through a period of sysremanc tra:nmg.
Even the smallest problems of composition have to become unmistakably clear in order that they may be absorbed completely ; only then
:will understanding or applying them creatively become the natural
: expression of a student's musical capacity.
However, the more the student advances the more he will realize
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that both the deductive and the inductive processes do not any longer
function to an equal degree as the conscious techniques of analysis
which they most certainly did in the earlier stages of Chapters V and
For, if the student concentrates on larger and more complex secnons and finally on complete compositions, it will become evident
how necessary it is to acquire a sort of large dimensional hearina. This
can be achieved by developing the deductive process to a quickl; functioning ability and technique. One must learn to spot the structure for
reasons ?f struct~ral orientation: to penetrate as rapidly as possible
to the ptvotal pomts of the motwn taken as a whole. If there is no
understa_nding of the large dimensional goals, how can the stl1dy of
the detail, the offshoot of the main motion, be of any real value? It
was for this reason that in some previous examples we urged the reader
to concentrate first on the graphs demonstrating progressions of higher
order. Onc_e the dedu:tive p~ocess has been accomplished it will always
be the all-rmportant mducuve process which will have to follow, if
we are not to remain on the surface of the composition.
Thus a ~ost rapid completi~n of the deductive process is imperative
and expenence proves that th1s can be accomplished. We see, therefore, that the two processes of structural hearing do not work in the
same "tempo" and at the same degree of consciousness.
However rapidly a student may grasp the structural direction of
a composition, the graphs (with few exceptions) will continue to be
presented in the direction from the prolongations to the structure and
not vic: :versa. As hearing of the structure always emanates from the
composmon as a whole, the detailed graph of the whole has to come
first in any presentation of musical coherence. Regardless of the form
of presentation of the following examples, the student should try on his
own to hear and determine in large outline the intermediate and final
goals of motion before a detailed study of the prolongations is undertaken.

:'I.

E.
I.

Preparation for large dimensional hearing and planning

EXTENDED NEIGHBOR-NOTE AND PASSING MOTIONS

/

Neighbor-note or embellishing motions and passing motions are, as
we know, fundamental types of musical motic;m. Separately or in
combination they not only govern small passages, b.1t may also form
the contents of _l~rge sections. Th_e study of musical literature proves
that the recognmon of these monons around one point or from one
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point to the other constitutes the clue to the directional understanding of many large sections. We therefore present a ~ew examples
which in addition to their interest per se may also funcnon as a study
tow:>.rds structural hearing of complete pieces of any possible length.
a. Brahms. Sextet in G Major, Op 36. First movement, meas. 1-53.
.,.[Ex. 454]..,.
Neighbor-note and embellishing motions dominate t~e first 32 mea~
ures. To hear these as one single extended prolongation of the tome
demands large dimensional hearing. Neighbor-note motions also play
a considerable role in meas. 32-53, whose main contents are the continuation of the structural progression. Note that the neighbor-note
motion D-Eb-D of the first large group of measures is now answered
by a neighbor note, Eq; this juxtaposition has a beautiful coloristic
effect. In fact there are two melodic motions at work in the second
group of measures; one constitutes the structural descent, the other a
prolonging motion which l_eaves. the tone D (~rolonged through the
neighbor note Eq) as a quas1-retamed tone hovenng above the descending line.

a

b. Debussy. Prelude fapres-midi d'un faune. meas. 1-30· .... [Ex.
455] .... _
.
Here neighbor-note and embellishing motions are use~ m a sty:
listically different vein. Although they frequently occur m Brahms
works, they are not particularly characteristic for his music. T?ey are
typical, however, of .1ebussy's individual style and French impressionism in general.
First a thorough understanding of 'the improvisatory first measures
(the flute solo) appears necessary. The melodic events are: the appoggiatura C~-B (the latter being the structural tone of the melody)_, t~e
motion into the inner voice G~ and Gq, then the return to B which 1s
followed by a prolongation of the initial C~-B. These motions_are ~re
sented by the composer in a series of variation-like and highly •magma, rive repetitions (see the brackets in Graphs a and b). They develop ~n
the basis of a widely prolonged tonic which at the end moves to V via
its applied dominant. These quasi-variations contribute strongly to the
coherence and simultaneously to the accumulating tension which so
convincingly finds its release in the final motion to the V.
.
It is noteworthy that the melodic motion to Gq, although occurnng
repeatedly in the prolongations of lower order, appears only once (see
meas. 21-25) within the prolonging repetitions of higher order. Thus,
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in a manner similar to the opening theme, the motion as a whole first
goes toG# (which motion is repeated); thereafter Debussy, within the
the third "variation," proceeds to Gq (meas. 2 1-2 5). Finally we hear,
comparable to meas. 3, a prolongation of C#-B through four measures.

•

•

•

With regard to passing motions, again two very contrasting examples are chosen. The student should carefully examine and compare the
differences of technique and their application.
~[Ex.

c. Chopin. Nocturne in F# minor, Op 48, No.2. meas. 1-30.
456]~

A passing motion from I to II is conceived here as an upwards motion of a ninth subdivided into thirds (see the bass). Note the role of
the applied dominants and especially the prolongation of the last applied dominant, the D# chord, which creates an ingenious structural
retard and a preparation for the entry of the II. This latter chord is
regarded as a structural chord, achieved through mixture, and not as
an applied dominant to the V, because it is not treated as an auxiliary
chord. On the contrary, with its own harmonic prolongation, it acts
as an intermediary goal of motion.
d. Prokofieff. Piano Sonata No. 3· meas. 27-59. ~[Ex. 457]~
. A chromatic passing motion of high order holds this whole section
together and appears prolonged through the technique of descending ·
fourths (or ascending fifths). This creates a large-scale passing motion
of double function because of the strong harmonic influence exercised
by the descending fourths. The activity of this excerpt taken as a whole
lies predominantly in the bass and the chordal progression. In such
instances even the recognition of the direction of the bass alone gives
a clear indication of the music's direction and coherence.
/

2.

THE DEVELOPMENT SECTION OF SONATA FORM

_/

(Large-scale prolongations)
The development sections of movements in sonata form are particularly suited to demonstrating the necessity for large dimensional hearing. It may be said that among these sections ~an be found most daring
and imaginative conceptions of musical architecture and that musical
tension and drive have hardly ever found more convincing expression.
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In some ways the following discussion will anticipate Chapter · VIII
which deals with the problems of form. These developments, however,
are such pertinent examples of lar~e-scale pr~longatio~s (a?d ~hus for
the concept of tonality) that their presentauon at this pomt IS to be
preferred .
We shall learn that it is the structural task of the development to
carry the composition from the end of the exposition to th~ be~inning
of the recapitulation, i.e. from the prolo~~ed chord cons~Itutmg ~nd
supporting the second theme o~ the _exp~smon to the dommant which
immediately precedes the recapitulation. If the second theme expresses
the dominant, then the development presents another large-scale prolongation of thi~ dominant (the end of which leads into the re~apitula
tion). If, however, the second theme constitutes a prolonganon of a
mediant, then the development has the task of prolonging the progression from the mediant to the dominant.
Hence, the development section is ultimately a se~tion of transi~ional
motion. This fact makes it necessary for the monon-whether 1t expresses the prolongation of the V or the progression from III to V -to
demonstrate an unusual degree of direction in its drive towards the
recapitulation. On the other hand, th~ structural demand to p~ol~ng
oo.e single chord or one short progressiOn for the purpose of achievmg
an adequate formal section, engenders an element of e~panse and retard. The artistic struggle between these two contrastmg fa~t~rs of
dramatic drive and expansion creates the tension so chara~tensnc for
the development sections of pieces in sonata. fo~, an_d which furthermore explains wh · the entry of the recapitulanon m a good sonata
movement has an ~ffect of release following accumulated tension.
In the course of the following demonstrations the readings of the top
voice structure may appear to some less convincing _than. the_ analysis
of the bass. Such problems will receive their ~nal _clanficanon m Chapter VIII. In the meantime it should be kept m mmd that the need for
large-scale tonal planning and understanding is ;he_main purpose of the
following examples from sonata and sy~_Phoruc hterar:ure. _They present examples of the extraordinary elasncity of tonal direction and ar_
chitecture.
To understand extended tonal sections is largely a problem of orientation. Thus the knowledge of the pivotal points of motion appea:s
indispensable. Although the graphs of the following a~alyses appear m
the usual order, i.e. in the direction from the prolongations to the stru~
ture, the reader is again advised to use the inductive process first. This
8

This holds true for works based on a harmonic framework.
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means he .should stan. with the last graph and from there work to the
prolonganons sh~wn ~n Graph a. By this procedure the listener will be
ena.ble~ to keep 10 mi.nd the main single progression and its direction
wh~ch 10 turn offers him the possibility to abandon himself to the fasci~
nat10g play of the prolongations.
We
turn to the ~any developments which show large-scale
prolongatwns of th.e dom10ant. Although in such works the ultimate
structural p~o?~e~ IS the same, the prolongations with their practicall
end~ess possibllmes ha:e given composers the opportunity to creafe
sections of greatest vanety and, at the same time, of greatest cohesion
As o~r first e~ample we mention the first movement of Beethoven'~
Sonata 10 D M~Jor, Op 10, No.3 · .,.[Ex. 458]..,. The whole section is
~nder the dom10ance of a / eighbor-note motion A-Bb-A as prolongatiOn of the V. The tone ~b ,erves as bass for a Bb-.Major chord and for
an altered chord suppornng the lower melodic neighbor note G# (see
~rap.h b). Graph a shows that the two neighbor-note chords with the
Idenncal bass tone Bb are conceived by Beethoven as outlining the
space of an octave. The chords of lower order on G ( meas. 148), Eb
(me.as. 157) and D .(meas. 163) serve as passing chords carrying the •
monon from one neighbor-note chord to the other.
In contrast to Bb, the tone Bq is the governing neighbor note of the
develo~ment of another work in D Major, the first movement of
Haydn.s Symphony No. 104. .,.. [Ex. 459]..,. The neighbor-note chord
on B WI.th F# 10 th~ top voice is harmonically prolonged by a complete
harmoruc progressiOn I-IV-V-I (Graph c). In Graph b we find the
B chord further prolonged, first through a contrapuntal prolongation
(me.as. 12 5- ~ 37) and then through an interesting and rather co';oprex
pas:'mg n:otton t? the applied dominant of the IV (meas. 137 - 155).
This pass10g mo~wn shows great melodic activity of inner voice tones
and ca~ be exp~a10ed as a 7-6 progression whose upper voice leads out
of the 10ner voice of the B chord into the inner voice tone G# of the
IV. ..... [Ex. ~6o]..,. Tum.ing bac~ to Ex. 459 and Graph a specifically,
the mner VOI:e progressiOn startmg from B is stemmed downward and
connected With a beam. From this tone B still another melodic line
branch~s off which, through shifting to the top, becomes ~; melodic
top VOice of the w~ol~ passage. In their ultimate analysis, ho·wever,
both o~ these melodic hoe~ are resul~ of inner voice activity and thus
subordmated to the melodic progressiOn of higher order leadina from
F# toG#.
b

no:v

Fur~hermore, Graph .a presents a detai!~ci outline of another prolongatiOn, the prolonganon of the IV, which the student will now have
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no difficulty in understanding. Both of these prolongations, the latter
and the one between meas. 137 and I 55, are instrumental in establishing the dramatic style of this development. In expanding the space
between the pivotal points, while at the same time provoking a strong
driving tendency through passing motions, a definite degree of tonal
tension is created.
Although in the development from the first movement of Beethoven's Piano Sonata, Op 22 .,.. [Ex. 461]..,. the final analysis (Graph c)
again shows a neighbor note, this technique is apparent in the top voice
only, whereas the bass is governed by an extended passing motion between the prolonging I and V (see Graphs b and a).
Passing motions of various structural order dominate the development section in the first movement of Beethoven's Symphony No. 7·
.,.. [Ex. 462]..,. This development uses a very different technique. The
V is prolonged but only up to meas. 2 I 7; from there the motion
as a whole constitutes a passing motion leading into the tonic of the
recapitulation (see Graphs c and b). Here, therefore, there is no V
immediately preceding the recapitulation. We must marvel at this outstanding example of symphonic and tonal architecture. After the prolongation of the dominant, the passing motion of higher order is slow in
developing. This gradual build-up is caused by two widely conceived
prolongations between the V (meas. 21 7) and the first passing chord
on D (meas. 254). Graph a explains the first of these prolongations as
an elaborate passing motion to the applied dominant of the D chord,
and the second as equally elaborate passing motion within this applied
dominant chor<t itself. The tension thus created mounts until, with
meas. 254, the II\ tion bursts out into the D-minor passing chord and
from here the whole proceeds rapidly to the beginning of the recapitulation. More than any of the other developments this section is conceived as a true section of transition.

•

•

•

We now approach a group of development sections which show a
greatly prolonged motion from III to V . Here, too, the masters have
created sections of the most fantastic variety on the basis of the same
structural outline. There could be, for instance, no greater contrast
between two developments than there exists between the first movements of the Piano Sonatas, Op IO, No. 1 and Op 57 by Beethoven,
although both move from III to V.
The development from Op Io , No. 1 is completely dominated by
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passing motions. .,.. [Ex. 463]..,. Branching off from the main prolongation (see Graph d) is a large prolonging passing motion which conceives the second from F to G as a seventh down, spread over a wide
range (see first Graphs c and b, and then Graph a). The passing motion itself moves in thirds and fourths, some of the passing chords being
prolonged, which heightens the tonal tension even more.
And now to the development of Beethoven's Op 57· .,.. [Ex. 464] ~
The characteristic of this section lies in the neighbor-note motion D bC which runs as a motto through the whole movement and which even
determines the bass of the development. No passing motion of high
structural order occurs here. After the III has been prolonged (note
the change from minor to major), a D b chord is reached in meas. 109
by changing the III into an applied dp minant to D b. It is D b which
ultimately is designed to lead to C, the'vass of V. Immediately preceding this dominant, however, an appoggiatura chord on Db appears
which we have indicated in Graphs b and c with an eighth-note stem.
It follows that the motion between meas. I 09 and I 2 3 presents a passing motion between two chords constructed on the same bass D b (we
recall a similar situation in Ex. 458). Thus a neighbor-note motion
Db-C is greatly expanded. Not all details of the top voice are presented, for instance the many characteristic transfers of register and
the neighbor-note motions of the inner voice within the prolonged
E-Major chord at the beginning of the development. Our main point
of concentration is the bass which is so indicative of tonal direction in
particular and tonal architecture in general. We should like, however,
to draw the reader's attention to the splitting of the top voice into rn·o
voices. One leads from Ab via Gb to F and from there via Gb to the
final G q (a third down and a second up) . The other shows a motion
from Ab into the inner voice E of the V.
The main significance of this development, however, lies in the tonal
tension caused by the bold and imaginative prolongation of the incomplete bass neighbor note Db supporting two chords.

Within the analytical study of complete pieces, Chapter VIII will
present more development sections which the student. at this time
should at least study in their outline. Some of these developments confront us with new and ingenious techniques. \Vf dre thinking here, for
instance, of a work of the beginning of this century, the development from the first movement of Ravel's Sonatina. Although here

r
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again we find a passing. motio~ fr~m III to V as the main pro~ression,
the treatment of the vmce leadmg m general and the more deta1led prolonaations in particular are highly original (Ex. 498). In order to
make clear the subtle voice-leading texture, we have given in Graph c
an indication of how the outer voices move in their final analysis. The
ultimate voice-leading problem is the movement of a sixth in the bass
against a ninth in the top voice which partly explains the suspension of
E in the bass (meas. 40-53). The principal detours and retards within
the passina motion from III to V are first the prolonged progression
from F# t~ E and then the transfer of register from E to C in the top
voice (meas. 40-49), with the subsequent dissonant movement of the
inner voice to G# (see Graphs b and a). As far as the first prolongation
is concerned, the B-minor chord and the following voice leadings arise
out of the inner voice C# of the F#-Major chord. This inner voice motion continues until it virtually melts into the inner voice of the E
chord. The transfer of register of the following prolongation already
mentioned moves in two sevenths (subdivided into fourths) to the high
Cq; and now starts the interesting motion of the inner voice from ~ ~o
G# which is followed by F#, both tones preparing the charactensnc
entry of the recapitulation, G#-F#. This entry of the third form s~c
tion J.s of great interest too, but will be taken up in Chapter VIII wh1ch
,
contains a graph of the whole movement.
Another interesting example is the first movement of Schubert s
Unfinished Symphony (see Fx. 497) . Here the second theme is supported by a VI (not a III!) \ -he development thus has the task of
moving from VI to V. This progression is expanded in a most unusual
and original way by a widely prolonged embellishing chord, the
E-minor chord. 4
The reader should turn now to the first movement from Brahms'
Symphony No. 3 (Ex. 503). This development does not move to ~he
dominant, and the reader will notice from the graphs that the A-Major
chord, supporting the second theme of the exposition_, is a c~ntrapuntal
and not a harmonic chord. Coming events are casnng the1r shadows
before. The revolutionary meaning of the technique employe~ by
Brahms is mentioned in Chapter VIII and will be fully grasped 1f we
turn to Ex. 480 and sos which present major works by Bartok .and
Hindemith. These developments show contrapuntal prolonganons
within contrapuntal structures. It is fascinating to realize, however,
In its last analysis this chord has the additional function of a voice-leading chord
between VI and V.
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passing motions . ..,. [Ex. 463] ~ Branching off from the main prolongation (see Graph d) is a large prolonging passing motion which conceives the second from F to G as a seventh down, spread over a wide
range (see first Graphs c and b, and then Graph a). The passing motion itself moves in thirds and fourths, some of the passing chords being
prolonged, which heightens the tonal tension even more.
And now to the development of Beethoven's Op 57 .... [Ex. 464] ~
The characteristic of this section lies in the neighbor-note motion DbC which runs as a motto through the whole movement and which even
determines the bass of the development. No passing motion of high
structural order occurs here. After the III has been prolonged (note
the change from minor to rna jor) , a Db chord is reached in meas. 1 09
by changing the III into an applied <Lominant to Db. It is Db which
ultimately is designed to lead to C, the' :nss of V. Immediately preceding this dominant, however, an appoggiatura chord on Db appears
which we have indicated in Graphs b and c with an eighth-note stem.
It follows that the motion between meas. 109 and 123 presents a passing motion between two chords constructed on the same bass Db (we
recall a similar situation in Ex. 458). Thus a neighbor-note motion
Db-C is greatly expanded. Not all details of the top voice are presented, for instance the many characteristic transfers of register and
the neighbor-note motions of the inner voice within the prolonged
E-Major chord at the beginning of the development. Our main point
of concentration is the bass which is so indicative of tonal direction in
particular and tonal architecture in general. We should like, however,
to draw the reader's.attention to the splitting of the top voice inro- two
voices. One leads from Ab via Gb to F and from there via Gb to the
final Gq (a third down and a second up). The other shows a motion
from Ab into the inner voice E of the V.
The main significance of this development, however, lies in the tonal
tension caused by the bold and imaginative prolongation of the incomplete bass neighbor note Db supporting two chords.

•

•

•

Within the analytical study of complete pieces, Chapter VIII will
present more development sections which the student _at this time
should at least study in their outline. Some of these developments confront us with new and ingenious techniques. \VP dre thinking here, for
instance, of a work of the beginning of this century, the development from the first movement of Ravel's Sonatina. Although here
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again we find a passing motion from III to V as the main pro?ression,
the treatment of the voice leading in general and the more detailed prolongations in particular are hi~hly original (Ex. 49~). I? order to
make clear the subtle voice-leadmg texture, we have gtven m Graph c
an indication of how the outer voices move in their final analysis. The
ultimate voice-leading problem is the movement of a sixth in the bass
against a ninth in the top voice which partly explains the suspension of
E in the bass (meas. 40-53). The principal detours and retards within
the passing motion from III to V are first the prolonged progression
from F# to E and then the transfer of register from E to C in the top
voice (meas. 40-49), with the subsequent dissonant movement of the
inner voice to G# (see Graphs b and a). As far as the first prolongation
is concerned, the B-minor chord and the following voice leadings arise
out of the inner voice C# of the F#-Major chord. This inner voice motion continues until it virtually melts into the inner voice of the E
chord. The transfer of register of the following prolongation already
mentioned moves in two sevenths (subdivided into fourths) to the high
Cq· and now starts the interesting motion of the inner voice from F to
'
..
G# which is followed by F#, both tones preparing the charactensttc
entry of the recapitulation, G#-F#. This entry of the third form s~c
tion Is of great interest too, but will be taken up in Chapter VIII whtch
contains a graph of the whole movement.
Another interesting example is the first movement of Schubert's
Unfinished Symphony (see Fx. 497). Here the second theme is supported by a VI (not a Ill!) \ -he development thus has the task of
moving from VI to V. This progression is expanded in a most unusual
and original way by a widely prolonged embellishing chord, the
E-minor chord.4
The reader should turn now to the first movement from Brahms'
Symphony No. 3 (Ex. 503). This development does not move to ~he
dominant, and the reader will notice from the graphs that the A-Major
chord, supporting the second theme of the exposition.• is a c~ntrapuntal
and not a harmonic chord. Coming events are castmg thetr shadows
before. The revolutionary meaning of the technique employe~ by
Brahms is mentioned in Chapter VIII and will be fully grasped tf we
turn to Ex. 486 and 505 which present major works by Bartok and
Hindemith. These developments show contrapuntal prolongations
within contrapuntal strucmres. It is fascinating to realize, however,
In its last analysis this chord has the additional function of a voice-leauing chord
between VI and V.
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that in these works of our times the development, despite all the revolutionary changes in contrapuntal language, has maintained its original
meaning by constituting a dramatic section of transitional motion.
3.

EXERCISES IN LARGE DIMENSIONAL PLANNING

The student is ag~in reminded of the necessity of playing all graphs
at the keyboard. This should be done in successive stages in the direction from the structure to the prolongations. He thus will train and
equip his mind and his ear for the understanding of the many broadly
devised organisms of western music as well as for structural planning
which may be of special significance for the young composer. By enlarging a simple progression in various stages using various techniques,
the ear receives valuable training. The examples from the sonata form
devel?pments present especially suitable material for such keyboard
exercises.
In continuation of the exercises in prolongation given throughOut Chapters V and VI, bass progressions in various stages will now be
presented which, in addition to their value per se, are intended to indi- •
care how sections from compositions already analyzed can be used for
making up exercises in tonal planning. .,.[Ex. 465-470)..,.

4·

TWO PROLONGATIONS OF EXCEPTIONAL EXPANSION

As a conclusion to the detailed demonstration of partial musical
organisms which starred in Chapter V, we shall discuss two extraordinary conceptions of musical architecture. One is taken from \Vagner's
Parsifal, the other from Stravinsky's Symphony in Three-. Movements.
The example by Wagner is from Act I of Parsifal; it is the music
which symbolizes and expresses the spiritual and emotional climax in
connection with Gurnemanz's and Parsifal's approach to the castle of
the Grail. The section starts in A Major, one measure before Gurnemanz's words, "Vom Bade kehn der Konig heim," and reaches C Major 78 measures later. .,. [Ex. 47 I]..,. The contents of this amazing music
will have to be explained in several stages, moving from th~er-all
plan to the derail, and later to a survey of the whole.
I) General plan: Motion of a third from A to C, conceived as a sixth
down (Graph a).
2) This sixth is subdivided into two major th;:ds and a half step. The

end of the first third, the tone F, is reached only in meas. 65; from
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h m otion proceeds relatively directly to Db and C (Graph
terete
h
) b)·
That fi rst t h'trd (A t o F) is inverted into an upwards moving sixth,
3 subdivided into two major thirds ( ~raph c_). .
· exp1ams
· t h e Db of meas · 33 · This measure IS the halfway mark
This
f the whole prolongation moving from A to F.
4) ~his progression of a sixth in itself appears greatly prolonged
(Graphs d and e).
.
.
·
f
ch third of the motion A-Db-F is orgamzed mto a progre~sw~ o a
Ea
1
minor third (Graph d). High!y mreresrmg ts the
(
G
h ) Tl k' d
half-tone step Pus a
further elaboration of the first third A to Db see ..r~p e . le m
devised to prolong . the
half-tone
step
o
d mmal
h
h If
of pro Iongatio n Waaner
from A to Bb is the following: Two minor thir s, t en a a -to~e step
· two minor thirds Thus the half-tone step and the thirds of
d
an agam
·
· l·
1
·
f lower
.
higher order are anticipated and prepared m r us pro ongation o
In reaard to this preparatory half-tone step from Eb to Eq It
d
or er. be mentioned
o
· It
· appears pro1onged between
that in the music
should
meas. 7 and I9·
.
.
.
·
h
·
Graph f shows that in all mam pomts of this sectwn t e top voice
moves in octaves with the bass.
We are now prepared for Graph g._ This graph,_because of the great
dimensions of this music, omits a detailed explanation of the prolong~d
Db chord (meas. B-sr) and Dq chord (meas. 55-62) and presents I?
outline only the prolon~ion between Eb and Eq (meas. 7- 1 9~· A_s tt
is our main purpose to cot\Centrate on the plan of tonal orgamzat!on,
the student is required to make detailed studie: of these prolonganons
only after he has grasped the significance of thts gr~ph.. .
.
This brings us to the over-all meaning and the tmpltcation~ of thts
·
· conception.
·
I n spite
· of the detailed evoluttons and
great architectomc
the length of the prolongations, the F chord (meas. 65) and the_ fol.
. to Db and fi na11Y to C.' appear as the climax
lowmg
r 3 measures movmg
of the whole motion. Everything builds up and dnves to t_hese meas~~:~
which execute the actual motion from A to C, the ultimate must
progression. Although the mgrive of "H eilesbusse" has already appeared for the first time in meas. 5 I, the conductor must ~ndeavor to
create the maximum sonorities when this motive reappears_m meas. 65.
One cannot help marvelling at the incredible correlation between
drama and music, and at the fact that the music so strikingly expre~ses
the spiritual and emotional contents of the drama. The p~ssmg
·
f rom A to Db (meas· I -3 3) seem to. express symbolically
monons
G ·r
Gurnemanz's and Parsifal's wandering to the mighty hall of the rat ·

2. 18

After this passing motion has come to an end, it appears that the proximity of the castle is expressed with the poignant passages of the D bMajor prolongation. This prolongation effectively broadens and retards the motion up to F, taken as a whole, and thus prepares so
convincingly for the Climax (meas. 65 ff.). The nearer they get to
the Grail, the more retarded is the passing motion to F. Furthermore, the fact that the end of the dialogue between Gurnemanz and
Parsifal coincides with the end of the first elaborate passing motion to
Db throws considerable light on the text's meaning: Parsifal: "/cb
schreite kaum, doch waehn' ich mich schon weit." Gurnemanz: "Du

siehst, mein Sohn, zum Rerum wiTd hie1· die Zeit." 5
Do not these words correspond amazingly with the impression the
music is creating, the impression of wandering through wide spaces,
from A in many thirds until Db is reached, which fundamentally constitutes a small space of a major third and which only is part of a bigger
motion to C, symbolizing the final arrival in the castle?
The Stravinsky excerpt comprises 147 measures (from the beo-inning through rehearsal number 37) and constitutes the first form ~ec
tion of the first movement. ~[Ex. 472]...,.
This is perhaps one of the most convincing examples of modern
polychordal tonality. Recalling our earlier statements, we should like
to stress again that the use of so-called polychords in no way implies
two tonalities which would be contradictory to the unity creatftg
essence of tonality, regardless of style. The student has already studied
the voice leading of the opening measures and may now wish to learn more about the role of these measures within a larger organism. The
expansion of this organism in addition to the rather unfamiliar idiom of
polychordal voice leading may warrant, at first, a concentration on the
. conde~sed contents as presented in Graphs c and d. Until immediately
precedmg No. 29, that is through 108 measures, a prolongation of G
governs all motions. This main prolongation is subdivided into three
prolongations of lower order. The first drives the melody up a thirJ
from G to Bb while the bass proceeds to the neighbor note A. The second prolongation pushes the melody a further halftone step up ~b,
t~1e bass reaching the _embellishing tone C. Finally the third prolongatwn, once more starnng on G, goes through the space of a third, already outlined before, and drives the melody upwards to D . There is
an irresistible consequence in these three me!vdic outlining motions
11
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Parsifal: I hardly stir, and yec I move apace. Gurnemanz: Thou seesc, my son,
here time is one with space (cr. by Ernest Newman).
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becoming larger until the final top voice tone D of the G prolongation
f hio-h order is reached. On the whole, the melody has moved up a
~fth.0 Observe that each of the t_hree _prolongations of lower order
tarts on the unison G or on a G mad (mcomplete and complete).
s From No. 2 9 on, the bass descends to B and then rises to_D. T_his
ts to a proo-ression from G via B to D, the first third bemg
amoun
o
.
h.
·
expressed as a descending sixth. As a counterpomt to t iS progresswn
f the bass, the top voice rises one more fifth and reaches A.
0
Let u~ look back once more at the gigantic prolongatio~ of G.
Although at the beginning of each o~ the three sub-prolongao?ns _the
tone G or its triad is pronounced without polychordal combma~wn,
this is by no means the case. at the end o_f the first tw? ~rolonganon_s.
Only the last one, which bnngs the_ music ~o the prehm10ary melodic
goal D, supports this tone with a s1mple tnad on G (one meas. after
No. 26).
The reader should now proceed to the study o_f Gr~ph b a~d then
of Graph a. Graph a and the score r~ve~l Srravmsky _s techmque of
repeating and circling around a c_hord 10 h~u of them~nc developm~nt
within chord prolongations. Th1s results m a techmque of creat10g
chord blocks. Note, for example, the sections from No. 7 to No. I 3
and from No. 16 to No. 19. In this latter section the trumpet par: (~ee
in Graph a the notes o_f the ~pper_ staff st~mmed downwards) 1 iS Sig~
nificant for the continmty of ·e middle voice. It moves from Bo to ~ll
from where, through a motion 0f a seventh up, it reaches the top voice
tone Bq.

•
The musical contents of works such as this S~mphony by St.ravins~h
and the different techniques of tonal coherence 10 ~o:ks by Hi~demit
and Bartok point to the great possibilities for a revitahzed and, 10 every
respect, contemporary expression of tonality. In spite of all the. va~t
changes which this language has underg~ne, t~ese _works seem t? md_icate that tonality-in the broad sense outhned m t~iS book, especially 10
this and the following chapter-may have a defimte future.
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The Concept of Tonality
A.

I.

The complete composition-Its tonal and
formal organization

INTRODUCTION

.

The overwhelming number of.examples cited thus far

co~ststed of phrases, passages, themes and sections of compositions,
whtch h~v_e_ ~een used to demonstrate in gradual stages the processes
and posstbtlltles of strucnual planning and hearing. This is altoaether
a ne~ type of ear training, which demands first the study and ~nder
standmg of the small and simple organism. For, how can the student be
expected to grasp the musical direction and coherence of large sections
or whole pieces, if he. h~s not first learned to hear the organization of
a short umt? The prehmmary study of a single phrase or detail appears
all the more necessary and logical, since the same characteristics of
s~ructure. and p~olongation prevail in a large section or a complete
ptece as m the smgle phrase. In principle the detail is constructed .1ke
t~e wh?le. In the latter, however, the proportions are different and the
dtmenswns are larger.
The analysis and synthesis of several complete pieces of different
style, length and complex.ity will now be the natural consequence and
~utgrowth of the precedmg chapters. The detailed and large-dimens~on~l approach, as well as the most divergent techniques of tonal contmmty and coherence, are now familiar to the student; he is able,
furthermor~, to hear the detail of the most extended piece of music in
proper relanon to the meaning of the whole. 1 In the course of our dis-·
cussion it wil~ have beco~e clear to the reader that whatever appears
as structural m the analysts of a detail removed from its cont~t becomes a prolongation the moment this detail is put back into the larger
: F~r the teacher, we should like to add that in individual cases it is pedagogicallv
JUStifiable to de_monstrate. tonal coherence of complete compositions at an earlier
stage. The musical capacity or experience of a stt:....;em may warrant such a pro·
cedure.

-
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organism. This becomes a guiding principle in our endeavor to explain
the coherence of a complete piece.
Although we stated towards the end of Chapter VII the paramount
need for structural orientation, we cannot and do not wish to give rules
and rigid directions as to what to do first and what to do next in analyzing a complete composition. To a very definite degree the hearing of
musical direction and coherence depends on intuition. Furthermore,
among different musicians the acntal procedure may vary, even within
an accepted approach to the problems of musical continuity. Most
students, however, will find that the points of strucnual significance
will divulge their meaning first, allowing for the gradual unfolding of
the prolongation's significance. \Vhatever the individual approach, any
composition to be analyzed should be completely familiar to the student before any conclusions can be drawn as to the architectonic meaning of the musical contents. All knowledge must naturally grow out of
this familiarity with the sonorities, atmosphere and style of the composition. If, in the coming analysis of complete compositions, the graphs
are given in the direction from· the most detailed prolongation to the
fundamental structure, it is because this way of presentation seems the
most satisfactory one and not because we in any way suggest a definite
chronology of analytical procedure.
In order to survey tonality and its potentialities the analysis of eight
strongly contrasting compositions of different stylistic periods will now
be presented. The choice of pieces was determined by their variety in
style and contents, but not y a wish to present a systematic approach
from easier to more difficult works. Nevertheless, the order in which
the analyses will be given approximately represents a graded order of
their complexity. In concluding, we should like to encourage the
reader, before studying the following graphs, to work on these compositions as independently as possible. 2
2.

COMPOSITIONS BA.SED ON HARMONIC STRUCTURE
AND ON COMBINED HARMONIC AND CONTRAPUNTAL STRUCTURE

The first four examples are based on entirely harmonic structures.
This means that all motions-of the detail, all harmonic and contrapuntal prolongations show their ultimate coherence in a melodic struc2

The reade·r will find that a number of less complex compositions are either mentioned or analyzed in section B of this chapter. \ Ve suggest, therefore, that, in case
of difficulties, he postpone a detailed analysis of certain of these eight works until
the end of section B, at which time he will have gained more experience.
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COMPOSITIONS BASED ON CONTRAPUNTAL STRUCTURE

Musical direction and coherence is definitely not dependent on the
existence of a harmonic framework. The contrapuntal progressions
underlying themes and sections presented in several instances (we recall the examples in Chapter VII, section C) give sufficient indicatio<• ..
that even a complete piece may be based on a contrapuntal progression. Looking ahead at the structural graphs of the three following
compositions we will notice that no harmonic trait is evident. Thus, in
comparison to the five pieces previously quoted the difference in toaal
style is obvious, in spite of an adherence to the same principles of structure and prolongation. The structure for the Gesualdo Madrigal is a
modal progression. Changing it to its hannonic counterpart presents ,.
an instructive example of the difference between the harmonic and the
contrapuntal concept. The top voice would be G-H-E, supported by
a I-V-I progression. The structure of the movement by Bartok with its
two bass progressions is the contrapuntal equivalent to the technique of
two harmonic progressions, familiar to us by now.
Tonal coherence in regard to a complete piece can thus be expressed
in three ways, either through a contrapuntal structure or a harmonic
structure or a combination of both. All three may be prolonged harmonically and contrapuntally. Here now are the graphs of three widely
contrasting compositions which nevertheless adhere to the same principle of contrapuntal structure. .,.. [Ex. 478, 479, 480] ....
The reader will be able, by his own experience, to analyze successfully most of the contents of these eight compositions. \Ve, therefore,
will refrain from any extended comment. Regarding the Prelude by
Debussy, attention should be given to the ingenuity with which the
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composer deals with the variants of the melodic neighbor-note moti~n,
creating fascinating melodic parallelisms. As far as. the Schubert Lted
and the Madrigal by Gesualdo are concerned, their complete understanding presupposes a knowledge of the poems, since the relation. of
word and music is very significant in these extremely contrastmg
works. Notice, for instance, that in the Lied the important third stanza
is set to music with the structurally highly important motion from the
A-minor chord to the prolonged B-Major chord (the III). In the wide
prolongation between the initial I and the Ill, t~e A-minor chord. is ~he
most significant passing chord .. In fact, al.l mou~n from the .begmmng
on is directed to this chord which ushers m the unportant third stanza.
There are, however, two factors which need more detailed discussion and explanation, because of their importance for th~ understanding of any composition-the factors of fonn and tonality. vVe shall
take up form first, because its problems to a large extent have not been
touched upon as yet. It was probably noted though that the formal
organization had been indicated by capital let~ers in the graphs of
higher structural order. The concept of tonality was demonstrated
througho'!t Chapters V, VI and VII, but only in relati.o~ to passages
and sections. The concentration on complete composltlons makes a
special discussion on tonality equally necessary.

tural line, supported by a harmonic progression. The fifth example is
bas~d on two structural progressions, of which the first is contrapuntal,
while the second progression is harmonic. It will now be realized what
was meant by the earlier statement that the same characteristics appear
within a complete piece as occur in single passages or sections. The
structures of the following five compositions could just as well furnish
the basic progressions of prolongations. Just as a theme or section constitutes the prolongation of an underlying progression of higher order
(showing its basic direction), so a complete composition represents a
large-scale, widely ramified prolongation of the structure, the progression of highest order. .,.. [Ex. 4 73-4 77]..,.
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FORM AND STRUCTURE

a.

(

Outer form, inner form and design

We must distinguish three factors in composition which, though
closely interlocked and interdependent, may still be defined singly.
The first, discussed thror:l,out these pages, is the functions of str~c
ture and prolongation. They need no further ?efi.nition at thi~ pomt
beyond a summarizing statement that structure mdicates the umty and
coherence of a composition. The second factor is forn1 which may be
defined as a principle of architectonic organization of the struct~re. In
discussing large and small sections from compositions, we were m f~ct
already dealing with the problem of form, for each theme or sect.wn
may have its own organization, its own form . This formal orgamzation manifests itself in subdivisions or segmentations and nrious types
of repetition. \i\Te recall the many instances of parallelism, often veiled,
or the structural enlargements or diminutions, all coming under the
general term of repetition.
From the point of view of the total composition, however, the f?rm
of .the detail will ~ubordinate itself to the form of the total orgamsm.
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In other words, the various forms of the detail or inner fonn will become organic offshoots of the form of the whole, the outeT fonn.
Similar to the relation between structure and prolongation is one
benveen the various stages of inner form and the over-all governing
feature of the outer form; there are formal organizations of a lower
~r?er ~nd those of a higher order. In stating that the form of a compoSitiOn IS through-~o~posed, two part or three part, one actually implies
the formal orgamzation of the highest order. Just as the prolongations
are in their last analysis organic offshoots of the structure, so are all details of inner form the organic evolutions of the outer form.
And now to the third factor which may be called design. Desian is
the organization of the composition's motivic, thematic and rhythmic
material through which the functions of form and structure are made
clear. Design is instrumental in bringing about the formal subdivisions
and repetitions and in shaping the prolongations into sections, themes
and phrases. These subdivisions, specifically, may be accomplished
through various techniques developed in past centuries, such as:
thematic repetition, cadences (harmonic as well as contrapuntal),
caesuras, change of tempo, rhythm or texture, etc.
All three factors, structure and form on the one hand and desian on
the other, are completely interdependent. One without the other is
~nable to create artistic. interest and quality. Structure is the organizati~n of the tonal course mto a coher~nt pattern; it is design which gives
th1s pattern shape and profile, which makes it living music. Desian
wit~o~t structural. directi~n and coherence is an empty play w~h
motivtc or rhythmic matenal. And the boldest prolongations of structu.ral progressions without convincing thematic and rhythmic design
wtll never be an expression of living art.

b. Relation of outer form to structure.
StructU1·e-form-Prolongation-fomt
Having discussed inner form throughout Chapters I-VII it will now
be necessary to go into the problems of outer form. We shall see that
the principle of repetition is as of paramount importance in the outer
~o.rm as it was found to be in the inner form and its design. It is further
)Ollled by a technique of division of which we shall hear more from
now on. Division and repetition-both are the two basic outer-form
principles of western music.
It appears that outer form is in significance pra--rically on a par with
structure; it is a composition's organization of the highe~t order because
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it represents the formal organization of the structural progression. We
suggest the reade r make a comparison bet'.veen the structural graphs
(with their indications of form) of all eight previously quoted compositions. This will show most clearly the effect of outer form on the
course of the structural progression.
Let us concentrate first on the Lied by Schubert since it shows a
form technique already known to us from the end of Chapter V.
Through the dividing and repeating technique of interruption, the
structure has been divided into two, interdependent, structural progressions. As each progression constitutes one form s~ction, a nvo-part
form is created.
The Ayre by Dowland is likewise a nvo-part form but its organization is based on a different principle. Unlike the Schubert Lied, in
which each part, in its final analysis, is made up of a partial struc~ral
progression, the design of the work by Dowland shows a prolongation
of I, representing the first form section.
. . . .
.
In the Schubert Lied it is the structure which 1s divided, whereas m ·
the Ayre it is the prolongation of the structure which is. divided; in the
latter, therefore, prolongation is utilized to create a section of the total
form.
By stating that prolongation is utilized for the o~ter-fo~m organization we imply that one structural chord alone, wzthout 1ts prolongation, can never create form. This means that one single chord cannot
outline and determine structural motion. Yet only motion creates a
form section, because form is organized motion. Thus, if in the Ayre
the formal division is to be drawn after the first tonic, structure alone
would not provide for the necessary motion with which to build a ~rst
section. It is only the prolongation of I which, with the help of des1gn,
makes the form possible.
This · difference in formal organi7ation also applies to three-part
foirn.s. In the movement from the Mozart Sonata, as well as in the
Bartok Concerto, outer form has organized the structure by subdividing it into three structural progressions; again the motion of each form
section is determined by a structural progression. In the Intermezz? _by
Brahms and the Prelude by Debussy, on the other hand, the orgamzmg
subdivision of the outer form is not applied to the structure, but to the
prolongation of the structure. Not the structure itself, but prolongations are used to outline one or more form sections.
We now turn to outer form and its relation to structure in the Madrigal by Gesualdo and the Fugue by Bach. T~~ ~eader will hav~ noticed
that in these compositions no formal subdivisiOns occur. Neither the
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structure nor the prolonged structure is divided. Thus the undivid d
and the undivided prolonged structure coincide with
und1v1ded outer form.
All this means that ~e must draw a definite distinction between outer-form types. There 1s. one c.ategory which solves form problems bv
means of the structure ltsel.f, t.e. by eit~er stressing the uninterrupted
flow of the struc:~r~ and Its prolonganons, thus creating a one-part
form, or by s~bd1v1dmg the structure into two or three partial structural progresswns, thus creating a two- or a three-part form. A second
category ~olve~ the form p.r~b~em by use and adaptation of rhe main
prolonganon, 1.e. by subd1v1dmg the prolonaarion of the structure
. The first type will be called stru~ture-fon~x, the second prolonga~
tton-form. To ~nderstand fully the d1fference between both categories
one has to reahze that structure-form bases its organizing power complerel:y o~ the structure. Structure itself provides the means for its own
orgamzan?n. Structure-forms, therefore, are the most natural forms
Prolonganon-f~rms, on the. other ~and, though equally convincing:
~re more contnved. They g1ve the 1mpression of a formal design proJ~C~e.d on to the unity of structure, rather than of a naturally grown
diVISIOn.
Su~ming up we can state that the Bach Fugue and the Gesualdo
Madn?al are one-part structure-forms. As every one-part form is by
necessity a structure-form, from now on we shall call such forms onepart or through-composed forms. The Schubert Lied shows a two-part
structure-!orm, whereas the Ayre by Dowland represents a two-part
prolonganon-form. The movements by Mozart and Bartok are in a
three-part structure-form. Finally the Intermezzo by Brahms and the
Prelu~e by Debu~Y. offer ?xam~les of three-part prolongation-form.
~~IS was a prehmmary d1scuss10n on form concentrating on the composl:wns quoted before. More on this subject of form will be found in
~ectwn ~ where additional form types will be shown and where more
lllustranons of complete works will be offered.

stru~t~re

5•

t~le

SIGNIFICANCE AND RANGE OF TONALITY

. Structural hearing, based on t~e principle of structure and prolonganon, leads to a con~ept of tonality which, in view of the average presem-day .approac~, IS a new concept. Throughout Chapters V, VI and
VII, wh1le sn:dym.g the rechniq.ues ~f s~ruc:vral planning and hearing
~e were dealmg d1rectly ~r. by tmph~au?n with the problem of tonalny. In a most general defimnon, tonality IS the expression of tonal unity
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and coherence based on the principle of structure and prolongation.
Thus, structural coherence and tonal coherence are, in their ultimate
analysis, the same.
In recognizing that a certain passage or section of a composition, if
separated from the total organism, has its own basic direction or srrucrure, we at the same time acknowledge that it has its individual tonal
unity and coherence, i.e. it has its own tonality. This passage, when
linked up again with the complete composition and heard in relation to
the whole, loses any individual status and becomes a prolongation of an
organism of higher order. This means that it subordinates irs own basic
direction to the one single basic direction of the piece, the structural
framework. Simultaneously it subordinates irs individual tonality to the
one tonality determined by the structural framework or progression.
Individual tonalities or keys thus become prolongations or ronal phases
of a single tonality.
, The structural frarework, in addition to indicating the basic direction, determines andjoutlines the one tonality of the whole composition.
Tonality may thusj be defined as prolonged motion within the framework of a single key-determining progression, constituting the ultimate
. structural framework of the whole piece. As long as all details of the
composition are organic prolongations of such structural and ronal
frameworks, as ong as every detail has a function to fulfill within the
progression o£ the framework, it contributes to the expression of the
one tonality of the framework. It follows, therefore, that any chord
whatsoever, be it consonant or dissonant, diatonic or chromatic may
appear within any given tonal framework. The sole deciding factor
justifying its presence is whether its function within the framework
is clearly defined as an integral part of the whole.
We believe that the eight compositions and all the many sections and
passages di~cuss , (if we conceive them as parts of a larger whole)
corroborate .this definition. Let us glance back at meas. 18-3 r of the
Schubert Lied. In itself, separated from the organic whole, this section
has its own tonality, C Major. This "individual" tonality, however, it
asserts only if analyzed on irs own merits. As part of the complete
composition these same measures represent a prolongation, constituting
a prolonged C passing chord.
This terminology defines the function of this passage, the function
within the tonality-determining, structural framework of the whole
. piece. And this function makes it a prolongation and therefore a member of the one tonality of G Major. For another example we rec 1ll the
Intermezzo by Brahms. Meas. 17-31, if analyzed independently, have
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the tonality ~f D Major. In relation to the complete piece of which they
are an o~ga?1c par~, these me~sures represent a prolonged embellishing
chord w1thm the smgle tonality of the composition which is B minor.
Another fundamental type of prolongation shows progressions from
one chord to another. They too are expressions of tonal coherence. Let
~s, for instance, recall the Concerto by Bartok and specifically the sectwn_ from meas. 68-ros. If taken out of its context, it constitutes a
monon from the tonality of . G to the tonality of F# which would
represent a modulation. In relation to the whole organism of the movement, ho":ever, these measures represent a prolongation again: not the
prolongauon of one chord, but the prolongation of a progression from
one structural chord to another, both being members of the structural
framework which express the one tonality of the entire movement.
In regard to the structural framework itself, it would be wrong to
assume that only triads can be used, in the belief that only they are
key defin~ng. T?is is by no means the case. The examples by Copland
and ?travmsky, m the preceding chapter, made it clear that polychords,
for mstance, not only constitute no contradiction to the essence of
tonality, but have enhanced its potentialities to a degree which t~day
c~~not yet be correct~y e:aluated. The reason for this structural possiblhty_of polychords hes m the fact that the lower triad of this chor9
co~bmauon, the_ one erected on the bass tone, is definitely the dominatmg _factor. It 1s t~e strength of this triad which enables a polychord
to act m a key-definmg capacity.
Tonality thus is a complex, but highly organized web resultincr from
t?e multiple ramifica~i~ns of the ~ey-determining structural p;ogress~on. The k~y-determmmg progresswn of the highest order presents the
smgle tonality or key of the composition. The other so-called keys
a_nd the "~o~ulations" are prolonged chords and prolonged progresSions, all w1th1n. the framework of that one tonality. They are organic
phases of one single tonality.
In cox:nplete contrast to these new definitions concerning a single key
or tonality, the average present-day concept of tonality implies a multitude of keys and modulations, which at best can be explained as a
system of references. The moment a chord cannot be labeled and referred to ~ certain key ac~ording to a most narrow harmonic approach
(as a dommant of the dommant, the sub-dominant of the relative minor,
etc., etc.) conventional theory assumes the existence of a modulation
to a new key. The consequence of this '"-i)proach is the theoretical assumpti?n ~hat a tonal composition constitutes a row of many keys,
appeanng m the form of large or small passages, thus presenting a row
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of details, whose function and inner coherence, however, is not explained. The assump~i?n ~f ~any keys is respo~si?le for t~1e widely held
belief that a compositiOn lS m C, for example, 1f 1t starts m C, proceeds
then to many other keys and ultimately returns to the initial key of C.
Thus the many so-called keys often far outweigh the main key or
tonality. Why a composition constructed according to such a conception is called a piece in one key, does not seem logical at all. It should
be termed a piece in many keys.
What is actually achieved by stating that a certain passage of a piece
in C major is in F# minor if we are unable to explain the function of
this F#-minor passage? Here we touch on the main disadvantage of the
old concept: It is unable to explain the function of those many keys
as being parts and offshoots of a single organic whole.
The attempt has been made to get out of this impasse by adopting
a conception of many keys versus one tonality. A composition is supposed to show a row of many keys and modulations to these keys, but
still is believed to represent one tonality. This author does not know
of a single instance, however, in which the dependency of these socalled -keys on the one tonality, or the fact that the keys are organic
parts of a whole, have been demonstrated. The use of the term tonali:y
as distinct from key proves that the difference between a whole and 1ts
orcranic offshoots is not understood. For there exists no definable diffe;ence between tonality and key. They are too close in meaning and
therefore, according to this terminology, one just has to believe that
many tonalities or keys can appear within one tonality or key. It seems
that this strange contradiction demands clarification. If the so-called
tonality is effective and in force throughout the composition, how can
one explain ;imultaneous coexistence of many other keys?
How imp~ hant it is to understand the direction of .motion and its
significance and how little is gained by the mere listing of "keys" could
be gathered from the discussion of the development sections at the end
of Chapter VII. It is usually said that the development is the place where
the composer works contrapuntally on the thematic mat~rial of t~e
exposition by modulating through many different keys unnl t~e d?minant of the main key is reached; often a list of all those keys IS g1ven.
But what does the knowledge of this list explain to the musician, eager
to know what the significance of the development section actually is?
We have realized the enormous tonal tensions which can be created by
those dramatically prolonged progressions full of detours, ly rical . details and deceiving motions which, however, have definite funcnons

r
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:nithin a clearly conceived whole. Thus the list of keys is at best nothmg more than a description of single facts whose function within the
,
motion of the development remains unexplained.
A na~row harmonic approach together with a purely descriptive and
catalogmg type of analysis have resulted in an extremely limited concept of tonality. Its limits are narrowly drawn and have to be trespassed constantly by the composer in order to achieve movement and
variety, indeed, t?. achieve musical length at all. This may explain the
fact tha~ composi.ttons of. the most different periods present a concept
of tonaltty at vanance wuh that expounded in many books on theory
and analysis.
(

As structural hearing shows a single tonality with all details in the
form. of themes: passages, motives, chords etc., as organic expansions
of this o.ne tonality, the term modul~tio~ to a new key and the resulting
conceptiOn of themes a_nd pass~ges m different keys become meaningless. Instead of modulanon, for mstance from F Major to A Major, one
sho~ld correctly say, "progression (or directed motion) from the F
MaJor ~o the A-.Major chord." If this A-Major chord appears prolonged 1~ should, mstead of passage in A Major, be termed, "the passacre
~rolongmg the A-Majo~ chord" or, in short, the A chord prolong~
n.on. Once, however, this new concept has become familiar to musiCians, even ~he old term "passage in A Major" would .be' correctly
under.stood, 1.e. one would know that no new key in the conventional
~ens~ I~ meant. For all terminology depends on the concept from which
It ongmates.

. The crux of the who!~ differe~ce _in the conception of tonality lies
m the fact that harmomc analys1s, m contrast to structural hearincr
cannot conceive or e~plain a~tisti~ variety on the basis of artistic unit;:
~omposers have ~chieved th1s umty through a consciously or unconcwusly felt orga?Ic concept of tonality. Harmonic analysis or the old
concept of t~nal~ty, on the other hand, draws an inorganic picture of
a truly ~rgamc piece of art. It seems only too natural that this narrow,
descnpnve concept has contributed greatly to the crisis of tonality out
of which we now seem to emerge.

In order to give final :larification to the i:.LTicate cooperation between
structure and prolonganon and the resultincr
phenomenon of tonality a
0
'
diagram is offered. ~[Ex. 4 s 1 ] ~
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Although it has been said earlier in a different connection, we wish
to stress again that no chronological order of the creative processes is
suggested by this diagram. It rather represents an attempt to demonstrate graphically the "distance" and at the same time the inner connection between the most remote, quasi-abstract, musical factors (such
as a tone and its resulting chord) and the finished product of composition. After having investigated musical planning and hearing from the
detailed prolongations back to the structure, and from the structure to
the details of complete compositions (indicated in the diagram by arrows pointincr in opposite directions), we are now in a position to
realize the si;nificance and the "place" of all creative phases discussed
and illustrated throughout the preceding pages.
In explanation of the diagram it appears possible to go even beyond
our definition of tonality and to arrive at a definition of higher order,
so to 4speak. The so-called pre-creative stage indicates the completelr
unconscious process leading to the structural framework of a composition. In this pre-creative, quasi-abstract stage there occurs a process of
prolongation, a kind of "primordial" prolon~~tion, which. creates the
structural pggression. Since all key-determmmg prog~esswns are de
facto_-clr6ici prolongations, the reader may for some nm_e hav~ con. duded that the structural frameworks themselves are m their last
analysis chord-prolongations. This, as we called it, primordial prolo~ga
tion must, however, be distinguished from the concrete prolonganons
of the creative stage; it is more like a logical conclusion at which we
arrive, than a technique of composition. One may question the seeming contradiction: How can the structural progression be at the same
time a prolongation? The answer to this possible question would be,
first, that the strur(, ural progression rightfully carries its na~e because
all prolongations
higher and lower order (the prolong~ nons of. th_e
creative stacre) prove to be offshoots of this one progressiOn. Music IS
motion anl the structural progression is the motion of highest order.
However, just as a prolongation of lower order, to be un.der~to?d , must
always be referred to the one of next higher order (wh1ch IS Its structure), so also can the structural framework be referred further back
to the tonality-indicating fundamental chord of which it logically is a
harmonic or contrapuntal prolongation.
Both stacres
0
, the creative and the pre-creative, can now be clearly
surveyed. All prolongations of the creative stage r~duce themselves. to
two catecrories. Either we encounter the prolonganon of a progressiOn
or the p~olongation of a chord (both of which include all types of
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melodic prolongation). Both categories develop and execute tonality's
rich. P.ossibilities. They are s~perse~ed .an~ governed by the tonalityou_tlmm~, structural ~rogresswn whtch m tts last analysis appears as the
pnmordtal prolongation of the tonality-indicating fundamental chord.
We th.erefore come to an ulti.mate definition of t?nality. Since all prolonganons (chord prolongations and prolongations of progressions)
l~ad up t.o _the structure ~h~ch itself is a. pre-creative chord prolongation outlmmg and determmmg the tonahty of a piece, it is correct to
say: Tonality is synonymous with chm·d prolongation.
This definition ~n no way upsets our first definition. It merely indicates that the earher one covers the creative stage (from the tonal or
structural framework to the finished composition) whereas the latter
definition covers the total organism of a composition and therefore
applies to. both stages of creation. vVhether one explains tonality as
prolongation of the key-detern1ining structural progression or as a
chord prolongation-both definitions are correct. They are more or less
equivalent since they complement each other. \Vhether one uses one
or the other to define the meaning of tonality depends on how far one's •
analysis penetrates into the conscious and unconscious processes of
composing. Because the key-determining structural progression in its
last analysis represents motion within or around the chord (chord
prolongation) we are justified in calling the second definition a definition of a higher order. ·

B.

Various types of form and their use in composition

The problems of outer-form organization will now be investigated more
in detail and new form types will be illustrated with examples. For
these purposes it would be necessary me:.:-ely to offer, first the structural graph of a composition and then the graph showing the
structure's formal organization. However, as we are interested in a
composition for more reasons than form only, we have presented several compositions in more detailed analysis. vVhenever, on the other
hand, we have merely indicated the structure and the prolongations of
high order, the student is required to furnish a more detailed explanation by means of elaborate graphs. In this way the following section
will help- beyond its significance regardinf! the study of form- to prvvide for more experience in the analysis of complete works, in turn
creating a more thorough understanding of tonality's wide range.

1.
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ONE-PART OR THROUGH-COMPOSED FORM

In one pan-form there occurs no division of structure but a complete conforming with or supporting of the unified ~o~~se of the
prolonged structure. Any possible urge to an outer-fo~. d1Vlston or repetition is subordinated to the mutual goal of all orgamzmg factors concerned-the creation of a single undivided and unrepeated motion. The
unity achieved through a coherent structure and its prolongations
dominates the composition. The structure not only represents the harmonic and melodic framework, but simultaneously the framework of
outer form.
It appears that, in this "through-.composed" fo~~ type (see the
Fugue by Bach), the various techmques of repention are confined
to the design of the detail, large or small, but do not act as the for~
determining power in regard to the piece ~s a.whole. Nev:rtheless, the.tr
task in regard to inner form is of no ~ess stgmfican~e and tm~ortance m
view ' of the over-all goal: the creation of a mustcal orgamsm.
Before dealing with two masterpieces from vocal literature we should
like to advise the reader to make further studies of one-part instrumental compositions, taking his examples from Bach's Preludes fr?~
the Well-Tempered Clavier and from the Inventions, or from Chopm s
Preludes: including the fascinating, though complicated Prelude No. 9
in E Major.
. ,
.
The two vocal compositions are Marenzto s five-part J\tladngal
Io piango and Pamina's Aria from J\tlozart's The Magic Flute. The
choice of these compositions was dictated by the fact that two so very
divergent pieces dealt with the same form problem. In both works the
all-important relation between word, tone and form offers extraordinary examples of artistic ingenuity.
· Although
tivic and thematic repetition had not yet be~n developed to a deg:.:ee comparable to the achievements of .the. etghtee~th
century, it is amazing how the sixteenth-century madngahsts, for mstance Luca Marenzio have solved the intricate problems of the onepart form. This type' has a tendency to drive on constantly with
consequent chancre of its motivic contents, which tendency, however,
could conceivably prevent u~ity, ~ntegratio~ ,and c~herenc~. This
pot~ntial danger appears nonexistent m i\hrenzw s m~dngal whtch succeeds in drawina an integrated and coherent tone ptcture.
The student i~ advised first to read the poem and then, while studying the graphs, to investigate at which points of musical conte~t the
single words and sentences are placed . .,.. [Ex. 482] ~ The text ts the
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final stanza from a canzone by Petrarca. It is subdivided into two
sent_ences. The first and longer one concludes with the words "ch'i
sa~st romper ponn_o," th~ emotional climax of the whole. The unity of
this fir_st sentence IS musically expressed through a single extended prolongatiOn of the structural I (meas. r -35), the subdivisions of the
sentence corresponding with subdivisions of the prolongation. The
second and shorter sentence, describing the fading away of the imaainar~ appearance. of the beloved one and the end of the dream,::. is
muSicallf unde~lm_ed by the continuation and end of the structural
progress~on. This, m short, outlines the combined organization of text
and mUSIC.
~ow . to the imaginative detail~. Tonal tension is created by the
motiOn m octaves up to the dommant; step by step this progression
pushes the context of word and music to the climactic "ch'i sassi
etc.'.' v~ithin _this motion to the v (meas. 26), not~ the incre~s~ ~f
musica! mtensity. The first phrase of the poem is repeated and the music
accordmg~y repeats the motion to the A chord which the second time,
however, IS rea~hed more definitely (compare meas. 7 and 8 with meas.
I 6 and r_7). This A chord which so far has been a neighbor or neighbor-passmg chord, becomes, from meas. r 7 on, a prolonged passing
chord o~ the way to the V. Now a speed up occurs: The Bb chord is
hel~ for JUSt one_ measure; and then, within four measures in rapid successiOn, the mustc moves upwards (fifths in the bass) and reaches the
V and the ensuing I in _meas. 26 an~ 27. Measure- and phrase-rhythm
~dd much to the persuasiveness of this music. In regard to Bb, its choice
mstead of Bq appears to have two reasons. First, a diminished chord
would ~ave hardly been musically satisfactory since Marenzio planned
the -~onon from I to V (meas. 1-26) to be based on major chords. In
addinon the word dolcemente seems to demand the soft color of Bb.a
In these four ~easures of in~reasi~g drive, melodic ascending motions
of fift~ come mto play addmg With their imitations to the drive and
confirrnmg as parallelisms the one melodic ascending fifth of a higher
~tructural order (meas. r-26). The last fifth has not even completed
Its course wh~n th~ soprano in a "new" motive (upward skip of a
fift~) ~r~aks I? With_ the. d~amatic, "ch'i sassi." There follows this
motlve s m_ver~wn whtch, m Its strongly imitative use, seems to illustrate_ the pie:cmg _of ~ocks. The climacti~ passage reaches its greatest
.
density and mtenstty JUSt before the tome appears again in meas.
33
8

The _top voice tone Bb is placed in the inner voice. -:-his obscuring of the
top votce adds to the expressiveness of this measure.
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From there on ( meas. 33 to 35), the tension slackens. The large-scale
prolongation of the I, which brought the whole motion to a climax and
sustained it for a while, comes to its end. And now in a very contrasting setting the music proceeds to the C chord (CS), and from there to
the I, the V and the final I while the line very gradually descends to
the tonic. Short ascending and descending lines of fifths once more appear in simple imitation, but the excitement of the preceding passage is
over and the Madrigal ends calmly, practically in the vein of a folk
tune. This setting is a most convincing portrayal of the vanishing
dream.
This Madrigal gives the impression of a truly through-composed
form, with one large motion constantly driving on to its conclusion.
Note how effectively the principle of repetition is used and how it aids
in sustaining a coherent musical flow (see the brackets and parenthesis
in Graph a).
Let us turn now to Mozart's Aria, a great example of one-part form.
• [Ex. 48 3l..,. The piece is based on a most original organization of the
structural progression, which has its explanation largely in the dramatic
situation. Pamina, not believing any more in Tamino's love, seeks death.
Mozart, in one of his greatest inspirations and with purely musical
means, greatly intensifies this dramatic situation. The result is such a
moving and realistic account of Pamina's agony, that the words of the
libretto give not much more than a hint of what Mozart so dramatically
expresses in his music. The composition moves in one coherent flow to
the words, "In death alone." With these words the music has reached
what appears to be the final V with a structural A in the top voice. The
beginning of meas. 2 7 is logically expected to conclude the Aria. As if
Pamina were shuddering back from the final and fatal decision, the Eb
chord suddenly appears instead of the expected ending on the tonic G.
The top voice now moves once more to D, while the vocal part, with
·a repetition of the words, " If for love thou dost not languish," attains
its most dramatic intensity. The V with D in the top voice is reached
in meas. 30 and again the structure starts to descend. But once more
the final step is not taken as the V leads to a neighbor-note chord. This
time the suspending of the structural motion is less violent and the
music immediately following is shorter. It hovers around the neighbornote chord and is practically at a standstill. The tonic appears finally
in meas. 36 without any further resistance. It is as if Pamina were now
resigned to death. The cadence is repeated twice to the words "In
death alone." And finally the orchestra, in a moving postlude, sums up
the whole musical structure in one final short and concentrated lament.
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In twice not completing the structural descent, the music seems to
hesitate to touch the tonic G, which in this aria appears to be the
symbol of finality, of death. All this is expressed within a one-part form;
it is all like one big sentence which only haltingly finds its completion. It is important to realize that these partial repeats of the structural
progression, which are so strikingly tied to the dramatic situation, in
no way create an outer-form division. Like all other repetitions and
parallelisms of the detail (the inner form), they are subordinated to
the one governing organization which is the one-part outer form of
this Aria. It will be a highly rewarding task for the student to work
out a detailed analysis of this masterpiece.
2.

TWO-PART STRUCTURE-FORM

There are three possible ways to create a two-pan structure-form:
through a modified repetition of the structure, through the division of
structure or through the technique of interruption which combines the
features of repetition and division.

a. Repetition of structure
Whenever an entire composition consists in its ultimate analysis of
a structural progression and its modified but complete repetition, this
latter technical device creates the form of the composition. To preclude
any misunderstanding it should be stressed that repetition is not considered form determining if it is applied to single parts, such as the
sections of a suite movement or the exposition in sonata form. In these
instances, repetition satisfies the urge to emphasize or the need for
symmetry. Hence we must distinguish this latter use from its possible
form-creating function, now under discussion.
.
Repetition is such a genuine tool for the creation of musical design
that composers were naturally drawn to the possibility of basing the
form of a whole piece on this fundamental principle. It cannot be
denied, however, that this kind of form treatment entails the danger
of being too primitive, for it tends to create monotony rather than
formal interest. This possible danger was averted through the application of changes in the repeated section. These deviations run all the way
from minor changes to bold and subtle prolongations, which nevertheless in no way deny the existence of the "model" and thus allow
the principle of re-.e.etition to assert itself strongly. YVe shall list two
compositions from the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth
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The reason why the division is applied after a III rather than a II, IV
or VI may lie in the fact that the III is halfway between the I and
the V. As an illustration for two-part form through harmonic division,
the reader is advised to look back to Ex. V (Part I) of this book. Here
we find that with the help of design a two-part form has been created
through division of the harmonic structure. This forming technique can
also be found in La Frescobalda by Frescobaldi .... (Ex. 486].,.. For a
longer example expressing the same technique the student should make
a thorough study of the D-minor Sonata (L. 413) by Domenico Scarlatti.
2.

DIVISION OF MELODIC STRUCTURE

Les~ frequent is the creation of form through a division of the
melodic structure. An illustration of this technique may be found in
the Allentande already quoted from 'Volf's Music of Earlier Times
(No. 39) (~ee Ex. 447 ). ~h~ .forming process here is achieved by the
melody wh1ch, _through diVISion of one octave, creates a descending
fourth as melodic structure for the first part and a descending fifth for
the second part. In comparison to the top voice the structural bass
appears of se~ondary significanc~. It constitutes mainly a counterpoint
to the top voice, the latter showmg the process of form division.

3·

DIVISION OF BASS AND MELODIC STRUCTURE

Where_as i~ the previous examples the form-determining division
· was apphed either to the bass or the top voice, it happens that both
melody and bass s~cture appear divided to create a two-part structure-form. A Sonata m G Major by Domenico Scarlatti presents an interesting example. .,.. [Ex. 487]..,..
The rea~er is aware that structural progressions may be contrapuntal
or harmomc or may show a combination of both elements. Contrapuntal struc~res occur mo~t frequently in our times and earlier periods
up t? approximately the middle of the sixteenth century, whereas harn:omc structures are characteristic for the seventeenth, eighteenth and
nmeteenth centuries. There exist, however, compositions which, in this
structural aspect, do not follow the prevalent trends of their own time
although the style of voice leading and thematic design is "contemporaneous."
Two such i~t~r.esting examples will be pres<>qted, both of which show
a correlated. diVISion of bass and melody structure. The first is a song
by Hugo Wolf, In der Friihe. It shows the division of an entirely con-
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uapuntal structure, although otherwise it is very characteristic for
its period . .,.. [Ex. 488]..,..
.
.
Each of the two stanzas represents one form secnon. The monon
m I to the CS chord makes up the first part, the motion from the
fCS
ro chord (now major) to the I ( ma)or)
.
.
consntutes
t h e seco~d part.
Through division each form part outlmes a structural progress10n; we,
therefore, are entitled to speak of a two-part structure-form. The second example is the lnterludium (Pastorale) between Fug~e 2 and _3
from the Ludus Tonalis by Hindemith . .,.. (Ex. 489]..,.. In this compos•. of unmistakably modern contrapuntal style, the first part moves
~~:ly to the dominant and the second part from the dominant to the
·c In such cases the dominant is simultaneously the end of the first
f h. h
l 4B
tom .
art and the beginning of the second part, both o w IC ov~r ap. . eP d the aspect of form this composition presents a very mteresnng
yon
. · ·
1
example for parallelisms a?d f~r m?der? t~nal or~amzanon m ?enera_ .
Compare the melodic monons m thirds md1cate? m Graph c w•:h their
elaborations expressed in Graph b and finally m Graph a. Of mterest
are also the prolonged leading-tone chords at the .end of e~c~ ~orm
part, which seem to replace the old technique usmg the dimimshed
seventh chord.
c. Interruption
The technique of interruption com~ine~ the basic fo~-creating pri~
ciples of repetition and division. Th1s kmd of melodic and harmom_c
division, as we know, is very special inasmuch as the element of repetition plays such a varied role. In its straigh~forward forn: the_ postinterruption section (or the second form secnon) s~a~ts agam_w•th the
tonic, and repeats, at least in its beginning, the m_otivic matenal of. the
pre-interruption section, thus aiding in the establishment of a relanonship between both form sections. It must be stressed,. ~owever, that
composers have found ingenious ways to change the motiVIC appear~~ce
of the post-interruption section while satisfying the urge of repenn_on
by adhering closely to the structure and. freque~tly even to the outlme
of the prolongation of the pre-interrupnon secnon. Thus ~he contrasting principles of repetition and variety have bee~ brou.ght mto balance.
We recall the example from Mozart's Dm~ Gwvan:n (Ex. 267). For
another example of inner form through mterruptwn, we draw the
A similar situation exists in movements in sonata form where the development
must be considered to move within the V or from III to V, even if the first chord
of the actual development section is neither V nor III.
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smdent's attention to the first part of Donna Anna's Aria in D Major,
which itself is formed through interruption with an abbreviated postinterruption section. As in the former example the repetition is not
motivic but structural.
'
The ability to change the motivic appearance while adhering to the
structural outline offered the possibility for the so-called character variation of the nineteenth century, a factor which until Schenker had
been entirely overlooked.
Turning to the use of interruption as outer form one may find striking thematic changes in the post-interruption section. One also comes
across compositions in which interruption creates symmetric or nearsymmetric form sections, and those in which interruption gives rise to
an asymmetric form treatment.
A relatively simple example is the Third Prelude by Chopin. This
composition presents a fairly symmetric two-part form through interruption and repeats the motivic material at the beginning of the postinterruption section. A coda concludes the Prelude. The student should
make a detailed study of this work.
The Errrle of Salisbury Pavane by William Byrd is an interesting
composition, although too presenting a symmetric form construction.
..,. [Ex. 490] ~ The post-interruption section, despite parallelisms, makes
a motivically "new" appearance. A contributing factor is the rather
unusual beginning of this part with a C chord, a passing chord between
the dividing V and the tonic. This is an original attempt to connect the
two form sections with the effect that the entry of the structural tonic
in the post-interruption section appears delayed.
A combination of structural and thematic delay occurs in the theme
of the variation movement from Beethoven's Quartet, Op r8, No. 5·
..,. [Ex. 491] ~ Through a prolongation of I which supports an augmentation of the initial outlined interval of a sixth, the reentry of the
structural top voice line and the initial motive is delayed.
Turning now to asymmetric two-part forms based on interruption
one may recall that Schubert's song, Liebesbotscbaft presented exactly
such a characteristic. The post-interruption section, which is the music
to the fourth stanza, is much shorter than the first part which constitutes the music up to the end of the third stanza (see Ex. 476).
Finally Chopin's First Prelude is presented, which from every point
of view constitutes an extraordinary composition. It is characterized
through a very short pre-interruption part ~md a highly dramatic and
extended post-interruption section followed by a coda..... (Ex. 492 ] ~
All these examples intended to prove that the forming technique of
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middle voice (D-C-Bb) . The Bb is supported by a G-minor chord
which acts as a passing chord between the I and the IV. Design divides
this prolongation from I to IV in such a way that the motion from I
to its prolonging V, supporting C, makes up the first form part.
There can be no doubt that such form constructions offer a very
strong synthesis of the single form parts because the unity of the main
prolongation in a way counterbalances the dividing elements of form
and design.

4·

THREE-PART FORMS

The reader is requested to look back at the graphs explaining Mozart's
slow movement from K.z8o (Ex. 475). He will realize that this type of
three-part form has been developed out of a two-part structure-form
and the technique of interruption. In order to understand this process
of form development more clearly, it should be realized that the
most natural outer form is either the one- or the two-part structureform. The one-parr form stresses the unity of structure by adhering
to the undivided course of the structural progression. In the two-part
structure-form there occurs an application of the fundamental organizing factors, such as division and repetition, to the structural progression. As division and repetition actually result in two parts, the threepart form, per se, is a contrived construction, a real product of artistic
planning. Under these circumstances it seems logical that composers
attempted to develop this form as much as possible out of the more
narural two-part form organization. Thus it came about that certain
three-part types are related to the two-part form of interruption.
More specifically, two main form types were developed out of
interruption, one showing a three-part strucrure-form (as in the i\1lozart
movement) and the other a three-part prolongation-form. ~[Ex. 496] ~
In both types the origin from interruption is obvious. In the structureform (Graph a) the actual interruption takes place at the end of part B.
Thus, through a further forming process of division, two sections have
been created out of a single one, i.e. the pre-interruption section consists now of two form sections. The prolongation-form (Graph b)
shows the other possibility of creating a three-part form out of interruption. If the pre-interruption section is to constitute a single section
as in two-part form, then it seemed natural to create a middle part
through the help of prolongation, specit: ..:ally by prolonging the dividing dominant.
It would be erroneous to believe that these two types are the only
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nes to be found in the literature of three-part forms. There are several
~ther possibilities within the realm of prolongation-form based on interruption which we shall discuss later _on. And then there ~re threepart prolongation-forms which are genume three-part forms, I.e. showing no descendancy from any type of two-part form.

a. Three-part structure-form (originating in interruption)

(

This three-part form type resulting from interruption is espe~ially
suitable for the forming organization called sonata form. The Intermediary III is as if predestined to support the second theme of the exposition whereas the development, in its final analysis, has th~ str~ctural
cask of bringing the musical motion from the III to V . It IS this p~r• poseful motion whose f~e~uently highl~ imaginative prolo~gations g~ve
meaning to all the monv1c and themanc work that the m1ddle secnon
of sonata form may present. Towards the end of Chapter VII we h_ave
shown the formidable tonal constructions of the development sectiOn.
As far as the recapitulation is concerned it has a much.deeper meani_ng
than this common term might suggest. Apart from sansfymg the pnnciple and the demands of repetition, it represents the section bringing
the fulfillment of a three-part form. This statement will hardly be surprising to the reader as he is familiar by now with the real significance
of interruption.
.
.
.
In looking back at the sonata development sectwns we ?eheve 1t
now possible for the reader to completely understand. all of their asrects,
including those of the structural top voice. The mflue~ce of mte~
ruption will explain the fact that we indicated the melod1c supertomc
at the end of several developments as the tone of melodic structure
which, however, may be covered by superimposed inner-~oice tones.
An illustration is the development section from Mozart's P1ano Sonata
in A minor (see Ex. VIII). The superimposed inner voice tone E at
the end of the development veils the structural B to which the structural C has moved. The student will recall that we repeatedly have
observed motions into the inner voice at the end of pre-interruption
sections. The resulting prolongation helped to obscure .the ending. on
the supertonic tone of the top voice, thus prevennng a posSible
monotonous effect which stereotyped endings on this tone might cause.
Superimposed inner voice tones, as just observed, may serve the same
purpose of variety as motions into the inner voice.
The student is now equipped to make a thorough study of complete
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movements in sonata form. The first movements of the following sonatas
should ~e analyzed in derail: Mozart, Sonata in A minor; Beethoven,
Sonatas m F mmor, Op 57 and inC minor, Op ro, No. r.
We. intend to conclude this section by presenting a structural interp~etanon of two first movements, one from Schubert's Symphony in n
mmor ("Unfinished") the other from Ravel's Sonatina for Piano
.,..[Ex. 497, 498]..,.
.
In regard to Schubert's work we recognize the fact that a three-parr
structure-form based on interruption may be based on a structural
motion from I via VI to V, organically connecting the exposition with
the development. We already mentioned in Chapter VII the fantastic- ·
ally prolonged embellishing chord filling the development section and
now urge the reader to concentrate on the form and tonality problems
of exposition versus recapitulation.
. In the formal organizati~n of the Sonatina, Ravel interestingly combmes trends of former penods with those of his own rimes. The treatment of the exposition for instance is reminiscent of the rudimentary
early sonata forms by C. P. E. Bach; we think here of the first mov~
ment of the Third Prussian Sonata by this composer in which no real
second theme occurs but only an expanded cadence on the dominant.
Only towards the end of the exposition does Ravel turn to the III which,
however, supports no second theme. Instead the mediant finds expression only in a short neighbor-note passage which concludes rhe exposition.
. In contrast, the dominant at the end of the development is used by
Ravel in such a way as to foreshadow techniques of more recent rimes.
In most works in sonata form of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
the dominant constituted the climactic end point of the development
section. The way it is introduced in the Sonatina at the end of the development shows a distinct digression from the classical conception
inasmuch as it appears like a chord virtually forming the beginning
of the recapitulation. Thus, end of development and beginning of recapitulation overlap in meas. 56, and the dominant loses much of its
form-creating power of division which is true to modern trends weakening or eliminating the harmonic concept.
Nevertheless this movement presents a three-part structure-form
based on interruption. Quite apart from the problem of fonn, however,
this work should be analyzed as a fascinating style study showing all
the characteristics of Ravel's impressionistic our at the same rime exceedingly coherent rexn1re.
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Three-part p1·olongation-{orm (originating in interr.7 tption)

The difference between the preceding three-part struc~re-form and
he following possibilities within a three-part prolongatwn-form.' ~1\ough all are based on interruption, is conditioned by .rhe place \Vlth t.n
the structural framework at which the actual interrupnon occu:s. Tht"
us to the second form type indicated in
4?6b,
(
We
gather
from
this
little
crraph
that
the
pomt
of
mterruptwn
1s
.
1
ear 1er.
o
.
d
laced in such a way as to make prolongation necessary m or er to
a three-part form. As an illustration the stude?t
now
analyze the Trio from the third movement of Beethoven s P1ano Sonara,
Op 2, No. r.
.
This type of form is used nor only for works m normal three-p.art
song form bur for many movements. in sonara form, .rhus representmg
the second outer-form type of the eighteenth- and nmeteenth-c~ntu~y
sonata form. In the exposition of this latter type the second theme 1s bmlt
on the basis of the dividing dominant. The development, though constituting a further prolongation of the dividing d?minant pre~ents a
completely contrasting forw.ard d.riving, ~nd often h1ghly ?ramanc type
of prolongation. The rec~pltulan.on, as m the first type, 1s the eqmva.
lent of the posr-interrupnon secnon.
The study of movements in sonata form should now. be c?ntmued
with the following works using the second form type JUSt d1scussed:
the first movements of Beethoven's Sonata, Op 10, No. 3 and Seventh
Symphony, and of Haydn's Symphony No. 104. As a~ ex~mple not pr~
viously touched upon the student may turn to Haydn s P1ano Sonata m
FMajor,No.23.
· dl
·
If the point of interruption is placed at the en~ of the m1d e se~non
more possibilities within three-part prolonganon-form are game?.
The Mazurka, Op 17, No.2 and the Nocturne, Op 9, No.2 by Chopm
will be offered as examples. In the Mazurka, prolongation makes up tht
first part, whereas in the Nocturne the first and the seco~d form sec-tions constitute prolongations of the I and the V respecnvely. .,.. [Ex
499. 500 1....
.
d
.
Concerning the Nocturne the reader should not attach un ue significance to the figurated repetitions of each torm section; the>:" are not
form making. A coda starts in meas. 25 wh1ch has not been m~luded
in the graphs because it too does nor affect the form construcnon. It
will be seen from the graphs of both works that in a structural ~ense '\ve
have interpreted the first form sections differently from the th1rd form
sections, although the music in both is largely or completely the same.

~rings
~reate

!'=x.
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The stru~tural reading of a section may be different depending on
whether It represents the first or the third form section. For instance,
~he first secti~n of the Nocturne is followed by the structural V with F
m the top vo1ce; that makes the preceding motion of the first section a
prolonging motion. After the end of the third form section however
nothing structural follows. Therefore the descending third a~d the har~
monic progression of this third form section are structural.
This co_ncludes the discussion of three-part structure- and three-part
~rolongat~on-form, both originating in interruption. It was our intennor: to pomt to the great role interruption may play in three-part forms
wh1ch as a consequence tum out to be expanded and modified two-part
forms. :Ve now approach the third category of three-part forms, the
one wh1ch presents no influence of interruption, but instead a division
of prolongation as the form-making force.

c. Genuine three-part prolongation-form
The literature shows a type of prolongation-form which is more
three-part, in the literal sense, than the precedina organizations because
f
b
no trait o a two-part form, i.e. interruption, can be detected. Neverthele~s, i? spite of the absence of this means of formal synthesis, the insnncnvely felt dependency of organic form on the unity of structure
and prolor:ga~ion have, as will be seen, achieved highly organized and
very convmcmg form constructions. The reader should keep in mind
that "three parts" does not imply that these sections are just added one
to another; rather they constitute coherent parts of a single organic
whole of higher structural order. This coherence, however, is not
ac~ieved by the fact alone that the A 1-part repeats the thematic matenal of the A-part. There exists in all well-devised compositions a
much greater and deeper cohesion of the sections and thus a ureater
relatio~ ?etwe~n structure and form than purely thematic re;etition
or motiVlC design could ever be expected to provide.
. In this conne~tion it is fascinating to observe that such compositions
m thn~e parts; v1ewed as a whole, present a striking similarity to the construction of s1mple themes and sections, the single cells of the whole. \ Ve
recall, for instance, a characteristic feature of many passaues
showinu
0
'
0
~ relanvely large prolongation of the tonic which only towards the end
IS fol_low_ed by the c_ontinuat~on and conclusion of the structural progress!O_n m compara~1vely rap1d succession. Even in small units this prolongation of the tome proves to be a cohesiY::. and unifying factor of the
first order.
0

0
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In listening to certain three-part works as a whole, one can in large
dimensions hear the same characteristics witnessed while analyzing the
detail: The main prolongation of the tonic constitutes the greatest part
of the composition and is followed, often practically at the end only, by
the continuation and conclusion of the structural framework. It Is
this larue-scale prolongation, harmonic or contrapuntal, which holds
three f~rm sections together and which thus acts as the unifying factor
in regard to the form of the whole composition.
(
We recall the Intermezzo, Op I 19, No. I by Brahms (Ex. 4 77) and
find in general that secondary prolongatio_ns (i.e. prolongat~ons of
the main prolongation) are used more often m three-part than m twopart compositions to create _single form sectio_ns.
.
· In the Intermezzo, for mstance, the motiOn to the prolongmg V,
which is an offshoot of the main prolongation I-Em-I, constitutes the first
form section. Regarding the third section we should like to stress again,
that with its continuation and conclusion of the structural progression,
it represents the crowning section of the whole piece rather than a mere
.
.
.
repetition, or a section for the sake of symmetry.G .
Three compositions will be presented now, featurmg h1ghly Imagmacive treatments of basically the same form problem. ~[Ex. 501, 502,
503]~

The Madrigal by Monteverdi shows an interesting motion in fifths up
to the II of the main prolongation of the structural tonic. Although the
graphs are self-explanatory, we should like_ ~o menti.on the prolonging
dominant at the beginning of the composmon, wh1ch, when appearing in part A 1 , becomes a member of the main prolongat.ion of the
tonic. The change of function is caused by the G chord. Th1s_chord, ~s
goal of the middle section, is structurally stronger then an ap_rhed dom~
nant and thus has the function of a II, achieved through mixture. Th1s
II in tum elevates the following dominant-which at the beginning of
the piece acted as dominant prolongation of the tonic-to a member of
6
.
the main harmonic prolongation of the tonic.
The works by Schubert and Brahms are fascinating through their
treatment of form in its relation to tonal organization. Schubert boldly
subdivides a passing motion to the v, by ending the first form s~ction on
the applied dominant to the first passing chord on F~! A relanvely exThe student should make a complete analysis of_ nvo composit~ons which show
a genuine th ree-part prolongatio n-form: The Trw from the thtrd mov~ment of
Beethoven's Sonata, Op 2, No. 3 and Hasche Mann from Schumann s Scenes
from Childhood, Op 15.
.
.
. ,
.
.
6 For a similar use of a prolongmg dommant see Chopm s Mazurka m Ab MaJor,
Op24.

5
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tended prolongation of this chord provides for tonal tension which is
relieved only with the continuation of the passing motion to V.
In the movement from the symphony, Brahms subdivides the contrapuntal main prolongation in such a way that the development section
ends on Eb, a prolonged passing chord driving to the tonic F. Thus
three form sections are held together by one gigantic contrapuntal prolongation of the I. The use of this technique within the sonata form is
prophetic in its anticipation of future tonal concepts. In contrast to
such concepts, however, Brahms uses this particular tonal organization
to save the dominant up to meas. I8J when it enters with overpowering
effect.
In summary we may say that in compositions using this latter type of
genuine three-part form, form is achieved not through division of structure but through division of the structure's prolongations. The possibilicies within this basic technique of form construction are manifold.
d.

Three-part prolongation-form (contrapuntal structure)

The reader will recall that Debussy's Prelude Bruyeres (Ex. 478)
offered an illustration of this form type. Although the structure was
contrapuntal, the prolongations were partly harmonic. In a work of
more recent times, the Bourree from Bartok's Mikrokosmos, Vol. IV,
the harmonic element, even in the prolongations, appears still further
reduced. .,.. [Ex. 504]..,. We continue this section on contrapuntal
three-part forms with the discussion of a composition which is a remarkable example of a present-day conception of form and structure, the
first movement of Hindemith's Piano Sonata No. 2. This movement,
because of its unusual interest in representing modern sonata form, will
be analyzed in detail. For the sake of clarity the graphs should be studied
in the direction from the structure to the prolongations. The student is
required first to familiarize himself as thoroughly as possible with this
work, otherwise the following comments will be only of very limited
value . .,.. [Ex. 505]..,.
Graphs e and d show the structure and its outer-form organization;
G raph e divulges the possibility for the use of sonata form. In Graph d
this form type is fully outlined. The second theme of the exposition prolongs an F chord as a contrapuntal-structural chord. In the
recapitulation the second theme is based c.1 the C chord as a contrapuntal-structural chord. The development constitutes a large prolonging motion from F to F# which in tum proceeds to G, the beginning of
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the recapitulation. At the end of the composition a descending line in
the melody occurs; however this descending melody does not represent
a structural progression. The counterpoint and, above all, the pedal
point of the bass G make this progression into a prolongation while the
D of the top voice is held as a retained tone. Now to Graphs c and b,
which should be carefully compared and studied simultaneously. The
I in the beginning of the piece is obscured by inner voice motions; only
at the beginning of the recapitulation is the G chord clearly established.
This original idea produces a remarkable effect. The passing motion in
the bass from I into the inner voice D of the tonic ( meas. I- I 7) achieves
great significance in the recapitulation, where it reappears in augmented
form to constitute the bass of the big progression from I to CS and on
to the I (inner voice). When D is reached (meas. I 30), one might expect it to be the bass of a V and thus a member of a harmonic progression 1-IV-V-1. However the D turns out to be an inner voice tone of
the tonic and not the bass of the dominant chord; therefore the bass
progression, like the one in meas. 1 to I 7, indicates a contrapuntal progression.
The student should carefully study the voice leading in general and
the parallelism between first and second theme in the exposition in particular. Also observe the important part transfer of register plays in the
transition section as well as within the second theme. Proceeding now
to the development we realize it to be the most complex and daring section of this sonata movement. Basically the motion leads from F to F#
in bass and top voice. (In regard to structure the F in the top voice is a
middle voice tone-see Graphs d and c.) This motion is very originally
prolonged by two motions of a sixth upward. The one (observe the
stemmed-up notes) proceeds from an inner voice tone A b upward to
the top voice tone F#; the other (see the stemmed-down notes) moves
from the implied inner voice tone C to an . inner voice tone A of
the following diminished chord on F#. Both lines proceed largely chromatically, but do not "work together," the emphasis being on independence between these two ascending motions. To complicate matters further the F# in the bass appears too soon, i.e. at a point w here the two
other voices, just mentioned, have not yet reached the final tones F# and
A. And when they reach these tones in meas. 8o and 8 I, the bass, while
waiting for them, has embarked on a prolongation of its own. 7 So it
happens that both motions out of the inner voice have reached their
goals when the bass is in the midst of a prolongation. Therefore the
7

This prolongation greatly ~nlarges a melo dic motive of meas. 75 (Graph f).

(

(
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constant motive repetition from meas 8o d 8
.
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INDIVIDUAL FORNIS AND THE FANTASY

The literature offers compositions which are highly organized in
regard to outer form but do not express one of the conventional form
patterns. The composer in such cases creates an individual outer-form
organization to suit his particular artistic purposes and the formal needs
of his musical material.
Such a composition is Chopin's Nocrurne in Db, Op 27, No.2.~ [Ex.
o6]...,..
Practically the same structu!'al contents are repeated three times
5
(A B C) in varied versions which become progressively shorter. The
first section has 25 measures, the second 20 measures and the third 17
measures. They are followed by a coda. However, this is not a conventional three-part form, because each section says in essence the same as
the preceding one. We witness a principle of variation rather than any
similarity with average three-part forms. The third section, as the last,
brings the descent of the strucrural top voice, which for so long had been
held in suspense, and allows the V, which had been the goal of the two
preceding sections, to resolve to the tonic.
This Nocturne, therefore, is composed in three sections but is not in
a three-part form. And yet there can be no doubt about a highly organic
work of art filled with great dramatic intensity.
Rather different from the preceding outer-form organization is the
so-called Fantasy. With the following example, Mozart's Fantasia in
C minor, K. 475, we approach one of the boldest musical conceptions
in the entire literature. ~ [Ex. 507]...,..
Mozart's Fantasia presents a highly complex picrure of musical synthesis. One can easily register different sections in different keys indicated by various tempo changes: Adagio, Allegro, Andantino, Piu
Allegro, Adagio. One can also feel the presence of a kind of three-part
form because of the return of the C-minor section in meas. r 66. But
these are facts of superficial value only; they do not even touch on the
precondition for musical understanding-the problem of musical direction and continuity. As long as this problem is not solved, the sections,
their tempo changes and the rerum of the Adagio have not much meaning. We therefore suggest that the student first srudy Graph c. A startling fact and important clue to structural interpretation is the enormous
prolongation of I up to meas. r66. Within this prolongation the movement in four fifths down to the VI (Ab) takes up the great majority of
measures. The top voice to the VI is Ab, a neighbor note of the structural G. Once the continuity as expressed in the above graph is clear
we may proceed to Graph b. Within the progression of the first fifth

\
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down, that is up to meas. 62, lie the main difficulties for musical analysis.
We realize now that the third fifth is not the only one to be subdivided;
the first fifth also is subdivided into two thirds, the second of which is
expressed as a sixth up, organized into a motion of thirds. This is a ~old
idea in itself, but the way it is expressed in the actual music can be truly
termed fantastic. Mozart's genius can afford to dwell through ten measures on a prolonging dominant of a passing chord (the B-Major chord)
and to indulge in lyricisms such as the D-Major section-all of which still
enables the listener to penetrate to the goal of these 6 I measures, the F
chord. It is important to recognize that, after the Ab of meas. 6 has been
reached, the motion as a whole ascends. Bq is the first of the consecutive
~teps in thirds; it is prolonged by its dominant, already mentioned. Only
m meas. 26 does. Mozart reach the second third D which is prolonged up
to meas. 40, usmg small three-part forms as inner-form organization.
Then, for the last third, as if to make up for lost time, the tempo
changes to Allegro and F is finally reached in meas. 62. The student
should realize that, in regard to the whole prolongation of I, only the
first step, i.e. the first fifth down, has been as yet accomplished. What a
wealth of ideas within this one descending fifth!
The second descending fifth consists mainly of an elaborate passing
motion which leads from the F triad two octaves down to a dominant
seventh on F, as applied dominant of the coming Bb-Major chord. This
Bb chord, the starting-point of the third descending fifth, is broadly
prolonged (Andantino) and followed by a short transition to G (subdividing the fifth, Bb-Eb). The chord on Eb is reached in meas. I 39 in
the midst of the Piu allegro section and a few measures later the temporary goal is attained, the VI on Ab (meas. I43).
After the continuity of the top voice has been studied, the reader
should turn to Graph a.
It is only now that the structural meaning of the tempo changes can
be appreciated. These changes help to bring out a definite pattern in
regard to the progression of descending fifths from C to Ab. Within the
first and third fifth a change from a slow to a fast tempo takes place,
whereas the second and fourth motions of a fifth down occur in a fast
tempo. Together, they therefore give a pattern of slow-fast for the first
two fifths which is repeated in a more accelerated way for the third and
fourth progression of a fifth. Observe that Adagio turns to Andantino
and Allegro becomes Piu Allegro. We realize, furthermore, that the
second pair of fifths from meas. 9 I on takes U? a smaller number of
measures than the first pair to accomplish its mission. All this definitely
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contributes not only to organization and direction but also to tlhe intensity of musical expression.
.
.
The VI is followed by a voice-leading chord leadmg: to the dommant
which is stressed with great intensity. (Ob_serve the re:terated .exclam~
tion Ab-G.) And so the Adagio returns wlth the C-mmor tome consntuting the end of the large prolongation. After all the to~al drama and
·
fter all the elaborated and complex prolonganons, a strong
tenswn, a
.
. .
·
confirmation of the tonality appears pracncally as an arnst~c necessity
· · only l.ogical that the de<>cent of the structural hne and the
.
and so 1t lS
structural harmonic progression are repeated twice.
.
.
In spite of the absence of any set form pattern and the.impres~lO~ of
constant change due to the intensely working elemen.t of impro:isanon,
we marvel at this most amazing picture of musical plannmg and
organization.
.
In conclusion, we should consider the difference ber:veen . a socalled individual form, such as the Nocturne by Chopm, and. the
Fantasy. In the Nocturne, despite the a.bsen~e of .a c~n~entwnal
three-part form, a definite division in_to secnons m q~as1-vanat10n form
can be found. The sections are defimtely form ~akmg. In the ~ant~sy
on the other hand the sections in no sense contribute to a special diVision of form. Th:y characterize and enliven the inner form, but they
are not form making in regard to outer form. Actually the Fantasy .is
nearer to the one-part form than any other outer-form type. ~hat di~
tinguishes it from the ordinary one-part form is an element of improvisation. This element implies the use of comp.lex and .large-scale prolongations which are organized so as to give the impresswn that the expected
is to be avoid~d and that any effect of oneness ~r of .one long sentence
shall be eliminated. While the one-part form, m spite of the ~reatest
1
possible variety, constantly stresses the unified structural ~on?n, t~ e
Fantasy employs all creative means to stress change an~ vanety_ m S~ite
of an underlying structural framework. The Fantasy iS orgamzed improvisation.
EPILOGUE

In briefly summarizing the experiences g~ine~ througho~t these
chapters, one may state that listening to the dtrecnon of musiC makes
.ff
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e n chord grammar and chord
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us first aware of the d i erence etw e
function. T 0 understand musical direction
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of the most outstanding and original organizing principle, the principle
of structure and prolongation.
This principle and its consequences leads us to a conscious awareness
of music's continuity and coherence, and from there to a new, and as it
seems to me, much wider and more comprehensive conception of tonality. In addition to previously quoted examples, all compositions analyzed
in section B of this chapter, regardless of style, have borne out the
explanation of tonality given in section A. Tonality indeed appeared
determined by a structural progression. Branching off from this structural progression are the multitude of prolongations, which, from the
main prolon$ation down to the smallest detail, from the prolongations
of higher to those of lower order, unfold the one tonality of the structure in the most varied and imaginative ways.
The voice-leading graphs proved that all chords in a piece in A, for
instance, whether they are consonant or dissonant, diatonic or chromatic, belong to the single key or tonality of A, provided that they are
organic offshoots of the structural framework, expressing the tonality
of A.
Thus tonality, although dependent on the relation of each seemingly
remote detail to the fundamental tonal meaning of the whoie, has an
enormous range of architectonic and expressive possibilities. We believe that only a concept that takes all these char,acteristics and possibilities into account is able to explain the contents and the coherence of
compositions of the most divergent styles, whether they be by Gesualdo,
Byrd, Haydn, Schubert, Debussy, Hindemith or Bartok. Their works
express outstanding characteristics of western music, such as wealth of
expression, structural imagination, color and variety, all of which is
nevertheless governed by a principle of unity in the form of directed
motion within structural frameworks.
In conclusion I want to stress as strongly as I can, that finding the
structural framework is only the very beginning of creative analysis. It
remains futile knowledge, unless we recognize the directed motion within the framework with its limitless possibilities of variety, detours and
delays. It is the intricate interplay between the inflexibility of the structural framework and the elasticity and reproductive activity of the prolongations which has given the western world this complex and kaleidoscopic, but highly organic phenomenon, the phenomenon of tonality.
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Part III Chapter One

A.

J

Implications and consequences of structural hearing

Heinrich Schenker once said that his approach could
be characterized as the Sicberstellung of the musical instinct. 1 To
the reader of . the foregoing pages it will have become evident that
his ideas make conscious the instinctive perceptions of the musical
mind and ear. In fact, structural hearing develops the innate, although
unconscious tendency of many musical people to follow the music's
motion and direction. The task of clarifying and strengthening this
propensity of musical instinct and imagination makes it necessary to
systematize the processes of structural hearing in order to gain a workable and practical approach. If intelligently and musically applied, this
approach always follows the course of the composition and does not
try to impose any preconceived ideas. Structural hearing does not establish any hard and fast rules, the trespassing of which would cause real
embarrassments similar to those encountered in some of the current
methods of harmony and harmonic analysis.
The ability to follow the music's direction leads to a proper evaluation of the single motives, chords, phrases and sections of a composition,
thus preventing the ear from losing itself in a maze of the work's details
and enabling it to grasp the motion's continuity. Structural hearing,
though allowing for concentration on the impact and interest of the
detail, maintains a steady contact with the meaning of the musical w hole.
This constant evaluation and appreciation of single factors in their relation to the whole has brought about definitions of harmony, counterpoint and analysis and their functions in composition at variance with
the definitions of present-day theory. The consequence has been a new
concept of tonality.
Within the processes of structural hearing the voice-leading graphs
prove very helpful to the understanding of the music's direction and
motion. Once the student understands their meaning and necessity he
1 Sicherstellung cannot be n:anslated literally ; it implies a combinatio n of several
characteristics such as fortifying, securing, guiding, protecting.
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will arrive by various form.; of approach and largely by instinct at the
interpretation which he and many others feel to be the correct one.
The art of interpretation is so very dependent on talent, personality
and imagination, in short on so many "unlearnable" qualities that it
seems impossible to give detailed indications as to the solution of its problems. Although I believe, of course, that much can be achieved in the
rapport between teacher and student, the written word on this subjeq
is apt to lead the student to misunderstandings, the most dangerous of\
which is exaggerated and purely intellectual interpretation. So we shall
only briefly remind the reader 0f how often the knowledge of musical
direction and coherence, and real musical understanding, increase the
feeling of conviction and security in matters of interpretation. Especially in those doubtful moments which any conscientious musician
encounters only too often, recognition of the musical direction and of
its goal proves to be vital. Without exaggeration it can be stated that
this kind of musical understanding may often in itself lead to the right
interpretation. It must also be kept in mind that the study of structural
hearing, the penetration of the music's meaning, raises certain problems
of interpretation of which the untrained musical person is not even
aware. Thus structural hearing creates not only a high degree of responsibility in regard to the composition to be perfonned, but at the same
time achieves such strengthening of the student's musical capacity and
instinct in general that his interpretative capacities likewise cannot fail
to increase.
In addition this approach to musical understanding may be of great
help in memorizing a composition. Experience shows that the exact
knowledge of where one stands in the course of the music's motion, and
the possibility of thinking of a composition as one organism, can be of
invaluable aid.
By constantly considering the significance of a tone, chord, motive or
phrase in relation to the whole, structural hearing not only draws our
attention to the techniques of composition but provides the musical
mind with a high degree of discriminating ability. It raises new standards in regard to musical architecture and coherence and trains the ear
to distinguish between structurally bold, complex, average or weak
compositions and to recognize the existence of problematic ones. At best,
structural hearing can solve these problems; at the very least, it proves
how far we can understand the music's motion and exactly why a certain work or passage remains unclear or enigmatic. In contrast to these
possibilities, harmonic analysis and other descriptive methods are merely
cataloging devices which largely fail to train the ear and to make it a
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s:ro?g discriminating instrument o~ music~} understanding and appre~Iatwn. These methods can be readily apphed to any piece, whether it
rs structurally clear or confused, persuasive or dull, as long as the chords
and other featur~s ~an be labeled. !heir results, therefore, us~ally boil
down to a descnption of almost VIsible facts, not even touching upon
the problem of artistic quality.
. This does not imply that structural clarity, interest or even boldness
m themselves mean great art, because greatness in musical art depends
not only on.Purel.y m~sical, bur on other, hardly definable factors. The
Ia~k _of mus1~al dtrectwn, however, or of all the artistic characteristics
Withm the Wide orbit of to.nal expression as defined in Part II, does imply
beyon?. any d?ubt a defimte weakness in a composition. Thus, through
t?e abiltty ~o JU~ge the musical continuity and coherence of composi~rons, on this basis at lea~t, a heretofore unknown possibility of musical
Judgment has ?een achieved, a capacity to judge beyond the often
doubtful and flimsy arguments of personal taste and predilection.

In the co~rse of our discussion two problems may from time to time
h.ave occu~ted t~e student's mind and we believe that they have to be
atred and mvesn~ated at this point. One concerns the question of
whether two readmgs of a musical organism may be equally correct.
The other concerns those pieces, just mentioned, where the explanation
seems to b.e problematic. To deal with such problems demands above
all open-mmd~dne~s. The nec~ssity of approaching. every piece without
any preconceived rdea and Without any wish to imply or impose our
knowledge can hardly be overstressed. To this end it would seem almost
imperativ~ to forget cenain frequently occurring techniques of musical
con.s~rucnon wh~never one attempts to clarify the contents of a composmon,.paradoxic~l as this might sound. We must always try to follow
the mus~c, otherwise we shall run the grave danger of providing an
explanatiOn of what we want to hear rather than of what the piece
actually conveys.
To the experienced student and listener, many compositions yield
their musical dire~tion in. an unequivocal manner; there appears to be
no d~ubt as t~ their ~eanmg. But sometimes one arrives at two equally
plaustble readmgs. It ts onV after careful weighing of these possibilities
that one reache~ a final decision. After repeated playing or listening, one
of the two versions almost always turns out to be more convincing than
the other. Occasionally, however, if seldom, it happens that two ver-
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sions are equally correct; whic~ means that i.t c~nnot be proyen by any
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B.

Problematic compositions

All the examples mentioned i~ Part II have received a structural.exp~ana.
However the analysis of unclear or at least problematic p1eces
also be
for it hardly seems plausible that the
possibilities of prolongation would not have tempted the. compo~er s
mind to experiment, thus creating works which pose defi~tte quesn?ns
for the listener. Such compositions exist and can be found m any pen?d
of music history. Of course, what is consi~ered problematic vanes
according to the way music theory and analysts are approached. Structural hearing on the one hand and harmonic ana~ysis on the other are
based on such divergent ideas that what each constders unclear or problematic will of necessity be very different. We shall now pre.sent two
compositions, which, fro,m our point of :iew, are problen:anc., . .
First we turn to a composition by Chopm, the N octurne m G ~laj or,
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melodic events resist an equally satisfactory explanation. To preclude
any misunderstanding-the melodic direction of single groups of measures and even of some sections appears quite clear. However, the overall melodic continuity and structure, and especially the correspondence
between bass and melody (so regularly found in Chopin's other works)
are somewhat lacking. It would almost seem as if Chopin had been so
absorbed by the creation of these large and colorful progressions, chord
prolongations and passing motions, that the melody somehow could nor
be made to participate as an equal partner. It appears reduced to a secondary place in spite of its fascinating details. I believe that this lack of
large-scale melodic organization contributes much to the kaleiqoscopic
impression of this Nocturne, although its tonal plan is convincing.
vVe now turn to a very contrasting style of music, the beginning of
a composition by Orlando di Lasso . .,.. [Ex. 509]...,. As an example of
sixteenth-century chromaticism, it is certainly possible to describe this
music's style, to detect the composer's intention to write something extraordinarily colorful and expressive and to describe or label the chords.
But just what is their meaning and what is this music's direction? In
trying to answer these questions we are really at a loss since the
problems confronting us here are far more fundamental than the ones
encountered in the Chopin Nocturne. We might be told that this music
simply has no direction and thus no structure, and that its musical value
lies in the colorful effect of the chord progressions. But then we may
ask: What is the constructive principle underlying these "colorful"
progressions? Is it just color for the sake of color? To speak about colorful progressions without being able to explain their musical meaning
seems tantamount to an admission of complete failure to understand the
music's structure and significance. This author readily concedes his
inability to understand this music. (Naturally the listener is free to be
or not to be impressed by this work, to like it or not. Personal taste is
altogether another thing and should not be allowed to interfere with
such fundamental questions as musical continuity and structure.)
It would be wrong to assume that all chromatic compositions of
this period are equally unclear. To substantiate this we remind the
reader of the discussion of Gesualdo's Io pur respiro (Ex. 479). It
can hardly be denied that here too color effects are created and the
expressive qualities of this music are at least as obvious as those of the
previously presented passage. But there is a fundamental difference
between both compositions. Unlike Lasso's section, the music of
Gesualdo conveys a distinct impression of musical direction. vVe,
therefore, are confronted with a problem: Either both pieces are based
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The Historical Development of Tonal Coherence

From all the music discussed so far, we are able to deduce that composers as different as Josquin, Chopin, Marenzio or Prokofieff adhere to the same basic principles of musical continuity and
structure, whi~h ~hey express, however, in the most divergent ~tyles.
was th~ ~~n.ttnUity of these principles and their apparently inexhaustible possibilities of prolongation which we wished to demonstrate in
choosing compositions of many different styles. Thus the similarities on
a structural level were presented rather than the characteristic differences of their stylistic appearance.
This proced~re does not mean to imply that the author in any way
underrates the Impor~ance of style-analysis or style-criticism. On the
contrary, there can be no doubt that all factors which contribute to
the existence and to the value of a piece of music must be taken into
consideration if we are to understand music in all its facets. Nevertheless, eve~ here in the fie~d of style-criticism, structural hearing has much
contnbute. As a subJeCt of further research it will be very rewardI~g to show that certain prolongations are used in different periods in
different ways. However, in regard to the processes of structural hearing _an important d~stinction has to be made concerning the voiceleadmg graphs. While those graphs which, figuratively speaking, are
more remote from the composition indicate the composition's basic
language, the ones closest to the piece, which are more detailed,
have direct bearing on style-analysis. It is these graphs which help to
reve~l characteri~tics of a specific style and will clarify problems belongmg to the wide field of style-criticism.
Cultural, sociological, philosophical and similar facets of styleanalysis are without doubt of great significance in gaining knowledg~ of
a comJ?osition's place within the historical development of music. Styleanalysis becomes all the more significant, tJ,e further back we go in
the history of music, into periods where instinctive musical understanding cannot be relied on as implicitly as in works of the last century. It
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is not necessary here to d ell at length on the subject of music?logy's
accomplishments. It should be mentioned, however, that by_n~~ the
distinctive characteristics and mannerisms of schools and m~Ividual
composers have been recognized and established. Typ~ of ~ettmg and
form and their historical development have been Im:estigated and
categorized. Rhythmic problems _and pr~blems of notation have b~en \
lved or are in the process of bemg clanfied, at least as thorough!) as
~~ssible. Last, but not lea~t,_ great and ~ratifying results have be_en
achieved in showing parallelisms of musical ~tyle dev~lop~e?t With
contemporaneous trends in the_ other arts, in philosophy, m rehgwn, e~c.
yet most of these accomplishments, although vital ~or. further historical investigation, represent only the end of th~ begmnmg. vVe believe this to be so, because with very few exceptions the problems of
musical continuity and coherence have not yet been made one of the
chief concerns of musicology. And it appears to us that any knowl~~ge
of a composition is at best fragmentary if does not include the ability
to follow the music's motion and to grasp Its coherence.
The tasks for musicology are therefore twofold, the fulfillment of
the first being a precondition for the achievement of the se~ond. ~he
first task-the development of musicological methods and their application to the musical legacy of past centuries-is on the way to fulfillment
and has already yielded a rich harvest of vital knowledge. The second,
the recognition of musical direction and coherence, has not yet been
tackled sufficiently and should now become one of the main subjects of
musicological investigation. I believ~ also that s~me of the results of
style-analysis may have to be revised after this problem has been
clarified.
In our endeavor to understand music of the Middle Ages we are
severely handicapped. No scientific or histori~al me~hod of r~search,
no objective attitude, however sincerely believed m, c_an _hide the
fact that ears which have gone through the long an~ mtncate ?evelopment of western music are often incapable of gra~pmg the musical
conceptions of the thirteenth and fourteenth centunes, for example.
We are hardly able to understand the musical conten~ of ~any a
composition from these centuries although we_ can explam :heir style
and place within the historical development, w_hich, however ~O:portant,
does not necessarily imply musical understandmg. Every musi~Ian, provided he is not indulging in wishful thinking, is confronted "?th problems which seem to defy any solution. These problems become especially acute as soon as we go beyond _the customary_ methods. of
musicology. The moment we do not descnbe and categonze accordmg
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constructive principles of Gregorian chant. It is obvious that the
proposition of letting two v, ices sing more or less independentlywhich means one voice not depending on the motion of the other-was
alone bound to completely absorb the attention of the anonymous
composer. One can well imagine that contrapuntal motion resulting in
the succession of different intervals, as achieved for instance in the
beginning of our example, proved to be an accomplishment of the first
magnitude. It is therefore only logical that the principles of construction and motion that are involved here do not in themselves lead to the
expression of a structural principle of musical direction. '"e are confronted with motion for the sake of motion and counterpoint for the
sake of counterpoint.
Although it appears to be impossible to give an exac't date, it seems
that the organa of the School of St. 1\tlartial contain the first examples
demonstrating definite characteristics of structural planning and hearing. Thus approximately the first half of the I zth century presents
an event of utmost significance: The birth of structural polyphony
with its all-pervading consequences for the development of western
music. ..,. (Ex. 5 r r_]..,.
In describir?g;he stylistic characteristics of this period, Gustave Reese
in his Music in the Middle Ages,2 distinguishes between two styles, a
note-against-note style and a sustained-tone style. On the basis of these
stylistic distinctions we find that the actual significance of the sustainedtone style lies in the introduction of an element of stabilization and
organization into the predominantly horizontal flow of early polyphony. From a purely visual and descriptive point of view, one might
deduce that the two voice parts in the example just mentioned had
reached their greatest possible independence. Careful listening, however, proves that this independence is just a rhythmic one which has no
bearing on the fact that the two voices show an astonishing degree of
correlation and a common structural purpose. \Ve have the definite
impression of directed polyphony, directed within the horizontalized
D chord, and there is hardly any doubt that we are confronted here
with probably one of the earliest forms of chord prolongation. The
gradual unfolding of the melody within the octave D-D is indicated in
the graphs and the reader will observe the small parallelisms of the
melodic construction which require no further comment. Above all,
however, he will agree that the difference from the previously quoted
excerpt (Ex. 510) goes beyond the scope of customary stylistic differences. The recognition of these is highly important, but it is not
2W.

vV. Norton & Co., N ew

York, 1940.
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constructive principles of Gregorian chant. It is obvious that the
proposition of letting two v, ices sing more or less independentlywhich means one voice not depending on the motion of the other-was
alone bound to completely absorb the attention of the anonymous
composer. One can well imagine that contrapuntal motion resulting in
the succession of different intervals, as achieved for instance in the
beginning of our example, proved to be an accomplishment of the first
magnitude. It is therefore only logical that the principles of construction and motion that are involved here do not in themselves lead to the
expression of a structural principle of musical direction. vVe are confronted with motion for the sake of motion and counterpoint for the
sake of counterpoint.
Although it appears to be impossible to give an exad date, it seems
that the organa of the School of St. Martial contain the first examples
demonstrating definite characteristics of structural planning and hearing. Thus approximately the first half of the I 2th century presents
an event of utmost significance: The birth of structural polyphony
with its all-pervading consequences for the development of western
music. .,... [Ex. 5 I rJ...,.
In describi~he stylistic characteristics of this period, Gustave Reese
in his Music in tbe Middle Ages,2 distinguishes between two styles, a
note-against-note style and a sustained-tone style. On the basis of these
stylistic distinctions we find that the actual significance of the sustainedtone style lies in the introduction of an element of stabilization and
organization into the predominantly horizontal flow of early polyphony. From a purely visual and descriptive point of view, one might
deduce that the two voice parts in the example just mentioned had
reached their greatest possible independence. Careful listening, however, proves that this independence is just a rhythmic one which has no
bearing on the fact that the two voices show an astonishing degree of
correlation and a common structural purpose. We have the definite
impression of directed polyphony, directed within the horizontalized
D chord, and there is hardly any doubt that we are confronted here
with probably one of the earliest forms of chord prolongation. The
gradual unfolding of the melody within the octave D-D is indicated in
the graphs and the reader will observe the small parallelisms of the
melodic construction which require no further comment. Above all,
however, he will agree that the difference from the previously quoted
excerpt (Ex. 5 I o) goes beyond the scope of customary stylistic differences. The recognition of these is highly important, but it is not
2W. W. Norton & Co., New York, 1940.
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enough. There is more to the music and its meaning than purely stylistic
observation would lead us to believe.
·
It is interesting to observe that polyphonic writina even in a le<>s
melismatic, practically note-against-note style demonst~ates distinct attempts to gain polyphonic direction and organization. An excerpt from
the School of Compostela is presented as illustration . .,.. [Ex. 5 r z] ~ 3
This example appears subdivided into three short phrases, the contents
of which the graphs explain. A principle of repetition is at work here
which, as is known, attained such importance in regard to desian and
form and results, in this excerpt, in subtle parallelisms and vari~nts.
. Several points of _interest stand out clearly. \Vhether the composition sho:vs the sustamed-tone style or a predominantly or completely
note-agamst-note style, the movement within or around a chord is
clearly expressed. Furthermore, both voices of the n:vo-part settina, in
spite of their own individual melodic life, work together in view ~f a
third and superior factor of structural sianificance-the unity-creatina
. c hd
0
•
b
b as1c
or .
From the few quoted excerpts alone one may deduce how wrona it
would be to believe that chord prolongation hampers the individuality
of the single parts. The birth of chord prolongation means the creatio~
of a stable factor within the basic tendency of counterpoint to move for
the sake of motion; it regulates bur at the same time allows for individual
treatment of the single part. At the same time it should be emphasizedalthough the reader of the foregoing chapters will have drawn the same
conclusion-that chord prolongation by no means indicates the introduction of a harmonic aspect or conception. These and further examples
are thoroughly and exclusively contrapuntal and are still remote from
any harmonic influence or concept. Nevertheless, polyphony, with the
help of the architectonic idea of chord prolongation, achieves structural direction and tonal coherence. And it is this fundamental oro·anizing idea which, as we know, expresses the essence of tonality. Th~s the
foregoing illustrations represent examples of what seem to be the earliest
expressions of structural music and of tonality as tonal coherence.
It would, however, be erroneous to believe that this early type of
structural polyphony immediately replaces the interval conscious, but
structurally undirected style of polyphonic writing as presented in
Ex. 5 ro. \Vithin this older style we have to d;stinguish between two
categories. The first is characterized by pa~~&ges which defy any con3

The reader should keep in mind that there is still much doubt and controversy
about the rhy thmic setting of this and even later music.
·
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vincing musical explanation. Su( 1 compositions occur in the music of
the Middle Aaes but they aradually become less frequent. To be sure,
o
o
. sty Ie, o~e
one can describe
such polyphonic
works according to t he1r
can furnish them with technical terms and trace some of the melodies
back to their origins, etc., but all this does not provide an explanation
of the music taken as a whole and of its meaning and coherence.
The other category is of special interest as it forms a kind of inter-.
mediate stage between structural and non-structural polyphony. ~or
one encounters sections and passages in which an attempt to orgamze
the polyphonic setting is discerniLle, insofar as it seems to move around
the ~ chord-form. However, the exact contrapuntal relation of the
voices, the basic contrapuntal setting, seems to elude u ·, at least for the
time being.
An example of this intermediate stage is given in .... [E,x. 5.r3.]:-- A~a~t
from an apparent lack of organization in the t~p vo1ce s d1rec::wn, It IS
a real problem whether one is justified in readmg a prolongatiOn of C
within an over-all structural G chord.
Returnin~the development of directed and org~nize~ polyphony,
we find that the second half of the twelfth and the entire thirteenth century not only show a further spreading and confirmation of structural
principles but also the first great artistic accomplishments of western
polyphony.
t
•
•
In much of this music, one can ascertam a marked elaborano? of the
detail on the basis of the principle of repetitio.n, mentione.d earlier. The
end of Leoninus' two-voice organum Alleluza Pascba will serve as an
illustration. .,.. [Ex. 5 r4]..,. The quotation as a whole presents an ex·
tended prolongation of C after which a mo~io~ to G takes place. The
section inC is subdivided into four phrases md1cated by brackets. The
first is an ornamented descent of a fourth within the chord-form ~ ;
the followina three are variations of this melodic descent with subtle
changes in detail but adhering to the same voice leading.
.
The end of this example leads clearly from C to G . We co.me mto
contact here with the earliest forms of contrapuntal progressiOns
tween two different points (chords), which the reader of the precedmg
chapters so often has .encountered. Next to chord prolongation, t~ese
progressions constitute the most important princi~le of ton~l orgamzation. It is in such examples that the late: appeanng techmque of expressing musical direction by way of passmg mtervals or chords shows
its first staaes of development.
Certain ~haracteristic features of twelfth- and thirteenth-century
music should now be mentioned. The melody frequently moves around

?e-
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one tone with neighbor notes or more elaborate embellishments. Just
as frequently one encounters melodic motions of a fourth and, less
often, those of a fifth and octave, representing motions into and out of
the inner voice of the prevalent chord-form ~ (the third occurring
mostly as a passing note). Although only two-voice settings have been
discussed so far, they frequently seem to imply three-voice chorqs.
A~so characteristic for the period under discussion is the predommant use of fourths, fifths and octaves moving in parallel motion.
These intervals are used not only in the basic contrapuntal setting, but
also in the prolongations. Hence they play a part similar to that of
thirds, sixths or tenths in music of later periods. Mention should also
be made of the dissonant impression of the voice leading caused by the
freque~t use of seconds appearing either within passing motions or as
appoggiaturas.
Turning now to three-voice compositions of the Notre Dame School,
it will hardly be surprising that similar voice-leading principles are to
be found in these settings. Two excerpts will be presented. The first is
rather straightforward and the two graphs presented need no further
comment. .,... [Ex. 5 r5]..,..
Before taking up the second example, we should like to stress the
necessity for adopting large dimensional hearing for this type of music.
Allowing for all differences in style and musical conception existing
between this period and the sixteenth or eighteenth century, there is no
reason whatsoever to hear only from one breve to the following one,
just as there is no justification for hearing in later music from one
measure to the next only. Although it is correct from a purely descriptive point of view to say that in much of thirteenth-century music
the three voices start from the consonances 5 and 8 and move through
occasional dissQnances to the next consonance, this knowledge promotes no understanding of the music's meaning nor of the composer's
unconscious conception of musical continuity. The theory of the
period certainly implies a hearing from breve to breve, but this would
only be one of the many instances where contemporary theoretical
treatises contribute very little to the music's understanding. Whatever
the problems of musical synthesis and construction may be, whatever
uncertainty might exist as to how far a certain unit, phrase or section
may be understood to reac a procedure from breve to breve would
be an approach comparable to the limited methods of chord grammar
or harmonic analysis in music of a later period.
Definitely more complex than the preceding excerpt is a large fragment from an organum triplum by Perotinus. .,... [Ex. 5 r 6]..,.. This sec-
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The melody around the structural F moves first to the lower neighbor
note E, then a third down to D l od finally a fourth down to C, the
inner voice of the governing ~ cfi.ord, before returning once more to
F. Again we find the melodic outline to be expressed by the motetus and
triplum voices mutually; in spite of the individuality of each voice
part, they join in bringing out the essential outline and content of the
melody. The motetus and triplum represent two melodic components
creating a resultant third melodic line which governs this section and
molds it into an organic whole.
Within the rich repertoire of motets which have come down to us,
there are also those which show ' direction of voice leading or the
structural factor of chord prolongation although the inner organization
of the prolongations appears problematic. Let us turn to Motet No. 9·
Careful listening conveys a feeling of direction, even if somewhat
vague, from C to F . .,. [Ex. 52 I]..,. Another example is meas. 1 to I 2
of Motet No. 40. Although the reading of meas. 9- I 2 appears to be
clear, meas. 1-8 seem to allow for the two possible explanations given
in the graphs. .,.[Ex. 522]..,.
All these sub.t!e differences must be weighed carefully before one can
begin to understand thineenth-century music. Structural hearing
divulges the large and the small differences in musical conception, the
difference between. structural and non-structural polyphony, and the
difference between clear, directed or ambiguous writing. All of this
is so important that the fact of stylistic identity may be occasionally
misleading.
·
Turning to the problem of form, it appears that such sections and
passages as have been discussed are at the same time the form sections of
a motet. Very similar to the organum of the Notre Dame School, the
thineenth-century motet presents in many cases a row of chord prolongations or progressions from one chord to another which are more
or less interrelated on the basis of the principle of repetition. Often
motets use one single chord as basis for all prolongations; sometimes
different chords serve as the foundation. The motet as a whole thus
represents a row of units, but does not constitute an organic whole
within the framework of a single structural progression.
Concerning the principle of repetition, it appears insufficient to discuss the problem of form on the basis of the tenor repetitions alone,
for one finds that a tenor melody often, but by no means always, coincides with the length of a chord prolongation. The simultaneous effect
of all the voices must be considered, otherwise the form of the piece as
a whole can never be clarified.

/
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In the music of the fourteenth century, counterpoint remains the
governing factor, but a strengl.ening of the hannonic principle is to
be found in quite a number of works. For instance in Machaut's compositions there are many sections which show the increased inftuence
of hannonic thinking. T wo excerpts from Virelai No. 38 and Virelai

T~rning

No. 32 are offered . .,..(Ex. p8, 5291.,.
to three-part compositions, we find again that prolonged
monons to the V occur. The last measures of Ballade No. 3 serve as an
example... (Ex. 53 o] .. This excerpt shows a clearly defined motion to
the dominant and therefore giv« further evidence of the awakening
of the harmonic concept. At the same rime it is typical of Machaut's
contrapuntal technique, rhe understanding of which presents the for<·
most problem of fourteenth-centuty music. While passages such as this
can readily be explained, there are three· and four-part compositions
which often show a heretofore unparalleled degree of complexity. Tl><
increased use of small note-values, with the consequent enrichment of
the rhythmic treannent of the single voice parts, so characteristic of the
period
Ars Nova, frequently gives the impression of contrapuntal
overactivity, making the recognition of musical direction very difficult.
These problems are intensified by the complexities of founeenth-cen·
rory notation and by musica freta, which thus far has by no means been

~

One cannot
conclude even a cursory d"
tury
· hout mentionino·• of the thirteenth
':"lt
a d l . ~scusswn
the

z75

ton~noi

clarified.
Thus the musical understanding of many works by Machaut presents a baffling problem.' The visual characteristics of rhe single voices
and the voice leading in general have been described and much has
been written about the highly individual character of his art in comparison with that of the anonymous composers of the thirteenth cen·
tuty. Much has been said regarding Machaut as the ttu< representative
of a new art and about his great impact on the development of
music. The musical contents of his works, however, remain on the
whole an uninvestigated field. Although this is equally true of thirteenth·
century music, the importance attached to Machaut is so much greater,
that the lack of a musical approach of analysis to his works must be felt
all the more. Especially in our time, the style of Machaut has attracted
the attention of young composers. In their reaction to rhe nineteenth
centuty and their struggle for a new style his works have become in
a way a new symbol. How strange then that one should idolize a composer to whom one has a\\ approaches-aesthetic, historical and socio·
logical- save the all-important one to the music itself. Let us therefore
5

•

A very interesting analysis of a Ballade by Machaut may be found in Hinde-

mith's book, Craft of lvtusical Composition.
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"linear" is of no help either. For, if the voice parts should really go
their own ways, disregarding a mutual structural purpose, then the
composition could hardly be dee ,ed of artistic quality. It is, of course,
entirely possible that much of this music demands more patience and
more research before it will unfold its meaning. i\lany more works by
this fascinating composer will have to be analyzed before definite answers to these problems can be found.
The fact that we are only at the beginning of musical recognition of
fourteenth-century music also precludes a completely satisfactory
writing of the voice-leading graph~. Often these graphs will have to be
taken as first attempts only, but I am convinced that the shortcomings
will be overcome as soon as the musical motion of-the works in question
has been grasped. So far, however, the exact status of the voice leading
in many cases is anything but clear. In addition the "pure" counterpoint
of this period, comparable to the abstraction of counterpoint in regard
to seventeenth-, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century music (see Chapter
Ill), only begins to be recognizable. In contrast to the contrap~ntal
principles of later centuries, it definitely presents a different conception
of disson,nce and of progressions in fifths, octaves and fourths.
Much ~herefore remains to be done until a clearer picture can be
drawn. Nevertheless, at this stage some definite insight can be gained,
provided we are willing to concentrate on the actual musical motion
and the problems of its coherence.
To substantiate this statement two of Machaut's works shall be quoted
in their entirety, the Virelai No. 3 I and the Ballade No. 26. First we
present the Virelai . .,.. [Ex. 5321 ... This piece shows a remarkable assurance in the treatment of form combined with much greater melodic
subtlety than was encountered in the thirteenth-century motet. As a
whole it presents a three-part form (the A 1 part constituting a repetition
of meas. I -2 2) in which the technique of interruption on a contrapuntal
basis (see the examples from Adam de la Halle's works) plays a major
structural role. In fact this Virelai and the following Ballade belong,
according to our present knowledge, to the first compositions showing
structural and thus tonal unity (see Graph b). Quite apart from the
obvious parallelisms created through the use of interruption in structure
and main prolongations, the whole piece abounds with subtle, variationlike repetitions (see Graph a). It should be noticed in addition that the
composition, clearly in D, starts with four meas. which act in a capacity
somewhat similar to an incomplete harmonic progression constituting
the beginning of a number of compositions of later centuries. Here we
encounter not a harmonic but a contrapuntal drive to the tonic. Ascer-
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The beginning of Dunstable's Sub tuam protectionem is typical of
fifteenth-century structural polyphony . .,.. [Ex. 534]..,.
Harmony plays a distinct, but subordinate part in comparison to the
contrapuntal progression which is the main feature of this example. It
cannot be emphasized too s Jngly that the increased use of the triad
as a vertical chord or in a chord-outlining form in the melody, and above
all the frequently occurring progressions of sixth chords, do not in
themselves mean a further development of harmonic thinking. The
reader knows by now that such chords may be used within a completely
contrapuntal setting. On the other hand, a harmonic framework may
appear in works in which the triad plays only a very subordinate role,
as occasionally in works by Machaut. Here is one more instance where
in analysis the lack of a clear distinction between harmonic and contrapur:t:U factors has done much to obscure the true meaning of composmon.
Although triads and sixths are no criteria for harmonic writing, a
further development of the harmonic concept may be observed in works
of this period. We point to the increased use of I-IV-V-I progressions.
This progression may be heard in meas. 1 to I 2 (Ex. 534) and is used
here as}f harmonic prolongati?n within a contrapuntally conceived
whole. ybserve once again the cooperation of the voice parts, when the
middle voice becomes the bass of the dominant in meas. ro.
In another example by the same composer, meas. I -19 from the Chanson Puisque m'amour, the contrapuntal and the harmonic conceptions
are for the first time more in equilibrium . .,.. [Ex. 535]..,. The tonic as referred to in the graph applies only to the section discussed. While in
former examples we had found single harmonic progressions either as
frameworks for relatively short passages or, as in the preceding excerpt,
acting in a prolonging capacity of a contrapuntal progression of higher
structural order, we now encounter harmonic prolongations of a framework at least partly harmonic.
It would be wrong, however, to believe that structural polyphony
from this time on proceeds to develop without interference from a
non-structural and non-directed way of writing. Once more, in a number of works of the second half of the fifteenth century, counterpoint
for the sake of counterpoint creates a density of texture which obscures and hinders musical direction. This is not dissimilar to events of
the fourteenth century, although the style and the counterpoint itself
have changed considerably. On the whole, however, the fifteenth century and the beginning of the sixteenth show a constantly growing
development of directed music and this author can not conceal his per-
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sonal conviction that the fifteenth century is a musical period exceeding
the fourteenth century in creative achievement. The expressiveness of
the music is certainly no less strong, and the power for creating tonal
direction and coherence is much greater. It can be said very definitely
that a larger percentage of compositions of the fifteenth century, in
fact larger than of any previous period, can be explained. As a matter
of fact the number is so great that it is impossible within the framework
of these cursory discussions to give even a limited cross section of
structural music and its achievements in this period. We shall therefore
confine ourselves to highlighting a few problems and to quoting a few
selected examples in order to round out this introduction to a new
analytical approach to the music of the Middle Ages and the early
Renaissance.
We tum first to the Rondeau, Adieu m'amour by Dufay. ,..[Ex.
536] ~The greater correlation of the voices within the course of voice
leading, so strongly initiated by Dunstable, is further and subtly developed in works of this kind. They point convincingly to the great
strides structural music has made since the period of Machaut. This
applies also to the appearance of clear outer-form organizations. This
Rondeau, for instance, is composed in a two-part prolongation-form.
The second part shows the structural progression, in itself subdivided
through interruption. Observe that the post-interruption section offers
an interesting parallelism with section A, with the melody in contracted
form moving upward in thirds to the structural tone C. Expressiveness
and lucidity of style appear in a balance heretofore hardly to be found.
The same can be said about the following movement from a Mass by
Obrecht which shows that the harmonic conception has been decisively
elaborated. We:: refer to the Osanna from the Missa "!e ne demande" by
Obrecht, a composition in through-composed form. ,.. [Ex. 537] ~
That in spite of all th:- startling innovations of the fifteenth century,
old techniques still are being used because they are fundamental techniques of structural music, may be gathered, for instance, from the
Kyrie of Isaac's Missa Canninum. The principle of repetition and
variation dating back to the twelfth century can be found here on a
higher architectural level. ,.. [Ex. 53 8] ~
Finally, as an example which appears as a crowning summary of all
previous achievements and which at the same time links up with the
developments discussed throughout Part II, the complete first section
from a Motet by Josquin des Pres is given. ,..[Ex. 539] ~
VVith the analysis of this Motet we have cvme to the last example
and to the end of our discussion. Although it would be premature
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sona] conviction that the fifteenth century is a musical period exceeding
the fourteenth century in creative achievement. The expressiveness of
the music is certainly no less strong, and the power for creating tonal
direction and coherence is much greater. It can be said very definitely
that a larger percentage of compositions of the fifteenth century, in
fact larger than of any previous period, can be explained. As a matter
of fact the number is so great that it is impossible within the framework
of these cursory discussions to give even a limited cross section of
structural music and its achievements in this period. We shall therefore
confine ourselves to highlighting a few problems and to quoting a few
selected examples in order to round out this introduction to a new
analytical approach to the music of the Middle Ages and the early
Renaissance.
We turn first to the Rondeau, Adieu m'amour by Dufay. .,..[Ex.
536]~ The greater correlation of the voices within the course of voice
leading, so strongly initiated by Dunstable, is further and subtly developed in works of this kind. They point convincingly to the great
strides structural music has made since the period of Machaut. This
applies also to the appearance of clear outer-form organizations. This
Rondeau, for instance, is composed in a two-part prolongation-form.
The second part shows the structural progression, in itself subdivided
through interruption. Observe that the post-interruption section offers
an interesting parallelism with section A, with the melody in contracted
form moving upward in thirds to the structural tone C. Expressiveness
and lucidity of style appear in a balance heretofore hardly to be found.
The same can be said about the following movement from a Mass by
Obrecht which shows that the harmonic conception has been decisively
elaborated. W t: refer to the Osanna from the Missa "!e ne de-mande" by
Obrecht, a composition in through-composed form . .,... [Ex. 53 7] ~
That in spite of all th:- startling innovations of the fifteenth century,
old techniques still are being used because they are fundamental techniques of structural music, may be gathered, for instance, from the
Kyrie of Isaac's Missa Carminum. The principle of repetition and
variation dating back to the twelfth century can be found here on a
higher architectural level. .,..[Ex. 538]~
Finally, as an example which appears as a crowning summary of all
previous achievements and which at the same time links up with the
developments discussed throughout Part II, the complete first section
from a Jvlotet by Josquin des Pres is given. .,..[Ex. 539./~
\Vith the analysis of this Motet we have cc.me to the last example
and to the end of our discussion. Although it would be premature
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182.

Conclusion

The Language of Western Music

All

mu~ic conceived on the fundamental principles

presented t~roughout th1s book shows direction and definite functi
of t?nes and chords in relation to the structure of the whole. s~;~
mus1c may be called .structural or tonal music. The terms tonal or structural are therefore
. . mterchangeable; they symbolize the same fun damenta1 c haractensncs.
Tonality? in the new and broader sense as conceived in this book repre~ents a mustcallanguage. Within its orbit there occur works as c~ntrast
mg as a motet of the thirteenth century and compositions by M h
Dufay, Frescobaldi, Mozart, Wagner, Debussy or Bartok. This
far
the style of specific periods and of certain compos!s
bec~use 1t 1s able to find expression in the most divergent styles and
~ettmgs. In wh~te~er style this mu~ic~l language happens to express
itSelf,. whet~er lll lllStrument~l mU~lC, m song or opera, whether the
~~le 1s goth~c, ba:oqu~, class1c or Impressionistic, the basic character. 1sucs .of mustcal direcnon, continuity and coherence are the same and
constitute a common denominator. This convincingly demonstrates that
all these .composers speak the same language, but in the form of th
contrasting styles.
e most

trans~e~ds

la~~:u~

. ~!though we are onlr at the beginning of a new period of musical
mslght, t~eory and mustcology, it is possible to state that structural or
tonal
for the greatest possible variety, elast1'c'ty
· d'1'd rmus1c.allows
h'
1
an d m
Vl ua .1ty .wlt m the fundamental principles of structural direction and
~rgamzatwn as represented in any period from the twelfth to the twenneth. cen~ry. On the basis of the~e principles, musical expression, modern .m e~ ery sense, appears entirely possible. This type of modern
m~s1c bnngs about a continuation of the age-old elements of structural
umty,
nevertheless
exhibiting beyond any doubt the styl1'sn'c character· ·
f
·
lStlCs o our nme.
However,. if c~mpositions are definitely nvc within the wide tonal
realm as outhned m these chapters, if they clearly are not representative

of structural music, then we may ask: What is this music's constructive
principle and what are the principles of its musical continuity? If it is
representative of a new and different type of music not based on tonal
direction, what possibilities for the achievement of artistic unity and
variety does it offer instead?
We think here of Schonberg and his development of the twelve-tone
system. The principles of this approach deal with possibilities of musical
coherence and continuity very different from those discussed throughout these pages. It can not be denied, however, that his is .a truly ~ew
and in itself convincing musical language. And so the quesnon remams:
Will music continue to express itself in the structural language of tonality revitalized by the new aspects of tona.l expr~ssion w?ich have bc.en
developed by composers as different as Hmdem1th, B~rtok a~d Stravmsky, or will the twelve-tone system become the mustcal arts language
of the future?
Whichever of these two languages will be developed further in the
future, arid whatever form of musical expression may conceivably grow
out of some eventual contact between certain principles of tonality
and of twelve-tone music- it does not seem likely that we shall ever
again be satisfied with a merely descriptive type of ~usical theor~.
.I firmly believe that there is a need for a theory of mustc. a~d ~ompo.st
tion which never loses contact in all its branches and dtsctphnes wtth
what seems to me to be/ its principal g~al and justi~cation: leading the
ear and mind to understand all details .as orgamc offshoots of the
whole, which means the perception of total musical organization. This
is the goal of structural hearing, which touches. on a fundan:ental problem of composing regardless of style and penod-the achtevement of .
coherence and unity.

